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Abstract

We look at geometric limits of large random non-uniform permutations. We mainly con-
sider two theories for limits of permutations: permuton limits, introduced by Hoppen, Ko-
hayakawa, Moreira, Rath, and Sampaio to define a notion of scaling limits for permutations;
and Benjamini-Schramm limits, introduced by the author to define a notion of local limits for
permutations.

The models of random permutations that we consider are mainly constrained models, that
is, uniform permutations belonging to a given subset of the set of all permutations. We often
identify this subset using pattern-avoidance, focusing on: permutations avoiding a pattern of
length three, substitution-closed classes, (almost) square permutations, permutation families
encoded by generating trees, and Baxter permutations.

We explore some universal phenomena for the models mentioned above. For Benjamini-
Schramm limits we explore a concentration phenomenon for the limiting objects. For permuton
limits we deepen the study of some known universal permutons, called biased Brownian sepa-
rable permutons, and we introduce some new ones, called Baxter permuton and skew Brownian
permutons. In addition, for (almost) square permutations, we investigate the occurrence of a
phase transition for the limiting permutons.

On the way, we establish various combinatorial results both for permutations and other
related objects. Among others, we give a complete description of the feasible region for consecu-
tive patterns as the cycle polytope of a specific graph; and we find new bijections relating Baxter
permutations, bipolar orientations, walks in cones, and a new family of discrete objects called
coalescent-walk processes.
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Introduction: A geometric perspective
on random constrained permutations

In which we discuss the main topics of this thesis. We start by contextualizing our
work in relation to the existing literature and prior studies. We then give a brief
description of permuton and local convergence for permutations. Finally, we present
an overview of the remaining chapters of this manuscript.

An old and fascinating, even though ill-posed, mathematical question that has attracted the
attention of many mathematicians in the last century is the following one:

What does a large random permutation look like?

For years researchers have tried to make sense of this question, particularly in the case of uni-
form random permutations. The most established approach has been to look at the convergence
of relevant statistics1, such as number of cycles, number of inversions, length of the longest
increasing subsequence and many others.

More recently, a geometric point of view has been explored2. Instead of looking at statistics
on permutations, the question is to directly determine, from a global or local perspective, the
limit of the permutation itself.

Let us now briefly explain with an example how these geometric notions of limits work. We
start with the global point of view. Consider a large uniform random permutation σ. One would

1References and a more complete discussion can be found in Section 1.4.
2References and a more complete discussion can be found in Sections 1.2.2 and 1.3.2.
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Chapter 1. Introduction: A geometric perspective

expect that the points of the diagram of σ – i.e. the points (i, σ(i)) – are spread out in a homo-
geneous way inside a square. And indeed the diagram of a large uniform random permutation
looks like this:

This intuition is made rigorous by showing that large uniform random permutations con-
verge in the permuton sense to the two-dimensional Lebesgue measure on the unit square, that is,
the measure induced by the points in the diagram of σ converges weakly to the two-dimensional
Lebesgue measure on the unit square.

We now move to the local point of view. Consider again a large uniform random permu-
tation σ. We look at the behavior of the permutation around a distinguished point, called the
root, asking what are the relative positions of the points around this root. If the latter is cho-
sen uniformly at random, one would expect that these neighboring points are still distributed
as a uniform permutation. This intuition is made rigorous by showing that a uniform random
permutation locally converges, or even better Benjamini-Schramm converges, to the uniform random
infinite rooted permutation.

The theory of permutons goes back to the works of Hoppen, Kohayakawa, Moreira, Rath and
Sampaio [HKM+13] and Presutti and Stromquist [PS10]. In this thesis (Chapter 2), we formally
introduce the notion of local convergence or Benjamini-Schramm convergence for permutations.

In our work, instead of looking at uniform random permutations, we focus on constrained
models of random permutations, mainly pattern-avoiding permutations3. The goal is to under-
stand how these constraints affect the limiting global and local shape of random permutations.

As we will see, the answers are much more interesting than in the uniform case. Among var-
ious results, we discuss a universal phenomenon for local limits of random constrained permu-
tations (Chapter 4), we explore some phase transitions for the limiting shape of (almost) square
permutations (Chapter 5), and we present some known and new universal random limits for
constrained permutations, leading to the definition of the skew Brownian permuton (Chapter 6).

In order to prove these results, we explore several connections between models of con-
strained permutations and many other discrete objects, such as trees, walks, and maps (Chap-

3The reader who is not familiar with the terminology of permutation patterns (such as pattern occurrences, pattern
avoidance, etc.) can find the necessary background in Section 1.6.1.

2



Chapter 1. Introduction: A geometric perspective

ter 3). This provides an occasion to exhibit and discover some pretty combinatorial constructions
related with pattern-avoiding permutations.

In Fig. 1.1, the reader can see some simulations4 of the diagrams of large random permuta-
tions in various models of non-uniform random permutations. As it can be noticed, an incredi-
bly rich variety of limiting behaviors emerges, all of which will be explored in this manuscript.

Figure 1.1. From left to right/top to bottom, large uniform permutations from the following
models: Erdös–Szekeres permutations, Mallows permutations, square permutations, almost
square permutations (with a fifth of external points), {1342, 2341}-avoiding permutations, 231-
avoiding permutations, 321-avoiding permutations, 654321-avoiding permutations, separable
permutations, Baxter permutations, semi-Baxter permutations, strong-Baxter permutations. All
the models are formally defined in this thesis.

4In this manuscript, we present several simulations of large random permutations in various models of non-uniform
random permutations. These simulations were obtained using a dozen of different algorithms developed and coded by
the author during his Ph.D. We do not discuss the details of such algorithms in this manuscript; we just mention that
most of them build on some bijections between permutations and trees or walks, the latter objects being simpler to
simulate.

3



Chapter 1. Introduction: A geometric perspective 1.1. Pattern-avoiding permutations

1.1 | Pattern-avoiding permutations
One fundamental aspect of our work is that we do not focus on uniform random permutations
but we look at non-uniform models. There are two main lines of research on non-uniform models
of random permutations:

� The first one looks at biased models of random permutations. Typically, one considers a
distribution on the set of permutations where every permutation π has probability propor-
tional to qstc(π), where stc(·) denotes a certain statistics on permutations and q is a positive
real-valued parameter. A remarkable model of biased permutations is the Mallows model
(see the second picture in Fig. 1.1): every permutation π has probability proportional to
qinv(π), where inv(π) denotes the number of inversions of π, i.e. the number of pairs i < j
such that π(i) > π(j).

� The second line of research looks at constrained models of random permutations. This
is the area where this thesis belongs. Typically, one considers the uniform distribution
on a given subset of the set of all permutations. A classical way to identify this subset
is to use pattern-avoidance, that is, by considering all the permutations avoiding one or
multiple patterns (see the third and the last eight pictures5 in Fig. 1.1). We will also deal
with other constrained models not defined via pattern-avoidance, such as Erdös–Szekeres
permutations and almost square permutations (see the first and fourth picture in Fig. 1.1).

One of the big advantages of considering pattern-avoiding permutations is that many elegant
and useful combinatorial constructions are already available in the literature.

The study of patterns in permutations dates back a century, to the works of MacMahon
[Mac16], where he showed that the permutations that can be partitioned into two decreasing
subsequences – i.e. 123-avoiding permutations – are counted by the Catalan numbers. Other
significant early contributions on permutation patterns are due to Erdös and Szekeres [ES35]
and Schensted [Sch61] on the longest increasing and decreasing subsequence of a permutation.
All these works do not explicitly use the permutation patterns terminology.

The modern study of pattern-avoiding permutations started when Knuth published the first
volume of The Art of Computer Programming [Knu69]. After that, around the 90’s, the field
expanded towards two main connected directions: to determine bijections between pattern-
avoiding permutations and other well-studied discrete objects; to enumerate permutations in a
given pattern-avoiding family. For a detailed survey of the relevant literature we refer to [Bón15,
Chapter 12], written by Vatter, or to the book of Kitaev [Kit11].

In Chapter 3, some of the nice combinatorial results established in the literature are presented
and some new ones are proved. We will also explain how these results are extremely helpful in
providing a convenient way to construct uniform pattern-avoiding permutations.

5We remark that Baxter permutations, semi-Baxter permutations and strong-Baxter permutations are defined using
generalized pattern-avoidance, as we will see in Section 3.5.
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Chapter 1. Introduction: A geometric perspective 1.2. Scaling limits

1.2 | Scaling limits
Another fundamental aspect of our work is that we consider geometric notions of convergence
for permutations. We discuss in this section the scaling limit approach and in Section 1.3 the
local limit approach.

1.2.1 | Scaling limits of discrete structures

After a suitable rescaling, a simple random walk on Z converges to the 1-dimensional Brow-
nian motion: probably this is the most famous scaling limit result in probability theory, a.k.a.
Donsker’s theorem [Don51]. In the last thirty years such scaling limits have been intensively
studied for different random discrete structures. We mention some examples where this notion
has been investigated, without aiming at giving a complete list.

One of the earliest scaling limit results for random discrete structures is due to Logan and
Shepp [LS77] and Veršik and Kerov [VK77]: they investigated Plancherel distributed Young
diagrams, proving convergence to the so-called Logan–Shepp–Kerov–Vershik curve Ω.

In the framework of random trees, the systematic study of scaling limits has been initiated by
Aldous with the pioneering series of articles about the Continuum random tree [Ald91b, Ald91c,
Ald93]. After that, scaling limits of random planar maps have been thoroughly studied with
motivations coming from string theory and conformal field theory. Convergence results for
many models of random planar maps were obtained, both as random metric spaces (with the
celebrated results of Le Gall and Miermont [LG13, Mie13] showing convergence to the Brownian
map) and, more recently, as random Riemannian surfaces (with the remarkable achievements of
Holden and Sun [HS19] showing convergence to the

√
8/3-Liouville quantum gravity).

In statistical mechanics, the study of scaling limits of discrete models is likewise a very active
field of research. For instance, the scaling limit of the discrete Gaussian free field on lattices, i.e.,
the continuum Gaussian free field [She07], has been proven to be the scaling limit of many other
random structures, such as uniform domino tilings [Ken01].

Lastly, we mention a notion of scaling limits for dense graphs: Graphon convergence was intro-
duced in [BCL+08] and has been a major topic of interest in graph combinatorics ever since – see
[Lov12] for a broad perspective on the field. Heuristically, graphon convergence corresponds to
convergence of the rescaled adjacency matrix. As we will see, this notion of convergence shares
some similarities with permuton convergence.

1.2.2 | Permuton limits

As already mentioned, a notion of scaling limit for permutations, called permuton, was recently
introduced in [HKM+13]. Permutons are probability measures on the unit square with uniform
marginals, i.e. with uniform projections on the axes. They represent the scaling limit of the
diagrams of permutations as the size grows to infinity. Any permutation can be interpreted as
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a permuton through the procedure described in Fig. 1.2 (for a complete and formal introduction
to permuton convergence we refer to Section 2.1).

Figure 1.2. On the left-hand side the dia-
gram of the permutation 2413. On the right-
hand side the associated permuton: each
subsquare in the diagram containing a dot
has been endowed with Lebesgue measure
of total mass 1/4. In this way we obtain a
probability measure on the unit square with
uniform marginals, that is, a permuton.

Convergence of permutons is defined as weak convergence of measures. Scaling limits of
permutations have been studied in several works. We mention a few of them.

� To the best of our knowledge, the first scaling limit result for permutations (without us-
ing the setting of permutons) was proved by Romik [Rom06]. He showed that random
Erdös–Szekeres permutations (see the first picture in Fig. 1.1), i.e. uniform permutations
of size n2 with no monotone subsequences6 of length n + 1, converge to a limiting shape
described by an algebraic curve of degree 4. He also determined the internal density of the
limiting measure: it is not uniform and the explicit expression is quite involved.

� With a statistical-mechanical approach, Starr [Sta09] investigated the permuton limit of
Mallows permutations (see the second picture in Fig. 1.1). Treating the question as a mean-
field problem, he was able to calculate the distribution of the permuton limit (after a suit-
able rescaling of the parameter q). This limit is a deterministic measure on the square with
an explicit density. Again, such results do not make use of the permuton language.

� Another remarkable model of non-uniform random permutations is given by random sort-
ing networks [AHRV07]. A sorting network is a shortest path from 12 . . . n to n . . . 21 in
the Cayley graph of the symmetric group generated by nearest-neighbour transpositions.
There is a natural permutation-valued process associated with a sorting network: the value
of the process at time m is given by the permutation obtained from 12 . . . n applying the
first m transpositions in the sorting network. Recently, Dauvergne [Dau18] determined the
permuton limit (without using this vocabulary) of uniform sorting network processes at
time bntc showing convergence to the so-called Archimedean measure Archt, the latter being
a family of permutons indexed by t ∈ [0, 1].

� The study of the scaling limits of a uniform random permutation avoiding a pattern of
length three (see the sixth and seventh picture in Fig. 1.1) was independently initiated by
Miner and Pak [MP14] and Madras and Pehlivan [MP16]. Afterwards, with a series of two

6We recall that, by the Erdös-Szekeres theorem [ES35], any permutation of size n2 contains at least one monotone
subsequence of length n.
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articles, Hoffman, Rizzolo and Slivken [HRS17a, HRS17b] expanded on these early results
by exploring the connection of these uniform pattern-avoiding permutations with Brown-
ian excursions. Recently, they further generalized these results to permutations avoiding
any monotone pattern (see the eighth picture in Fig. 1.1), showing convergence to the trace-
less Dyson Brownian bridge [HRS19b]. We highlight that the permuton limit of a uniform
random permutation avoiding either a pattern of length three or a monotone pattern is
quite trivial (namely, a diagonal of the square); all these works look at second order fluc-
tuations of the points in the diagram.

� Dokos and Pak [DP14] explored the expected limit shape of the so-called doubly alternat-
ing Baxter permutations. In their article they claimed that "it would be interesting to compute
the limit shape of random Baxter permutations". In Section 6.1.2 we provide an answer to this
open question.

� The first concrete and explicit example of convergence formulated in the permuton lan-
guage was given by Kenyon, Kral, Radin and Winkler [KKRW20]. They studied scaling
limits of random permutations in which a finite number of pattern densities has been fixed.

� Lastly, Bassino, Bouvel, Féray, Gerin and Pierrot [BBF+18] showed that a sequence of uni-
form random separable permutations of size n converges to the Brownian separable permu-
ton (see the ninth picture in Fig. 1.1). This is the first instance of a random limiting per-
muton. This new limiting object was later investigated by Maazoun [Maa20]. In a second
work [BBF+20], the six authors showed that the Brownian permuton has a universality
property: they considered uniform random permutations in proper substitution-closed
classes and studied their limiting behavior in the sense of permutons, showing that the
limit is an elementary one-parameter deformation of the Brownian separable permuton
(we will come back to these results in Section 6.1.1). Finally, in [BBF+19] the same authors
also investigated permuton limits for permutations in classes having a finite combinatorial
specification for the substitution decomposition.

1.3 | Local limits

1.3.1 | Local limits of discrete structures

In parallel to scaling limits, there is a second notion of limits of discrete structures: the local
limits. Informally, scaling limits look at the convergence of the objects from a global point of
view (after a proper rescaling of the distances between points of the objects), while local limits
look at discrete objects in a neighborhood of a distinguished point (without rescaling distances).
As done for scaling limits, we mention some examples where this notion has been studied, again
without aiming at giving a complete overview.

Local limit results around the root of random trees were first implicitly proved by Otter
[Ott49] and then explicitly by Kesten [Kes86], and Aldous and Pitman [AP98]. Janson [Jan12]
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gave a unified treatment of the local limits of simply generated random trees as the number of
vertices tends to infinity. Recently, Stufler [Stu19a] studied also the local limits for large Galton–
Watson trees around a uniformly chosen vertex, building on previous results of Aldous [Ald91a]
and Holmgren and Janson [HJ17].

Although implicit in many earlier works, the notion of local convergence around a random
vertex (sometimes called weak local convergence) for random graphs was formally introduced by
Benjamini and Schramm [BS01] and Aldous and Steele [AS04]. One would expect that a limiting
object for this topology should "look the same" when regarded from any of its vertices (because
of the uniform choice of the root). This property is made precise by the notion of unimodular
random rooted graph, and the weak local limit of any sequence of random graphs is indeed
proven to be unimodular (see [BS01]). However, it is an open problem7, that goes under the
name of "Sofic problem", to determine if every unimodular rooted random graph is the local
limit of a sequence of finite random graphs rooted uniformly at random. We will expand upon
this notion of unimodularity and the Sofic problem in Section 2.2.5.

Local convergence has been studied in the framework of random planar maps as well. For
example, a well-known result is that the local limit for random triangulations/quadrangulations
is the uniform infinite planar triangulation/quadrangulation (UIPT/UIPQ) (see for instance
[AS03, Kri05, Ste18]). Many other local limits of random planar maps are known, for instance
it was shown recently by Budzinski and Louf [BL21] that the local limits of uniform random
triangulations whose genus is proportional to the number of faces are the Planar Stochastic Hy-
perbolic Triangulations (PSHT), defined by Curien in [Cur16].

1.3.2 | Local limits for permutations

To the best of our knowledge, a local limit approach had not been investigated in the framework
of permutations prior to this thesis. One of the goals of the present work is to fill this gap.

We give here a brief description of local convergence for permutations (a detailed presenta-
tion can be found in Section 2.2). In the context of local convergence, we look at permutations
with a distinguished entry, called the root (see Fig. 1.3). We say that a pair (σ, i) is a finite rooted
permutation if σ is a permutation and i an index of σ, i.e. an integer between 1 and the size of σ.

To each rooted permutation (σ, i), we associate a total order4σ,i on a finite interval of integers
containing 0, denoted by Aσ,i. The total order (Aσ,i,4σ,i) is simply obtained from the diagram
of σ as follows (see the left-hand side of Fig. 1.3): We shift the indices of the x-axis in such a
way that the column containing the root of the permutation has index zero (the new indices are
displayed under the columns of the diagram). Then we set j 4σ,i k if the point in column j is
lower than the point in column k.

Since this correspondence defines a bijection, we may identify every rooted permutation
(σ, i) with the total order (Aσ,i,4σ,i). In light of this identification, it is natural to call infinite

7The problem has been recently solved for random planar graphs [Tim19].
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(σ = 4 6 8 5 2 1 9 7 3, i = 4)

2 ≤σ,i 1 ≤σ,i 5 ≤σ,i −3 ≤σ,i 0 ≤σ,i -2 ≤σ,i 4 ≤σ,i -1 ≤σ,i 3

2 ≤π,i′ 1 ≤π,i′ 0 ≤π,i′ -2 ≤π,i′ -1
-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3

(π = 453 2 1, i′ = 3)

-2 -1 0 1 2

4 5

Figure 1.3. Two rooted permutations and the associated total orders. The one on the right is the
2-restriction of the one on the left (see below for explanations).

rooted permutation a pair (A,4) where A is an infinite interval of integers containing 0 and 4 is
a total order on A.

In order to define a notion of local convergence, we introduce a notion of neighborhood of the
root, called h-restriction. It can be thought of as (the diagram of) the pattern induced by a "vertical
strip" of width 2h + 1 around the root of the permutation (see again Fig. 1.3), or equivalently as
the restriction of the order (A,4) to A ∩ [−h, h].

We then say that a sequence (An,4n)n∈Z>0 of rooted permutations converges locally to a
rooted permutation (A,4) if, for all h ∈ Z>0, the h-restrictions of the sequence (An,4n)n∈Z>0

converge to the h-restriction of (A,4).

We extend this notion of local convergence for rooted permutations to (unrooted) permuta-
tions, rooting them at a uniformly chosen index of σ. With this procedure, a fixed permutation
σ naturally identifies a random variable (σ, i) taking values in the set of finite rooted permu-
tations. In this way, the following notion of weak local convergence becomes natural. Con-
sider a sequence of permutations (σn)n∈Z>0 , and denote by in a uniform index of σn. We say
that (σn)n∈Z>0 Benjamini–Schramm converges to a random (possibly infinite) rooted permutation
(A,444) if the sequence (σn, in)n∈Z>0 converges in distribution to (A,444) with respect to the lo-
cal topology defined above. We point out that our choice of the terminology comes from the
analogous notion of convergence for graphs (see [BS01]).

Note that the Benjamini–Schramm convergence has been introduced so far for sequences of
deterministic permutations. We also extend this notion to sequences of random permutations
(σn)n∈Z>0 . The presence of two sources of randomness, one for the choice of the permutation
and one for the (uniform) choice of the root, leads to two non-equivalent possible definitions:
the annealed and the quenched version of the Benjamini–Schramm convergence. Intuitively, in
the second definition the random permutation is frozen, whereas in the first one the random
permutation and the choice of the root are treated on the same level.

9
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1.4 | A connection with limits of permutation statistics
So far we have seen two natural geometric ways of defining limits of permutations, i.e. permu-
tons and Benjamini–Schramm limits. As mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, another
classical approach is to look at limits of statistics on permutations. We now quickly explain this
additional point of view and then we discuss how the two approaches are related.

Let us start by considering the following example: Suppose we are given some samples of
a random permutation of size n, it is then natural to wonder if this sample is uniform or not.
Answering this question is not a straightforward task because we have n! possible outputs. A
way to do it is to measure the behavior of some relevant statistics on our samples. Say for
convenience that we look at the statistics stc(·). Once these data have been collected, one would
like to compare them with the expected behavior for a uniform random permutation (see for
instance [Muk16a]). This leads to the following natural questions: Consider a uniform random
permutation σn of size n.

� Does stc(σn) satisfy a law of large numbers? What are the mean and the variance of
stc(σn)?

� Does stc(σn) satisfy a central limit theorem?

These kinds of questions have been intensively investigated – with several other motivations
in addition to those mentioned above, see for instance [Dia88, Chapter 6] – both for uniform
permutations (see for instance [Gon62, DG77, BDJ99, Ful04, JNZ15]) and more recently for non-
uniform ones (see for instance [Fér13, BB17, HRS19a, Jan20a, He20]).

The notions of permutons and Benjamini–Schramm limits are also well-suited to answer the
first two questions for many statistics stc(·), specifically those which can be expressed in terms
of patterns and consecutive patterns in permutations. Indeed, in Chapter 2, we will see that
permuton convergence (resp. Benjamini–Schramm convergence) for a sequence of permutations
is equivalent to convergence of all proportions of patterns (resp. consecutive patterns). More
precisely, we have the following characterizations (see Theorems 2.1.6 and 2.2.22): For any n ∈
Z>0, let σn be a random permutation of size n, then

� (σn)n∈Z>0 converges in distribution w.r.t. the permuton topology ⇐⇒
(

õcc(π, σn)
)

π∈S
converges in distribution w.r.t. the product topology;

� (σn)n∈Z>0 quenched Benjamini-Schramm converges ⇐⇒
(
c̃-occ(π, σn)

)
π∈S converges

in distribution w.r.t. the product topology;

where õcc(π, σ) (resp. c̃-occ(π, σ)) denotes the proportion of occurrences (resp. consecutive oc-
currences) of the patterns π in σ. The two results were established in [BBF+20] and [Bor20b],
respectively.
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1.5 | Overview of remaining chapters
Note. Precise statements of all the main probabilistic results proved in this thesis can be found in the first
sections of Chapters 4 to 6, while the combinatorial ones are collected in Chapter 3 and Section 2.3.2. Sec-
tion 2.2, where local convergence is defined, contains original results of the author as well. A summarizing
table of all the main theorems proved in this thesis is displayed at the end of this section.
We highlight that, in order to give a more pleasant and organic presentation of the various results obtained
by the author during his Ph.D., we opt for a completely different organization of the material compared to
the exposition in the various papers. Nevertheless, most of the material in the following chapters is taken
from the articles8 [BDS19, Bor20a, Bor20b, BP20a, BP20b, BM20, BS20, BBFS20].

Chapter 2: The theories of permutons & local limits.

We properly introduce the theories of permutons and local limits of permutations briefly de-
scribed above. We characterize these topologies in terms of convergence of proportions of pat-
terns and consecutive patterns, as hinted at the end of the previous section. We are able to give
a complete characterization of Benjamini-Schramm limits in terms of a shift-invariant property,
solving the Sofic problem for permutations. At the end of the chapter we also explore some con-
nections between these two topologies and some feasible regions for patterns and consecutive
patterns. In particular, we give a complete description of the feasible region for consecutive
patterns as the cycle polytope of a specific graph, called overlap graph.

Chapter 2 builds on the works [Bor20b, BP20a, BP20b].

Chapter 3: Models of random permutations & combinatorial constructions.

This is a long journey in the beautiful combinatorics of (constrained) permutations. We present
several remarkable constructions (some known/some new) relating permutations with other
combinatorial structures. We start by connecting permutations avoiding a pattern of length three
with families of trees, and permutations in substitution-closed classes with some decorated trees.
Then we show that square permutations can be encoded by simple walks. Lastly, permutations
encoded by generating trees are connected with walks conditioned to stay positive, and Baxter
permutations with multi-dimensional walks in cones, with a family of planar maps called bipolar
orientations, and with some new discrete structures called coalescent-walk processes.

Chapter 2 builds on the works [Bor20a, Bor20b, BM20, BS20, BBFS20].

Chapter 4: Local limits: Concentration & non-concentration phenomena.

We present many results establishing Benjamini–Schramm convergence for random constrained
permutations. We show that, surprisingly, the limiting quenched local object is deterministic for
many uniform pattern-avoiding permutations, i.e. a concentration phenomena occurs. This is

8During his thesis, the author worked also on an independent project with Cavalli [BC21] on a model for multi-
player leagues. This work is not included in this manuscript.
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not, however, the case for square permutations. We also present a central limit theorem for the
proportion of consecutive patterns in permutations encoded by generating trees. We end this
chapter by proving quenched local convergence for Baxter permutations and bipolar orienta-
tions.

Chapter 4 builds on the works [Bor20a, Bor20b, BM20, BS20, BBFS20].

Chapter 5: Phase transition for square and almost square permutations, fluctuations, and gen-
eralizations to other models.

A record in a permutation is an entry which is either larger or smaller than all entries either before
or after it (there are therefore four types of records). Entries which are not records are called
internal points. Almost square permutations are permutations with a fixed number of internal
points. We explore permuton limits of uniform permutations in the families of almost square
permutations with exactly k internal points. We first investigate the case when k = 0; this is the
class of square permutations, i.e. permutations where every point is a record. The starting point for
our results is a sampling procedure for asymptotically uniform square permutations presented
in Section 3.3. Building on that, we characterize the global behavior by showing that square
permutations have a permuton limit described by a random rectangle. We also explore the
fluctuations of this random rectangle, which can described through coupled Brownian motions.
We then identify the permuton limit of almost square permutations with k internal points, both
when k is fixed and when k tends to infinity along a negligible sequence with respect to the size
of the permutation. Here the limit is again a random rectangle, but this time of a different nature:
we show that a phase transition on the shape of the limiting rectangles occurs for different values
of k.

We finally present a conjecture for the limiting shape of almost square permutations with k
internal points, when k tends to infinity along a sequence of the same order as the size of the
permutation. We further show how our methods can be used in other contexts.

Chapter 5 builds on the works [BDS19, BS20].

Chapter 6: Permuton limits: A path towards a new universality class.

One of the recurring themes in modern probability theory is the research of canonical and uni-
versal limiting objects, i.e. objects that are characterized by symmetries and that arise as limits
of various random discrete structures. The most famous example is undoubtedly the Brownian
motion, but in the recent years, many other canonical and universal limiting objects have been
discovered, such as the Continuum random tree, the Brownian map, the Gaussian free field, the
Liouville quantum gravity, and the SLE curves. These objects arise respectively as limits of dis-
crete trees, discrete planar maps, discrete walks and more generally of discrete models coming
from physics.

This chapter is devoted to universal limits for permutations. We give a new proof of the
universality of the one-parameter deformation of the Brownian separable permuton, called bi-
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ased Brownian separable permuton, by showing that uniform random permutations in proper
substitution-closed classes converge to this limiting object. Then, we show that Baxter permuta-
tions converge to a new limiting object called the Baxter permuton, answering to the open ques-
tion of Dokos and Pak [DP14]. We finally conjecture that a two-parameter deformation of the
Baxter permuton, called the skew Brownian permuton, describes a new universal limiting object
that includes as particular cases both the Baxter and the biased Brownian separable permuton.

While proving permuton convergence for Baxter permutations, we also give a scaling limit
result for the four trees characterizing bipolar orientations and their dual maps, answering Con-
jecture 4.4 of Kenyon, Miller, Sheffield, Wilson [KMSW19] about convergence of bipolar orienta-
tions (jointly with their dual maps) to the

√
4/3-Liouville quantum gravity.

Chapter 6 builds on the works [BM20, BBFS20].

We display a summarizing table containing all the main theorems proved in this thesis.

Models/Topics
(Section where introduced)

Discrete objects
in bijection

Quenched
B–S limits

Permuton
limits

Other results

Perm. avoiding a
pattern of length
three (Section 3.1)

Binary trees/
Rooted plane

trees

Thms. 4.1.1
& 4.1.2

(diagonal∗)
∗Consequence

of [HRS17a]

Thm. 4.1.17
(CLT for consecutive patterns)

Substitution-closed
classes (Section 3.2)

Forests of
decorated trees

Thm. 3.2.19

Thm. 4.1.4 Thm. 6.1.1∗
∗New proof of

[BBF+20, Thm. 1.10]

/

(Almost) square
permutations
(Section 3.3)

Simple walks
Lemmas 3.3.5 &

3.3.9

Thm. 4.1.5
(Only for

square

permutations)

Thm. 5.1.3
&

Conj. 5.1.4

Thm. 5.1.7 (Fluctuations

for square permutations)

Thms. 5.1.10 & 5.1.11
(Asymptotic enumeration of

almost square permutations)

Perm. families
encoded by generat.

trees (Section 3.4)

Walks
conditioned to
stay positive
Prop. 3.4.10

Corollary
4.1.16

/ Thm. 4.1.15
(CLT for consecutive patterns)

Baxter permutations
(Section 3.5)

Bipolar
orientations,

Tandem walks,
Coalescent-walk

processes
Thm. 3.5.6

Thm.
4.1.19

(Gives a joint

quenched B–S

limit for all the

objects)

Thm. 6.1.2 Thm. 6.3.10
(Scaling limit of

coalescent-walk processes)

Thm. 6.3.16
(Scaling limit of bipolar orientations

jointly with other objects)

321-avoiding perm.
with few internal

points (Section 5.3)

/ / (diagonal) Thm. 5.1.16 (Fluctuations)

Thm. 5.1.14
(Asymptotic enumeration)

Feasible regions
(Section 2.3)

/ / / Thm. 2.3.4
(Description as polytope)

Sofic problem for
perm. (Section 2.2.5)

/ / / Thm. 2.2.29
(Characterization B–S limits)

The bijections between (i) permutations avoiding a pattern of length three and binary trees/rooted plane trees, (ii) Baxter permutations, bipolar

orientations and tandem walks, were already established in the literature. All the other results in this table are original results proved in this thesis.
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1.6 | Notation and standard definitions
Note. Most of the notation introduced here and in the following chapters is summarized in a table at the
end of this manuscript, page 184.

1.6.1 | Permutations and patterns

For any n ∈ Z>0, we denote the set of permutations of [n] = {1, 2, . . . , n} by Sn. We write
permutations of Sn in one-line notation as σ = σ(1)σ(2) . . . σ(n). For a permutation σ ∈ Sn the
size n of σ is denoted by |σ|. We let S :=

⋃
n∈Z>0

Sn be the set of finite permutations9. We write
sequences of permutations in S as (σn)n∈Z>0 .

We often view a permutation σ as a diagram, i.e. the set of points of the Cartesian plane with
coordinates (j, σ(j)), for instance

σ = 3562174 = .

If x1 . . . xn is a sequence of distinct numbers, let std(x1 . . . xn) be the unique permutation π

in Sn that is in the same relative order as x1 . . . xn, i.e. π(i) < π(j) if and only if xi < xj. Given a
permutation σ ∈ Sn and a subset of indices I ⊂ [n], let patI(σ) be the permutation induced by
(σ(i))i∈I , namely, patI(σ) := std

(
(σ(i))i∈I

)
. For example, if σ = 87532461 and I = {2, 4, 7} then

pat{2,4,7}(87532461) = std(736) = 312.

Given two permutations, σ ∈ Sn for some n ∈ Z>0 and π ∈ Sk for some k ≤ n, and a set of
indices I = {i1 < . . . < ik}, we say that σ(i1) . . . σ(ik) is an occurrence of π in σ if patI(σ) = π

(we also say that π is a pattern of σ). If the indices i1, . . . , ik form an interval, then we say that
σ(i1) . . . σ(ik) is a consecutive occurrence of π in σ (we also say that π is a consecutive pattern of
σ). We denote intervals of integers using the standard notation10 [n, m] = {n, n + 1, . . . , m} for
n, m ∈ Z>0 with n ≤ m.

Example 1.6.1. The permutation σ = 1532467 contains 1423 as a pattern but not as a consecutive
pattern and 321 as consecutive pattern. Indeed pat{1,2,3,5}(σ) = 1423 but no interval of indices
of σ induces the permutation 1423. Moreover, pat[2,4](σ) = pat{2,3,4}(σ) = 321.

We say that σ avoids π if σ does not contain π as a pattern. We point out that the definition
of π-avoiding permutations refers to patterns and not to consecutive patterns. Given a set of
patterns B ⊂ S , we say that σ avoids B if σ avoids π, for all π ∈ B. We denote by Avn(B) the

9This convention is used for all combinatorial families studied in this manuscript, that is, if C is combinatorial family
of objects of finite size, then Cn denotes the combinatorial family of objects of size n.

10Whenever there might be confusion if an interval is an integer interval or a real interval, we explicitly state it.
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set of B-avoiding permutations of size n and by Av(B) :=
⋃

n∈Z>0
Avn(B) the set of B-avoiding

permutations of arbitrary finite size11.
In the following, let σ be a permutation of size n and π a pattern of size k ≤ n. We denote by

occ(π, σ) the number of occurrences of π in σ, that is,

occ(π, σ) := #
{

I ⊆ [n]
∣∣#I = k, patI(σ) = π

}
,

where # denotes the cardinality of a set. Moreover, we denote by õcc(π, σ) the proportion of
occurrences of π in σ, that is,

õcc(π, σ) :=
occ(π, σ)

(n
k)

.

Similarly, we denote by c-occ(π, σ) the number of consecutive occurrences of π in σ, that is,

c-occ(π, σ) := #
{

I ⊆ [n]
∣∣∣#I = k, I is an interval, patI(σ) = π

}
,

and we denote by ˜c-occ(π, σ) the proportion of consecutive occurrences of π in σ, that is,

c̃-occ(π, σ) :=
c-occ(π, σ)

n
.

Remark 1.6.2. The natural choice for the denominator of the previous expression should be
n− k + 1 instead of n, but we make this choice for later convenience (for example, in order to
give a probabilistic interpretation of the quantity c̃-occ(π, σ)). Moreover, for every fixed k, this
makes no difference in the asymptotics when n tends to infinity.

We also introduce two classical operations on permutations. We denote by ⊕ the direct sum
of two permutations, i.e. for τ ∈ Sm and σ ∈ Sn,

τ ⊕ σ = τ(1) . . . τ(m)(σ(1) + m) . . . (σ(n) + m) =
σ

τ
,

and we denote by ⊕` σ the direct sum of ` copies of σ (we remark that the operation ⊕ is asso-
ciative). A similar definition holds for the skew sum 	,

τ 	 σ = (τ(1) + n) . . . (τ(m) + n)σ(1) . . . σ(n) =
σ

τ
.

We say that a permutation is⊕-indecomposable (resp.	-indecomposable) if it cannot be written
as the direct sum (resp. skew-sum) of two non-empty permutations.

Given a permutation σ ∈ S we recall that a left-to-right maximum of σ is a point (i, σ(i)) such
that σ(j) < σ(i) for every j < i. Similar definitions hold for right-to-left maxima, left-to-right
minima, and right-to-left minima. These points are also called records. The sets of points (i, σ(i))

11For a set B of classical patterns, the set Av(B) is called permutation class. In this manuscript we also consider
permutations avoiding generalized patterns, like Baxter permutations; in this case we do not use the terminology class.
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Chapter 1. Introduction: A geometric perspective 1.6. Notation and standard definitions

associated with the four types of records are denoted by LRmax(σ), LRmin(σ), RLmax(σ), and
RLmin(σ) (or simply LRmax, LRmin, RLmax, and RLmin, when the permutation σ considered
is clear from the context). These sets of points are not necessarily disjoint. For any permutation
σ, (1, σ(1)) is always in LRmax∩LRmin. Similar statements are true for (n, σ(n)), (σ−1(1), 1)
and (σ−1(n), n). The permutation may also have points in LRmax∩RLmin or LRmin∩RLmax.
By simple counting arguments, the points in LRmax∩RLmin satisfy i = σ(i) and the points in
LRmin∩RLmax satisfy i = n + 1− σ(i).

1.6.2 | Probabilistic notation

Throughout the manuscript we denote random quantities using bold characters. Given a proba-
bility measure µ we denote by Eµ the expectation with respect to µ and given a random variable
X, we denote by Law(X) its law. Given a sequence of random variables (Xn)n∈Z>0 , we write

Xn
d−→ X to denote convergence in distribution, Xn

P→ X to denote convergence in probabil-
ity, and Xn

a.s.−→ X to denote almost sure convergence. Given an event A we denote by Ac the
complement event of A.
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2

The theories of permutons
& local limits

In which we introduce permuton and local convergence for permutations. For permu-
ton convergence we follow [HKM+13, BBF+20]. Local convergence has been intro-
duced by the author of this manuscript in [Bor20b]. This chapter has to be thought
of as preparatory for the consecutive chapters. We skip most of the proofs, and we
furnish for each result precise references.

In the end, we also discuss a relation between the notions of permuton/local limits
and some feasible regions for patterns/consecutive patterns. In the case of consecutive
patterns, we explore some connections with cycle polytopes.

2.1 | Permuton convergence
We first recall in Section 2.1.1 the definition of (deterministic) permuton and some basic prop-
erties. Then in Section 2.1.2 we present criteria for determining convergence in distribution of
random permutons.

2.1.1 | Deterministic permutons

Definition 2.1.1. A permuton ν is a Borel probability measure on the unit square [0, 1]2 with
uniform marginals, i.e. ν([0, 1]× [a, b]) = ν([a, b]× [0, 1]) = b− a for all 0 ≤ a ≤ b ≤ 1.

Remark 2.1.2. Permutons were first considered by Presutti and Stromquist in [PS10] under the
name of normalized measures. The theory of deterministic permutons (without using this ter-
minology) was developed by Hoppen, Kohayakawa, Moreira, Rath and Sampaio [HKM+13].
The terminology permuton was given afterwards by analogy with graphons by Glebov, Grzesik,
Klimošová and Král [GGKK15]. Results of [HKM+13] were recently extended to random per-
mutons by Bassino, Bouvel, Féray, Gerin, Maazoun, and Pierrot [BBF+20].
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Chapter 2. The theories of permutons & local limits 2.1. Permuton convergence

Any permutation σ of size n ≥ 1 can be interpreted as the permuton µσ given by the sum of
Lebesgue area measures

µσ(A) = n
n

∑
i=1

Leb
(
[(i− 1)/n, i/n]× [(σ(i)− 1)/n, σ(i)/n] ∩ A

)
,

for every Borel measurable set A of [0, 1]2. Note that µσ is essentially the (normalized) diagram
of σ, where each dot has been replaced with a square of dimension 1/n× 1/n carrying a mass
1/n. Recall also the example given in Fig. 1.2 page 6.

LetM be the set of permutons. We endowM with the weak topology. Then a sequence of
permutons (µn)n∈Z>0 converges weakly to µ, simply denoted µn → µ, if∫

[0,1]2
f dµn →

∫
[0,1]2

f dµ,

for every (bounded and) continuous function f : [0, 1]2 → R. With this topology,M is compact
and metrizable by a metric d� defined, for every pair of permutons (µ, µ′), by

d�(µ, µ′) = sup
R∈R
|µ(R)− µ′(R)|, (2.1)

where R denotes the set of (horizontal) rectangles contained in [0, 1]2, i.e. sets of the form
(a, b) × (c, d) with a, b, c, d ∈ [0, 1], a < b and c < d. In other terms (see Lemmas 2.5 and 5.3
in [HKM+13]):

µn → µ ⇔ d�(µn, µ)→ 0.

Note that for σ ∈ Sn and π ∈ Sk, k ≤ n, we have

õcc(π, σ) = P
(

patIn,k
(σ) = π

)
, (2.2)

where In,k is chosen uniformly at random among the (n
k) subsets of [n] with k elements.

We define the pattern density õcc(π, µ) of a pattern π ∈ Sk in a permuton µ by analogy with
the formula above. We first define the permutation induced by k points in the square [0, 1]2.
Take a sequence of k points (X, Y) = ((x1, y1), . . . , (xk, yk)) in [0, 1]2 in general position, i.e. with
distinct x and y coordinates. We denote by

(
(x(1), y(1)), . . . , (x(k), y(k))

)
the x-reordering of (X, Y),

i.e. the unique reordering of the sequence ((x1, y1), . . . , (xk, yk)) such that x(1) < · · · < x(k). Then
the values (y(1), . . . , y(k)) are in the same relative order as the values of a unique permutation of
size k, that we call the permutation induced by (X, Y). An example is given in Fig. 2.1.

0.2 0.4 0.7

0.3

0.5

0.75

(X,Y ) = ((x1, y1), (x2, y2), (x3, y3)) = ((0.4, 0.75), (0.7, 0.3), (0.2, 0.5))

((x(1), y(1)), (x(2), y(2)), (x(3), y(3))) = ((0.2, 0.5), (0.4, 0.75), (0.7, 0.3))

Permutation induced by (X,Y ) = 231

(y(1), y(2), y(3)) = (0.5, 0.75, 0.3)

Figure 2.1. An example of permutation induced by 3 points in the square [0, 1]2.
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Chapter 2. The theories of permutons & local limits 2.1. Permuton convergence

Let µ be a permuton and ((Xi, Yi))i∈Z>0 be an i.i.d. sequence with distribution µ. We denote
by Permk(µ) the random permutation induced by ((Xi, Yi))i∈[k]. Then we set for all π ∈ Sk,

õcc(π, µ) := P(Permk(µ) = π). (2.3)

The following concentration result shows that µ is close to Permk(µ) in probability for k large.

Lemma 2.1.3 ([HKM+13, Lemma 4.2]). There exists K such that if k > K, for any permuton µ,

P
(

d�(µPermk(µ)
, µ) ≥ 16k−1/4

)
≤ 1

2
e−
√

k.

2.1.2 | Random permutons and permuton convergence

We now consider random permutons µ. Note that the definition in Eq. (2.3) naturally extend to
random permutons in the following way:

õcc(π, µ) := P(Permk(µ) = π|µ). (2.4)

We have the following version of Lemma 2.1.3 for random permutons that will be useful in the
following chapters (for instance, in the proof of Theorem 6.3.15 page 167).

Lemma 2.1.4 ([BBF+20, Lemma 2.3]). There exists K such that if k > K, for any random permuton µ,

P
(

d�(µPermk(µ)
, µ) ≥ 16k−1/4

)
≤ 1

2
e−
√

k.

This result has an important consequence for the distribution of random permutons.

Proposition 2.1.5 ([BBF+20, Proposition 2.4]). Let µ, µ′ be two random permutons. If there exists k0

such that P(Permk(µ) = π) = P(Permk(µ
′) = π) for all k ≥ k0 and all π ∈ Sk, then µ

d
= µ′.

We now consider a sequence of random permutations (σn)n∈Z>0 , with σn of size n. Taking
In,k independently from σn, we have for every pattern π of size k,

E[õcc(π, σn)]
(2.2)
= E

[
P
(

patIn,k
(σn) = π

∣∣∣σn

)]
= P

(
patIn,k

(σn) = π
)

.

Similarly, for a random permuton µ, we have

E[õcc(π, µ)]
(2.4)
= P (Permk(µ) = π) .

The main theorem of this section (see Theorem 2.1.6) is a consequence of the relations in the
two equations above. It deals with convergence of a sequence of random permutations to a ran-
dom permuton. It generalizes the result of [HKM+13] which states that deterministic permuton
convergence is characterized by convergence of pattern densities. More precisely, it shows that
for a sequences of random permutations, permuton convergence in distribution is characterized
by convergence in expectation of pattern densities (see also the consecutive Remark 2.1.7), or
equivalently of the induced subpermutations of any (fixed) size.
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Chapter 2. The theories of permutons & local limits 2.1. Permuton convergence

Theorem 2.1.6 ([BBF+20, Theorem 2.5]). For any n ∈ Z>0, let σn be a random permutation of size n.
Moreover, for any fixed k ∈ Z>0, let In,k be a uniform random subset of [n] with k elements, independent
of σn. The following assertions are equivalent:

(a) (µσn)n∈Z>0 converges in distribution w.r.t. the permuton topology to some random permuton µ.

(b) The random infinite vector
(

õcc(π, σn)
)

π∈S converges in distribution w.r.t. the product topology
to some random infinite vector (Λπ)π∈S .

(c) For every π in S , there exists ∆π ≥ 0 such that E[õcc(π, σn)]
n→∞−−−→ ∆π .

(d) For every k ∈ Z>0, the sequence
(

patIn,k
(σn)

)
n∈Z>0

of random permutations converges in distri-
bution to some random permutation ρk.

Whenever these assertions are verified, we have (Λπ)π∈S
d
= (õcc(π, µ))π∈S , and for every k ∈ Z>0

and π ∈ Sk,

P(ρk = π) = ∆π = E[Λπ ] = E[õcc(π, µ)] = P(Permk(µ) = π).

Remark 2.1.7. The fact that the convergence of E[õcc(π, σn)] for all π ∈ S is enough to prove
permuton convergence of the sequence (µσn)n∈Z>0 might be surprising at a first read.

There are two possible explanations of why this holds. The first explanation, more proba-
bilistic, is in analogy with the convergence of random functions. The latter is usually proven by
establishing tightness and convergence of finite-dimensional marginals. Since M is compact,
Prokhorov’s theorem ensures that the space of probability distributions on M is compact (for
convergences of measure, we refer to [Bil99]) therefore tightness of the sequence (µσn)n∈Z>0 is
always guaranteed. Then the convergence of E[õcc(π, σn)] for all π ∈ S (or equivalently of
patIn,k

(σn) for all k ∈ Z>0) corresponds to the convergence in distribution of "finite-dimensional
marginals".

A second explanation, more algebraic, is the following: fix k patterns π1, . . . , πk. Then there
exists constants (Cρ)ρ∈S such that

k

∏
i=1

occ(πi, σ) = ∑
ρ∈S

Cρ occ(ρ, σ), for all σ ∈ S .

For a proof of this result see for instance [Pen20, Theorem 1.4]. The relation above implies
that joint moments of õcc(πi, σn) are linear combinations of (E[õcc(ρ, σn)])ρ∈S . Hence, if the
expectations E[õcc(ρ, σn)] converge for all ρ ∈ S , then the joint moments converge and we can
recover convergence in distribution for (õcc(πi, σn))i∈[k].

Remark 2.1.8. We point out that a characterization similar to the one in Theorem 2.1.6 was also
discovered in the setting of graphons by Diaconis and Janson [DJ08, Theorem 3.1].

We end this section with a discussion on the existence of random permutons with prescribed
induced subpermutations.
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Chapter 2. The theories of permutons & local limits 2.2. Local convergence

Definition 2.1.9. A family of random permutations (ρn)n∈Z>0 is consistent if

� for every n ≥ 1, ρn ∈ Sn,

� for every n ≥ k ≥ 1, if In,k is a uniform subset of [n] of size k, independent of ρn, then

patIn,k
(ρn)

d
= ρk.

It turns out that consistent families of random permutations and random permutons are
essentially equivalent.

Proposition 2.1.10 ([BBF+20, Proposition 2.9]). If µ is a random permuton, then the family de-

fined by ρk
d
= Permk(µ) is consistent. Conversely, for every consistent family of random permuta-

tions (ρk)k∈Z>0 , there exists a random permuton µ whose distribution is uniquely determined, such that

Permk(µ)
d
= ρk. In that case, µρn

d−−−→
n→∞

µ.

2.2 | Local convergence
This section is dedicated to the theory of local convergence for permutations.

2.2.1 | The set of rooted permutations

In the context of local convergence, we need to look at permutations with a distinguished entry,
called the root. In the first part of this section we formally introduce the notion of finite and
infinite rooted permutation. Then we introduce a local distance and at the end we show that
the space of (possibly infinite) rooted permutations is the natural space to study local limits of
permutations. More precisely, we show that this space is compact and contains the space of
finite rooted permutations as a dense subset.

For the reader convenience, we recall the following fundamental definition.

Definition 2.2.1. A finite rooted permutation is a pair (σ, i), where σ ∈ S and i ∈ [|σ|].

We extend the notion of size of a permutation to rooted permutations in the natural way,
i.e. |(σ, i)| := |σ|. We denote with S•n the set of rooted permutations of size n and with S• :=⋃

n∈Z>0
S•n the set of finite rooted permutations. We write sequences of finite rooted permuta-

tions in S• as (σn, in)n∈Z>0 .
To a rooted permutation (σ, i), we associate the pair (Aσ,i,4σ,i), where Aσ,i := [−i+ 1, |σ| − i]

is a finite interval containing 0 and 4σ,i is a total order on Aσ,i, defined for all `, j ∈ Aσ,i by

` 4σ,i j if and only if σ(i + `) ≤ σ(i + j) .

Clearly this map is a bijection from the space of finite rooted permutations S• to the space of
total orders on finite integer intervals containing zero. Consequently, we may identify every
rooted permutation (σ, i) with the total order (Aσ,i,4σ,i).
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Chapter 2. The theories of permutons & local limits 2.2. Local convergence

We highlight that the total order (Aσ,i,4σ,i) associated with a rooted permutation indicates
how the elements of σ at given positions compare to each other (recall for instance the example
given in Fig. 1.3 page 9).

Thanks to the identification between rooted permutations and total orders, the following
definition of an infinite rooted permutation is natural.

Definition 2.2.2. We call infinite rooted permutation a pair (A,4) where A is an infinite1 inter-
val of integers containing 0 and 4 is a total order on A. We denote the set of infinite rooted
permutations by S•∞.

We highlight that infinite rooted permutations can be thought of as rooted at 0. We set

S̃• := S• ∪ S•∞,

namely, the set of finite and infinite rooted permutations and we denote by S•≤n :=
⋃

m≤n S•m the
set of rooted permutations with size at most n. We write sequences of finite or infinite rooted
permutations in S̃• as (An,4n)n∈Z>0 .

We now introduce the following restriction function around the root defined, for every h ∈ Z>0,
as follow

rh : S̃• −→ S• (2.5)

(A, 4) 7→
(

A ∩ [−h, h],4
)

.

We can think of restriction functions as a notion of neighborhood around the root. For finite
rooted permutations we also have the equivalent description of the restriction functions rh in
terms of consecutive patterns: if (σ, i) ∈ S• then rh(σ, i) = (pat[a,b](σ), i − a + 1) where a =

max{1, i− h} and b = min{|σ|, i + h}. In the next example we give a graphical interpretation of
the restriction function around the root.

Example 2.2.3. We look at the rooted permutation (σ, i) = (752934861, 4). When we consider the
restriction rh(σ, i), we draw in gray a vertical strip "around" the root of width 2h + 1 (or less if
we are near the boundary of the diagram). An example is provided in Fig. 2.2 where r2(σ, i) is
computed. In particular r2(σ, i) =

(
[−2, 2],4

)
, with −1 4 1 4 2 4 −2 4 0.

r2−→
Figure 2.2. Diagram of the permutation
σ = 752934861 rooted at i = 4 with the
corresponding restriction r2(σ, i).

1Here, an infinite interval can be infinite just on one side.
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Chapter 2. The theories of permutons & local limits 2.2. Local convergence

Definition 2.2.4. We say that a family (Ah,4h)h∈Z>0 of elements in S• is consistent if

rh(Ah+1,4h+1) = (Ah,4h), for all h ∈ Z>0.

Observation 2.2.5. For every (possibly infinite) rooted permutation (A,4), the corresponding
family of restrictions

(
rh(A,4)

)
h∈Z>0

is consistent.

In the next example, we exhibit a concrete infinite rooted permutation, with some of its re-
strictions and the associated rooted permutations.

Example 2.2.6. We consider the following total order on Z :

−2 4 −4 4 −6 4 · · · 4 −1 4 −3 4 −5 4 · · · 4 0 4 1 4 2 4 3 4 . . . ,

that is, the standard order on the integers except that the order on negative numbers is reversed
and negative even numbers are smaller than negative odd numbers. Using the definition given
in Eq. (2.5), we have for h = 4,

r4(Z,4) =
(
[−4, 4],4

)
, with − 2 4 −4 4 −1 4 −3 4 0 4 1 4 2 4 3 4 4,

which represents the rooted permutation (π4, 5) = (241356789, 5) = . In particu-

lar, r4(Z,4) = (Aπ4,5,4π4,5). Moreover, for h = 3,

r3(Z,4) =
(
[−3, 3],4

)
, with − 2 4 −1 4 −3 4 0 4 1 4 2 4 3,

which represents the rooted permutation (π3, 4) = (3124567, 4) = . In particular,

r3(Z,4) = (Aπ3,4,4π3,4). We also note that r3(π
4, 5) = (π3, 4).

2.2.2 | Local convergence for rooted permutations

We are now ready to define a notion of local distance on the set of (possibly infinite) rooted per-
mutations S̃•. Given two rooted permutations (A1,41), (A2,42) ∈ S̃•, we define

d
(
(A1,41), (A2,42)

)
:= 2− sup

{
h∈Z>0 : rh(A1,41)=rh(A2,42)

}
, (2.6)

with the conventions that sup ∅ = 0, sup Z>0 = +∞ and 2−∞ = 0. It is a basic exercise to check
that d is a distance. Actually, d is ultra metric, and so all the open balls of radius 2−h, h ∈ Z>0,
centered in (A,4) ∈ S̃• – which we denote by B

(
(A,4), 2−h) – are closed and intersecting balls

are contained in each other. We will say that the balls are clopen, i.e. closed and open.
Once we have a distance, the following notion of convergence is natural.
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Chapter 2. The theories of permutons & local limits 2.2. Local convergence

Definition 2.2.7. We say that a sequence (An,4n)n∈Z>0 of rooted permutations in S̃• is locally
convergent to an element (A,4) ∈ S̃•, if it converges with respect to the local distance d. In this

case we write (An,4n)
loc−→ (A,4).

We now explain why the space S̃• is the right space to consider in order to study the limits of
finite rooted permutations with respect to the local distance d defined in Eq. (2.6). More precisely,
we will see that S̃• is compact and that S• is dense in S̃•. The latter assertion is trivial since

d
(
(A,4), rh(A,4)

)
≤ 2−h, for all (A,4) ∈ S̃•, all h ∈ Z>0,

and obviously rh(A,4) ∈ S•. Before proving compactness we explore some basic but important
properties of our local distance d. The next proposition gives a converse to Observation 2.2.5.

Proposition 2.2.8 ([Bor20b, Proposition 2.12]). Given a consistent family (Ah,4h)h∈Z>0 of elements
in S• there exists a unique (possibly infinite) rooted permutation (A,4) ∈ S̃• such that

rh(A,4) = (Ah,4h), for all h ∈ Z>0.

Moreover, (Ah,4h)
loc−→ (A,4).

We have the following consequence.

Proposition 2.2.9 ([Bor20b, Proposition 2.14]). Given a sequence (An,4n)n∈Z>0 of rooted permuta-
tions in S̃•, the following assertions are equivalent:

(a) There exists (A,4) ∈ S̃• such that (An,4n)
loc−→ (A,4).

(b) There exists a family (Bh,�h)h∈Z>0 of finite rooted permutations such that

rh(An,4n)
loc−→ (Bh,�h), for all h ∈ Z>0.

In particular if one of the two conditions holds (and so both), then (Bh,�h) = rh(A,4), for all h ∈ Z>0.

Observation 2.2.10. Note that for all h ∈ Z>0, the restriction functions rh are continuous. This
is a simple consequence of implication (a)⇒ (b) in the previous proposition.

Using the results above, we can prove the following.

Theorem 2.2.11 ([Bor20b, Theorem 2.16]). The metric space (S̃•, d) is compact.

2.2.3 | Benjamini–Schramm convergence: the deterministic case

In this section we want to define a notion of weak-local convergence for a deterministic sequence
of finite (unrooted) permutations (σn)n∈Z>0 . The case of a random sequence (σn)n∈Z>0 will be
discussed in Section 2.2.4. Some of the results contained in this section are just special cases of
the those in Section 2.2.4.1 about the annealed version of the Benjamini–Schramm convergence
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Chapter 2. The theories of permutons & local limits 2.2. Local convergence

(B–S convergence, for short). However we choose to present the deterministic case separately
with a double purpose: first, in this way, the definitions are clearer, secondly, we believe that the
subsequent quenched version of the B–S convergence (see Section 2.2.4.2) will be more intuitive.

A possible way to define this weak-local convergence is to use the notion of local distance
defined in Eq. (2.6). Therefore, we need to construct a sequence of rooted permutations from the
sequence (σn)n∈Z>0 . A natural way to see a fixed permutation σ as an element of S• is to choose
a root uniformly at random among the indices of σ.

Definition 2.2.12. Let (σn)n∈Z>0 be a sequence in S , in a uniform random index in [|σn|], and
(A,444) a random (possibly infinite) rooted permutation. We say that the sequence (σn)n∈Z>0

Benjamini–Schramm converges to (A,444), if the sequence (σn, in)n∈Z>0 converges in distribution
to (A,444) with respect to the local distance d defined in Eq. (2.6). In this case we simply write

σn
BS−→ (A,444) instead of (σn, in)

d−→ (A,444).

Sometimes, in order to simplify notation, we will denote the B–S limit of a sequence (σn)n∈Z>0

simply by σ∞ instead of (A,444).
Our main theorem in this section deals with the following interesting relation between the

B–S convergence and the convergence of consecutive pattern densities.

Theorem 2.2.13. For any n ∈ Z>0, let σn be a permutation of size n. Then the following assertions are
equivalent:

(a) There exists a random rooted infinite permutation σ∞ such that σn
BS−→ σ∞.

(b) There exist non-negative real numbers (∆π)π∈S such that c̃-occ(π, σn)→ ∆π for all π ∈ S .

Moreover, if one of the two conditions holds (and so both) we have the following relation between the
limiting objects:

P
(
rh(σ

∞) = (π, h + 1)
)
= ∆π , for all h ∈ Z>0, all π ∈ S2h+1.

We skip the proof of this theorem since it is a particular case of Theorem 2.2.18.

Remark 2.2.14. We could have introduced local convergence for permutations also from an-
other point of view, closer to the one developed for graphons (see [Lov12]): we could say
that a sequence of permutations is locally convergent if for every pattern π ∈ S the sequences
c̃-occ(π, σn) converge, and then characterize the limiting objects. Theorem 2.2.13 shows that the
two approaches are equivalent.

Remark 2.2.15. Recently, Pinsky [Pin20] studied limits of random permutations avoiding pat-
terns of size three considering a different topology. His topology captures the local limit of the
permutation diagram around a corner. The two topologies (that from [Pin20] and that from the
present manuscript) are not comparable. We point out that there are two main advantages in
our definition of local limit: first, convergence in our local topology is pleasantly equivalent
to the convergence of consecutive pattern proportions; second, many natural models have an
interesting limiting object for our topology (while converging to +∞ in the topology of [Pin20]).
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Chapter 2. The theories of permutons & local limits 2.2. Local convergence

2.2.4 | Benjamini–Schramm convergence: the random case

The goal of this section is to characterize the convergence in distribution of a sequence of random
permutations (σn)n∈Z>0 with respect to the local distance defined in Eq. (2.6). We have two
different natural choices for this definition, one stronger than the other (and not equivalent as
shown in Example 2.2.24). The weaker definition, as already mentioned, is an analogue of the
notion of B–S convergence for random graphs developed in [BS01].

2.2.4.1 | Annealed version of the Benjamini–Schramm convergence

Definition 2.2.16 (Annealed version of the B–S convergence). Given a sequence (σn)n∈Z>0 of
random permutations in S , let in be a uniform index of σn conditionally on σn. We say that
(σn)n∈Z>0 converges in the annealed Benjamini–Schramm sense to a random variable σ∞ with values
in S̃• if the sequence of random variables (σn, in)n∈Z>0 converges in distribution to σ∞ with

respect to the local distance. In this case we write σn
aBS−−→σ∞ instead of (σn, in)

d−→ σ∞.

Like in the deterministic case, the limiting object σ∞ is a random rooted permutation.

Remark 2.2.17. Even though the above definition is stated for sequences of random permutations
of arbitrary size, we will often consider the case when, for all n ∈ Z>0, |σn| = n almost surely
and the random choice of the root in is uniform in [n] and independent of σn.

We give some characterizations of the annealed version of the B–S convergence.

Theorem 2.2.18 ([Bor20b, Theorem 2.24]). For any n ∈ Z>0, let σn be a random permutation of size n
and in be a uniform random index in [n], independent of σn. Then the following assertions are equivalent:

(a) There exists a random rooted infinite permutation σ∞ such that σn
aBS−−→ σ∞.

(b) For all h ∈ Z>0, there exist non-negative real numbers (Γh
π)π∈S2h+1

such that

P
(
rh(σn, in) = (π, h + 1)

)
−−−→
n→∞

Γh
π , for all π ∈ S2h+1.

(c) There exist non-negative real numbers (∆π)π∈S such that E[c̃-occ(π, σn)]→ ∆π for all π ∈ S .

Moreover, if one of the three conditions holds (and so all of them), for every fixed h ∈ Z>0, we have the
following relations between the limiting objects,

P
(
rh(σ

∞) = (π, h + 1)
)
= ∆π = Γh

π , for all π ∈ S2h+1.

Before proving the theorem we point out two important facts.

Remark 2.2.19. The theorem ensures the existence of a random rooted infinite permutation σ∞

but does not furnish any explicit construction of this object as a random total order on Z.
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Remark 2.2.20. For every fixed h ∈ Z>0, condition (b) in Theorem 2.2.18 only considers the
probabilities P

(
rh(σn, in) = (π, j)

)
for π ∈ S2h+1 and j = h + 1. We remark that for all the other

cases, i.e. when π ∈ S2h+1 and j 6= h + 1, or |π| < 2h + 1 and j ∈ [|π|], it is simple to show that
P
(
rh(σn, in) = (π, j)

)
→ 0.

Proof of Theorem 2.2.18. (a) ⇒ (b). For all h ∈ Z>0, the convergence in distribution of the se-
quence

(
rh(σn, in)

)
n∈Z>0

, follows from the continuity of the functions rh (Observation 2.2.10).
Then (b) is a trivial consequence of the fact that rh(σn, in) takes its values in the finite set S•≤2h+1.

(b) ⇒ (a). Thanks to Theorem 2.2.11, (S̃•, d) is a compact (and so Polish) space. Applying

Prokhorov’s Theorem, in order to show that (σn, in)
d−→ σ∞ for some random infinite permuta-

tion σ∞, it is enough to show that for every pair of convergent subsequences (σnk , ink )k∈Z>0 and

(σn`
, in`

)`∈Z>0 with limits σ∞
1 and σ∞

2 respectively, then σ∞
1

d
= σ∞

2 .

Since (σnk , ink )k∈Z>0 and (σn`
, in`

)`∈Z>0 both satisfy (b), the distributions of σ∞
1 and σ∞

2 must
coincide on the collection of sets{

B
(
(A,4), 2−h) : h ∈ Z>0, (A,4) ∈ S̃•

}
.

This is a separating class2 for the space (S̃•, d) and so we can conclude that σ∞
1

d
= σ∞

2 .

(b) ⇔ (c). We assume that π ∈ S2h+1 for some h ∈ Z>0. Using the independence between
σn and in, we have

E
[
c̃-occ(π, σn)

]
= E

[
P (rh(σn, in) = (π, h + 1)|σn)

]
= P

(
rh(σn, in) = (π, h + 1)

)
.

This proves that (c)⇒ (b). For (b)⇒ (c), we also need to prove that E
[
c̃-occ(π, σn)

]
converges

when π has even size. Details are given in the proof of [Bor20b, Theorem 2.24].

2.2.4.2 | Quenched version of the Benjamini–Schramm convergence

We start by noting that rooting a permutation σ uniformly at random, one naturally identifies a
probability measure νσ on S•, which is

for all Borel sets A ⊂ S•, νσ(A) := P
(
(σ, i) ∈ A

)
,

where i is a uniform index of σ. Equivalently, νσ is the law of the random variable (σ, i).

The quenched version of the B–S convergence is inspired by the following equivalent refor-
mulation of Definition 2.2.12: given a sequence (σn)n∈Z>0 of deterministic elements in S , we can
equivalently say that (σn)n∈Z>0 B–S converges to a probability measure ν on S̃•, if the sequence
(νσn)n∈Z>0 converges to ν with respect to the weak topology induced by the local distance d. In
analogy, we suggest the following definition for the random case.

2For more explanations see [Bor20b, Observation 2.23].
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Definition 2.2.21 (Quenched version of the B–S convergence). Let (σn)n∈Z>0 be a sequence of
random permutations in S and ν∞ a random measure on S̃•. We say that (σn)n∈Z>0 converges
in the quenched Benjamini–Schramm sense to ν∞ if the sequence of random measures (νσn)n∈Z>0

converges in distribution to ν∞ with respect to the weak topology induced by the local distance.

In this case we write σn
qBS−−→ν∞ instead of νσn

d−→ ν∞.

Unlike the annealed version of the B–S convergence, the limiting object ν∞ is a random mea-
sure on S̃•. Note also that, given a random permutation σ, the corresponding random measure
νσ is the conditional law of the random variable

(
(σ, i)

∣∣σ), where i is uniform on [|σ|] condi-
tioning on σ.

We are now ready to state a theorem that gives a characterization of the quenched version
of the B–S convergence. The proof of this result is quite technical (because we are dealing with
random measures) but it follows the same lines as the proof of Theorem 2.2.18. For these reasons,
we skip this proof in this manuscript.

Theorem 2.2.22 ([Bor20b, Theorem 2.32]). For any n ∈ Z>0, let σn be a random permutation of size n
and in be a uniform random index in [n], independent of σn. Then the following assertions are equivalent:

(a) There exists a random measure ν∞ on S̃• such that σn
qBS−→ ν∞.

(b) There exists a family of non-negative real random variables (Γh
π)h∈Z>0,π∈S2h+1

such that(
P (rh(σn, in) = (π, h + 1)|σn)

)
h∈Z>0,π∈S2h+1

d−→ (Γh
π)h∈Z>0,π∈S2h+1

,

w.r.t. the product topology.

(c) There exists an infinite vector of non-negative real random variables (Λπ)π∈S such that(
c̃-occ(π, σn)

)
π∈S

d−→ (Λπ)π∈S

w.r.t. the product topology.

The obvious generalizations of Remarks 2.2.19 and 2.2.20 stated after Theorem 2.2.18 hold
also for Theorem 2.2.22.

2.2.4.3 | Relation between the annealed and quenched versions of the B–S convergence

We recall that the intensity (measure) E[ν] of a random measure ν is defined as the expectation

E[ν](A) := E [ν(A)] , for all measurable sets A.

Proposition 2.2.23 ([Bor20b, Proposition 2.35]). For any n ∈ Z>0, let σn be a random permutation

of size n, independent of σn. If σn
qBS−→ ν∞, for some random measure ν∞ on S̃•, then σn

aBS−−→ σ∞, where
σ∞ is the random rooted infinite permutation with law E[ν∞].
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We now show that in general the two versions of B–S convergence are not equivalent.

Example 2.2.24. For all n ∈ Z>0, let σn be the random permutation defined by

P(σn = 12 . . . n) =
1
2
= P(σn = n n-1 . . . 1),

and τn be the deterministic permutation

τn = 135 . . . n n-1 n-3 . . . 2, if n is odd,

τn = 135 . . . n-1 n n-2 . . . 2, if n is even.

We now show that the alternating sequence between σn and τn converges in the annealed B–S
sense but does not converge in the quenched one.

Indeed,
(
c̃-occ(π, σn)

)
π∈S

d−→ (Xπ)π∈S , where, taking a Bernoulli random variable Y with
parameter 1/2, Xπ = Y if π = 12 . . . k for some k ∈ Z>0, Xπ = 1− Y if π = k k-1 . . . 1 for some
k ∈ Z>0 and Xπ = 0 otherwise.

On the other hand,
(
c̃-occ(π, τn)

)
π∈S

d−→ (Zπ)π∈S , where Zπ = 1
2 if π = 12 . . . k, or π =

k k-1 . . . 1 and Zπ = 0 otherwise.
Therefore, using condition (c) in Theorem 2.2.22, the alternating sequence between σn and τn

does not converge in the quenched B–S sense. Moreover, since limn→∞ E
[
c̃-occ(π, σn)

]
is equal

to limn→∞ E
[
c̃-occ(π, τn)

]
for all π ∈ S , using condition (c) in Theorem 2.2.18 we conclude that

the alternating sequence between σn and τn converges in the annealed B–S sense.

We now analyze the particular case when the limiting objects (Λπ)π∈S (or (Γh
π)h∈Z>0,π∈S2h+1

)
in Theorem 2.2.22 are deterministic, i.e. when there is a concentration phenomenon (this will be
the case of several results in Chapter 4). Before stating our result we need the following.

Remark 2.2.25. When a random measure ν on S̃• is almost surely equal to a deterministic mea-
sure ν on S̃•, we will simply denote it with ν. In particular, if a sequence of random permutations
(σn)n∈Z>0 converges in the quenched B–S sense to a deterministic measure ν (instead of random

measure) on S̃•, we will simply write σn
qBS−→ ν.

Corollary 2.2.26 ([Bor20b, Corollary 2.38]). For any n ∈ Z>0, let σn be a random permutation of
size n and in be a uniform random index in [n], independent of σn. Then the following assertions are
equivalent:

(a) There exists a (deterministic) measure ν on S̃• such that σn
qBS−→ ν.

(b) There exists an infinite vector of non-negative real numbers (Λ′π)π∈S such that for all π ∈ S ,

c̃-occ(π, σn)
P→ Λ′π .

Remark 2.2.27. Thanks to Proposition 2.2.23 note that if (a) holds then σn
aBS−−→ σ∞, where σ∞ is

the random rooted infinite permutation with law Law(σ∞) = ν.
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Remark 2.2.28. Corollary 2.2.26 shows that in order to prove convergence in the quenched B–S
sense when the limiting object is deterministic, it is enough to prove pointwise convergence for
the vector

(
c̃-occ(π, σn)

)
π∈S , instead of its joint convergence. This is not true when the limiting

object is random. For a counterexample see [Bor20b, Example 2.36].

2.2.5 | A characterization of Benjamini-Schramm limits

We characterize random limits for the B–S convergence introducing a "shift-invariant" property.
For an order (Z,4), its shift (Z,4′) is defined by i + 1 4′ j + 1 if and only if i 4 j. A random

infinite rooted permutation is said to be shift-invariant if it has the same distribution as its shift.

Theorem 2.2.29. The annealed B–S limit of a sequence of random permutations is shift-invariant.
Moreover, every random shift-invariant infinite rooted permutation can be obtained as the B–S limit

of a sequence of finite deterministic permutations.

The first statement of the theorem above follows from [Bor20b, Proposition 2.44]. The second
part is a consequence of [Bor20b, Theorem 2.45] and [BP20a, Proposition 3.4].

In some sense, our "shift-invariant" property corresponds to the notion of unimodularity for
random graphs discussed in Section 1.3.1. Theorem 2.2.29 solves the Sofic problem for permuta-
tions.

2.3 | Feasible regions for patterns and consecutive patterns
A natural question, motivated by the characterizations of permuton and local convergence for
permutations (Theorems 2.1.6 and 2.2.22), is the following: Given a finite family of patterns
A ⊆ S and a vector (∆π)π∈A ∈ [0, 1]A, or (Γπ)π∈A ∈ [0, 1]A, does there exist a sequence of
permutations (σn)n∈Z>0 such that |σn| → ∞ and

õcc(π, σn)→ ∆π , for all π ∈ A,

or
c̃-occ(π, σn)→ Γπ , for all π ∈ A ?

We consider the classical pattern limiting sets, sometimes called the feasible region for (classi-
cal) patterns, defined as

clPk :=
{
~v ∈ [0, 1]Sk

∣∣∃(σm)m∈Z>0 ∈ S
Z>0 s.t. |σm| → ∞ and õcc(π, σm)→ ~vπ , ∀π ∈ Sk

}
=
{
(∆π(P))π∈Sk

∣∣P is a permuton
}

, (2.7)

and the consecutive pattern limiting sets, called here the feasible region for consecutive patterns,

Pk :=
{
~v ∈ [0, 1]Sk

∣∣∃(σm)m∈Z>0 ∈ S
Z>0 s.t. |σm| → ∞ and c̃-occ(π, σm)→ ~vπ , ∀π ∈ Sk

}
=
{
(Γπ(σ

∞))π∈Sk

∣∣σ∞ is a random infinite rooted shift-invariant permutation
}

. (2.8)
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The equality in Eq. (2.8) follows from Theorem 2.2.29. The equality in Eq. (2.7) follows from
[HKM+13, Theorem 1.6].

The feasible region clPk for (classical) patterns was previously studied in some papers (see
Section 2.3.1), while the feasible region Pk for consecutive patterns was introduced by the au-
thor of this manuscript together with Penaguiao [BP20a]. The main goal of this section is to
analyze the feasible region Pk for consecutive patterns, that turns out to be connected to specific
graphs called overlap graphs (see Definition 2.3.2) and their corresponding cycle polytopes (see
Definition 2.3.3).

2.3.1 | Feasible regions for classical patterns

A complete description of the feasible region clPk is (at the moment) out-of-reach, but several
simpler questions have been investigated in the literature.

The feasible region clPk for some particular families of patterns instead of the whole Sk was
first studied in [KKRW20]. More precisely, given a list of finite sets of permutations (P1, . . . ,P`),
the authors considered the feasible region for (P1, . . . ,P`), that is, the set{

~v ∈ [0, 1]`
∣∣∣∣∣∃(σm)m∈Z>0 ∈ S

Z>0 s.t. |σm| → ∞ and ∑
τ∈Pi

õcc(τ, σm)→ ~vi, for i = 1, . . . , `

}
.

They first studied the simplest case when P1 = {12} and P2 = {123, 213} showing that the
corresponding feasible region for (P1,P2) is the region of the square [0, 1]2 bounded from below
by the parameterized curve (2t− t2, 3t2 − 2t3)t∈[0,1] and from above by the parameterized curve
(1− t2, 1− t3)t∈[0,1] (see [KKRW20, Theorem 14]).

They also proved in [KKRW20, Theorem 15] that if each Pi = {τi} is a singleton, and if
there is some value p such that, for each τi its final element τi(|τi|) is equal to p , then the
corresponding feasible region is convex. They remarked that one can construct examples where
the feasible region is not strictly convex: e.g. in the case where P1 = {231, 321} and P2 =

{123, 213}.
They finally studied two additional examples: the feasible regions for ({12}, {123}) (see

[KKRW20, Theorem 16]) and for the patterns ({123}, {321}) (see [KKRW20, Section 10]). In
the first case, they showed that the feasible region is equal to the so-called “scalloped triangle”
of Razborov [Raz08, Raz07] (this region also describes the space of limit densities for edges and
triangles in graphs). For the second case, they showed that the feasible region is equal to the limit
of densities of triangles versus the density of anti-triangles in graphs, see [HLN+14, HLN+16].

The set clPk was also studied in [GHK+17], even though with a different goal. There, it was
shown that the region clPk contains an open ball B with dimension |Ik|, where Ik is the set of
⊕-indecomposable permutations of size at most k. Specifically, for a specific ball B ⊆ RIk , the
authors constructed permutons P~x such that ∆π(P~x) = ~xπ , for each ~x ∈ B and each π ∈ Ik.

This work opened the problem of finding the maximal dimension of an open ball contained in
clPk, and placed a lower bound on it. In [Var14] an upper bound for this maximal dimension was
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Chapter 2. The theories of permutons & local limits 2.3. Feasible regions

indirectly given as the number of so-called Lyndon permutations3 of size at most k, whose set is
denoted by Lk. In this article, the author showed that for any permutation π that is not a Lyndon
permutation, õcc(π, σ) can be expressed as a polynomial on the functions {õcc(τ, σ)|τ ∈ Lk}
that does not depend on σ. It follows that clPk sits inside an algebraic variety of dimension |Lk|.
We expect that this bound is sharp since, from our computations, this is the case for small values
of k.

Conjecture 2.3.1. The feasible region clPk contains an open ball of dimension |Lk|.

2.3.2 | Feasible regions for consecutive patterns

Unlike in the case of classical patterns, we are able to obtain a full description of the feasible
region Pk as the cycle polytope of a specific graph, called the overlap graph Ov(k).

Definition 2.3.2. The graph Ov(k) is a directed multigraph with labeled edges, where the ver-
tices are elements of Sk−1 and for every π ∈ Sk there is an edge labeled by π from the pattern
induced by the first k− 1 indices of π to the pattern induced by the last k− 1 indices of π.

The overlap graph Ov(4) is displayed in Fig. 2.3.
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Figure 2.3. The overlap graph Ov(4).
The six vertices are painted in red and
the edges are drawn as labeled ar-
rows. Note that in order to obtain a
clearer picture we did not draw mul-
tiple edges, but we use multiple labels
(for example the edge 231→ 312 is la-
beled with the permutations 3412 and
2413 and should be thought of as two
distinct edges labeled with 3412 and
2413 respectively).

Definition 2.3.3. Let G = (V, E) be a directed multigraph. For each simple cycle C in G, define
~eC ∈ RE by

(~eC)e :=
1{e∈C}
|C| , for all e ∈ E.

We define the cycle polytope of G to be the polytope P(G) := conv{~eC | C is a simple cycle of G}.

Our main result is the following.

Theorem 2.3.4 ([BP20a, Theorem 1.6]). Pk is the cycle polytope of the overlap graphOv(k). Its dimen-
sion is k!− (k− 1)! .

3The precise definition of Lyndon permutations is not immediate. We just point out that they contain all ⊕-
indecomposable permutations.
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An instance of the result stated in Theorem 2.3.4 is depicted in Fig. 2.4.
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Figure 2.4. The overlap graph Ov(3) and the corresponding four-dimensional cycle poly-
tope, that is the feasible region P3. The coordinates of the vertices correspond to the patterns
(123, 231, 312, 213, 132, 321) respectively. Note that the top vertex (resp. the right-most vertex)
of the polytope corresponds to the loop indexed by 123 (resp. 321); the other four vertices cor-
respond to the four cycles of length two in Ov(3). We highlight in light-blue one of the six
three-dimensional faces of P3. This face is a pyramid with a square base. The polytope itself is a
four-dimensional pyramid, whose base is the highlighted face.

In addition, we also determine the equations that describe the polytope Pk (for a precise
statement see [BP20a, Theorem 3.12]). We finally mention that in [BP20b] we generalized the
results in [BP20a] to pattern-avoiding permutations, i.e. we studied the regions

PAv(B)
k := {~v ∈ [0, 1]Sk

∣∣∃(σm)m∈Z>0 ∈ Av(B)Z>0 such that

|σm| → ∞ and c̃-occ(π, σm)→ ~vπ , ∀π ∈ Sk}, (2.9)

where B ⊂ S is a fixed set of patterns.

2.4 | Open problems
� In this chapter we introduced the notion of permuton and B–S limits for permutations. In

the next chapters, we will mainly focus on determining convergence of models of random
permutations. Another interesting direction of research would be to investigate properties
of convergent sequences.
Some answers for permuton convergence are established: Mueller and Starr [MS13], build-
ing on the permuton convergence of Mallows permutations [Sta09], determined a law of
large numbers for the length of the longest increasing subsequence in the Mallows model;
Mukherjee [Muk16b] connected short cycle count statistics to permuton convergence; and
very recently Bassino, Bouvel, Drmota, Féray, Gerin, Maazoun, and Pierrot [BBD+21]
showed that the length of the longest increasing subsequence in permutations converg-
ing to the Brownian separable permuton (introduced in Section 6.1.1) has sublinear size
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(building on self-similarity properties of the Brownian separable permuton). Neverthe-
less, a general theory (that is not model-dependent) for this type of questions would be
desirable and we believe it will be investigated in future projects.
On the other hand B-S convergence for permutations has not been investigated in this di-
rection so far, but we expect several interesting results also here. Let us mention an analogy
with B–S limits for graphs: recently, Salez [Sal21] solved a long-standing open problem
on the curvature of sparse expander graphs working directly at the level of Benjamini-
Schramm limits. Other results were established in his Ph.D. thesis [Sal11]. We believe that
similar techniques can be used to establish results on permutations from their B-S limits.

� Local and global convergence for discrete structures are arguably the best-known notions
of convergence, but at the same time other notions of convergence have been considered.
For instance, the notion of semi-local convergence is used in graph theory and interpo-
lates between the local and the global one. An example is the work of Curien and Le Gall
[CLG14], where they studied a notion of semi-local convergence for uniform triangula-
tions, obtaining a new limiting object called the Brownian plane. They also showed some
interesting relations with the well-know Brownian map (the scaling limit) and the Uniform
infinite planar triangulation (the local limit). We think it is possible to introduce a notion
of semi-local convergence also for random permutations that will be useful to investigate the
relation between permutons (scaling limit) and infinite rooted permutations (local limits).
Moreover, as global convergence is in connection with permutation patterns and local con-
vergence is in connection with consecutive permutation patterns, semi-local convergence
would be characterized in terms of convergence of semi-consecutive patterns, i.e., patterns
determined by a set of indexes with some restrictions on the maximal distance between
them. Therefore, the main questions are

– How can a notion of semi-local convergence for permutations be defined?

– Can it be characterized in terms of semi-local patterns?

– What is the relationship between the different types of convergence and the corre-
sponding limiting objects?

We remark that Bevan [Bev20] implicitly considered a notion of semi-local convergence for
permutations, but he discusses neither the potential limiting objects nor the relations with
the other notions of convergence.

� An interesting open problem of combinatorial/geometric flavor is to prove Conjecture 2.3.1.

� In [BP20a, Conjecture 1.8] we conjectured that for every pattern π ∈ S , the dimension
of the pattern-avoiding feasible region PAv(π)

k defined in Eq. (2.9) is equal to |Avk(π)| −
|Avk−1(π)|, for all k ∈ Z>0. The conjecture is true whenever |π| = 3 or π is a monotone
pattern (see [BP20a, Theorems 1.9 and 1.12]). The general case is still open.
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3

Models of random permutations &
combinatorial constructions

In which we introduce several models of random constrained permutations. The goal
is to collect all the combinatorial constructions that we need to prove later various
probabilistic results. The structure of the following sections is quite similar: we start
by describing a specific family of permutations, then we present or construct some
bijections with other useful combinatorial objects (such as trees, maps, walks, etc.),
and finally we provide a nice and convenient way to construct uniform permutations
in the family.

Here is a list of families of permutations considered in this chapter. In addition, we indicate
where the various sections in this chapter will be used later.

� Permutations avoiding a pattern of length three (Section 3.1⇒ Sections 4.2 and 4.3).

� Substitution-closed classes (Section 3.2⇒ Sections 4.4 and 6.2).

� Square and almost-square permutations (Section 3.3⇒ Section 4.1.3 and Chapter 5).

� Permutation families encoded by generating trees (Section 3.4⇒ Section 4.5).

� Baxter permutations (Section 3.5⇒ Sections 4.6 and 6.3).

Notation for trees

We only consider rooted plane trees; plane means that the children of any given vertex are en-
dowed with a linear order. Let Tn denote the set of rooted plane trees with n vertices and T the
set of all finite rooted plane trees. The out-degree d+T (v) (or d+(v) when there is no ambiguity) of
a vertex v in a tree T is the number of its children (sometimes called arity in other works). Note
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that it may be different from the graph-degree: the edge to the parent (if it exists) is not counted
in the out-degree. We consider both finite and infinite trees. We say a tree is locally finite if all its
vertices have finite degree. A vertex of T is called a leaf if it has out-degree zero. The collection
of non-leaves (also called internal vertices) is denoted by Vint(T). The fringe subtree of a tree T
rooted at a vertex v is the subtree of T containing v and all its descendants. We will also speak
of branch attached to a vertex v for a fringe subtree rooted at a child of v.

We recall the definition of the Ulam–Harris tree U∞. The vertex set of U∞ is given by the
collection of all finite sequences of positive integers, and the offspring of a vertex (i1, . . . , ik), i.e.
the list of children, is given by all sequences (i1, . . . , ik, j), j ∈ Z>0. The root of U∞ is the unique
sequence of length 0. Any plane tree can be encoded in a canonical way as a subtree of U∞.

We finally recall two classical ways of visiting vertices of a rooted plane tree that go under
the name of depth-first traversals. These traversals, originally developed for algorithms searching
vertices in a tree, work as follows. Let T be a rooted plane tree with root r.

Definition 3.0.1. If T consists only of r, then r is the pre-order traversal of T. Otherwise, suppose
that T1, T2, . . . , Td are the fringe subtrees in T respectively rooted at the children of r from left
to right. The pre-order traversal begins by visiting r. It continues by traversing T1 in pre-order,
then T2 in pre-order, and so on, until Td is traversed in pre-order.

Definition 3.0.2. If T consists only of r, then r is the post-order traversal of T. Otherwise, suppose
that T1, T2, . . . , Td are the fringe subtrees in T respectively rooted at the children of r from left to
right. The post-order traversal begins by traversing T1 in post-order, then T2 in post-order, and
so on, until Td is traversed in post-order. It ends by visiting r.

We will also say that T is labeled with the pre-order (resp. post-order) labeling starting from
k, if we associate the label i + k− 1 with the i-th visited vertex by the pre-order (resp. post-order)
traversal. Moreover, if we simply say that T is labeled with the pre-order (resp. post-order), we
will assume that we are starting from k = 1. Examples will be given later.

3.1 | Permutations avoiding a pattern of length three

In this first section we focus on the classes of ρ-avoiding permutations, when |ρ| = 3. These
permutations are well-known to be enumerated by Catalan numbers and they have been inten-
sively studied in the literature. In particular, several bijections with other combinatorial objects
– such as rooted plane trees and Dyck paths – are known for these families of permutations (see
for instance [CK08]). Here, we only present the bijections we need for our work. Using trivial
symmetries, it is enough to investigate 231-avoiding and 321-avoiding permutations.
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3.1.1 | 231-avoiding permutations

We present in this section a well-known bijection between 231-avoiding permutations and bi-
nary trees (see for instance [Bón12b]) which sends the size of the permutation to the number of
vertices of the tree.

A binary tree is a rooted plane tree where each vertex has at most two children; when a vertex
has only one child, this can be either a left or right child1. Given a vertex v in the tree, we denote
by Tv

L and Tv
R the left and the right fringe subtrees of T hanging below the vertex v. We simply

write TL and TR if v is the root. Finally we let Tb be the set of all binary trees.

Given σ ∈ Sn, let indmax(σ) be the index of the maximal value n, i.e. σ(indmax(σ)) = n.
If ` = indmax(σ), we define σL and σR as σL := σ(1) . . . σ(` − 1) and σR := σ(` + 1) . . . σ(n),
respectively the (possibly empty) left and right subsequences of σ, before and after the maxi-
mal value. In particular we have σ = σLσ(`)σR, where we point out that σLσ(`)σR is not the
composition of permutations but just the concatenation of σL, σ(`) and σR seen as words.

The bijection mentioned above is built on the following result (see for instance [Bón10]).

Observation 3.1.1. Let σ be a permutation and ` = indmax(σ). The permutation σ avoids 231 if
and only if σL and σR both avoid 231 and furthermore σ(i) < σ(j) whenever i < ` and j > `.

Given a permutation σ ∈ Av(231) we build a binary tree T = ϕ(σ) as follows. If σ is empty
then T is the empty tree. Otherwise we add the root in T, which corresponds to the maximal
element of σ and we split σ in σL and σR; then the left subtree of T is the tree corresponding to
σL, i.e. TL = ϕ(σL) and similarly, the right subtree of T is the tree corresponding to std(σR), i.e.
TR = ϕ(std(σR)).

Conversely, given a binary tree T we construct the corresponding permutation σ = ψ(T) in
Av(231) as follows (see Fig. 3.1 below): if T is empty then σ is the empty permutation. Otherwise
we split T in TL and TR and we set n := |T|, the number of vertices of T, SL := ψ(TL) and
SR := ψ(TR). Then we define σ as σ = σLnσR where σL is simply SL and σR is obtained by
shifting all entries of SR by |TL|, i.e. σR(j) = SR(j) + |TL|, for all j ≤ |TR|.

It is clear that ϕ and ψ are inverse of each other, hence providing the desired bijection.

TL TR

ψ−→

ψ(TL)

ψ(TR)

|TL| |TR|

Figure 3.1. A binary tree
and the corresponding 231-
avoiding permutation as a
diagram.

1We highlight that for binary trees we are using a slightly generalized notion of "plane tree" since we are distinguish-
ing left and right children. We believe that this will not make any confusion. See also the left-hand side of Fig. 3.2 for an
example of binary tree.
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We denote by Tσ the binary tree associated with σ and, analogously, by σT the permutation
associated with the binary tree T. We have the following consequence.

Proposition 3.1.2. Let Tn denote a uniform random binary tree with n vertices. Then σTn is a uniform
231-avoiding permutation of size n.

We end this section with some observations and remarks that will be useful in the sequel.

Observation 3.1.3. By construction, the left-to-right maxima in a permutation σ ∈ Av(231) cor-
respond to the vertices of the form v = 1 . . . 1 (in the Ulam–Harris labeling). Similarly, the
right-to-left maxima correspond to the vertices of the form v = 2 . . . 2. Obviously the maximum
corresponds to the root of the tree. An example is given in Fig. 3.2.

↔

∅
1 2

11 12 22

221 222

22122212

Figure 3.2. Correspondence between maxima of a permutation and vertices on the left and right
branches in the associated tree. We highlight in green the left-to-right maxima, in light-blue the
right-to-left maxima and in orange the maximum.

The notion of pre-order and post-order traversal (recall Definitions 3.0.1 and 3.0.2) extend
immediately to binary trees. Moreover, in the case of binary trees, the in-order traversal is also
available. Let T be a binary tree with root r.

Definition 3.1.4. If T consists only of r, then r is the in-order traversal of T. Otherwise the in-
order traversal begins by traversing TL in in-order, then visits r, and concludes by traversing TR

in in-order.

The notion of in-order labeling is defined similarly to the pre-order labeling or post-order
labeling. We exhibit an example of the three different labelings in Fig. 3.3.

We make the following final remark that is not strictly necessary in this section but useful for
comparison with the next one.

Remark 3.1.5. It is not difficult to prove the following equivalent description of the bijection
between trees and permutations based on the use of the tree traversals. Given a binary tree
T with n vertices we reconstruct the corresponding permutation in Av(231) setting σ(i) to be
equal to the label given by the post-order to the i-th vertex visited by the in-order. Namely, we
are using the in-order labeling for the indices of the permutation and the post-order labeling for
the values. An example is provided in Fig. 3.4.
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6 8

10

In-order

1

Figure 3.3. We label in red the left picture using the pre-order, in green the middle picture
using the in-order and in blue the right picture using the post-order. The three labelings can
be obtained following the gray dotted lines from left to right and putting a tag at each time we
reach the small gray dots inside each vertex (that are on the left of the vertex for the pre-order,
on the bottom of the vertex for the in-order and on the right of the vertex for the post-order).
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In-order

1

σ = 4 1 3 2 10 5 7 6 9 8

↔

/

/

/

/

/

/ / / /

/ /

6

Figure 3.4. A binary tree and the corresponding 231-avoiding permutation.

3.1.2 | 321-avoiding permutations

It is well known that 321-avoiding permutations can be broken into two increasing subsequences,
one weakly above the diagonal and one strictly below the diagonal (see for instance [Bón12a,
Section 4.2]). Therefore, defining for every permutation σ ∈ Avn(321)

E+ = E+(σ) :=
{

i ∈ [n]|σ(i) ≥ i
}

,

E− = E−(σ) :=
{

i ∈ [n]|σ(i) < i
}

,

we have that patE+(σ) and patE−(σ) are increasing patterns. Note that by convention the indices
of fixed points are elements of E+.

We now describe a slightly different, but equivalent (see Remark 3.1.6), version of a well-
known bijection between 321-avoiding permutations of size n and rooted plane trees with n + 1
vertices (see for instance [HRS19a]).

Recall that Tn denotes the set of rooted plane trees with n vertices. Suppose T ∈ Tn+1 has
k leaves and let `(T) = (`1, . . . , `k) be the list of leaves of T, listed in order of appearance in the
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pre-order traversal of T, i.e. from left to right. Moreover let si and qi be the labels given to the
leaf `i respectively by the pre-order labeling of T starting from 0 and the post-order labeling of
T starting from 1. We set S(T) := {si}1≤i≤k and Q(T) := {qi}1≤i≤k. An example is given in the
left-hand side of Fig. 3.5.

We now construct the permutation σT associated with the tree T. We define σT pointwise on
Q(T) = {qi}1≤i≤k by

σT(qi) = si, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k,

and then we extend σT on [n] \Q(T) by assigning values of [n] \ S(T) in increasing order. Clearly
σT is a 321-avoiding permutation. An example is given in Fig. 3.5.

We highlight (without proof, for more details see [HRS19a]) that this construction implies
E+(σT) = Q(T) and σ(E+(σT)) = S(T). It can also be proved (see again [HRS19a]) that this
construction is invertible: For a permutation σ ∈ Avn(321) there is a unique rooted plane tree
Tσ with n + 1 vertices such that Q(Tσ) = E+(σ) and S(Tσ) = σ(E+(σ)).

0

1

4 5

6 7

9

10

1 3 4

5 6

8

9

10

11

2 3 82 7

Pre-order (from 0) Post-order (from 1)

`1 `2 `3 `4

`5

`6

`7

↔

S(T ) = {2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10}
Q(T ) = {1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8}

Figure 3.5. Left: A tree T with 11 vertices and 7 leaves. We record in red on the left of each
vertex the pre-order label and in blue on the right of each vertex the post-order label. Right: The
associated 321-avoiding permutation of size 10. In the diagram, for every leaf in the tree, we
draw a gray dot using the post-order label for the x-coordinate and the pre-order label for the
y-coordinate. Then we complete the diagram with the unique increasing subsequence fitting in
the empty rows and columns (shown with black dots on the picture).

Remark 3.1.6. At first sight, it seems that the construction presented here is different from that of
[HRS19a]; in [Bor20b, Remark 5.8] we explained that they are in fact the same.

Observation 3.1.7. Let η ∼ Geom(1/2), i.e. ηk := P(η = k) = 2−k−1, for all k ∈ Z≥0. We
recall that a uniform random rooted plane tree with n vertices Tn has the same distribution as
a Galton–Watson tree Tη with offspring distribution η conditioned on having n vertices (see

[Jan12, Example 9.1]), namely Tn
(d)
=
(
Tη
∣∣ |Tη | = n

)
.

Therefore, thanks to the bijection previously introduced, we have the following result.
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Proposition 3.1.8. Let η ∼ Geom(1/2) i.e. ηk := P(η = k) = 2−k−1, for all k ∈ Z≥0, and set
Tη

n :=
(
Tη
∣∣ |Tη | = n

)
. Then σTη

n
is a uniform 321-avoiding permutation of size n.

3.2 | Substitution-closed classes
In the previous section we have seen two specific families of pattern-avoiding permutations en-
coded by trees. Here, we still consider pattern-avoiding permutations encoded by trees, but with
two remarkable differences: First, the encoding trees have a richer structure, namely decorations
on internal vertices; secondly, the number of permutation families treated is infinite.

Notation

Let D be a set and size : D → Z≥0 be a map from D to the set of non-negative integers, associat-
ing to each object inD its size. We sayD is an (unlabeled) combinatorial class, if for any n ∈ Z≥0

the number dn of n-sized objects in D is finite. This allows to form the (ordinary) generating series
D(z) = ∑n≥0 dnzn. Note that we try to use the same curvy letter D for the class and its generat-
ing series. This should hopefully not lead to confusions. Two combinatorial classes D1,D2 are
considered isomorphic if there is a size-preserving bijection between the two, or equivalently if
they have the same generating series.

Various standard operations are available for combinatorial classes. For example, whenever
D has no objects of size 0, we can form the combinatorial class SEQ(D), which is the collection
of finite sequences of objects from D. The size of such a sequence is defined to be the sum of
sizes of its components. We may also consider the subclass SEQ≥1(D) ⊂ SEQ(D) of non-empty
sequences. For a great introduction to combinatorial classes we refer the reader to the book
[FS09].

Definition 3.2.1. LetD be a combinatorial class. AD-decorated tree is a rooted locally finite plane
tree T, equipped with a function dec : Vint(T) → D from the set of internal vertices of T to D
such that the following holds: for each v in Vint(T), the out-degree of v is exactly size(dec(v)).

3.2.1 | Encoding permutations as forests of decorated trees

In this section, we first properly define substitution-closed classes and then we show that any
substitution-closed class can be bijectively encoded as a forest of decorated trees. This goal is
achieved in Theorem 3.2.19.

3.2.1.1 | Substitution decomposition and canonical trees

We recall classical concepts related to permutations.

Definition 3.2.2. Let θ = θ(1) · · · θ(d) be a permutation of size d, and let ν(1), . . . , ν(d) be d
other permutations. The substitution of ν(1), . . . , ν(d) in θ, denoted by θ[ν(1), . . . , ν(d)], is the per-
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mutation of size |ν(1)| + · · · + |ν(d)| obtained by replacing each θ(i) by a sequence of integers
isomorphic to ν(i) while keeping the relative order induced by θ between these subsequences.

Examples of substitution (see Fig. 3.6 below) are conveniently presented representing per-
mutations by their diagrams: the diagram of ν = θ[ν(1), . . . , ν(d)] is obtained by inflating each
point θ(i) of θ by a square containing the diagram of ν(i). Note that each ν(i) then corresponds
to a block of ν, a block being defined as an interval of [|ν|] which is mapped to an interval by ν.

Throughout this manuscript, the increasing permutation 12 . . . d will be denoted by ⊕d,
or even ⊕ when its size d can be recovered from the context: this is the case in an inflation
⊕[ν(1), . . . , ν(d)] where the size of ⊕ is the number d of permutations inside the brackets. Simi-
larly, we denote the decreasing permutation d . . . 21 by 	d, or 	 when there is no ambiguity.

⊕[132, 21] =
132

21

= = 13254 	[132, 21] =
132

21
= = 35421

2413[132, 21, 1, 12] = = = 2438715612

21

132

1

Figure 3.6. Substitution of permutations.

Permutations can be decomposed in a canonical way using recursively the substitution op-
eration. To explain this, we first need to define several notions of indecomposable objects.

Definition 3.2.3. A permutation ν is ⊕-indecomposable (resp. 	-indecomposable) if it cannot be
written as ⊕[ν(1), ν(2)] (resp. 	[ν(1), ν(2)]).

A permutation of size n > 2 is simple if it contains no nontrivial block, i.e. if it does not map
any nontrivial interval (i.e. a range in [n] containing at least two and at most n− 1 elements) onto
an interval.

For example, 451326 is not simple as it maps the interval [3, 5] onto the interval [1, 3]. The
smallest simple permutations are 2413 and 3142 (there is no simple permutation of size 3). We
denote by Sall the set of simple permutations.

Remark 3.2.4. Usually in the literature, the definition of a simple permutation requires n ≥ 2
instead of n > 2, so that 12 and 21 are considered to be simple. However, for decomposition
trees, 12 and 21 do not play the same role as the other simple permutations, that is why we do
not consider them to be simple.

Theorem 3.2.5. Every permutation ν of size n ≥ 2 can be uniquely decomposed as either:

� α[ν(1), . . . , ν(d)], where α is a simple permutation (of size d ≥ 4),
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� ⊕[ν(1), . . . , ν(d)], where d ≥ 2 and ν(1), . . . , ν(d) are ⊕-indecomposable,

� 	[ν(1), . . . , ν(d)], where d ≥ 2 and ν(1), . . . , ν(d) are 	-indecomposable.

Remark 3.2.6. The theorem above is essentially Proposition 2 in [AA05], presented with a slightly
different point of view. The decomposition according to Theorem 3.2.5 is obtained from the one
of [AA05, Proposition 2] by merging maximal sequences of nested substitutions in 12 (resp. 21)
into a substitution in ⊕ (resp. 	). For example, the second item above for d = 4 corresponds
to 12[ν(1), 12[ν(2), 12[ν(3), ν(4)]]] with the notation of [AA05]. With this obvious rewriting, the
statements of [AA05, Proposition 2] and of Theorem 3.2.5 are trivially equivalent.

This decomposition theorem can be applied recursively inside the permutations ν(i) appear-
ing in the items above, until we reach permutations of size 1. Doing so, a permutation ν can be
naturally encoded by a rooted decorated plane tree CT(ν) as follows (the notation CT(ν) stands
for canonical tree):

� If ν = 1 is the unique permutation of size 1, then CT(ν) is reduced to a single leaf.

� If ν = β[ν(1), . . . , ν(d)], where β is either a simple permutation or the increasing (resp. de-
creasing) permutation (denoted by⊕, resp.	), then CT(ν) has a root of degree d decorated
by β and the subtrees attached to the root from left to right are CT(ν(1)), . . . , CT(ν(d)).

From the theorem above, the decomposition ν = β[ν(1), . . . , ν(d)] exists and is unique if
|ν| ≥ 2. Moreover, ν(1), . . . , ν(d) have size smaller than ν so that this recursive procedure always
terminates and its result is unambiguously defined. The map CT is therefore well-defined. An
example of this construction is shown on Fig. 3.7.

2413

-

+

+

++

–

+

ν = 12 7 5 6 4 8 13 11 12 3 9 10 CT(ν)

Figure 3.7. A permutation
ν and its decomposition tree
CT(ν). To help the reader
understand the construction,
we have colored accordingly
some blocks of ν and some
subtrees of CT(ν).

Since the decoration of each vertex record the permutation β in which we substitute, it is
clear that CT is injective. Moreover, its inverse (once restricted to CT(S)) is immediate to de-
scribe, simply by performing the iterated substitutions recorded in the tree. We are just left with
identifying the image set of CT. Recall that Sall denotes the set of all simple permutations, and
let Mon be the set of all monotone (increasing or decreasing) permutations of size at least 2.
Denote Ŝall := Sall ∪Mon.
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Definition 3.2.7. A canonical tree is an Ŝall-decorated tree in which we cannot find two adja-
cent vertices both decorated with increasing permutations (i.e. with ⊕) or both decorated with
decreasing permutations (i.e. with 	).

Canonical trees are also known in the literature under several names: decomposition trees,
substitution trees,. . . We choose the term canonical to be consistent with [BBF+20]. The following
is an easy consequence of Theorem 3.2.5.

Proposition 3.2.8. The map CT defines a size-preserving bijection from the set of all permutations to the
set of all canonical trees, the size of a tree being its number of leaves.

Remark 3.2.9. We note that the inverse map CT−1, which builds a permutation from a canonical
tree performing nested substitutions, can obviously be extended to all Ŝall-decorated trees, re-
gardless of whether they contain ⊕−⊕ or 	−	 edges. However, CT−1 is no longer injective
on this larger class of “non-canonical” decomposition trees.

We will be interested in the restriction of CT to some permutation class C. The following
condition ensures that its image CT(C) has a nice description.

Definition 3.2.10. A permutation class C is substitution-closed if for every θ, ν(1), . . . , ν(d) in C it
holds that θ[ν(1), . . . , ν(d)] ∈ C.

Let C be a substitution-closed permutation class, and assume2 that 12, 21 ∈ C. Denote by S

the set of simple permutations in C (note that S depends on C; since C will be always fixed, we
prefer to not highlight this dependence in the notation).

Proposition 3.2.11. The set of canonical trees encoding permutations of C is the set of canonical trees
with decorations in Ŝ := S∪Mon.

If necessary, details can be found in [AA05, Lemma 11].

3.2.1.2 | Packed decomposition trees

From now until the end of this section we assume that C is a proper substitution-closed class, that is we
exclude the case where C is the class of all permutations. To avoid trivial cases, we furthermore assume
that 12, 21 ∈ C. We denote with S the set of simple permutations in C.

The assumption that we are working in C rather than in the set of all permutations is how-
ever often tacit: for example, we simply refer to canonical trees instead of canonical trees with
decorations in Ŝ = S∪Mon. We let T denote the collection of canonical trees with decorations
in Ŝ, and Tnot⊕ the subset of canonical trees with a root that is not decorated ⊕.

In this section we introduce a new family of trees called “packed trees” and describe a bijec-
tion between the collection Tnot⊕ ⊂ T and packed trees. Packed trees are decorated trees, whose
decorations are themselves trees. Let us define these decorations, that we call gadgets.

2Otherwise, C ⊆ {12 . . . k : k ≥ 1} or C ⊆ {k . . . 21 : k ≥ 1} and these cases are trivial.
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Definition 3.2.12. An S-gadget is an Ŝ-decorated tree of height at most 2 such that:

� The root is an internal vertex decorated by a simple permutation;

� The children of the root are either leaves or decorated by an increasing permutation.

The size of a gadget is its number of leaves.

We denote with G(S) the set of S-gadgets. An example of size 7 is shown on Fig. 3.8.

2413

++
Figure 3.8. An S-gadget.

Finally, let Ĝ(S) = G(S)∪ {~k, k ≥ 2}, where for each integer k ≥ 2 the object~k has size k.
To shorten notation, Ĝ(S) is sometimes denoted Q in the following.

Definition 3.2.13. An S-packed tree is a Ĝ(S)-decorated tree, its size being its number of leaves.

Remark 3.2.14. We will often refer to S-packed trees simply as packed trees since in our analysis,
the substitution-closed class C and its set of simple permutations S will be fixed.

An example of packed tree is shown on the right-hand side of Fig. 3.9.

Remark 3.2.15. Note that in Fig. 3.9 the subscript k is not reported in the vertices decorated by an
element in {~k, k ≥ 2}. Indeed, it can be easily recovered by counting the number of children of
the vertex.

We now describe a bijection between canonical trees with a root that is not decorated with
⊕ and packed trees. Given a tree T ∈ Tnot⊕ the corresponding packed tree PA(T) is obtained
modifying T as follows.

� For each internal vertex v of T decorated by a simple permutation, we build an S-gadget
Gv whose internal vertices are v and the ⊕-children of v, the parent-child relation in Gv

and the left-to-right order between children are inherited from the ones in T, and we add
leaves so that the out-degree of each internal vertex is the same in Gv as in T. Then, in
PA(T), we merge v and the ⊕-children of v into a single vertex decorated by Gv.

� The remaining vertices of T, decorated by 	k or ⊕k, are decorated by ~k instead.

An example is given on Fig. 3.9.

Proposition 3.2.16 ([BBFS20, Proposition 2.16]). The map PA defines a size-preserving bijection from
the set Tnot⊕ of canonical trees with a root that is not decorated ⊕ to the set of S-packed trees.
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Figure 3.9. A canonical tree T with the corresponding packed tree PA(T). The red dotted line
highlights the vertices in T that are merged in the red vertex in PA(T). The blue dashed line
records the subtree in T that determines the decoration Gv in the tree PA(T).

Remark 3.2.17. If T (or P) is a tree with n leaves, we can label its leaves with number from 1 to
n using a depth-first traversal of the tree from left to right. Then the i-th leaf of the canonical
or packed tree associated with a permutation ν corresponds to the i-th element in the one-line
notation of ν. We will use this identification between leaves and elements of the permutations
later.

3.2.1.3 | Permutations as forests of decorated trees

Summing up the results obtained in the previous sections (in particular in Propositions 3.2.8,
3.2.11 and 3.2.16), we obtain a bijective encoding of ⊕-indecomposable permutations in C:

Lemma 3.2.18. The map
PA ◦CT : Cnot⊕ → P

is a size-preserving bijection from the set Cnot⊕ of all ⊕-indecomposable permutations in C to the set P of
all S-packed trees.

By Theorem 3.2.5, any ⊕-decomposable permutation corresponds uniquely to a sequence of
at least two⊕-indecomposable permutations. Hence any permutation corresponds bijectively to
a non-empty sequence of ⊕-indecomposable permutations. If we apply the bijection PA ◦CT to
each we obtain a plane forest of packed trees. That is, it is an element of the collection SEQ≥1(P)
of non-empty ordered sequences of Ĝ(S)-decorated trees. We define the size of such a forest to
be the total number of leaves. The function that maps a permutation of C to the corresponding
forest of packed trees is denoted by DF (DF stands for decorated forest). Summing up:

Theorem 3.2.19. The function
DF : C → SEQ≥1(P)
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is a size-preserving bijection between the substitution-closed class C and the set of forests of packed trees.

3.2.2 | Reading patterns in trees

Let us consider a permutation ν in Cnot⊕ and the associated canonical and packed trees T = CT(ν)
and P = PA(T). Let I be a subset of [n]. Using Remark 3.2.17, I can be seen as a subset of
the leaves of T (or P). The purpose of this section is to explain how to read out the pattern
π = patI(ν) on the trees T or P. This will be a fundamental tool to prove later B–S and permuton
convergence for uniform permutations in substitution-closed classes.

Let us first note that a pattern π = π(1) . . . π(k) is entirely determined when we know, for
each i1 < i2, whether π(i1)π(i2) forms an inversion (i.e. an occurrence of the pattern 21) or a
non-inversion (occurrence of 12). Therefore, to read patterns on T (or P), we should explain how
to determine, for any two leaves `1 and `2 of I, whether the corresponding elements of ν form
an inversion or not (in the sequel, we will simply say that `1 and `2 form an inversion, and not
refer anymore to the corresponding elements of ν).

Looking at T, this is rather simple. We consider the closest common ancestor of `1 and `2,
call it v. By definition, `1 and `2 are descendants of different children of v, say the i1-th and
i2-th. Then the following holds: `1 and `2 form an inversion in ν if and only if i1 and i2 form an
inversion in the decoration β of v.

Let us now look at P. We consider the closest common ancestor u ∈ P of `1 and `2 and as
before, we assume that `1 and `2 are descendants of the i1-th and i2-th children of u. Note that,
in the packing bijection, the vertex u corresponds to v (the common ancestor of `1 and `2 in T)
potentially merged with other vertices.

Consider first the case that u is decorated by an S-gadget G. Then G contains the information
of the decoration of all vertices merged into u, including v. Therefore, whether `1 and `2 form
an inversion in ν can be determined by looking at the i1-th and i2-th leaves of the gadget G (see
Example 3.2.20 and Fig. 3.10).

If on the contrary u is not decorated by an S-gadget but by a ~, we need to determine
whether v is decorated with ⊕ (implying that `1 and `2 form a non-inversion) or 	 (resp., an
inversion).

Assume first that there is a closest ancestor u′ of u that is decorated with an S-gadget. In this
case, we claim that v is decorated by 	 if d(u, u′) is odd, and it is decorated by ⊕ if d(u, u′) is
even. Indeed, decorations ⊕ and 	 alternate, and, by construction of the packing bijection, the
children of an S-gadget are decorated by 	.

It remains to analyse the case where u is decorated by ~, as well as all vertices on the path
from u to the root r of P. By construction, this implies that the root of T is decorated by 	 (recall
that T ∈ Tnot⊕). So, using again the alternation of ⊕ and 	 in T, the decoration of v ∈ T is 	 if
d(u, r) is even, and ⊕ if d(u, r) is odd.
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We note in particular that the pattern induced by a set I of leaves in P is determined by any
fringe subtree containing all leaves of I and rooted at any vertex decorated with an S-gadget.

Example 3.2.20. Let ν = 13 12 5 3 4 2 6 11 9 10 1 7 8 be a permutation in Cnot⊕ with associated
canonical and packed trees T = CT(ν) and P = PA(T) shown in Fig. 3.10. We explain in the
following example how to read out in P the pattern induced by the leaves `1, `2 and `3.

The closest common ancestor u ∈ P of `1 and `2 is decorated with a ~, which is at distance 1
from its closest ancestor decorated with an S-gadget. We can conclude that the leaves `1 and `2

induce an inversion (the closest ancestor v of `1 and `2 in T carries a 	 decoration).

Now consider `1 and `3. Their closest common ancestor u′ in P is decorated with an S-
gadget. Note `1 and `3 are descendants of the first and fifth children of this S-gadget; the
corresponding leaves of the S-gadget have the vertex decorated by 2413 as common ancestor
and are attached to the branches corresponding to 2 and 3. We deduce that `1 and `3 do not form
an inversion in ν. Similarly, `2 and `3 do not form an inversion either in ν.

Putting all together, the pattern induced by `1, `2 and `3 is 213. Let us check that it is indeed
the case, by reading this pattern on the permutation. These three leaves correspond to the 4th,
6th and 12th elements of the permutation respectively, which have values 3, 2 and 7. The induced
pattern is indeed 213.

2413

-

+

++

–

+

*

2413

++

α G

*

*

*

*

–

`1

`2

`1

`2

uv

u′

T P

`3 `3

`1, `2

`3
v′

Figure 3.10. Reading patterns
from trees – see Example 3.2.20.

3.2.3 | Random permutations as conditioned Galton–Watson trees

Theorem 3.2.19 allows us to see a uniform random permutation νn of size n in the substitution-
closed permutation class C as a uniform random forest of packed trees with n leaves. In Sec-
tion 3.2.3.1 we recall some results from [BBFS20] to show that a giant component with size
n −Op(1) emerges. This goal is achieved in Proposition 3.2.21. This reduces the study of νn

to that of a uniform random packed tree with n vertices. Finally, in Sections 3.2.3.2 and 3.2.3.3,
we explain how to sample a uniform random packed tree with n leaves as a randomly decorated
Galton–Watson tree conditioned on having n leaves.
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3.2.3.1 | A giant ⊕-indecomposable component

Let ν be a permutation in the proper substitution-closed class C. From Theorem 3.2.5, we know
that

� either ν is ⊕-indecomposable,

� or ν can be uniquely written as ν = ⊕[ν(1), . . . , ν(d)], where d ≥ 2 and ν(1), . . . , ν(d) ∈ Cnot⊕,
the set of ⊕-indecomposable permutations of C.

In the first case, we set d = 1 and ν(1) = ν for convenience. Recall that Lemma 3.2.18 allows us
to identify the classes Cnot⊕ and P . Using Gibbs partition results [Stu18, Thm. 3.1] one can obtain
the following result:

Proposition 3.2.21 ([BBFS20, Proposition 3.2]). Let νn be a uniform permutation of size n in C and
define d, ν(1), . . . , ν(d) as above. Let m be the smallest index such that |ν(m)| = max(|ν(1)|, . . . , |ν(d)|).
Then ν(m) has size n −Op(1), and conditionally on its size, ν(m) is uniformly distributed among all
|ν(m)|-sized ⊕-indecomposable permutations in C.

Remark 3.2.22. We excluded the case of uniform unrestricted n-sized permutations. In this case,
it is well-known that the permutation is with high probability ⊕-indecomposable. This follows
for example from [BCMR11, Thm 3.4].

3.2.3.2 | From permutations to simply generated trees

Proposition 3.2.21 and Lemma 3.2.18 reduce the study of the proper substitution-closed class C
to the study of the class P of packed trees. In this section, we explain how a random tree in P
can be seen as a random simply generated tree with random decorations.

We can describe a packed tree P as a pair (T, λT) where T is a rooted plane tree and λT is a
map from the internal vertices of T to the set Q = Ĝ(S) which records the decorations of the
vertices. In order to sample a uniform packed tree with n leaves, we first simulate a random
rooted plane tree Tn and then a random decoration map λTn as follows.

Define the weight-sequence ~q = (qk)k≥0, where, for k ≥ 2, qk denotes the k-th coefficient of
the generating series Q(z) = Ĝ(S)(z), while we set q0 = 1 and q1 = 0. We consider the simply
generated tree Tn (with n leaves) associated with weight-sequence ~q, i.e. by definition, Tn is a
random rooted plane tree such that

P(Tn = T) =
∏v∈T qd+(v)

Zn
=

∏v∈Vint(T) qd+(v)

Zn
, (3.1)

for all rooted plane trees T with n leaves (we recall that Vint(T) denotes the set of internal vertices
of T). Here, Zn is the partition function given by Zn = ∑T ∏v∈T qd+(v), where the sum runs over
all rooted plane trees with n leaves. For a general introduction on simply generated trees see
[Jan12, Section 2.3].
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Then, given a rooted plane tree T, let λT be the random map such that for all internal vertices
v of T,

P(λT(v) = Q) =
1

qd+T (v)
, for all Q ∈ Q with |Q| = d+T (v),

independently of all other choices. Namely, the decoration of each internal vertex v of T gets
drawn uniformly at random among all d+T (v)-sized decorations in Q, independently of all the
other decorations.

Lemma 3.2.23 ([BBFS20, Lemma 3.4]). The random packed tree Pn = (Tn, λTn) is uniform among all
the packed trees with n leaves.

3.2.3.3 | Random packed trees as conditioned Galton–Watson trees

Building on Lemma 3.2.23, in what follows we explain how to sample a uniform packed tree
with n leaves as a randomly decorated Galton–Watson tree conditioned on having n leaves.

Let ρq denote the radius of convergence of the generating series Q(z). As observed in
[BBFS20, Section 3.1], it holds that ρq > 0. As we shall see, this implies that Tn has the dis-
tribution of a Galton–Watson tree conditioned of having n leaves, whose offspring distribution
ξ is defined below (for similar discussion with fixed number of vertices, see [Jan12, Section 4]).

The offspring distribution ξ is given by
P(ξ = 0) = a

P(ξ = 1) = 0

P(ξ = k) = qktk−1
0 for k ≥ 2.

(3.2)

with a, t0 > 0 constants that are defined as follows. If limz↗ρq Q′(z) ≥ 1, let 0 < t0 ≤ ρq be
the unique number with Q′(t0) = 1. If the limit is less than 1, then set t0 = ρq. Finally set
a = 1−∑k≥2 qktk−1

0 > 0.
Note that the tilting in Eq. (3.2) previously appeared in [PR15, Proposition 2] (see also the

discussion above Corollary 1 in the same paper). We note that ξ is always aperiodic since qk > 0
for k ≥ 2 (because of the ~ decorations). Moreover, we have

E[ξ] = Q′(t0) ≤ 1,

so that the Galton–Watson tree Tξ of offspring distribution ξ is either subcritical or critical. It is
a simple exercise to check that Tξ , conditioned on having n leaves, has the same distribution as
the simply generated tree Tn defined by Eq. (3.1).

The following proposition determines if ξ is either subcritical or critical in terms of the gen-
erating functions of S , that we conveniently denote by S(z). From Stanley-Wilf-Marcus-Tardös
theorem [MT04], it always has a positive radius of convergence ρS > 0. Below, we write S ′(ρS )
for limz↗ρS S

′(z), noting that this limit may be infinite.
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Proposition 3.2.24 ([BBFS20, Proposition 3.5]). It holds that E[ξ] = 1 if and only if

S ′(ρS ) ≥
2

(1 + ρS )2 − 1.

In this case, t0 = κ/(1 + κ) for the unique number 0 < κ ≤ ρS with S ′(κ) = 2/(1 + κ)2 − 1, and

V[ξ] = κ(1 + κ)3S ′′(κ) + 4κ.

3.3 | Square and almost square permutations
We now leave the combinatorics of trees, deeply used in the two previous sections. Here we en-
code random permutations with sequences of i.i.d. random variables, i.e. (unconstrained) ran-
dom walks.

The points of a permutation can be divided into two types, internal and external. The ex-
ternal points are the records of the permutation, either maximum or minimum, from the left or
from the right. The internal points are the points that are not external. Square permutations
are permutations where every point is external. Almost square permutations are permutations
with some fixed number of internal points. See Fig. 3.11 for two examples. We use the notation
Sq(n) to denote the set of square permutations of size n and ASq(n, k) to denote the set of almost
square permutations of size n + k with exactly n external points and k internal points.

Figure 3.11. The diagram of two permu-
tations. The permutation on the left is a
square permutation of size 8. The per-
mutation on the right is an almost square
permutation with one internal point, high-
lighted in red.

In [ALR+11] square permutations were referred to as convex permutations and were described
by pattern-avoidance. In particular, square permutations are permutations that avoid the sixteen
permutations of size 5 that have one internal point.

The starting point for all our results on square and almost square permutations (see Sec-
tion 4.1.3 and Chapter 5) is the sampling procedure for uniform square permutations described
in the following sections. Inspired by the approach in [HRS19b], we define a projection map
from the set of square permutations to the set of anchored pairs of sequences of labels, i.e. triplets
(X, Y, z0) ∈ {U, D}n × {L, R}n × [n]. For every square permutation σ, the labels of (X, Y) are
determined by the record types. The sequence X records if a point is a maximum (U) or a mini-
mum (D) and the sequence Y records if a point is a left-to-right record (L) or a right-to-left record
(R); the anchor z0 is the value σ−1(1). Section 3.3.1 gives a precise definition and examples.

This projection map is not surjective, but in Section 3.3.2 we show that we can identify subsets
of anchored pairs of sequences (called regular) and of square permutations where the projection
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map is a bijection. We then construct a simple algorithm to produce square permutations from
regular anchored pairs of sequences. We show that asymptotically almost all square permuta-
tions can be constructed from regular anchored pairs of sequences, thus a permutation sampled
uniformly from the set of regular anchored pairs of sequences will produce, asymptotically, a
uniform square permutation.

These regular anchored pairs of sequences are defined using a slight modification of the
Petrov conditions, i.e. technical conditions on the labels, found in [HRS17a] and again in [HRS19b]
(a uniform pair of sequences satisfies these conditions outside a set of exponentially small proba-
bility). We say that an anchored pair of sequences is regular if it satisfies these Petrov conditions,
and the anchored point is neither too close to 1 nor to n.

3.3.1 | Projections for square permutations

We begin this section with the following key definition.

Definition 3.3.1. An anchored pair of sequences is a triplet (X, Y, z0), where X ∈ {U, D}n,
Y ∈ {L, R}n and z0 ∈ [n]. We say that the pair (X, Y) is anchored at z0.

Given a square permutation σ ∈ Sq(n), we associate to it an anchored pair of sequences
(X, Y, z0) in the following way (cf. Fig. 3.12). First let X1 = Xn = D and Y1 = Yn = L. Then, for
all i ∈ {2, · · · , n− 1}, we set

� Xi =

D if (i, σ(i)) ∈ LRmin∪RLmin,

U if (i, σ(i)) ∈ LRmax∪RLmax .

� Yi =

L if (σ−1(i), i) ∈ LRmin∪LRmax,

R if (σ−1(i), i) ∈ RLmin∪RLmax .

In the case that (i, σ(i)) ∈ LRmax∩RLmin or (i, σ(i)) ∈ LRmin∩RLmax we set Xi = D and
Yσ(i) = L. Finally, let z0 = σ−1(1). Note that Xz0 is always equal to D. Intuitively, the sequence X
tracks if the points in the columns of the diagram of σ are minima or a maxima and the sequence
Y tracks if the points in the rows are left or right records.

U DU U U U U U U UD D D D D D D

L
R

L
L

L

L
L
L
L

L

L

R

R

R

R
R

R

R

D
L

L

D

X

Y

D
z0 = 14

Figure 3.12. A square permutation σ with
the associated anchored pair of sequences
(X, Y, z0). The sequence X is reported un-
der the diagram (read from left to right) of
the permutation and the sequence Y on the
left (read from bottom to top).
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We denote with φ the map that associates to every square permutation the corresponding
anchored pair of sequences, therefore

φ : Sq(n)→ {U, D}n × {L, R}n × [n].

We say that an anchored pair of sequences (X, Y, z0) of size n is good if X1 = Xn = Xz0 = D
and Y1 = Yn = L. Note that φ(Sq(n)) is contained in the set of good anchored pairs of size n.

Remark 3.3.2. This projection map is also used in [Duc19]. The author shows that φ is injective.

3.3.2 | Anchored pairs of sequences and Petrov conditions

From a good anchored pair we wish to construct a square permutation. For most good anchored
pairs this will be possible, though we do need to proceed with caution.

Let ctD(i) denote the number of Ds in X up to (and including) position i. Similarly define
ctU(i), ctL(i) and ctR(i) for the number of Us in X and the number of Ls or Rs in Y, respectively.
Let posD(i) denote the index of the ith D in X with posD(i) = n if there are fewer than i indices
labeled with D in X. Similarly define posU(i), posL(i) and posR(i) for the location of the indices
of the other labels.

Definition 3.3.3. We say that the label D in X satisfies the Petrov conditions if the following are
true:

1. |ctD(i)− ctD(j)− 1
2 (i− j)| < n.4, for all |i− j| < n.6;

2. |ctD(i)− ctD(j)− 1
2 (i− j)| < 1

2 |i− j|.6, for all |i− j| > n.3;

3. |posD(i)− posD(j)− 2(i− j)| < n.4, for all |i− j| < n.6 and i, j ≤ ctD(n);

4. |posD(i)− posD(j)− 2(i− j)| < 2|i− j|.6, for all |i− j| > n.3 and i, j ≤ ctD(n).

In particular, in the above inequalities we allow j to be equal to 0 (defining ctD(0) := 0 and
posD(j) := 0) obtaining that

5. |ctD(i)− i
2 | < n.6, for all i ≤ n;

6. |posD(i)− 2i| < 2n.6, for all i ≤ ctD(n).

A similar definition holds for the label U in X and the labels L and R in Y for the functions
ctU , ctL, ctR, and posU , posL, posR. We say that the Petrov conditions hold for the pair of se-
quences X and Y if the Petrov conditions hold for all the labels of X and Y. We state a technical
result useful for later results.

Lemma 3.3.4 ([BS20, Lemma 3.2]). If X ∈ {U, D}n satisfies the Petrov conditions then, for all i ≤ n,

i− posD(ctD(i)) ≤ n.3.
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We let Ωn denote the space of good anchored pairs of sequences such that both X and Y
satisfy the Petrov conditions and δn ≤ z0 ≤ n− δn for some3 δn = o(n), δn ≥ n.9. We will refer
to these as regular anchored pairs of sequences.

Lemma 3.3.5 ([BS20, Lemma 3.4]). Let X, Y and z0 be chosen independently and uniformly at random
from {U, D}n, {L, R}n and {1, · · · , n} respectively. Then P((X, Y, z0) ∈ Ωn) = 1− o(1).

3.3.3 | From regular anchored pairs of sequences to square permutations

We wish to define a map ρ : Ωn → Sq(n) by constructing a unique matching between the labels
of X and the labels of Y. The matching will depend on the parameter z0. Once this map is
properly defined we show that the composition φ ◦ ρ acts as the identity on Ωn (Lemma 3.3.8).

This construction may not be well defined on every good anchored pair of sequences in
{U, D}n×{L, R}n× [n], as we will see in Fig. 3.14, but it will be well-defined if we restrict to Ωn.
First define the following values (whose role will be clearer later) with respect to (X, Y, z0) ∈ Ωn:

� z1 = posL(ctD(z0)),

� z2 = posU(ctL(n)− ctD(z0)),

� z3 = posR(ctD(n)− ctD(z0)).

The following lemma states a regularity property satisfied by the points z1, z2 and z3.

Lemma 3.3.6 ([BS20, Lemma 3.5]). Let (X, Y, z0) ∈ Ωn. Then

max(|z1 − z0|, |z2 − z3|, |n− z0 − z2|) < 10n.6.

Define the following index sets:

� I1 = {1, · · · , ctD(z0)};

� I2 = {1, · · · , ctU(z2)};

� I3 = {ctD(z0) + 1, · · · , ctD(n)};

� I4 = {ctU(z2) + 1, · · · , ctU(n)}.

Using these index sets, we create four sets of points:

� Λ1 = {(posD(i), posL(ctD(z0) + 1− i))}i∈I1 ;

� Λ2 = {(posU(i), posL(ctD(z0) + i))}i∈I2 ;

� Λ3 = {(posD(i), posR(i− ctD(z0)))}i∈I3 ;

� Λ4 = {(posU(i), posR(n− ctD(z0) + 1− i))}i∈I4 .
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Figure 3.13. An example of square permuta-
tion obtained from a regular anchored pair of
sequences (X, Y, z0). We color in orange the
labels in the sequences X and Y correspond-
ing to indices of I1 and we also color in or-
ange the points of Λ1. Similarly, we color in
blue the labels and the points corresponding
to I2 and Λ2, in green the ones correspond-
ing to I3 and Λ3, and in purple the ones cor-
responding to I4 and Λ4.

First a few observations about each of the sequences Λi (cf. Fig. 3.13):

� The first sequence, Λ1, is obtained by matching the first ctD(z0) Ds in X with the first
ctD(z0) Ls in Y to create a decreasing sequence starting from (1, z1) and ending at (z0, 1)
(note that thanks to Petrov conditions, for n large enough, ctD(z0) is smaller than the total
number of Ls in Y and so the operations are well-defined4);

� the second sequence, Λ2, is obtained by matching the remaining ctL(n)− ctD(z0) Ls in Y
with the first ctL(n)− ctD(z0) Us in X (using Petrov conditions it follows that for n large
enough ctL(n)− ctD(z0) < ctU(n)) to create an increasing sequence starting from (1, z1)

and ending at (z2, n);

� the third sequence, Λ3, is obtained by matching the remaining ctD(n) − ctD(z0) Ds in
X with the first ctD(n) − ctD(z0) Rs in Y to create an increasing sequence starting from
(z2, n) and ending at (n, z3) (note that thanks to Petrov conditions, for n large enough,
ctD(n)− ctD(z0) is smaller than the total number of Rs in Y);

� the fourth sequence, Λ4, is obtained by matching the remaining ctU(n)− (ctL(n)− ctD(z0))

Us in X with the remaining ctR(n)− (ctD(n)− ctD(z0)) Rs in Y to create a decreasing se-
quence between (z2, n) and (n, z3) (these two boundary points are not in Λ4 by definition).

We can conclude that, for n large enough, the indices corresponding to each D and U in X and
each L and R in Y are used exactly once. Therefore by this construction each index of X is paired
with a unique index in Y so the resulting collection of points must correspond to the points of a
permutation σ : [n] → [n]. We will see (in Lemma 3.3.8 below) that in fact σ is in Sq(n) and so
that the assignment ρ((X, Y, z0)) := σ define a map from Ωn to Sq(n) when n is large enough.

Note that for some good anchored sequences (X, Y, z0) that are not in Ωn it is possible that
the construction of the permutation σ might fail (see Fig. 3.14).

3In [BS20] a regular anchored pair of sequences (X, Y, z0) satisfies n.9 ≤ z0 ≤ n− n.9 instead of δn ≤ z0 ≤ n− δn.
One can check that all the statements of [BS20] are also true for this slightly more general definition.

4We point out that the set Λ1 is in full generality well-defined for all n ≥ 1, but in the case that ctD(z0) > ctL(n) then
|Λ1| < |I1| (because by definition posL(i) = n for all i ≥ ctL(n)). Similar observations will hold also for Λ2, Λ3, and Λ4.
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Figure 3.14. An example where the construc-
tion of σ from a good anchored pair of se-
quences fails. The last L does not have a
corresponding U with which to match. The
problem is that the sequences X (resp. Y) con-
tains too many Ds (resp. too many Ls) and so
it does not satisfy the Petrov conditions.

The Petrov conditions force the following conditions on the sequences Λi, for i = 1, 2, 3, 4.

Lemma 3.3.7 ([BS20, Lemma 3.6]). If (X, Y, z0) ∈ Ωn, then

� |s + t− z0| < 10n.6 for (s, t) ∈ Λ1,

� |t− s− z0| < 10n.6 for (s, t) ∈ Λ2,

� |s− t− z0| < 10n.6 for (s, t) ∈ Λ3,

� |2n− s− t− z0| < 10n.6 for (s, t) ∈ Λ4.

In words, the conditions above impose that the points in the sequences Λi, for i = 1, 2, 3, 4
are close to a rectangle rotated of 45 degrees and with bottom vertex at (z0, 1) (see Fig. 3.15). We
highlight that the statement of Lemma 3.3.7 gives a deterministic result.

z0

Figure 3.15. A square permutation ob-
tained from an anchored pair of sequences
(X, Y, z0) ∈ Ω28. In red a rectangle rotated
of 45 degrees and with bottom vertex at
(z0, 1).

Lemma 3.3.8 ([BS20, Lemma 3.7]). For n large enough the following holds. Let (X, Y, z0) ∈ Ωn and
let σ = ρ(X, Y, z0) as above. Then σ is in Sq(n) with LRmin = Λ1, LRmax = Λ2 ∪ {(1, z1)},
RLmin = Λ3 ∪ {(z0, 1)} and RLmax = Λ4 ∪ {(z2, n), (n, z3)}. Moreover, ρ is injective with φ ◦ ρ

acting as the identity on Ωn.

We conclude this section with the following key result.

Lemma 3.3.9. With probability 1− o(1) a uniform random square permutation σn of size n is in ρ(Ωn).
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Proof. The map ρ is injective from Ωn into Sq(n) and thus P(σn ∈ ρ(Ωn)) =
|Ωn |
|Sq(n)| .

In [MS06, Theorem 5.1] it was shown that |Sq(n)| = 2(n + 2)4n−3 − 4(2n− 5)(2n−6
n−3 ). Noting

that the negative term satisfies (2n− 5)(2n−6
n−3 ) = o(2(n + 2)4n−3), we obtain that

|Sq(n)| = 2(n + 2)4n−3(1− o(1)).

The number of good anchored pairs of sequences of size n is 2n−2(2 · 2n−2 + (n− 2) · 2n−3) =

2(n + 2)4n−3. Therefore, using Lemma 3.3.5 the size of Ωn satisfies

|Ωn| = 2(n + 2)4n−3(1− o(1)).

Thus, as n tends to infinity, P(σn ∈ ρ(Ωn))→ 1.

Note that combing Lemmas 3.3.9 and 3.3.5 we get the following remarkable conclusion: Let
Xn and Yn be uniform random walks of size n on {U, D} and {L, R} respectively. Let also zn

0 be a
uniform number in {1, · · · , n}. Then ρ(X, Y , zn

0 ) is asymptotically a uniform square permutation
of size n.

3.4 | Permutation families encoded by generating trees
In the previous section we used (unconstrained) random walks to obtain asymptotically uni-
form random square permutations. We now present a way to encode some other families of
permutations with walks conditioned to stay positive. The latter have several remarkable com-
binatorial/probabilistic properties that will be used in Section 4.5.1.

3.4.1 | Definitions and examples

Since we are interested in the study of permutations, we restrict the definition of generating
tree to these specific objects despite they can be defined for other combinatorial families (see for
instance [BDLPP99, BEMY16, BBGR19]). We need the following preliminary construction.

Definition 3.4.1. Given a permutation σ ∈ Sn and an integer m ∈ [n + 1], we denote by σ∗m the
permutation obtained from σ by appending a new final value equal to m and shifting by +1 all the
other values larger than or equal to m. Equivalently,

σ∗m := std(σ(1), . . . , σ(n), m− 1/2).

We say that a family of permutations C grows on the right if for every permutation σ ∈ S such
that σ∗m ∈ C for some m ∈ [|σ|+ 1], we have σ ∈ C. From now until the end of this section we
only consider families of permutations that grow on the right, without explicitly saying it.

Definition 3.4.2. The generating tree of a family of permutations C is the infinite rooted tree
whose vertices are the permutations of C (each appearing exactly once in the tree) and such that
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permutations of size n are at level n (the level of a vertex being the distance from the root plus
one). The children of some permutation σ ∈ C correspond to the permutations obtained by
appending a new final value to σ.

Remark 3.4.3. Another classical way of defining generating trees for families of permutations is
by appending a new maximal value on the top of the diagram of σ. We will never consider this
case in this manuscript.

We now give an example of a generating tree for the family of permutations avoiding the
patterns 1423 and 4123 inspired by a result of Kremer [Kre00, Kre03]5. This family will appear
several times along this section (see Examples 3.4.4, 3.4.8 and 3.4.11).

Example 3.4.4. The first levels of the generating tree for {1423, 4123}-avoiding permutations are
drawn in Fig. 3.16. Note that every child of a permutation is obtained by appending a new final
value. For instance, the permutation 321 on the left-hand side of the third level is obtained from
the permutation 21 by appending a new final value equal to 1.

Definition 3.4.5. Let S be a set and assume there exists an S-valued statistics on the permutations
of C, whose value determines the number of children in the generating tree and the values of the
statistics for the children. Then we give labels to the objects of C which indicate the value of the
statistics. The associated succession rule is then given by the label λ of the root and, for any label
k, the labels e1(k), . . . , eh(k)(k) of the h(k) children of an object labeled by k. In full generality, the
associated succession rule is represented by the formulaRoot label : (λ)

(k)→ (e1(k)), . . . , (eh(k)(k)).
(3.3)

The set of labels appearing in a generating tree is denoted by L and for all k ∈ L, the multiset
of labels of the children {e1(k), . . . , eh(k)(k)} is denoted by CL(k), where CL stands for “children
labels".

Remark 3.4.6. In our examples, we only consider generating trees with labels taking values in
some subset of Z>0. However, other types of generating trees have been considered and studied,
for instance trees with (Z>0)

2-valued labels (an example is the generating tree for the well-
known Baxter permutations [BM03]) or (integer tuples)-valued labels (see [MR03]).

Before continuing Example 3.4.4, we introduce some terminology.

Definition 3.4.7. Given a family of permutations C, a permutation σ ∈ Cn and an integer m ∈
[n + 1], we say that m is an active site of σ if σ∗m ∈ C. We denote by AS(σ) the set of active sites of
σ and by |AS(σ)| its cardinality. If AS(σ) = {i1, . . . , ik}, with i1 < · · · < ik, we call i1 the bottom
active site and ik the top active site.

5Note that the various results in [Kre00, Kre03] are stated for families of permutations that grows on the top and
not on the right. However, these results can be translated into permutations growing on the right by using the diagonal
symmetry of the diagram of pattern-avoiding permutations. For instance, we can recover the result for {1423, 4123}-
avoiding permutations growing on the right from {1342, 2341}-avoiding permutations growing on the top.
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Example 3.4.8. Given a permutation σ ∈ Avn(1423, 4123), we have the following properties for
the set AS(σ) (for a proof see [Kre00, Theorem 8]):

� 1,2 and n + 1 are always active sites, i.e. {1, 2, n + 1} ⊆ AS(σ).

� If AS(σ) = {i1 = 1, i2 = 2, i3, . . . , ik−1, ik = n + 1} then

– AS(σ∗1) = {1, 2, 3, i3 + 1, i4 + 1, . . . , ik−1 + 1, n + 2};

– AS(σ∗(n+1)) = {1, 2, i3, . . . , ik−1, n + 1, n + 2};

– AS(σ∗ij) = {1, 2, i3, . . . , ij, n + 2}, for all 2 ≤ j < k.

Note that, as a consequence, |AS(σ∗1)| = |AS(σ∗(n+1))| = |AS(σ)|+ 1, while, |AS(σ∗ij)| =
j + 1, for j ∈ [2, k− 1]. In particular, the statistics |AS(·)| fulfills the conditions of Definition 3.4.5
for the family of {1423, 4123}-avoiding permutations, and the associated succession rule isRoot label : (2)

(k)→ (k + 1), (3), (4) . . . , (k), (k + 1).
(3.4)

For convenience, we choose to write the succession rule and to draw the children of a permuta-
tion (see Fig. 3.16 below) in increasing order of the appended final value.

(2)

(3B) (3T )

(4B) (3) (4T )(4B) (3) (4T )

(3) (4T )

(4)

(4B)

Figure 3.16. The generating tree for {1423, 4123}-avoiding permutations. We completely draw
only the first three levels of the tree; for the fourth level, we only draw the children of the
permutation 132, and for the fifth level only one of the children of the permutation 1324. For
each permutation, we highlight the active sites with some circles on the right-hand side of the
diagram. Moreover, on the left-hand side of each diagram we report the corresponding label
given by the statistics |AS(·)|. The superscripts T and B and the colors that appear in some
labels will be clarified in Example 3.4.11.
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Remark 3.4.9. In our examples, we only consider generating trees whose succession rule is de-
termined (in the sense of Definition 3.4.5) by the statistics |AS(·)|. However, in other examples,
we need to consider other statistics. For instance, the succession rule for the generating tree for
Baxter permutations is determined by the numbers of left-to-right and right-to-left maxima (see
[BM03]).

3.4.2 | A bijection between permutations encoded by a generating tree and col-
ored walks

We start by pointing out that we are not assuming that the children labels e1(k), . . . , eh(k)(k)
appearing in the succession rule in Eq. (3.3) are distinct (notice for instance that the label (k + 1)
is produced twice from the label (k) in Eq. (3.4)). For each pair of labels (k, k′) ∈ L2, we denote
by multk(k′) the number of indices i such that ei(k) = k′.

There is a natural bijection between permutations in a family encoded by a generating tree
and the set of paths in the tree starting at the root. We simply associate to each path the permu-
tation appearing in its endpoint. We may further identify each path in the tree with the list of
labels appearing on this path, but this requires to distinguish the potential repeated labels in the
succession rule. More precisely, for each label k ∈ L and for each element k′ ∈ CL(k) such that
multk(k′) > 1, we distinguish the repeated labels by painting them with different colors (say
colors {1, . . . , multk(k′)}). Then the colored succession rule is represented asRoot label : (λ)

(k)→ (ec
1(k)), . . . , (ec

h(k)(k)),
(3.5)

where the exponents c recall that the labels might be colored. We highlight that the colors and
the values of the children labels depend only on the value of the parent label (and not on the
color).

In this way, every permutation of size n is bijectively encoded by a sequence of n (colored)
labels (k1 = λ, kc2

2 , . . . , kcn
n ), where ki records the value of the label of the vertex at level i and ci

its color. Note that every pair of two consecutive labels, (kci
i , kci+1

i+1 ) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1, is consistent
with the colored succession rule, i.e. there exist j = j(i) ∈ [1, h(ki)] such that kci+1

i+1 = ec
j (ki). In order

to simplify the notation, we will often write a sequence of colored labels as (kc
i )i instead of (kci

i )i.

We denote by G this map between consistent sequences of colored labels and permutations
in the generating tree.

Proposition 3.4.10. The map G is a bijection between consistent sequences of colored labels and permu-
tations in the generating tree.

Example 3.4.11. We continue Examples 3.4.4 and 3.4.8. In the succession rule given in Eq. (3.4)
the label (k + 1) is produced twice. We distinguish the two occurrences of (k + 1) by painting
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the first one in blue (and we will write (k + 1)B) and the second one in tangerine6 (and we will
write (k + 1)T). The colored succession rule isRoot label : (2)

(k)→ (k + 1)B, (3), (4) . . . , (k), (k + 1)T .

With this coloring of the labels, the permutation 13254 (the only one displayed in the fifth
level of the generating tree in Fig. 3.16) is encoded by the consistent sequence of (colored) labels
(2, 3T , 3, 4T , 4), i.e. G(2, 3T , 3, 4T , 4) = 13254.

Remark 3.4.12. We will see in Section 4.1.4 that, for many families of pattern-avoiding permuta-
tions C encoded by a generating tree, the walk associated with a uniform random permutation
in C is a one-dimensional random walk conditioned to stay positive with independent colors.

3.5 | Baxter permutations and related combinatorial objects
We conclude this chapter with Baxter permutations. Here we will see how to encode these
permutations with higher dimensional discrete structures, such as two-dimensional walks in
cones and a family of decorated planar maps.

Baxter permutations were introduced by Glen Baxter in 1964 [Bax64] to study fixed points
of commuting functions. A permutation σ is Baxter if it is not possible to find i < j < k such
that σ(j + 1) < σ(i) < σ(k) < σ(j) or σ(j) < σ(k) < σ(i) < σ(j + 1). Baxter permutations are
well-studied from a combinatorial point of view by the permutation patterns community (see for
instance [Boy67, CGHK78, Mal79, BM03, BGRR18]). They are a particular example of family of
permutations avoiding vincular patterns (see [BP12] for more details). We denote by P the set of
Baxter permutations.

In the next sections we introduce several other combinatorial objects connected with Baxter
permutations that will be useful for later purposes.

3.5.1 | Plane bipolar orientations, tandem walks, and coalescent-walk processes

Plane bipolar orientations, or bipolar orientations for short, are planar maps (i.e. connected graphs
properly embedded in the plane up to continuous deformation) equipped with an acyclic ori-
entation of the edges with exactly one source s (i.e. a vertex with only outgoing edges) and one
sink s′ (i.e. a vertex with only incoming edges), both on the outer face. We denote byO the set of
bipolar orientations. The size of a bipolar orientation m is its number of edges and it is denoted
by |m|.

Every bipolar orientation can be plotted in the plane with every edge oriented from bottom
to top (this is a consequence for instance of [BBMF11, Proposition 1]; see the black map on the

6The choice for the the colors is made with the aim of remembering that a Blue label activates the Bottom active site
and a Tangerine label activates the Top active site.
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left-hand side of Fig. 3.17 for an example). We think of the outer face as split in two: the left outer
face, and the right outer face. The orientation of the edges around each vertex/face is constrained:
we sum up these local constraints, setting some vocabulary, on the right-hand side of Fig. 3.17.
We call in-degree/out-degree of a vertex the number of incoming/outgoing edges around this
vertex. We call left degree (resp. right degree) of an inner face the number of left (resp. right)
edges around that face.

left face right face

top/outgoing edges

bottom/incoming edges

top vertex

bottom vertex

le
ft

ed
g
es

ri
g
h
t
ed

g
es

source

sink

left
outer
face

right
outer
face

top vertex

bottom vertex

le
ft

fa
ce

ri
g
h
t
fa
ce

s′

s
m

right outer faceleft outer face

m∗

s∗(s′)∗

Figure 3.17. On the left-hand side, in black, a bipolar orientation m of size 10 drawn with ev-
ery edge oriented from bottom to top. In red, its dual map m∗, drawn with every edge ori-
ented from right to left. On the right-hand side, the behavior of the orientation around each
vertex/face/edge. Note for instance that in the clockwise ordering around each vertex differ-
ent from the source and the sink there are top/outgoing edges, a right face, bottom/incoming
edges, and a left face.

The dual map m∗ of a bipolar orientation m (called the primal) is obtained by putting a vertex
in each face of m, and an edge between two faces separated by an edge in m, oriented from the
right face to the left face. The primal right outer face becomes the dual source, and the primal
left outer face becomes the dual sink. Then m∗ is also a bipolar orientation (see the left-hand side
of Fig. 3.17). The map m∗∗ is just m with the orientation reversed, and m∗∗∗∗ = m.

We now define a notion at the heart of many future combinatorial constructions. Let m be a
bipolar orientation. Disconnecting every incoming edge but the rightmost one at every vertex
turns the map m into a plane tree T(m) rooted at the source, which we call the down-right tree of
the map (see the left-hand side of Fig. 3.18 for an example). The tree T(m) contains every edge
of m, and the clockwise contour exploration7 of T(m) identifies an ordering of the edges of m.
We denote by e1, . . . , e|m| the edges of m in this order (see again Fig. 3.18). The tree T(m∗∗) can be
obtained similarly from m by disconnecting every outgoing edge but the leftmost, and is rooted
at the sink. The following remarkable facts hold: The contour exploration of T(m∗∗) visits edges
of m in the order e|m|, . . . , e1. Moreover, one can draw T(m) and T(m∗∗) in the plane, one next to the

7Recall that the exploration of a tree T is the visit of its vertices (or its edges) starting from the root and following the
contour of the tree in the clockwise order.
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other, in such a way that the interface between the two trees traces a path, called interface path8, from
the source to the sink visiting edges e1, . . . , e|m| in this order (see the middle picture of Fig. 3.18 for an
example).

A bijection between bipolar orientations and a specific family of two-dimensional walks in
the non-negative quadrant was introduced by Kenyon, Miller, Sheffield and Wilson [KMSW19].

Definition 3.5.1. Let n ≥ 1, m ∈ On. We define OW(m) = (Xt, Yt)1≤t≤n ∈ (Z2
≥0)

n as follows:
for 1 ≤ t ≤ n, Xt is the height in the tree T(m) of the bottom vertex of et (i.e. its distance in T(m)

from the source s), and Yt is the height in the tree T(m∗∗) of the top vertex of et (i.e. its distance
in T(m∗∗) from the sink s′).

An example is given in the right-hand side of Fig. 3.18.

s

s′

T (m) T (m)

T (m∗∗)
=(0,2),(0,3),(0,3),(1,2),(2,1),
(0,3),(1,2),(2,1),(3,0),(2,0).

OW(m)

s

s′

1 2 3

4

6

7

8

9
10

5

1

2

3

45

6

7

8

9

Figure 3.18. On the left-hand side the tree T(m) built by disconnecting the bipolar orientation
m from Fig. 3.17 with the edges ordered according to the exploration process (in light green). In
the middle, the two trees T(m) and T(m∗∗) with the interface path tracking the interface between
the two trees (in dark green). On the right-hand side, the two-dimensional walk OW(m) defined
in Definition 3.5.1.

Theorem 3.5.2 (Theorem 1 of [KMSW19]). The mapping OW is a size-preserving bijection between
O and the setW of walks in the non-negative quadrant Z2

≥0 starting on the y-axis, ending on the x-axis,
and with increments in

A = {(+1,−1)} ∪ {(−i, j), i ∈ Z≥0, j ∈ Z≥0}. (3.6)

We callW the set of tandem walks, as done in [BMFR20].

We now introduce a second bijection, fundamental for our results, between bipolar orienta-
tions and Baxter permutations, discovered by Bonichon, Bousquet-Mélou and Fusy [BBMF11].

Definition 3.5.3. Let n ≥ 1, m ∈ On. Recall that every edge of the map m corresponds to its dual
edge in the dual map m∗. Let OP(m) be the only permutation π such that for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n,

8Note that the interface path coincides with the clockwise contour exploration of T(m), an example is given in the
first two pictures of Fig. 3.18.
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the i-th edge to be visited in the exploration of T(m) corresponds to the π(i)-th edge to be visited
in the exploration of T(m∗).

An example is given in Fig. 3.19.

m

m∗

1

2

3

4

56
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OP(m)=

8 1 2 456 7 9 10

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

3

OP

Figure 3.19. A schema explaining the
mapping OP. On the left-hand side,
the bipolar orientation m and its dual
m∗, from Fig. 3.17. We plot in black
the labeling of the edges of m obtained
in Fig. 3.18 and in red the labeling of
the edges of m∗ obtained by the same
procedure. On the right-hand side, the
permutation OP(m) (together with its
diagram) obtained by pairing the la-
bels of the corresponding primal and
dual edges between m and m∗.

Theorem 3.5.4 (Theorem 2 of [BBMF11]). The mapping OP is a size-preserving bijection between the
set O of bipolar orientations and the set P of Baxter permutations.

The definition given in Definition 3.5.3 is a simple reformulation of the bijection presented in
[BBMF11], for more details see [BM20, Section 2.3]. We have the following additional properties
of the mapping OP.

Theorem 3.5.5 ([BBMF11], Theorems 2 and 3, and Propositions 1 and 4). One can draw m on the
diagram of OP(m) in such a way that every edge of m passes through the corresponding point of OP(m).
Moreover, we have the following symmetry properties:

� Denoting by σ∗ the permutation obtained by rotating the diagram of σ ∈ Sn clockwise by angle
π/2, we have OP(m∗) = OP(m)∗.

� We have OP(m−1) = OP(m)−1, where m−1 is the symmetric image of m along the vertical axis.

So far we have considered three families of objects: Baxter permutations (P), tandem walks
(W), and bipolar orientations (O). We saw that they are linked by the mappings OW and OP.

To investigate local and scaling limits of Baxter permutations, it is natural to first prove local
and scaling limits results for tandem walks and then try to transfer these convergences to permu-
tations through the mapping OP ◦OW−1. However, the definition of this composite mapping
makes it not very tractable, and our first combinatorial result is a new reformulation of it.

Consider a tandem walk W = (X, Y) ∈ Wn and the corresponding Baxter permutation
σ = OP ◦OW−1(W). We introduce the coalescent-walk process driven by W. It is a family of
discrete walks Z = {Z(i)}1≤i≤n, where Z(i) = Z(i)

t has time indices t ∈ {i, . . . , n} and it is
informally defined as follows: Z(i) starts at 0 at time i, takes the same steps as Y when it is non-
negative, takes the same steps as −X when it is negative unless such a step would force Z(i) to
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become non-negative. If the latter case happens at time j, then Z(i) is forced to coalesce with Z(j)

at time j + 1. For a precise definition we refer the reader to Section 3.5.2. An illustration of a
coalescent-walk process is given on the left-hand side of Fig. 3.20.

1 2 3 4 6 7 9 105 8

Here two trajectories
cross the axis and are
forced to coalesce with
Z(5).

m

T (m∗)

1 2
3

4

5

6

7

8

9 10

Yt

−Xt

Z

Figure 3.20. The coalescent-
walk process Z = WC(W)
associated with the walk
W = (X, Y) = OW(m). The
walk Y is plotted in red and
−X is plotted in blue. On the
right-hand side, the map m
together with the tree T(m∗)
drawn in red.

We denote by C the set of coalescent-walk processes obtained in this way from tandem walks
inW , and we define WC :W → C to be the mapping that associates a tandem walk W with the
corresponding coalescent-walk process Z.

In a coalescent-walk process, trajectories do not cross but coalesce, hence the name. From a
coalescent-walk process one can construct a permutation of the integers: If Z ∈ Cn, we denote
CP(Z) the only permutation π ∈ Sn such that for i, j ∈ [n] with i < j, π(i) < π(j) if and only
if Z(i)

j < 0. We will see that CP : Cn → Pn, hence CP(Z) is a Baxter permutation. The reader
can check that in the case of Fig. 3.20 we have CP(Z) = 8 6 5 7 9 1 2 4 10 3, which corresponds to
OP ◦OW−1(W) (see Figs. 3.18 and 3.19) witnessing an instance of our main combinatorial result.

Theorem 3.5.6. For all n ∈ Z>0, the following diagram of bijections commutes

Wn Cn

On Pn

WC

CPOW

OP

. (3.7)

Note that the mappings involved in the diagram are denoted using two letters that refer to
the domain and co-domain. The key-step for the proof of Theorem 3.5.6 is the following fact,
formally stated in Proposition 3.5.18: Given a bipolar orientation m, the “branching structure" of
the trajectories of the coalescent-walk process WC ◦OW(m) is equal to the tree T(m∗). The reader is
invited to verify it in Fig. 3.20.

The rest of this section is organized as follows: In Section 3.5.2 we properly define coalescent-
walk processes and the mappings CP and WC. The proof of Theorem 3.5.6 is outlined in Sec-
tion 3.5.3. Finally, in Section 3.5.4 we generalize some constructions to the four trees character-
izing a bipolar map and its dual.
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3.5.2 | Discrete coalescent-walk processes

This section is devoted to the definition of coalescent-walk processes and our specific model of
coalescent-walk processes obtained from tandem walks by the mapping WC. We then define the
permutation and forest naturally associated with a coalescent-walk process.

Definition 3.5.7. Let I be a (finite or infinite) interval of Z. We call coalescent-walk process on I a
family {(Z(t)

s )s≥t,s∈I}t∈I of one-dimensional walks such that:

� for every t ∈ I, Z(t)
t = 0;

� for t′ ≥ t ∈ I, if Z(t)
k ≥ Z(t′)

k (resp. Z(t)
k ≤ Z(t′)

k ) then Z(t)
k′ ≥ Z(t′)

k′ (resp. Z(t)
k′ ≤ Z(t′)

k′ ) for
every k′ ≥ k.

Note that, as a consequence, if there is a time k such that Z(t)
k = Z(t′)

k , then Z(t)
k′ = Z(t′)

k′ for
every k′ ≥ k. In this case, we say that Z(t) and Z(t′) are coalescing and we call coalescent point of
Z(t) and Z(t′) the point (`, Z(t)

` ) such that ` = min{k ≥ max{t, t′}|Z(t)
k = Z(t′)

k }.
We denote by C(I) the set of coalescent-walk processes on some interval I.

3.5.2.1 | The coalescent-walk process associated with a two-dimensional walk

We introduce formally the coalescent-walk processes driven by some specific two-dimensional
walks that include tandem walks. Let I be a (finite or infinite) interval of Z. We denote by
WA(I) the set of walks (considered up to an additive constant) indexed by I, and that take their
increments in A, defined in Eq. (3.6) page 63.

Definition 3.5.8. Let W ∈ WA(I) and write Wt = (Xt, Yt) for t ∈ I. The coalescent-walk process
associated with W is the family of walks WC(W) = {Z(t)}t∈I , defined for t ∈ I by Z(t)

t = 0, and
for all ` ≥ t such that `+ 1 ∈ I,

� if W`+1 −W` = (1,−1) then Z(t)
`+1 − Z(t)

` = −1;

� if W`+1 −W` = (−i, j), for some i, j ≥ 0, then

Z(t)
`+1 − Z(t)

` =


j, if Z(t)

` ≥ 0,

i, if Z(t)
` < 0 and Z(t)

` < −i,

j− Z(t)
` , if Z(t)

` < 0 and Z(t)
` ≥ −i.

Note that this definition is invariant by addition of a constant to W. We check easily that
WC(W) is a coalescent-walk process meaning that WC is a mapping WA(I)→ C(I). Recall that
Cn = WC(Wn) and C = ∪n∈Z≥0Cn. For two examples, we refer the reader to the left-hand side
of Fig. 3.20 (for the case of tandem walks) and to Fig. 3.21 (for the case of non tandem walks) .
We finally suggest to the reader to compare the formal Definition 3.5.8 with the more intuitive
definition given in Section 3.5.1.
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Z(7)

Z(1)

X

Y −X Y,

t

−X Y,

t

,Z = {Z(t)}1≤t≤10

−X

Y

−X

Y

Figure 3.21. Construction of the coalescent-walk process associated with the orange walk W =
(Wt)1≤t≤10 on the left-hand side. In the middle diagram the two walks Y (in red) and −X (in
blue) are plotted. Finally, on the right-hand side the two walks are shifted (one towards the top
and one to the bottom) and the ten walks of the coalescent-walk process are plotted in green.

Observation 3.5.9. The y-coordinates of the coalescent points of a coalescent-walk process ob-
tained in this fashion are non-negative.

3.5.2.2 | The permutation associated with a coalescent-walk process

Given a coalescent-walk process Z = {Z(t)}t∈I ∈ C(I) defined on a (finite or infinite) interval I,
we can define a binary relation ≤Z on I as follows:

i ≤Z i,

i ≤Z j, if i < j and Z(i)
j < 0,

j ≤Z i, if i < j and Z(i)
j ≥ 0.

(3.8)

Proposition 3.5.10 ([BM20, Proposition 2.9]). ≤Z is a total order on I.

This definition allows to associate a permutation with a coalescent-walk process on [n].

Definition 3.5.11. Fix n ∈ Z≥0. Let Z = {Z(t)}i∈[n] ∈ C([n]) be a coalescent-walk process on [n].
Denote CP(Z) the unique permutation σ ∈ Sn such that for all 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n,

σ(i) ≤ σ(j) ⇐⇒ i ≤Z j.

We will furnish an example that clarifies the definition above in Example 3.5.17 where it will
be also clear that this definition is equivalent to the one given in Section 3.5.1 (see the discussion
above Theorem 3.5.6). We have that pattern extraction in the permutation CP(Z) depends only
on a finite number of trajectories (see Proposition 3.5.12 below), a key step towards proving
permuton convergence for uniform Baxter permutations.

Proposition 3.5.12. Let σ be a permutation obtained from a coalescent-walk process Z = {Z(t)}1≤t≤n

via the mapping CP. Let I = {i1 < · · · < ik} ⊆ [n]. Then patI(σ) = π if and only if the following
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condition holds: for all 1 ≤ ` < s ≤ k,

Z(i`)
is ≥ 0 ⇐⇒ π(s) < π(`).

This proposition is immediate once one notes that

Z(i`)
is ≥ 0 ⇐⇒ is ≤Z i` ⇐⇒ σ(is) ≤ σ(i`) ⇐⇒ π(s) < π(`).

3.5.2.3 | The coalescent forest of a coalescent-walk process

As previously mentioned, given a coalescent-walk process on [n], the plane drawing of the fam-
ily of the trajectories {Z(t)}t∈I identifies a natural tree structure, more precisely, a Z-planted plane
forest, as per the following definition.

Definition 3.5.13. A Z-planted plane tree is a rooted plane tree such that the root has an additional
parent-less edge which is equipped with a number in Z called its (root-)index.

A Z-planted plane forest is an ordered sequence of Z-planted plane trees (T1, . . . T`) such that
the (root-)indices are weakly increasing along the sequence of trees. A Z-planted plane forest
admits an exploration process, which is the concatenation of the exploration processes of all the
trees, following the order of the sequence.

An example of a Z-planted plane forest is given in the middle of Fig. 3.22 (each tree is drawn
with the root on the right; trees are ordered from bottom to top; the root-indices are indicated on
the right of each tree).

We give here a formal definition of the Z-planted plane forest corresponding to a coalescent-
walk process. For a more informal description, we suggest to look at Fig. 3.22 and at the descrip-
tion given in Example 3.5.17.

Definition 3.5.14. Let Z be a coalescent-walk process on a finite interval I. Its forest, denoted
LFor(Z) for “labeled forest", is a Z-planted plane forest with additional edge labels in I, defined
as follows:

� the edge-set is I, vertices are identified with their parent edge, and the edge i ∈ I is under-
stood as bearing the label i.

� For any pair of edges (i, j) with i < j, i is a child of j if (j, 0) is the coalescent point of Z(i)

and Z(j).

� Children of a given parent are ordered by ≤Z.

� The different trees of the forests are ordered such that their root-edges are in increasing
≤Z-order.

� The index of the tree whose root-edge has label i is the value Z(i)
max I .

An immediate consequence of the properties of a coalescent-walk process is the following.
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
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Z

LFor

6 ≤Z 9 ≤Z 10 ≤Z 7 ≤Z 8
≤Z 5 ≤Z 4 ≤Z 1 ≤Z 2 ≤Z 3

CP(Z)=8 9 10 7 6 1 4 5 2 3

Figure 3.22. In the middle of the picture, the forest LFor(Z) corresponding to the coalescent-
walk process represented on the left that was obtained in Fig. 3.21. How this forest is constructed
is explained in Example 3.5.17. On the right-hand side we also draw the associated total order
≤Z and the associated permutation CP(Z).

Proposition 3.5.15. LFor(Z) is a Z-planted plane forest, equipped with a labeling of its edges by the
values of I. Moreover the total order ≤Z on I coincides with the total order given by the exploration
process of the forest LFor(Z).

Remark 3.5.16. In the case where I = [n] for some n ∈ Z≥0, the permutation π = CP(Z) is
readily obtained from LFor(Z): for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, π(i) is the position in the exploration of LFor(Z)
of the edge with label i.

Example 3.5.17. Fig. 3.22 shows the forest of trees LFor(Z) corresponding to the coalescent-walk
process Z = {Z(t)}t∈[10] plotted on the left-hand side (where the forest is plotted from bottom

to top). It can be obtained by marking with ten dots the points {(t, Z(t)
t = 0)}t∈[10]. The edge

structure of the trees in LFor(Z) is given by the green lines starting at each dot, and interrupted
at the next dot. The lines that go to the end uninterrupted (for example this is the case of the
line starting at the fourth dot), correspond to the root-edges of the different trees. The indices of
these root-edges are determined by the final heights of the corresponding interrupted lines. The
plane structure of LFor(Z) is inherited from the drawing of Z in the plane.

We determine the order ≤Z by considering the exploration process of the forest: 6 ≤Z 9 ≤Z

10 ≤Z 7 ≤Z 8 ≤Z 5 ≤Z 4 ≤Z 1 ≤Z 2 ≤Z 3. As a result, CP(Z) = 8 9 10 7 6 1 4 5 2 3.

Equivalently, we can pull back (on the points (t, Z(t)
t = 0) of the coalescent-walk process) the

position of the edges in the exploration process (these positions are written in purple), and then
CP(Z) is obtained by reading these numbers from left to right.

3.5.3 | From walks to Baxter permutations via coalescent-walk processes

We are now in position to explain how to prove the main result of this section, that is Theo-
rem 3.5.6. We are going to show that OP = CP ◦WC ◦OW . The key ingredient is to show that
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the dual tree T(m∗) of a bipolar orientation can be recovered from its encoding two-dimensional
walk by building the associated coalescent-walk process Z and looking at the coalescent forest
LFor(Z). More precisely, let W = (Wt)t∈[n] = OW(m) be the walk encoding a given bipolar ori-
entation m, and Z = WC(W) be the corresponding coalescent-walk process. Then the following
admitted result holds.

Proposition 3.5.18 ([BM20, Proposition 2.17]). The following are equal:

� the dual tree T(m∗) with edges labeled according to the order given by the exploration of T(m);

� the tree obtained by attaching all the edge-labeled trees of LFor(Z) to a common root.

Theorem 3.5.6 then follows immediately, by construction of OP(m) from T(m∗) and T(m)

(Theorem 3.5.4) and of CP(Z) from LFor(Z) (see Remark 3.5.16). Proposition 3.5.18 is illustrated
in an example in Fig. 3.23.

Yt + 1

−Xt − 1m

T (m∗)

1 2
3

4

5

6

7

8

9
10

1 2 3 4 6 7 9 105 8

Figure 3.23. In the left-hand side
the map m from Fig. 3.19 with
the dual tree T(m∗) in red with
edges labeled according to the
order given by the exploration of
T(m). In the right-hand side the
associated coalescent-walk pro-
cess Z = WC ◦OW(m). Note
that the red tree (with its label-
ing) and the green tree (with its
labeling) are equal.

An interesting corollary of Proposition 3.5.18, fundamental for later purposes (see the proof
of Theorem 6.3.16 page 170), is the following result. Given a coalescent-walk process Z, we
introduce the discrete local time process LZ =

(
L(i)

Z (j)
)

, 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n, defined by

L(i)
Z (j) = #

{
k ∈ [i, j]

∣∣∣Z(i)
k = 0

}
. (3.9)

Corollary 3.5.19. Let (m, W, Z, σ) be objects of size n inO×W×C×P connected by the commutative

diagram in Eq. (3.7). Then the height process9 (X∗i )i∈[n] of T(m∗) is equal to
(

L(σ−1(i))
Z (n)

)
i∈[n]

. In other

words,
X∗σ(i) = L(i)

Z (n)− 1, i ∈ [n].

3.5.4 | The four trees of bipolar orientations

We now want to investigate the relations between the four trees T(m), T(m∗), T(m∗∗), T(m∗∗∗) of
a bipolar orientation m (and its dual maps) and some corresponding coalescent-walk processes.
The results presented in this section will be also useful for Section 6.3.2.

9We recall that the height process of a tree T is the sequence of integers obtained by recording for each visited vertex
(following the exploration of T) its distance to the root.
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Let m be a bipolar orientation, W = OW(m) be the corresponding tandem walk, and Z =

WC ◦OW(m) = WC(W) be the corresponding coalescent-walk process. We set

� LT(m∗) to be the tree T(m∗) with edges labeled according to the exploration of T(m).

� LTr(Z) to be the tree obtained by attaching all the trees of LFor(Z) to a common root.

We saw in Proposition 3.5.18 that LT(m∗) = LTr(Z). We now want to recover from the walk
W (and a new associated coalescent-walk process) the tree LT(m∗∗∗), which is defined as the tree
T(m∗∗∗) with edges labeled according to the exploration of T(m∗∗).

Definition 3.5.20. Fix n ∈ Z>0. Given a one dimensional walk X = (Xt)t∈[n] we denote by ~X the
time-reversed walk (Xn+1−t)t∈[n]. Given a two-dimensional walk W = (X, Y) = (Xt, Yt)t∈[n],
we denote by ~W the walk ( ~Y, ~X) where time is reversed and coordinates are swapped.

Proposition 3.5.21 ([BM20, Proposition 2.24]). Let m be a bipolar orientation and W = OW(m) be the
corresponding walk. Consider the walk ~W and the corresponding coalescent-walk process ~Z := WC( ~W).
Then OW(m∗∗) = ~W and LT(m∗∗∗) = LTr( ~Z).

An example of the coalescent-walk process ~Z = WC( ~W) is given on the bottom-left picture
of Fig. 3.24 in the case of the bipolar orientation m considered in Fig. 3.17.

We now know that given a bipolar orientation m and the corresponding walk W = OW(m),
we can read the trees LT(m∗) and LT(m∗∗∗) in the coalescent-walk processes Z = WC(W) and
~Z = WC( ~W) respectively. Obviously, considering the bipolar map m∗ and the corresponding

walk W∗ = OW(m∗), we can read the trees LT(m∗∗) and LT(m∗∗∗∗) = LT(m) in the coalescent-
walk processes Z∗ = WC(W∗) and ~Z∗ = WC( ~W∗) respectively.

Actually, we can determine the walk W∗ = OW(m∗) directly from the coalescent-walk pro-
cesses Z and ~Z, as explained in Proposition 3.5.22 below. We recall that the discrete local time
process LZ =

(
L(i)

Z (j)
)

, 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n, was defined by L(i)
Z (j) = #

{
k ∈ [i, j]

∣∣∣Z(i)
k = 0

}
. We also

recall (see Theorem 3.5.5) that σ∗ denotes the permutation obtained by rotating the diagram of a
permutation σ clockwise by angle π/2.

Proposition 3.5.22 ([BM20, Proposition 2.25]). Let m be a bipolar orientation of size n. Set W∗ =

(X∗, Y∗) = OW(m∗), σ = OP(m), W = OW(m), Z = WC(W) and ~Z = WC( ~W). Then

(X∗i )i∈[n] =
(

L(σ−1(i))
Z (n)− 1

)
i∈[n]

and (Y∗i )i∈[n] =
(

L(σ∗(i))
~Z

(n)− 1
)

i∈[n]
.

The coalescent-walk processes Z1, ~Z1, Z2 and ~Z2 corresponding to the edge-labeled trees
LT(m∗), LT(m∗∗∗), LT(m∗∗) and LT(m), for our running example, are plotted in Fig. 3.24.
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Figure 3.24. On the left-hand side the coalescent-walk processes Z1 and ~Z1 and the correspond-
ing edge-labeled trees LT(m∗) and LT(m∗∗∗). On the right-hand side the coalescent-walk pro-
cesses Z2 and ~Z2, and the corresponding edge-labeled trees LT(m∗∗) and LT(m). We oriented
the coalescent-walk processes in such a way that the comparison between trees is convenient.
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4

Local limits: Concentration &
non-concentration phenomena

In which we prove local convergence for various models of random permutations. We
show that in many cases a concentration phenomenon occurs, namely the limiting
proportion of consecutive patterns is deterministic. On the other hand, we show that
this phenomenon is not valid for square permutations. This leads to the open question
of characterizing which models show a concentration phenomenon.

4.1 | Overview of the main results
We saw in Chapter 2 that local convergence for permutations is equivalent to convergence of
proportions of consecutive patterns. In particular we have seen that a sequence of random per-
mutations quenched B–S converges if the corresponding proportions of consecutive patterns
jointly converge in distribution (see Theorem 2.2.22 page 28). In the next sections we consider
many families of permutations C, mainly pattern-avoiding ones, and we show that if σn denotes
a uniform permutation of size n in C, there exist deterministic numbers (γπ,C)π∈S in [0, 1] such
that

c̃-occ(π, σn)
P−→ γπ,C , for all π ∈ S .

This kind of convergence results will be referred to as concentration phenomena, namely the ran-
dom sequence c̃-occ(π, σn) converges to a deterministic limiting point γπ,C .

These results could let us suspect that every uniform permutation in a pattern-avoiding fam-
ily shows a concentration phenomenon for the proportion of consecutive patterns. In Theo-
rem 4.1.5 we will see that this is not the case. Indeed, if σn is a uniform square permutation1 of

1Recall that square permutations are permutations that avoid the sixteen patterns of size 5 with an internal point,
therefore they are an example of pattern-avoiding family.
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size n, then

c̃-occ(π, σn)
d−→ Γπ,C , for all π ∈ S ,

where Γπ,C are (non-trivial) random variables in [0, 1].
These results lead to the following open question: Let C be a pattern-avoiding family.

Under which conditions on C does a uniform permutation in C show a

concentration phenomenon for the proportion of consecutive patterns?

We point out that a similar question was raised for (classical) patterns by Janson [Jan20b, Remark
1.1]. He notices that, in some pattern-avoiding families, we have concentration for the (classical)
pattern occurrences around their mean, in others not. Also in this case the author did not furnish
an answer.

In the following sections we present several local limits results. For convenience, according
to the model we are studying, we state our results using one of the various equivalent charac-
terizations given in Theorem 2.2.22 or Corollary 2.2.26. Moreover, in Theorem 4.1.15 we furnish
a stronger result, proving a central limit theorem for proportions of consecutive patterns of per-
mutations encoded by generating trees.

Most of the stated results prove existence of a random infinite rooted permutation σ∞
C with-

out explicitly constructing this limiting object. Nevertheless, in most cases, we provide an ex-
plicit construction of σ∞

C at the end of the various sections.
We end the chapter proving BS-convergence for Baxter permutations but also for some dis-

crete objects which are not permutations, specifically bipolar orientations, tandem walks, and
coalescent-walk processes.

4.1.1 | A concentration phenomenon for ρ-avoiding permutations with |ρ| = 3

Here we focus on the classes of ρ-avoiding permutations, for |ρ| = 3. Our two main results are
the two following theorems.

Theorem 4.1.1. For any n ∈ Z>0, let σn be a uniform random 231-avoiding permutation of size n. The
following convergence in probability holds,

c̃-occ(π, σn)
P→ 2#LRmax(π)+#RLmax(π)

22|π| , for all π ∈ Av(231). (4.1)

Theorem 4.1.2. For any n ∈ Z>0, let σn be a uniform random 321-avoiding permutation of size n. The
following convergence in probability holds,

c̃-occ(π, σn)
P→


|π|+1

2|π|
if π = 12 . . . |π|,

1
2|π|

if c-occ(21, π−1) = 1,

0 otherwise,

for all π ∈ Av(321). (4.2)
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Observation 4.1.3. By symmetry, these two results cover all cases of ρ-avoiding permutations
with |ρ| = 3. Indeed, every permutation of size three is in the orbit of either 231 or 321 by apply-
ing reverse (symmetry of the diagram w.r.t the vertical axis) and complementation (symmetry
of the diagram w.r.t the horizontal axis). Beware that inverse (symmetry of the diagram w.r.t the
principal diagonal) cannot be used since it does not preserve consecutive pattern occurrences.

Here are some interesting remarks about Theorems 4.1.1 and 4.1.2.

� A first important fact is the concentration phenomenon.

� The second important fact is the different behavior of the two models of Theorem 4.1.1 and
Theorem 4.1.2: the first limiting density has full support on the space of 231-avoiding per-
mutations, whereas the second gives positive measure only to 321-avoiding permutations
whose inverse have at most one descent. Indeed, despite having the same enumeration
sequence, Av(231) and Av(321) are often considered as behaving really differently. Our
results give new evidence of this belief.

� A further remarkable fact are the explicit expressions for the limiting proportion of consec-
utive occurrences. As we will see in some future sections, it is not always doable to find
such closed formulas for the limiting proportions. For instance in Theorem 4.1.17 we will
extend the results stated in Theorems 4.1.1 and 4.1.2 proving a central limit theorem for
c̃-occ(π, σn). Nevertheless, we will only obtain implicit expressions for the limiting mean
and variance.

� Explicit constructions of the limiting random total orders on Z for the B–S convergence are
provided in Sections 4.2.3 and 4.3.2.

Although the two theorems have very similar statements and in both models we use the
bijections between ρ-avoiding permutations and rooted plane trees introduced in Sections 3.1.1
and 3.1.2, the two proofs involve different techniques.

� For the proof of Theorem 4.1.1 we use the Second moment method. We study the asymp-
totic behavior of the first and the second moments of c̃-occ(π, σn) applying a technique
introduced by Janson [Jan03, Jan17]. Instead of studying uniform trees with n vertices, we
focus on specific families of binary Galton–Watson trees (which have some nice indepen-
dence properties). Then we recover results for the first family of trees using singularity
analysis for generating functions.

� For the proof of Theorem 4.1.2 we use a probabilistic approach building on local limits for
Galton–Watson trees pointed at a uniform vertex. The bijection between trees and 321-
avoiding permutations used strongly depends on the position of the leaves. We therefore
study the contour functions of some specific Galton–Watson trees in order to extract infor-
mation about the positions of the leaves in the neighborhood of a uniform vertex.
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4.1.2 | A concentration phenomenon for substitution-closed classes

Our decorated tree approach introduced in Section 3.2 allows us to obtain local limit results for
uniform random permutations in substitution-closed classes. Recall the notation from Proposi-
tion 3.2.24 page 51.

Theorem 4.1.4. Let C be a proper substitution-closed permutation class and assume that

S ′(ρS ) ≥
2

(1 + ρS )2 − 1. (4.3)

For each n ∈ Z>0, consider a uniform random permutation σn of size n in C. Then, for each pattern
π ∈ C, there exists γπ,C in [0, 1] such that

c̃-occ(π, σn)
P−→ γπ,C .

Note that the theorem reveals a concentration phenomenon for all substitution-closed class
satisfying hypothesis (4.3), highlighting an instance of a universal phenomenon. The constants
γπ,C can be constructed from local limits of conditioned Galton–Watson trees around a random
leaf, see Section 4.4 and in particular Remark 4.4.13. They depend both on the pattern π and on
the class C, but unlike the previous section, it does not seem simple to find a closed formula for
γπ,C .

4.1.3 | A non-concentration phenomenon for square permutations

We now investigate a model of random permutations where there is no concentration for the
quenched B–S limit. In contrast with the previous two sections, here we start directly by intro-
ducing the candidate limiting objects for the annealed and quenched B–S convergence of square
permutations. Therefore we have to define a random infinite rooted permutation and a random
measure on S̃•. After stating our main result, we will also give an intuitive explanation on the
construction of these limiting objects.

We start by defining the random infinite rooted permutation as a random total order 444∞ on
Z. We consider the set of integer numbers Z, and a labeling L ∈ {+,−}Z of all integers with
"+" or "−". We set L+ := {x ∈ Z : x has label ” + ”} and L− := {x ∈ Z : x has label ”− ”}.

Then we define four total orders 4Lj on Z, for j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}, saying that for all x, y ∈ Z,

x 4L1 y if (x < y and x, y ∈ L−) or (x < y and x, y ∈ L+) or (x ∈ L− and y ∈ L+),

x 4L2 y if (x > y and x, y ∈ L−) or (x < y and x, y ∈ L+) or (x ∈ L− and y ∈ L+),

x 4L3 y if (x < y and x, y ∈ L−) or (x > y and x, y ∈ L+) or (x ∈ L− and y ∈ L+),

x 4L4 y if (x > y and x, y ∈ L−) or (x > y and x, y ∈ L+) or (x ∈ L− and y ∈ L+).

A more intuitive presentation of the four constructions is given in Fig. 4.1.
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...− 5 − 4 − 3 − 2 − 1 0 1 2 3 4 5...

...− 4 − 3 − 2 1 2 4 5 ...

− − − −+ + + + + + +

...− 5 − 1 0 3 ... ...− 4 − 3 − 2 1 2 4 5 ......3 0 − 1 − 5 ...

...5 4 2 1 − 2 − 3 − 4 ......3 0 − 1 − 5 ......− 5 − 1 0 3 ... ...5 4 2 1 − 2 − 3 − 4 ...

4L1 4L2

4L3 4L4

...− 5 − 4 − 3 − 2 − 1 0 1 2 3 4 5...
− − − −+ + + + + + +

...− 5 − 4 − 3 − 2 − 1 0 1 2 3 4 5...
− − − −+ + + + + + +

...− 5 − 4 − 3 − 2 − 1 0 1 2 3 4 5...
− − − −+ + + + + + +

Figure 4.1. An example of the four total orders (Z,4Lj ) for j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}. For each of the four
cases, on the top line, we see the standard total order on Z with the integers labeled by "−"
signs (painted in orange) and "+" signs (painted in blue). Then, in the bottom line of each of the
four cases, we move the "−"-labeled numbers at the beginning of the new total order and the
"+"-labeled numbers at the end. Moreover, for 4L1 we keep the relative order among integers
with the same label, for4L2 we reverse the order on the "−"-labeled numbers, for4L3 we reverse
the order on the "+"-labeled numbers and for 4L4 we reverse the order on both "−"-labeled and
"+"-labeled numbers. For each case, reading the bottom line gives the total order 4Lj on Z.

The random total order 444∞ on Z is defined as follows. We choose a Bernoulli labeling L of
Z, namely, P(x has label ” + ”) = 1/2 = P(x has label ”− ”) for all x ∈ Z, independently for
different values of x. Finally, we set

444∞
d
= 4L

K ,

where K is a uniform random variable in {1, 2, 3, 4} independent of the random {+,−}-labeling.
The random total order (Z,444∞) is the candidate limit for the annealed B–S convergence of

square permutations. We now introduce, as a random measure on S̃•, the candidate limit for the
quenched convergence. We start by defining the following function from [0, 1]2 to {1, 2, 3, 4},

J(u, v) =



1, if u < 1/2 and u ≤ v ≤ 1− u,

2, if v < min{u, 1− u},

3, if v > max{u, 1− u},

4, if u ≥ 1/2 and 1− u ≤ v ≤ u.

We consider two independent uniform random variables U, V on the interval [0, 1] and we define
the random probability measure ν∞ on S̃• as

ν∞ = Law
(
(Z,444L

J(U,V))
∣∣U).

Theorem 4.1.5 ([BS20, Theorem 6.4]). Let σn be a uniform random square permutation of size n. Then

σn
qBS−→ ν∞ and σn

aBS−→ (Z,444∞).
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We highlight the remarkable fact that ν∞ is a (non-trivial) random measure. Therefore, the
class of square permutations does not present a concentration phenomena.

We do not include the proof of this theorem in this manuscript but we try to explain the
intuition behind the various constructions. We saw in Lemma 3.3.7 page 56 that the shape of a
typical square permutation σ is close to a rectangle rotated of 45 degrees and with bottom vertex
at (z0 = σ−1(1), 1) (see the two red rectangles in Fig. 4.2).

In order to prove the (quenched and annealed) B–S convergence for a sequence of uniform
square permutations (σn)n, we must understand, for any fixed h ∈ N, the behavior of the pat-
tern induced by an h-restriction of σn around a uniform index in, denoted by rh(σn, in). There-
fore, we fix an integer h ∈ N. The pattern rh(σn, in) can have four "different shapes", according
to the relative position of z0 = σ−1

n (1), z2 = σ−1
n (n) and in. In particular (see also Fig. 4.2), when

in is far enough from z0 and z2 (and this will happen with high probability):

� if z0 < in < z2 then rh(σn, in) is composed by two increasing sequences, one on top of the
other;

� if in < min{z0, z2} then rh(σn, in) is composed by two sequences, an increasing one on top
of a decreasing one, that is, it has a "<"-shape;

� if in > max{z0, z2} then rh(σn, in) is composed by two sequences, a decreasing one on top
of an increasing one, that is, it has a ">"-shape;

� if z0 < in < z2 then rh(σn, in) is composed by two decreasing sequences, one on top of the
other.

z2 z0z0 z2in in in in in in

Figure 4.2. In red the approximate shapes of two large square permutations. In the first case
z0 < z2 and in the second case z2 < z0. The top row shows that the possible shapes of a pattern
induced by a vertical strip (six of them are highlighted in gray) around an index in is determined
by the relative position of z0, z2 and in.
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Note that in the second and third case the fact that the two sequences are "disjoint", that is,
that one is above the other, holds for every square permutation. On the other hand, the same
result in the first and fourth case is only true with high probability.

The quenched and annealed limiting objects that we introduced at the beginning of this sec-
tion are constructed keeping in mind these four possible cases. Specifically, for the quenched
limiting object ν∞, the uniform random variables U and V involved in the definition have to be
thought of as the limits of the points z0 and in respectively (after rescaling by a factor n).

Finally, we explain the choice of the Bernoulli labeling L used in the construction of the four
random total orders 4L

j . It is enough to note that every point of the permutation, contained
in a chosen vertical strip around in, is in the top or bottom sequence with equiprobability and
independently of the other points (this is a consequence of the construction presented in Section
3.3.2).

4.1.4 | Permutation families encoded by generating trees

In the previous sections we have seen several law of large numbers for consecutive patterns
in various models of random permutations. We now present a central limit theorem (CLT) for
the proportion of consecutive occurrences of a fixed pattern. Our results applies to uniform
permutations encoded by a generating tree with one-dimensional labels. This CLT implies local
convergence for such permutations.

4.1.4.1 | Three assumptions for our central limit theorem

We first state three assumptions for a family of permutations C (growing on the right) encoded
by a generating tree.

Assumption 4.1.6. There exists a Z-valued statistics that determines (in the sense of Defini-
tion 3.4.5) the succession rule of the generating tree2. We further require that the labels appear-
ing in the generating tree are elements of Z≥β for some β ∈ Z, except for the root, where the
label is equal to λ = β− 1.

Remark 4.1.7. The assumption above might seem not completely mathematically meaningful3.
Despite this, it is well established in the literature (see for instance [BM03, Eli07]) to refer to
one-label generating trees, two-labels generating trees, etc. The key point is that we want the
statistics describing the generating tree to be natural in a sense made precise in Assumption 4.1.8.

In order to state the second assumption, we need to introduce some notation. Let (αy)y∈Z≤1

be a probability distribution on Z≤1 and (cy)y∈Z≤1 be a sequence of non-negative integers such
that cy ≥ 1 if and only if αy > 0. Denote by Yc the corresponding colored Z≤1-valued random

2These generating trees are usually called one-label generating trees, and we used one-dimensional-labeled generating
trees earlier.

3For instance, taking any natural example of two-labels generating tree, it is possible to reinterpret it as a one-label
generating tree, simply conjugating the Z2-valued statistics with a bijection between Z2 and Z.
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variable having value-distribution equal to (αy)y∈Z≤1 (i.e. P(Y = y) = αy for all y ∈ Z≤1)
and color-distribution defined as follows: conditioning on {Y = y} then c is a uniform random
element of [cy].

Consider now a sequence (Y
cj
j )j≥1 of i.i.d. copies of Yc. We define the corresponding random

colored walk as (Xci−1
i )i≥1, where

Xi := (β− 1) +
i−1

∑
j=1

Yj, for all i ∈ Z≥1. (4.4)

Note that for all i ∈ Z≥1, Xi has color ci−1. In order to simplify the notation we will often simply
write (X

←−c
i )i≥1 for the walk (Xci−1

i )i≥1.
We denote by Kc the set of all finite sequences of colored labels starting at λ and consistent

with the colored succession rule in Eq. (3.5) page 60. Moreover, Kc
n is the set of sequences in Kc

of length n. Finally, recall the bijection G : Kc → C, introduce before Proposition 3.4.10 page 60.

Assumption 4.1.8. There exists a centered probability distribution (αy)y∈Z≤1 on Z≤1 with finite
variance and a sequence of non-negative integers (cy)y∈Z≤1 such that the corresponding one-
dimensional random colored walk (X

←−c
i )i≥1 (defined above) satisfies

G−1(σn)
d
=
(

X
←−c
i

∣∣∣(Xj)j∈[2,n] ≥ β, Xn+1 = β
)

i∈[n]
,

where σn is a uniform permutation in C of size n.

Remark 4.1.9. Note that, as a consequence of Assumption 4.1.8, we have that the children labels
satisfies CL(k) ⊆ (−∞, k + 1], for all k ∈ L. This is not as restrictive as it might seem. Indeed,
many Z-valued generating trees are constructed using the statistics that tracks the number of
active sites and, in many cases, adding a new element to a permutation increases the value of
this statistics at most by one.

Remark 4.1.10. The assumption that the distribution (αy)y∈Z≤1 on Z≤1 has finite variance is
also not too restrictive. Indeed, to the best of our knowledge, we are not aware of a class of
permutations coded by a one-dimensional walk with infinite variance.

Remark 4.1.11. A strategy to check Assumption 4.1.8 in many cases, determining a possible dis-
tribution (αy)y∈Z≤1 and a sequence of non-negative integers (cy)y∈Z≤1 , is furnished in [Bor20a,
Section 1.6.2].

For the third assumption we need to introduce the following definitions.

Definition 4.1.12. Given a sequence (kci
i )i∈[n] ∈ Kc

n of (colored) labels in a generating tree, the
corresponding sequence of colored jumps is the sequence (yci+1

i )i∈[n−1] where yi = ki+1− ki. Note
that the label yi inherits the same color as the label ki+1 (if it is colored).

Definition 4.1.13. A sequence of h colored jumps (yc1
1 , . . . , ych

h ) is consistent if it is equal to a factor
of a sequence of jumps corresponding to an element of Kc.
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We denote by Y c
h the set of consistent sequences of h colored jumps.

Assumption 4.1.14. For all h ≥ 1, there exists a function Pat : Y c
h → Sh and a constant c(h) ≥ 0

such that if a sequence of labels (kci
i )i∈[n] ∈ Kc

n satisfies for some m ∈ [n + 1− h] the condition

ki > c(h), for all i ∈ [m, m + h− 1],

then
pat[m,m+h−1]

(
G((kci

i )i∈[n])
)
= Pat

(
(yci+1

i )i∈[m−1,m+h−2]
)
,

where (yci+1
i )i∈[n−1] is the sequence of (colored) jumps associated with (kci

i )i∈[n] ∈ Kc
n.

In words, the consecutive pattern induced by the interval [m, m + h− 1] in the permutation
G((kci

i )i∈[n]) is uniquely determined through the function Pat by the factor of colored jumps
(yci+1

i )i∈[m−1,m+h−2] as long as the labels are large enough (see for instance [Bor20a, Example 3.8]
to understand why this condition is necessary).

4.1.4.2 | The statement of the CLT

We can now state our main result.

Theorem 4.1.15. Let C be a family of permutations encoded by a generating tree that satisfies Assump-
tions 4.1.6, 4.1.8 and 4.1.14. Let (Yci

i )i≥1 be a sequence of i.i.d. random variables distributed as Yc. Let
σn be a uniform random permutation in Cn, for all n ∈ Z>0. Then, for all π ∈ S , we have the following
central limit theorem,

c-occ(π, σn)− nµπ√
n

d−→ N (0, γ2
π),

where µπ = P
(

Pat
(

Yc
1 , . . . , Yc

|π|

)
= π

)
and γ2

π = κ2 − ρ2

σ2 with

σ2 = Var (Y1) ,

ρ = E

[
1{

Pat
(

Yc
1 ,...,Yc

|π|

)
=π
} · |π|∑

j=1
Yj

]
,

κ2 = 2ν + µπ − (2|π| − 1) · µ2
π , for

ν =
|π|

∑
s=2

∑
(yc

i )i∈[|π|] ,(`
d
i )i∈[|π|]∈Pat−1(π)

s.t. (yc
s ,...,yc

|π|)=(`c
1,...,`d

|π|−s+1)

P
(
(Yc

i )i∈[|π|+s−1] = (yc
1, . . . , yc

|π|, `
d
|π|−s+2, . . . , `d

|π|)
)

.

The proof of this theorem can be found in Section 4.5.2. A consequence of the above result is
the following local limit result.

Corollary 4.1.16. Let C be a family of permutations encoded by a generating tree that satisfies Assump-
tions 4.1.6, 4.1.8 and 4.1.14. Let σn be a uniform random permutation in Cn, for all n ∈ Z>0. There
exists a random infinite rooted permutation σ∞

C such that

σn
qBS−−→ Law(σ∞

C ) and (σn, in)
aBS−−→ σ∞

C .
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In [Bor20a, Section 3] we collected several families of permutations that satisfy Assumptions
4.1.6, 4.1.8 and 4.1.14, proving Theorem 4.1.17 below.

Theorem 4.1.17. Let C be one of the following families of permutations4:

Av(123), Av(132), Av(1423,4123), Av(1234, 2134), Av(1324, 3124),

Av(2314, 3214), Av(2413, 4213), Av(3412, 4312), Av(213, 2̄ 31), Av(213, 2̄o 31).

For all n ∈ Z>0, let σn be a uniform random permutation in C of size n. Then, for all patterns π ∈ S ,
we have the following central limit theorem,

c-occ(π, σn)− nµπ√
n

d−→ N (0, γ2
π),

where µπ and γ2
π are described in Theorem 4.1.15.

Remark 4.1.18. Recall that a law of large numbers for the families Av(123) and Av(132) has
been established in Section 4.1.1. Nevertheless the central limit theorem in Theorem 4.1.17 is
a new result also for these two families. Recall that Theorems 4.1.1 and 4.1.2 furnish explicit
expressions for µπ in the specific case of these two families of permutations.

4.1.5 | Baxter permutations and related objects

So far we mainly focused on B–S limits of random permutations. Here, we also look at some
different discrete objects: we consider B–S limits of the four families in the commutative dia-
gram in Eq. (3.7) page 65, that is, Baxter permutations, bipolar orientations, tandem walks and
coalescent-walk processes, whose sets are denoted P ,O,W ,C, respectively.

B–S convergence for permutations has been extensively presented in this manuscript. In
order to properly define the B–S convergence for the other three families, we need to present
the spaces of infinite objects and the respective local topologies. This is done in Sections 4.6.3
and 4.6.4, but we give a quick summary here.

� W̃• is the space of two-dimensional walks indexed by a finite or infinite interval of Z

containing zero, with value (0, 0) at time 0, local convergence being finite-dimensional
convergence.

� C̃• is the space of coalescent-walk processes indexed by a finite or infinite interval of Z

containing zero, local convergence being finite-dimensional convergence.

� The space m̃• of infinite rooted maps is equipped with the local topology derived from the
local convergence for graphs of Benjamini and Schramm. See for instance [Cur12] for an
introduction.

4We refer the reader to [Bor20a, Section 3.4] for the definition of the last two families of permutations in the list,
which avoid generalized patterns and were introduced in [Eli07].
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In the first two items, the index 0 has to be understood as the root of the infinite object, and com-
parison between a rooted finite object and an infinite one is done after applying the appropriate
shift.

For every n ∈ Z>0, let Wn, Zn, σn, and mn denote uniform objects of size n inWn, Cn, Pn, and
On, respectively, related by the four bijections in the commutative diagram in Eq. (3.7) page 65.
We define the candidate local random limiting objects. Let ν denote the probability distribution
on Z2 given by:

ν =
1
2

δ(+1,−1) + ∑
i,j≥0

2−i−j−3δ(−i,j), where δ denotes the Dirac measure, (4.5)

and let W = (X, Y) = (W t)t∈Z be a two-sided random two-dimensional walk with step distri-
bution ν, having value (0, 0) at time 0. Note that W is not confined to the non-negative quadrant.

A formal definition of the other limiting objects requires an extension of the mappings in
Eq. (3.7) to infinite-volume objects5 which was done in Section 3.5.2 for the mapping WC, and
will be done in Sections 4.6.2 and 4.6.3 for the other three mappings. Admitting we know such
extensions, let Z = WC(W) be the corresponding infinite coalescent-walk process, σ = CP(Z)
the corresponding infinite permutation on Z, and m = OW−1(W) the corresponding infinite
map.

Theorem 4.1.19 (Quenched Benjamini–Schramm convergence). Consider the sigma-algebra Bn

generated by Wn (or equivalently by Zn, σn, or mn). Let in be an independently chosen uniform in-
dex of [n]. We have the following convergence in probability in the space of probability measures on
W̃• × C̃• × S̃• × m̃•,

Law
((

(Wn, in), (Zn, in), (σn, in), (mn, in)
)∣∣∣Bn

)
P−−−→

n→∞
Law

(
W , Z, σ, m

)
, (4.6)

where we recall that Law(·) denotes the law of a random variable.

We recall that the mapping OW−1 naturally endows the map mn with an edge labeling and
the root in of mn is chosen according to this labeling. An immediate corollary, which follows by
averaging, is the simpler annealed statement.

Corollary 4.1.20 (Annealed Benjamini–Schramm convergence). We have the following convergence
in distribution in the space W̃• × C̃• × S̃• × m̃•,

((Wn, in), (Zn, in), (σn, in), (mn, in))
d−−−→

n→∞
(W , Z, σ, m).

Corollary 4.1.21. Let σn be a uniform Baxter permutation of size n. We have the following convergence
in probability w.r.t. the product topology on [0, 1]S(

c̃-occ(π, σn)
)

π∈S
P→
(
c̃-occ(π, σ)

)
π∈S . (4.7)

5The terminology finite/infinite-volume refers to the fact that the objects are defined in a compact/non-compact set.
For instance a Brownian motion with time space R is a infinite-volume object and a Brownian excursion with time space
[0, 1] is a finite-volume object.
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We collect a few comments on these results.

� Eqs. (4.6) and (4.7) witness a concentration phenomenon.

� The fact that the four convergences are joint follows from the fact that the extensions of the
mappings in Eq. (3.7) to infinite-volume objects are a.s. continuous.

� The annealed Benjamini-Schramm convergence for bipolar orientations to the so-called
Uniform Infinite Bipolar Map m was already proven in [GHS20, Prop. 3.10]; the quenched
version is however a new result.

4.2 | 231-avoiding permutations
The goal of this section is to prove a law of large numbers for consecutive patterns of uniform
random 231-avoiding permutations, i.e. Theorem 4.1.1. Using Corollary 2.2.26, a consequence
of Theorem 4.1.1 is the following result.

Corollary 4.2.1. Let σn be a uniform random permutation in Avn(231) for all n ∈ Z>0. There exists a

random infinite rooted permutation σ∞
231 such that σn

qBS−→ Law(σ∞
231).

The rest of this section is structured as follows:

� In Section 4.2.1 we reduce the study of E
[
c̃-occ(π, σn)

]
to the study of a similar expecta-

tion defined in terms of a specific binary Galton–Watson tree. This builds on the bijection
between binary trees and 231-avoiding permutations introduced in Section 3.1.1 and a
technique due to Janson [Jan17].

� In Section 4.2.2 we study the behavior of E
[
c̃-occ(π, σn)

]
(see in particular Proposition

4.2.7) using the results from the previous section. Then we prove Theorem 4.1.1: with
similar techniques we study the second moment E

[
c̃-occ(π, σn)2] and we conclude using

the Second moment method.

� In Section 4.2.3 we give an explicit construction of the limiting object σ∞
231.

Notation

We introduce some more notation used in this section and Section 4.3. When convenient, we ex-
tend in the trivial way the various notation introduced for permutations to arbitrary sequences
of distinct numbers. For example, we extend the notion of c-occ(π, σ) for two arbitrary se-
quences of distinct numbers x1 . . . xn and y1 . . . yk as

c-occ(y1 . . . yk, x1 . . . xn) := c-occ
(
std(y1 . . . yk), std(x1 . . . xn)

)
.

We will write patb(k)(σ) for pat[1,k](σ) namely, for the pattern occurring in the first k positions
of σ. Similarly we will write pate(k)(σ) for pat[|σ|−k+1,|σ|](σ) namely, for the pattern occurring in
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the last k positions of σ. Note that b(k) and e(k) stand for beginning and end. Moreover, if either
k = 0 or k > |σ| we set patb(k)(σ) := ∅ and pate(k)(σ) := ∅. To simplify notation, sometimes, we
will simply write patb(σ) = π or pate(σ) = π, instead of patb(|π|)(σ) = π or pate(|π|)(σ) = π.

We recall that a Laurent polynomial over R is a linear combination of positive and negative
powers of the variable with coefficients in R, i.e., of the form

P(x) = a−mx−m + · · ·+ a−1x−1 + a0 + a1x + · · ·+ anxn,

where m, n ∈ Z≥0 and ai ∈ R for all −m ≤ i ≤ n. We denote by OLP(xα), α ∈ Z, an arbitrary
Laurent polynomial in x of valuation at least α, i.e. of the form aαxα + · · ·+ anxn. Note that one
can think at these symbols as O(·) symbols around x = 0. However, we remark that this is not
the classical definition of O(·) since we are adding the additional hypothesis that the elements
of OLP(·) are (Laurent) polynomials and not general functions.

We need some further notation for trees. Given a tree T ∈ T, for each vertex v ∈ T, the
height of v is denoted by h(v). We denote by d the classical distance on trees, i.e. for every
u, v ∈ T, d(u, v) is equal to the number of edges in the unique path between u and v. We also
denote by |T| the number of vertices of T and by L(T) the set of leaves of T. Additionally,
a(v) denotes the parent of v in T and we write ai(v), i ≥ 0, for the i-th ancestor of v in T, i.e.
ai(v) = a ◦ a ◦ · · · ◦ a︸ ︷︷ ︸

i-times

(v) (with the convention that if the root r = ak(v) then ai(v) = r for all

i ≥ k). Finally, we denote by c(u, v) the youngest common ancestor of u and v and by f (T, v) the
fringe subtree of T rooted at v.

4.2.1 | From uniform 231-avoiding permutations to binary Galton–Watson trees

Recalling the bijection T 7→ σT between binary trees and 231-avoiding permutations introduced
in Section 3.1.1 page 37 we define

c-occ(π, T) := c-occ(π, σT), for all π ∈ S ,

and similarly

patI(T) := patI(σT), for all finite intervals I ⊂ Z>0.

Thanks to Proposition 3.1.2, instead of studying E
[
c̃-occ(π, σn)

]
we can equivalently study

the expectation E
[
c̃-occ(π, Tn)

]
, where Tn denotes a uniform random binary tree with n ver-

tices. A method for studying the behavior of the latter expectation is to analyze the expectation
E
[
c̃-occ(π, Tδ)

]
for a binary Galton–Watson tree Tδ defined as follows.

For δ ∈ (0, 1), we set p = 1−δ
2 , and we consider a binary Galton–Watson tree Tδ with offspring
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distribution η defined by:

η0 = P(The root has 0 child) = (1− p)2,

ηL = P(The root has only one left child) = p(1− p),

ηR = P(The root has only one right child) = p(1− p),

η2 = P(The root has 2 children) = p2.

(4.8)

Remark 4.2.2. Note that with this particular offspring distribution, having a left child is indepen-
dent from having a right child.

We emphasize that Tδ is an unconditioned binary Galton–Watson tree.

We now state two lemmas due to Janson. The first one is a classical result that rewrites the
expectation of a function of Tδ in terms of uniform random binary trees with n vertices Tn, using
the known fact that Law(Tn) = Law

(
Tδ

∣∣|Tδ| = n
)
.

Lemma 4.2.3 ([Jan17, Lemmas 5.2-5.4]). Let F be a functional from the set of binary trees Tb to R such
that |F(T)| ≤ C · |T|c for some constants C and c (this guarantees that all expectations and sums below
converge). Then

E
[
F(Tδ)

]
=

1 + δ

1− δ

+∞

∑
n=1

E
[
F(Tn)

]
· Cn ·

(1− δ2

4

)n
,

where Cn = 1
n+1 (

2n
n ) is the n-th Catalan number.

Applying singularity analysis (see [FS09, Theorem VI.3]) one obtains:

Lemma 4.2.4. If E
[
F(Tδ)

]
= a · δ−m + OLP(δ

−(m−1)), for δ→ 0, where m ≥ 1 and a 6= 0, then

E
[
F(Tn)

]
∼ Γ(1/2)

Γ(m/2)
· a · n

m+1
2 , as n→ ∞.

Remark 4.2.5. We recall that since by definition the elements of OLP(δ
−(m+1)) are Laurent polyno-

mials (and not general functions) then they are ∆–analytic in z = 1−δ2

4 (for a precise definition see
[FS09, Definition VI.1]) and so the standard hypothesis to apply singularity analysis is fulfilled.

Lemma 4.2.4 shows us why it is enough to study the behavior of E[c̃-occ(π, Tδ)] in order to
derive information about the behavior of E[c̃-occ(π, Tn)]. This is the goal of the next section.

4.2.2 | Annealed and quenched Benjamini–Schramm convergence

For all k > 0, we define the following probability distribution on Avk(231),

P231(π) :=
2#LRmax(π)+#RLmax(π)

22|π| , for all π ∈ Avk(231).

Remark 4.2.6. The fact that the equation above defines a probability distribution on Avk(231)
is a consequence of Proposition 4.2.7, noting that in Eq. (4.9), summing over all π ∈ Avk(231)
the left-hand side, we obtain n−k+1

n that tends to 1. This fact can be also proved by elementary
manipulations of the corresponding generating function, as shown in [Bor20b, Appendix A].
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We are going to first prove the following weaker version of Theorem 4.1.1.

Proposition 4.2.7. Let σn be a uniform random permutation in Avn(231) for all n ∈ Z>0. It holds that

E
[
c̃-occ(π, σn)

]
→ P231(π), for all π ∈ Av(231). (4.9)

Observation 3.1.1 page 37 gives a recursive formula for c-occ(π, σ) that can be translated in
term of trees. Recall that indmax(σ) := σ−1(n) for all σ ∈ Sn.

Lemma 4.2.8 ([Bor20b, Lemma 4.16]). Let π ∈ Avk(231) with k ≥ 1 and set m = indmax(π).
Then, for every binary tree T, denoting ` = indmax(σT),

c-occ(π, T) = c-occ(π, TL) + c-occ(π, TR) + 1{
pat[`−m+1,`+k−m](T)=π

}.

We now focus on the behavior of E
[
c̃-occ(π, Tδ)

]
for π ∈ Av(231). In order to simplify

notation we set T := Tδ. Thanks to Lemma 4.2.8, we know that, for all π ∈ Av(231),

c-occ(π, T) = c-occ(π, TL) + c-occ(π, TR) + 1{
patJ(T)=π

}, (4.10)

where J = [`−m + 1, `+ k−m], ` = indmax(σT) and m = indmax(π). Taking the expectation
in Eq. (4.10) we obtain,

E
[

c-occ(π, T)
]
= E

[
c-occ(π, TL)

]
+ E

[
c-occ(π, TR)

]
+ P

(
patJ(T) = π

)
.

Since TL is an independent copy of T with probability p and empty with probability 1− p, and
the same holds for TR, we have,

E
[

c-occ(π, T)
]
=

P
(
patJ(T) = π

)
1− 2p

= δ−1 ·P
(
patJ(T) = π

)
, (4.11)

where in the last equality we used that p = 1−δ
2 . We now focus on the term P

(
patJ(T) = π

)
.

With some simple computations it is possible to prove the following formula.

Lemma 4.2.9 ([Bor20b, Lemma 4.17]). Let π ∈ Av(231). Using notation as above and decomposing
π in π = πLπ(m)πR,

P
(
patJ(T) = π

)
=



p2 ·P
(
pate(T) = πL

)
·P
(
patb(T) = πR

)
, if πL 6= ∅, πR 6= ∅,

p ·P
(
pate(T) = πL

)
, if πL 6= ∅, πR = ∅,

p ·P
(
patb(T) = πR

)
, if πL = ∅, πR 6= ∅,

1, if π = 1.

(4.12)

In view of Lemma 4.2.9, we now focus on P
(
pate(T) = π) – the analysis for P

(
patb(T) = π)

following by symmetry. We want to rewrite the event
{

pate(T) = π
}

conditioning on the
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↔

∅

1 2

12 22

221 222

2212 2221 2222

Figure 4.3. We marked with
a purple square the maximum
among the last 5 values (high-
lighted in yellow) of the permu-
tation σ = 2 1 10 9 4 3 8 5 7 6.

position of the maximum among the last |π| values of σT . Using Observation 3.1.3, we know
that this maximum is reached at an element of σT corresponding to a vertex of T of the form

v = 2 . . . 2︸ ︷︷ ︸
n-times

=: v2n , for some n ∈ Z≥0,

with the convention v20 := ∅. For an example, see Fig. 4.3.
Therefore, defining the following events, for all n ∈ Z≥0, all π ∈ Av(231),

Mn
π :=

{
v2n is the vertex in T corresponding to the maximum among the last |π| values of σT

}
,

we have P
(
pate(T) = π) = ∑∞

n=0 P
(
pate(T) = π, Mn

π). We also introduce the events, for all
n ∈ Z≥0,

Rn :=
{

The vertex v2n is in T
}

.

Note that ∑∞
n=0 P(Rn) = ∑∞

n=0 pn = 1
1−p . The next lemma computes recursively P

(
pate(T) = π

)
and P

(
patb(T) = π

)
.

Lemma 4.2.10. Let π ∈ Av(231). Using notation as above,

P
(
pate(T) = π

)
=



p2

1−p ·P
(
pate(T) = πL

)
·P
(
T = TπR

)
, if πL 6= ∅, πR 6= ∅,

p ·P
(
pate(T) = πL

)
, if πL 6= ∅, πR = ∅,

p
1−p ·P

(
T = TπR

)
, if πL = ∅, πR 6= ∅,

1, if π = 1,

(4.13)

and

P
(
patb(T) = π

)
=



p2

1−p ·P
(
T = TπL

)
·P
(
patb(T) = πR

)
, if πL 6= ∅, πR 6= ∅,

p
1−p ·P

(
T = TπL

)
, if πL 6= ∅, πR = ∅,

p ·P
(
patb(T) = πR

)
, if πL = ∅, πR 6= ∅,

1, if π = 1.

(4.14)

Proof. We only investigate P
(
pate(T) = π

)
assuming that πL 6= ∅, πR 6= ∅. The details for all

the remaining cases can be found in the proof of [Bor20b, Lemma 4.18].
As we have seen above P

(
pate(T) = π) = ∑∞

n=0 P
(
pate(T) = π, Mn

π). Conditioning on
v2n being the vertex in T corresponding to the maximum among the last |π| values of σT , then
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pate(|π|)(T) = pate(|π|)(T
v2n ), and so

P
(
pate(T) = π) = ∑

n∈Z≥0

P
(
pate(T

v2n
L ) = πL, Tv2n

R = TπR , Mn
π).

Since the event
{

pate(T
v2n
L ) = πL

}
∩
{

Tv2n
R = TπR

}
is contained both in Mn

π and in Rn, then

P
(
pate(T) = π) = ∑

n∈Z≥0

P
(
pate(T

v2n
L ) = πL, Tv2n

R = TπR , Rn).

Using the independence between Tv2n
L and Tv2n

R conditionally on Rn and continuing the sequence
of equalities,

P
(
pate(T) = π) = ∑

n∈Z≥0

P
(
pate(T

v2n
L ) = πL|Rn) ·P(Tv2n

R = TπR |R
n) ·P(Rn).

Now, noting that conditionally on Rn, Tv2n
L is an independent copy of T with probability p and

empty with probability 1− p and the same obviously holds for Tv2n
R , we can rewrite the last term

as

P
(
pate(T) = π) = ∑

n∈Z≥0

p2 ·P
(
pate(T) = πL

)
·P
(
T = TπR

)
·P
(

Rn)

= p2 ·P
(
pate(T) = πL

)
·P
(
T = TπR

)
· ∑

n∈Z≥0

P
(

Rn)

=
p2

1− p
·P
(
pate(T) = πL

)
·P
(
T = TπR

)
,

where in the last equality we used that ∑∞
n=0 P(Rn) = ∑∞

n=0 pn = 1
1−p .

We now continue the analysis of P
(
patJ(T) = π

)
. In order to do that, we need a formula for

P(T = T), for a given tree T, because such probabilities appear in Eqs. (4.13) and (4.14).

Observation 4.2.11. In a binary tree with n vertices, every vertex has two potential children.
Out of these 2n potential children n− 1 exist and n + 1 do not exist. Hence

P
(
T = T

)
= p|T|−1 · (1− p)|T|+1. (4.15)

Using together Lemmas 4.2.9 and 4.2.10 and the above observation we have an explicit recur-
sion to compute the probability P

(
patJ(T) = π

)
. We show an example of the recursion obtained

for an explicit pattern π.

Example 4.2.12. Let π be the following 231-avoiding permutation,

π = 4 1 3 2 6 5 7 10 8 9 11 12 16 13 15 14 = ,
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where we draw in green the left-to-right maxima, in blue the right-to-left maxima, and in orange
the maximum. We now compute P

(
patJ(T) = π

)
using Lemmas 4.2.9 and 4.2.10. First of all,

we recursively split our permutation around its maximum as shown in Fig. 4.4.

π = 4 1 3 2 6 5 7 10 8 9 11 12 16 13 15 14

πL = 4 1 3 2 6 5 7 10 8 9 11 12 πR = 1 3 2

πRL = 1 πRR = 1πLL = 4 1 3 2 6 5 7 10 8 9 11

πLLL = 4 1 3 2 6 5 7 10 8 9

πLLLL = 4 1 3 2 6 5 7 πLLLR = 1 2

πLLLLL = 4 1 3 2 6 5

πLLLLLL = 4 1 3 2 πLLLLLR = 1

πLLLLLLR = 1 3 2

p2

p
p2

1−p

(1− p)2 1p

p2

1−p

p p(1− p)3

p2

1−p

(1− p)2p
1−p

p2(1− p)4

π = 4 1 3 2 6 5 7 10 8 9 11 12 16 13 15 14

πL = 4 1 3 2 6 5 7 10 8 9 11 12 πR = 1 3 2

πRL = 1 πRR = 1πLL = 4 1 3 2 6 5 7 10 8 9 11

πLLL = 4 1 3 2 6 5 7 10 8 9

πLLLL = 4 1 3 2 6 5 7 πLLLR = 1 2

πLLLLL = 4 1 3 2 6 5

πLLLLLL = 4 1 3 2 πLLLLLR = 1

πLLLLLLR = 1 3 2

p2

p
p2

1−p

(1− p)2 1p

p2

1−p

p p(1− p)3

p2

1−p

(1− p)2p
1−p

p2(1− p)4

Figure 4.4. We draw the recursive decompositions in the left and right part
(w.r.t. the position of the maximum underlined in orange) for the permutation π =
4 1 3 2 6 5 7 10 8 9 11 12 16 13 15 14. Moreover we write in green the factors pα · (1− p)β

that we are adding at each step (coming from Lemmas 4.2.9 and 4.2.10).

Using Eq. (4.12) with the decomposition of π in πLπ(m)πR (shown at the root of the tree in
Fig. 4.4), we have

P
(
patJ(T) = π

)
= p2 ·P

(
pate(T) = πL

)
·P
(
patb(T) = πR

)
.

We continue decomposing πL and πR around their maxima (which correspond to the left and
right children of the root in the tree in Fig. 4.4). Using Eq. (4.13) for the left part, we obtain

P
(
pate(T) = πL

)
= p ·P

(
pate(T) = πLL

)
,

and using Eq. (4.14) for the right part, we obtain

P
(
patb(T) = πR

)
=

p2

1− p
·P
(
T = TπRL

)︸ ︷︷ ︸
(4.15)
= (1−p)2

·P
(
patb(T) = 1

)︸ ︷︷ ︸
1

.

Therefore, summing up the last three equations and then proceeding similarly through the left
subtree in Fig. 4.4, we deduce that P

(
patJ(T) = π

)
is the product of all the green factors in

Fig. 4.4, that is

P
(
patJ(T) = π

)
= p15(1− p)7 =

(1− δ

2

)15
·
(1 + δ

2

)7
=
(1

2

)22
+ OLP(δ),

and this concludes Example 4.2.12.
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We now proceed with the analysis of the general case. Using the recursion obtained by
combining Lemmas 4.2.9 and 4.2.10 and Observation 4.2.11, we immediately realize that

P
(
patJ(T) = π

)
= pα · (1− p)β, for some α, β ∈ Z≥0.

Note that α ≥ 0 since in Lemmas 4.2.9 and 4.2.10 and Observation 4.2.11 the p∗ factors always
appear with nonnegative exponent. Moreover β ≥ 0 since in Eqs. (4.13) and (4.14), each time
a (1− p)−1 factor appears, there is also a P

(
T = T

)
factor that contains a (1− p)γ factor with

γ ≥ 2. Since p = 1−δ
2 , it follows that

P
(
patJ(T) = π

)
=
(1

2
− δ

2

)α
·
(1

2
+

δ

2

)β
=
(1

2

)α+β
+ OLP(δ), for some α, β ∈ Z≥0.

The exact value α + β is determined in the following proposition where a careful analysis on
how many factors p and (1− p) appear in P

(
patJ(T) = π

)
was carried out (using the same

ideas as in the example above).

Proposition 4.2.13 ([Bor20b, Proposition 4.22]). Let π ∈ Av(231) and T = Tδ be a Galton–Watson
tree defined as above, then

P
(
patJ(T) = π

)
=

2#LRmax(π)+#RLmax(π)

22|π| + OLP(δ) = P231(π) + OLP(δ). (4.16)

We can now prove Proposition 4.2.7.

Proof of Proposition 4.2.7. Summing up all the results and recalling that T = Tδ, we obtain,

E
[

c-occ(π, Tδ)
] (4.11)

= δ−1P
(
patJ(Tδ) = π

) (4.16)
= δ−1(P231(π) + OLP(δ)

)
= δ−1 · P231(π) + OLP(1).

Applying Lemma 4.2.4 and using the bijection between 231-avoiding permutations and bi-
nary trees, we conclude that for n→ ∞,

E
[

c-occ(π, σn)
]
∼ P231(π) · n, for all π ∈ Av(231).

Dividing by n yields Proposition 4.2.7.

It remains to prove Theorem 4.1.1. We are going to use the Second moment method. As before
we start with a result regarding trees and then we will transfer it to permutations. The proof
of the following result uses similar techniques as in the previous results, therefore we skip the
details.

Proposition 4.2.14 ([Bor20b, Proposition 4.24]). Using notation as before and setting T = Tδ, we
have,

E
[

c-occ(π, T)2] = P231(π)2

2
· δ−3 + OLP(δ

−2), for all π ∈ Av(231).

We complete the proof of our main theorem.
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Proof of Theorem 4.1.1. Applying again Lemma 4.2.4 and using our bijection between 231-avoiding
permutations and binary trees, we conclude that for n→ ∞,

E
[

c-occ(π, σn)
2] ∼ P231(π)2 · n2, for all π ∈ Av(231).

This, with Proposition 4.2.7, implies that

Var
(
c̃-occ(π, σn)

)
→ 0, for all π ∈ Av(231).

We can apply the Second moment method and deduce that

c̃-occ(π, σn)
P→ P231(π), for all π ∈ Av(231).

This ends the proof.

4.2.3 | Construction of the limiting object

We now exhibit an explicit construction of the limiting object σ∞
231 as a random total order 444231

on Z.

Remark 4.2.15. The intuition behind the construction that we are going to present comes from the
local limit for uniform binary trees (for more details, see [Stu19a]). When the size of a uniform
binary tree tends to infinity, looking around a uniform distinguished vertex, we see an infinite
upward spine. Each vertex in this spine is the left or the right child of the previous one with
probability 1/2. Moreover, attached to this infinite spine, there are some independent copies of
binary Galton–Watson trees. Using this idea and the bijection between binary trees and 231-
avoiding permutations we are going to construct the limiting random total order.

Note however that this intuition is not formally needed in the following since we present the
construction of the limiting object using the permutation point of view.

We have to introduce some notation. We define two operations from S•k × S` to S•k+`+1, for
k > 0 and ` ≥ 0 (S0 is the set containing the empty permutation): let (σ, i) ∈ S•k be a rooted
permutation and π ∈ S` be another (unrooted) permutation, we set

(σ, i) ∗R π :=
(
σ(1) . . . σ(k)(`+ k + 1)(π(1) + k) . . . (π(`) + k) , i

)
,

(σ, i) ∗L π :=
(
π(1) . . . π(`)(`+ k + 1)(σ(1) + `) . . . (σ(k) + `) , `+ i + 1

)
.

In words, from a graphical point of view, the diagram of (σ, i) ∗R π (resp. (σ, i) ∗L π) is ob-
tained starting from the diagram of the rooted permutation (σ, i), adding on the top-right (resp.
bottom-left) the diagram of π and adding a new maximal element between the two diagrams.
We give an example below.

Example 4.2.16. Let (σ, i) = (132, 3) and π = 21 then

(σ, i) ∗R π = = (132621, 3) and (σ, i) ∗L π = = (216354, 6).
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Observation 4.2.17. Note that, given a rooted permutation (σ, i), for all permutations π (pos-
sibly empty), the rooted permutation (σ, i) ∗R π (resp. (σ, i) ∗L π) contains at least one more
element on the right (resp. left) of the root than (σ, i).

We now consider two families of random variables: let {Si}i≥0 be i.i.d. random variables
with values in Av(231) ∪ {∅} and Boltzman distribution equal to

P(Si = π) =
1
2

(1
4

)|π|
, for all π ∈ Av(231) and P(Si = ∅) =

1
2

.

This is a probability distribution since the generating function for the class Av(231) is given by
A(z) = 1−

√
1−4z

2z (see for instance [Bor20b, Appendix A]). Moreover, let {Xi}i≥1 be i.i.d. random
variables (also independent of {Si}i≥0) with values in the set {R, L} such that

P(Xi = R) =
1
2
= P(Xi = L).

Observation 4.2.18. Recalling that Tδ is the binary Galton–Watson tree with offspring distribu-

tion η(δ) defined by Eq. (4.8), we note that, for δ = 0, σT0

(d)
= (Si|Si 6= ∅).

We are now ready to construct our random order444231 on Z. Set S̃0
• := (S̃0, m), where S̃0 is the

random variable S0 conditioned to be non empty, and m is the (random) index of the maximum
of S̃0. Then we set,

σ•n := ((. . . ((S̃0
• ∗X1 S1) ∗X2 S2)...Sn−1) ∗Xn Sn), for all n ∈ Z>0.

Note that, for every fixed h ∈ Z>0, the sequence
{

rh(σ
•
n)
}

n∈Z>0
is a.s. stationary (hence a.s. con-

vergent). Let τh be the limit of this sequence. The family
{

τh
}

h∈Z>0
is a.s. consistent. Therefore,

applying Proposition 2.2.8 page 24, the family
{

τh
}

h∈Z>0
determines a.s. a unique random total

order (Z,444231) such that, for all h ∈ Z>0,

rh(Z,444231) = τh = lim
n→∞

rh(σ
•
n), a.s.

Proposition 4.2.19. Let (Z,444231) be the random total order defined above and σ∞
231 be the limiting

object defined in Corollary 4.2.1. Then (Z,444231)
(d)
= σ∞

231.

The (technical) proof of the proposition above can be found in [Bor20b, Proposition 4.29].

4.3 | 321-avoiding permutations
The goal of this section is to prove – using completely different techniques compared to the
ones used in the previous section – a law of large numbers for consecutive patterns of uniform
random 321-avoiding permutations, i.e. Theorem 4.1.2. As before, we have the following conse-
quence of Theorem 4.1.2.

Corollary 4.3.1. Let σn be a uniform random permutation in Avn(321) for all n ∈ Z>0. There exists a

random infinite rooted permutation σ∞
321 such that σn

qBS−→ Law(σ∞
321).

An explicit construction of σ∞
321 is given in Section 4.3.2.
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4.3.1 | Existence of the separating line and asymptotic independence of points

We start by introducing, for all k > 0, the following probability distribution on Avk(321),

P321(π) :=


|π|+1

2|π|
if π = 12 . . . |π|,

1
2|π|

if c-occ(21, π−1) = 1,

0 otherwise.

(4.17)

Remark 4.3.2. We note that the second condition c-occ(21, π−1) = 1 (i.e. π−1 has exactly one
descent, or equivalently, π has exactly one inverse descent) is equivalent to saying that we can
split the permutation π in exactly two increasing subsequences such that all the values of one
subsequence are smaller than the values of the other one. Formally, if π ∈ Avk(321) and
c-occ(21, π−1) = 1 there exists a unique bipartition of [k] as [k] = L(π) t U(π) such that for
all (i, j) ∈ L(π)×U(π), π(i) < π(j) and patL(π)(π) and patU(π)(π) are increasing.

Given the diagram of a permutation in Avk(321) with exactly one inverse descent, we call
separating line the horizontal line in the diagram between these two increasing subsequences.
An example is given in Fig. 4.5 in the case of the permutation π = 14526738, where we highlight
in orange the separating line between the two increasing subsequences.

Figure 4.5. Diagram of the permutation
14526738 with the separating line highlighted
in orange.

Remark 4.3.3. Eq. (4.17) defines a probability distribution on Avk(321). This is a consequence
of Theorem 4.1.2: in Eq. (4.2) page 74, summing over all π ∈ Avk(321) the left-hand side, we
obtain n−k+1

n which trivially tends to 1. It is however easy to give a direct explanation. Indeed
the number of permutations in Avk(321) with exactly one inverse descent and separating line at
height ` ∈ {1, . . . , k− 1} is (k

`)− 1 (where the binomial coefficient (k
`) counts the possible choices

of points that are below the separating line and the term −1 stands for the identity permutation
which has no inverse descent). Therefore the number of permutations in Avk(321) with exactly
one inverse descent is

k−1

∑
`=1

((
k
`

)
− 1

)
= 2k − (k + 1),

which entails ∑π∈Avk(321) P321(π) = 1.

We now state (without proof) two propositions that are the key results for the proof of Theo-
rem 4.1.2. We need the following.
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Definition 4.3.4. Given a permutation σ ∈ Avn(321), we define for i, k ∈ [n],

E+
i,k(σ) =

{
x ∈ [−k, k] : x + i ∈ E+(σ)

}
,

where we recall that E+(σ) :=
{

i ∈ [n]|σ(i) ≥ i
}

.

Proposition 4.3.5 ([Bor20b, Proposition 5.20]). For all n ∈ Z>0, let σn be a uniform random permu-
tation in Avn(321). Fix k ∈ Z>0 and let in be uniform in [n] and independent of σn. Then, for every
subset A ⊆ [−k, k], as n→ ∞,

P
(

E+
in ,k(σn) = A

∣∣∣σn

)
P→
(1

2

)2k+1
.

Informally, conditionally on σn, every index of rk(σn, in) is asymptotically equiprobably in
E+ or E−. Moreover, these events are asymptotically independent.

The proof of the proposition above follows from a combination of two results due to Stufler
[Stu19a] and Janson [Jan12] that characterize the local limit for Galton–Watson trees pointed at
a uniform vertex (for more details see [Bor20b, Proposition 5.9]) and using the bijection between
321-avoiding permutations and rooted plane trees introduce in Section 3.1.2. In particular, we
were able to analyze the shape of the contour function of the local limiting infinite tree showing
that it is a Dyck path with balanced up and down steps (see [Bor20b, Lemma 5.18]).

Before stating our second proposition, we introduce some more notation (see Fig. 4.6 below).
Given a permutation σ ∈ Av(321) we define, for i ∈ [|σ|], k ∈ Z>0,

m+
i,k(σ) = min

{
E+(σ) ∩ [i− k, i + k]

}
,

M−i,k(σ) = max
{

E−(σ) ∩ [i− k, i + k]
}

,

with the conventions that min ∅ = +∞ and max ∅ = −∞.

i i + ki− k

σ(M−
i,k(σ))

σ(m+
i,k(σ)) Figure 4.6. A 321-avoiding permutation. The

orange dots identify the values σ(m+
i,k(σ)) and

σ(M−i,k(σ)) inside the vertical strip centered in
i of width 2k + 1. Moreover, the dashed orange
line identifies the separating line.

We also define, for a random 321-avoiding permutation σ and a uniform index i ∈ [|σ|], the
following events, for all k ∈ Z>0,

Sk(σ, i) =
{

σ(m+
i,k(σ)) > σ(M−i,k(σ)), m+

i,k(σ) 6= +∞, M−i,k(σ) 6= −∞
}

∪
{

m+
i,k(σ) = +∞

}
∪
{

M−i,k(σ) = −∞
}

.
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This is the event that the random rooted permutation rk(σ, i) splits into two (possibly empty)
increasing subsequences separated by a separating line (in Fig. 4.6 this separating line is dashed
in orange).

Proposition 4.3.6 ([Bor20b, Proposition 5.21]). For all n ∈ Z>0, let σn be a uniform random permu-
tation in Avn(321). Fix k ∈ Z>0 and let in be uniform in [n] and independent of σn. Then, as n→ ∞,

P (Sk(σn, in)|σn)
P−→ 1.

Informally, conditionally on σn, asymptotically with high probability there exists a separat-
ing line in rk(σn, in). We give a quick idea of the proof: by a result from [HRS17a], the points of a
large uniform 321-avoiding permutation of size n are at distance of order

√
n from the diagonal

x = y. Therefore, in a window of constant width, the points above the diagonal are all higher
than the points below the diagonal.

Remark 4.3.7. A main difficulty in the proofs of Propositions 4.3.5 and 4.3.6 is that most of the
results that we used were available only in an annealed version and so we had to extend them
to the quenched setting.

With these two propositions in our hands, we can prove Theorem 4.1.2.

Proof of Theorem 4.1.2. In order to prove Eq. (4.1) page 74, we can check the equivalent condition
(d) of Corollary 2.2.26 page 29, i.e. we have to prove that, for all h ∈ Z>0, for all π ∈ Av2h+1(321),

P (rh(σn, in) = (π, h + 1)|σn)
P−→ P321(π). (4.18)

We fix h ∈ Z>0 and we distinguish three different cases for π ∈ Av2h+1(321):
c-occ(21, π−1) = 1 : We recall (see Remark 4.3.2) that, in this case, π splits in a unique way

into two increasing subsequences whose indices are denoted by L(π) and U(π). Note that, in
general, these two sets are different from E−(π) and E+(π) (specifically when the permutation
has some fixed points at the beginning, for example as in the case of Fig. 4.5 page 94). We set
U∗(π) := {j ∈ [−h, h] : j + h ∈ U(π)}, i.e. U∗(π) denotes the shift of the set U(π) inside the in-
terval [−h, h]. Conditioning on Sh(σn, in), namely assuming there is a separating line, rh(σn, in)

is the union of two increasing subsequences with U∗(rh(σn, in)) = E+
in ,h(σn). Then, condition-

ing on Sh(σn, in), rh(σn, in) = (π, h + 1) if and only if , E+
in ,h(σn) = U∗(π). In particular, using

Proposition 4.3.6, asymptotically we have that,

P (rh(σn, in) = (π, h + 1)|σn) = P
(

Sh(σn, in), E+
in ,h(σn) = U∗(π)

∣∣∣σn

)
+ o(1).

By Proposition 4.3.5 and 4.3.6, we have that

P
(

Sh(σn, in), E+
in ,h(σn) = U∗(π)

∣∣∣σn

)
P→ 1

22h+1 = P321(π),

and so Eq. (4.18) holds.
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π = 12 . . . |π|: In this case π does not split in a unique way into two increasing subsequences.
We have exacly 2h + 2 different choices for this splitting, namely setting either U(π) = ∅ or
U(π) = [k, h], for some k ∈ [−h, h]. Therefore, using Proposition 4.3.6, asymptotically we obtain
that

P (rh(σn, in) = (π, h + 1)|σn) = P

Sh(σn, in), E+
in ,h(σn) ∈ {∅} ∪

⋃
k∈[−h,h]

{[k, h]}

∣∣∣∣∣∣σn

+ o(1).

Again by Proposition 4.3.5 and 4.3.6, we have that

P

Sh(σn, in), E+
in ,k(σn) ∈ {∅} ∪

⋃
k∈[−h,h]

{[k, h]}

∣∣∣∣∣∣σn

 P→ 2h + 2
22h+1 = P321(π),

and so Eq. (4.18) holds.

c-occ(21, π−1) > 1 : In this case π does not present a separating line. Since by Proposition
4.3.6 we know that asymptotically almost surely there exists a separating line in rh(σn, in) we
can immediately conclude that,

P (rh(σn, in) = (π, h + 1)|σn) ≤ P (Sh(σn, in)
c|σn)

P→ 0 = P321(π).

This ends the proof.

4.3.2 | Construction of the limiting object

We now exhibit an explicit construction of the limiting object σ∞
321 as a random order 444321 on Z

that is reminiscent of the one presented for square permutations.

We consider the set of integer numbers Z, and we label, uniformly and independently, each
integer with a "+" or a "−": namely, for all x ∈ Z,

P(x has label ” + ”) =
1
2
= P(x has label ”− ”).

We set A+ := {x ∈ Z : x has label ” + ”} and A− := {x ∈ Z : x has label ”− ”}. Then we
define a random total order 444321 on Z saying that, for all x, y ∈ Z, x 444321 y if either x < y and
x, y ∈ A−, or x < y and x, y ∈ A+, or x ∈ A− and y ∈ A+. An intuitive description is given in
Fig. 4.7.

Proposition 4.3.8 ([Bor20b, Proposition 5.27]). Let (Z,444321) be the random total order defined above
and σ∞

321 be the limiting object defined in Corollary 4.3.1. Then

(Z,444321)
(d)
= σ∞

321.
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...− 9 − 8 − 7 − 6 − 5 − 4 − 3 − 2 − 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9...

...− 9 − 7 − 5 − 1 0 3 6 7 9... ...− 8 − 6 − 4 − 3 − 2 1 2 4 5 8 ...

− − − − − − − − −+ + + + + + + + + +

Figure 4.7. A sample of the random total order (Z,444321). On the top, the standard total order on
Z with the integers labeled by random "-" and "+" signs. We paint in orange the integers labeled
by "-" and in blue the integers labeled by "+." Then, in the bottom part of the picture, we move
the orange numbers at the beginning of the new random total order and the blue numbers at the
end. Reading the bottom line from left to right gives the random total order 444321 on Z.

4.4 | Substitution-closed classes
In this section we investigate the local limits of uniform permutations in a fixed substitution-
closed class C, proving Theorem 4.1.4. We proceed as follows:

� In Section 4.4.1 we introduce a local topology for decorated trees with a distinguished leaf.

� In Section 4.4.2 we prove quenched local convergence for random packed trees around a
uniform leaf (when the number of leaves tends to infinity).

� In Section 4.4.3 we extend to infinite objects the bijection DT := PA ◦CT between ⊕-
indecomposable permutations in C and finite packed trees (recall Lemma 3.2.18 page 46).
We show that this new map is a.s. continuous for the local topologies.

� Finally, in Section 4.4.4, we complete the proof of Theorem 4.1.4 building on the results
proved in the previous two sections.

4.4.1 | Local topology for decorated trees

We introduce a local topology for decorated trees with a distinguished leaf (called pointed trees
in the sequel). This is a straight forward adaptation of that for trees with a distinguished vertex
introduced by Stufler in [Stu19b].

Following the presentation in [Stu20a, Section 6.3.1], we start by defining an infinite pointed
plane tree U •∞ (see Fig. 4.8 below). This infinite tree is meant to be a pointed analogue of Ulam–
Harris tree, so that pointed trees will be seen as subsets of it. To construct U •∞, we take a spine
(ui)i≥0 that grows downwards, that is, such that ui is the parent of ui−1 for all i ≥ 1. Any vertex
ui, with i ≥ 1, has an infinite number of children to the left and to the right of its distinguished
offspring ui−1. The former are ordered from right to left and denoted by (vi

L,j)j≥1, the latter are
ordered from left to right and denoted by (vi

R,j)j≥1. Each of these vertices not belonging to the
spine (ui)i≥0 is the root of a copy of the Ulam–Harris tree U∞. We always think of U •∞ as a tree
with distinguished leaf u0.
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u1

u2

. . .

. . .. . .

. . .

u0

v1L,2 v1L,1 v1R,1 v1R,2

v2L,2 v2L,1 v2R,1 v2R,2

U∞ U∞ U∞ U∞

U∞ U∞ U∞ U∞

Figure 4.8. A schema of the infinite
plane tree U •∞.

Definition 4.4.1. A (possibly infinite) pointed plane tree T• is a subset of U •∞ such that

� u0 ∈ T•.

� if up ∈ T• then ui ∈ T•, for all 0 ≤ i ≤ p.

� if vi
L,q ∈ T• (resp. vi

R,q ∈ T•) then ui ∈ T• and vi
L,j ∈ T• (resp. vi

R,j ∈ T•) for all 1 ≤ j ≤ q.

� Any maximal subset of T• contained in one of the Ulam–Harris trees U∞ of U •∞ is a (finite
or infinite) plane tree.

We denote by T• the space of (possibly infinite) pointed plane trees.

We say that a pointed tree T• in T• is locally and upwards finite if every vertex has finite degree
and the intersection of T• with any of the Ulam–Harris trees U∞ of U •∞ is finite. The set of locally
and upwards finite pointed trees will be denoted by T•,luf.

Any finite plane tree T together with a distinguished leaf v0 may be interpreted in a canonical
way as a pointed plane tree T•, such that v0 is mapped to u0. In particular, the backward spine
u0, u1, · · · of the associated pointed plane tree T• is finite and ends at the root of T.

Next, we need to extend this notion to decorated trees. Let D be a combinatorial class. We
define a D-decorated locally and upwards finite pointed tree as a tree T• in T•,luf, endowed with
a decoration function dec : Vint(T•) → D, such that, for each v in Vint(T•), the out-degree of v
is exactly size(dec(v)). We denote such a tree with the pair (T•, dec) and the space of such trees
as T

•,luf
D . As above, a decorated tree with a distinguished leaf can be identified with an element

of this set.
Given aD-decorated pointed tree (T•, λT•) ∈ T•,luf

D , we denote by f •h (T
•, λT•) theD-decorated

pointed tree ( f •h (T
•), f •h (λT•)), where f •h (T

•) is the pointed fringe subtree rooted at uh with dis-
tinguished leaf u0 (if uh is not well-defined because uh /∈ T•, we set f •h (T

•) = f •m(T•), where m is
the maximal index such that um ∈ T•) and f •h (λT•) is λT• restricted to the domain Vint( f •h (T

•)).
We note that, for any given h, the image set f •h (T

•,luf
D ) is countable.

We endow the set T•,luf
D with the local distance dt defined for all (T•1 , λT•1

), (T•2 , λT•2 ) ∈ T•,luf
D by

dt
(
(T•1 , λT•1

), (T•2 , λT•2 )
)
= 2

− sup{h≥0 : f •h (T
•
1 ,λT•1

)= f •h (T
•
2 ,λT•2

)}
, (4.19)
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with the classical conventions that sup ∅ = 0, sup Z>0 = +∞ and 2−∞ = 0.

Remark 4.4.2. The distance defined in Eq. (4.19) can be trivially restricted also to the space of
non-decorated pointed trees. We point out that this distance is not equivalent to the distance
considered in [Stu20a, Section 6.3.1] for the space of non-decorated pointed trees. For instance,
if Sn, 1 ≤ n ≤ ∞ is a star where the root has out-degree n and its children all have out-degree
0, then the sequence (S•n)n≥1, pointed at the root, does not converge for our metric (and has
no convergent subsequences). This implies that our space is not compact. On the contrary, the
space of pointed trees endowed with the distance defined by Stufler in [Stu20a] is compact.

We also note (without proof since we do not need this result) that in the subspace of locally
finite pointed trees the two distances are topologically equivalent. A proof of this result would
be a simple adaptation of [Jan12, Lemma 6.2].

Proposition 4.4.3. The space (T•,luf
D , dt) is a Polish space.

Proof. The separability is trivial since ]h≥1 f •h (T
•,luf
D ) is a countable dense set. The completeness

follows from the fact that the space T•,luf
D is a closed subspace of a countable product of discrete

sets (which is complete) via the map (T•, λT•)→
(

f •h (T
•, λT•)

)
h≥1.

We end this section defining two versions of the local convergence (similar to those defined
for permutations) for random decorated trees with a uniform random distinguished leaf. In both
definition, (Tn, λn)n∈N is a sequence of random (finite) D-decorated trees and `n is a uniform
random leaf of (Tn, λn).

Definition 4.4.4 (Annealed Benjamini–Schramm convergence). We say that (Tn, λn)n∈N con-
verges in the annealed B–S sense to a random variable (T•∞, λ∞) with values in T•,luf

D if the
sequence of random pointed D-decorated trees ((T•n , λn), `n)n∈N converges in distribution to
(T•∞, λ∞) with respect to the local distance defined in Eq. (4.19).

Definition 4.4.5 (Quenched Benjamini–Schramm convergence). We say that (Tn, λn)n∈N con-
verges in the quenched B–S sense to a random measure µ•∞ on T•,luf

D if the sequence of conditional
probability distributions Law

(
((Tn, λn), `n)

∣∣(Tn, λn)
)

n∈N
converges in distribution to µ•∞ with

respect to the weak topology induced by the local distance defined in Eq. (4.19).

Again, the quenched version is stronger than the annealed one.

Remark 4.4.6. It would also be natural, and closer to the usual notion of B–S convergence in the
literature, to distinguish a uniform random vertex vn rather than a uniform random leaf `n as
above. The leaf version is however what we need here for our application to permutations.

4.4.2 | Local convergence around a uniform leaf for random packed trees condi-
tioned on the number of leaves

We now fix a substitution-closed class C and we work under the following assumption on C.
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Assumption 4.4.7. Consider the random variable ξ defined6 in Eq. (3.2). We assume that

E[ξ] = 1.

See also Proposition 3.2.24 page 51 for an explicit characterization of this assumption. We
also recall that S denotes the set of simple permutations in C.

We begin by constructing the limiting random pointed packed tree P•∞ = (T•∞, λ∞). This tree
will be the limit of the sequence of uniform packed trees (Tn, λTn) considered in Lemma 3.2.23
pointed at a random leaf.

We recall that T denotes a ξ-Galton–Watson tree. Additionally, we recall that the size-biased
version of ξ, denoted ξ̂, is the random variable with distribution P(ξ̂ = i) = i ·P(ξ = i).

We define the random tree T•∞ in the space T•,luf as follows. Let u0 be the distinguished leaf.
For each i ≥ 1, we let ui receive offspring according to an independent copy of ξ̂. The vertex
ui−1 gets identified with a child of ui chosen uniformly at random. The rest of the children of ui

become roots of independent copies of the Galton–Watson tree T .
Conditionally on T•∞, the random decoration λ∞(v) of each internal vertex v of T•∞ gets drawn

uniformly at random among all d+T•∞(v)-sized decorations in Ĝ(S) independently of all the other

decorations (Ĝ(S) was introduced after Definition 3.2.12). This construction yields a random
infinite locally and upwards finite pointed packed tree.

We refer to the sequence of (decorated) vertices (ui)i≥0 as the infinite spine of P•∞ = (T•∞, λ∞).

To simplify notation, we denote the space T•,luf

Ĝ(S)
of (possibly infinite) locally and upwards

finite pointed packed trees as P•,luf.

Proposition 4.4.8. Let Pn = (Tn, λTn) be the random packed tree considered in Lemma 3.2.23 and
P•∞ = (T•∞, λ∞) be the random pointed packed tree constructed above. It holds that

Law
(
(Pn, `n)|Pn

) P−→ Law(P•∞), (4.20)

where `n is a uniform leaf of Pn chosen independently of Pn.
In other words, Pn converges in the quenched B–S sense to the deterministic measure Law(P•∞) and

therefore in the annealed B–S sense to the random tree P•∞.

Note that the Law(P•∞) is a measure on P•,luf. Since the limiting object in quenched B–S
convergence is in general a random measure on P•,luf, it should be interpreted as a constant
random variable, a.s. equal to the measure Law(P•∞).

Proof of Proposition 4.4.8. The sequence Law
(
(Pn, `n)|Pn

)
n∈Z>0

is a sequence of random proba-
bility measures on the Polish space (P•,luf, dt). The set of closed and open balls

B =
{

B
(
(T•, λT•), 2−h) : h ∈ Z>0, (T•, λT•) ∈ P•,luf

}
6Recall that this definition is uniquely determined by the choice of the class C.
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is a convergence-determining class for the space (P•,luf, dt), that is, for every probability measure
µ and every sequence of probability measures (µn)n∈Z>0 on P•,luf, the convergence µn(B) →
µ(B) for all B ∈ B implies µn → µ w.r.t. the weak-topology. This is a trivial consequence of the
monotone class theorem and the fact that the intersection of two balls in P•,luf is either empty or
one of them.

Therefore, using [Kal17, Theorem 4.11], the convergence in Eq. (4.20) is equivalent to the
following convergence, for all k ∈ Z>0 and for all vectors of balls (Bi)1≤i≤k ∈ Bk:(

Law
(
(Pn, `n)|Pn

)
(Bi)

)
1≤i≤k

d−→
(
Law(P•∞)(Bi)

)
1≤i≤k

.

Since the limiting vector in the above equation is deterministic, the above convergence in dis-
tribution is equivalent to the convergence in probability. Finally, standard properties of the
convergence in probability imply that it is enough to show the component-wise convergence,
that is, for all B ∈ B,

Law
(
(Pn, `n)|Pn

)
(B) P−→ Law(P•∞)(B). (4.21)

Fix a ball B = B
(
(T•, λT•), 2−h) ∈ B and note that Eq. (4.21) (which we need to prove)

rewrites as

P
(

f •h (Pn, `n) = f •h (T
•, λT•)

∣∣Pn
) P−→ P

(
f •h (P

•
∞) = f •h (T

•, λT•)
)
.

Note that the left-hand side is a function of Pn, and hence, a random variable; the right-hand
side is a number. W.l.o.g. we can assume that f •h (T

•, λT•) = (T•, λT•). Denoting L(Pn) the set
of leaves of Pn, the left-hand side writes

P
(

f •h (Pn, `n) = (T•, λT•)
∣∣Pn
)
=

∣∣{` ∈ L(Pn) : f •h (Pn, `) = (T•, λT•)
}∣∣

n

=
1
n ∑

`∈L(Pn)

1{ f •h (Pn ,`)=(T• ,λT• )}

=
1
n ∑

`∈L(Tn)

1{ f •h (Tn ,`)=T•}1{λ f •h (Tn ,`)=λT•}.

For a vertex v of Tn, we denote by f (Tn, v) the fringe subtree rooted at v and by f (λ(Tn ,v)) the
map λ|Vint( f (Tn ,v))

. Let also T be the unpointed version of T•. Note that a leaf ` ∈ L(Tn) satisfies
f •h (Tn, `) = T• if and only if its h-th ancestor v satisfies f (Tn, v) = T. Additionally, to any v with
f (Tn, v) = T corresponds exactly one leaf ` with f •h (Tn, `) = T• (which is determined by the
pointing). Therefore we can rewrite the last term of the above equation as

1
n ∑

v∈Tn

1{ f (Tn ,v)=T}1{ f (λ(Tn ,v))=λT}.

By [Stu20b, Remark 1.9], we have that

1
n ∑

v∈Tn

1{ f (Tn ,v)=T}
P−→ P

(
f •h (T

•
∞) = f •h (T

•)
)
.
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Note that all fringe subtrees of Tn that are equal to T are necessarily disjoint and that, con-
ditioning on f (Tn, v) = T, then f (λ(Tn ,v)) = λT with some probability p, independently from
the rest (specifically p = ∏u∈T q−1

d+T (u)
). Therefore, we can conclude using Chernoff concentration

bounds that
1
n ∑

v∈Tn

1{ f (Tn ,v)=T}1{ f (λ(Tn ,v))=λT}
P−→ p ·P

(
f •h (T

•
∞) = f •h (T

•)
)
= P

(
f •h (P

•
∞) = f •h (T

•, λT•)
)
,

where the last equality follows from the construction of the map λ∞.

4.4.3 | Continuous extension of the bijection between packed trees and permu-
tations to infinite objects

In this section we consider a substitution-closed class C different from the class of separable
permutations. The latter case is considered separately in [BBFS20] and it will be not considered
in this manuscript7. We recall that DT := PA ◦CT is the bijection presented in Lemma 3.2.18
page 46 between ⊕-indecomposable permutations of C and finite packed trees.

The goal of this section is to extend the bijection DT−1 as a function RP (for rooted permuta-
tions) from the metric space of (possibly infinite) locally and upwards finite pointed packed trees
(P•,luf, dt) to the metric space of (possibly infinite) rooted permutations (S̃•, d).

First, we need to deal with the introduction of a root in permutations (resp. a pointed leaf
in trees) on finite objects. This is very simple, and we extend DT−1 as a function RP from finite
pointed packed trees to finite rooted permutations as follows. We recall (see Remark 3.2.17
page 46) that the i-th leaf ` of a packed tree P = DT(ν) corresponds to the i-th element of the
permutation ν. Therefore the following definition is natural:

RP(P, `) := (DT−1(P), i).

Given an infinite pointed packed tree P• with infinitely many S-gadget decorations on its infi-
nite spine, we consider the sequence of pointed subtrees(

f •s(h)(P•)
)

h∈N

consisting of all restrictions for s(h) ∈N such that f •s(h)(P•) has root decorated by an S-gadget.

Lemma 4.4.9 ([BBFS20, Lemma 6.14]). Let P• be an infinite pointed packed tree with infinitely many
S-gadget decorations on its infinite spine. Then the (deterministic) sequence of rooted permutations(

RP( f •s(h)(P•))
)

h∈N
is locally convergent as h tends to +∞.

This lemma allows to define, for an infinite pointed packed tree P• having infinitely many
S-gadget decorations on its infinite spine,

RP(P•) := lim
h→∞

RP( f •s(h)(P•)).

7The issue is that every packed tree obtained from a separable permutation contains no S-gadgets (because S = ∅
for separable permutations) and these decorations play a fundamental role in our constructions, as we shall see below.
For all these reasons, we needed an ad hoc construction for separable permutations.
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We now recover some results on the continuity of the function RP with respect to the local
topologies. Note that RP is defined only for finite pointed packed trees and infinite pointed
packed tree with infinitely many S-gadget decorations on the infinite spine. This will not be an
issue: indeed, we will use the map on a sequence of random pointed packed trees that converges
to P•∞ and this limiting pointed packed tree has a.s. infinitely many S-gadget decorations on the
infinite spine. We set

CRP :=
{

P• ∈P•,luf : ∀k > 0, ∃h(k) > 0 s.t. f •h(k)(P•) contains at least k leaves before and

k leaves after the distinguished leaf, and has a root decorated with an S-gadget
}

,

where we say that a leaf `1 is before (resp. after) a leaf `2 if the pre-order label of `1 is smaller
(resp. greater) than the pre-order label of `2.

Proposition 4.4.10 ([BBFS20, Proposition 6.17]). RP : (P•,luf, dt)→ (S̃•, d) is continuous on CRP.

We state a final preliminary result for the proof of Theorem 4.1.4 in the non-separable case.

Proposition 4.4.11 ([BBFS20, Proposition 6.18]). We have P(P•∞ ∈ CRP) = 1.

4.4.4 | Local limits of uniform permutations in substitution-closed classes

We now prove a quenched B–S convergence result for uniform random permutations in a proper
substitution-closed class C different from the one of separable permutations, so that the set S of
simple permutations in C is non-empty. As we shall see at the end of the section, this implies
our result stated in Theorem 4.1.4. Recall Proposition 3.2.24 page 51.

Theorem 4.4.12. For all n ∈ Z>0, let σn be a uniform permutation of size n in a proper substitution-
closed class C different from the one of separable permutations. If

S ′(ρS ) ≥
2

(1 + ρS )2 − 1,

then

σn
qBS−→ Law

(
RP(P•∞)

)
and σn

aBS−→ RP(P•∞). (4.22)

Like after Proposition 4.4.8, we want to emphasize the nature of the limiting objects above.
The limit Law

(
RP(P•∞)

)
is a measure on S̃•. Since the limiting object for the quenched B–

S convergence is in general a random measure on S̃•, it should be interpreted as a constant
random variable, a.s. equal to the measure Law

(
RP(P•∞)

)
.

Proof. We only need to prove the quenched convergence statement, the annealed versions being
a simple consequence of the quenched one. Moreover, thanks to Proposition 3.2.21, it is sufficient
to prove the statement for a uniform ⊕-indecomposable permutation σn.
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Let Pn = (Tn, λTn) be the random packed tree considered in Lemma 3.2.23 page 50. Consider
a uniform random leaf `n in Pn and a uniform random element in in σn. We have the following
equality in distribution: (

σn, in
) d
= RP(Pn, `n). (4.23)

We analyse the right-hand side conditionally on Pn. By Proposition 4.4.8, we know that

Law
(
(Pn, `n)|Pn

) P−→ Law(P•∞).

Moreover, by Propositions 4.4.10 and 4.4.11, RP is almost surely continuous at P•∞. Therefore,
using a combination of the results stated in [Kal17, Theorem 4.11, Lemma 4.12]8,

Law
(

RP(Pn, `n)|Pn
) P−→ Law

(
RP(P•∞)

)
.

Note that the result described in footnote 8 gives convergence in distribution; the limit being a
deterministic measure, convergence in probability follows. Comparing with Eq. (4.23), we have
that

Law
(
(σn, in)|σn

) P−→ Law
(

RP(P•∞)
)
,

which is the quenched convergence in Eq. (4.22).

Proof of Theorem 4.1.4. We consider only the case that C is not the class of separable permutations
(for the proof in the latter case see [BBFS20, Section 6.6]). With the assumption of Theorem 4.1.4,
we just proved (Theorem 4.4.12) that a uniform permutation σn in C converges in the quenched
B–S sense to some deterministic measure Law

(
σ∞). The quenched B–S convergence imply the

(joint) convergence of the random variables c̃-occ(π, σn) to some random variables Λπ , for all
π ∈ S . Additionally, since the quenched B–S limit is a deterministic measure, the random
variable Λπ are deterministic as well (Corollary 2.2.26 page 29), that is, they are numbers γπ,C in
[0, 1]. This concludes the proof.

Remark 4.4.13. Concretely γπ,C is the probability that the restriction of the random order RP(P•∞)

on a fixed integer interval of size |π| (e.g. [0, |π| − 1]) is equal to π (after the identification
between permutations and total order on intervals). Computing this number involves a sum
over countably many configurations of P•∞ and so it is not immediate, even for simple classes C
and short patterns π.

4.5 | Permutations encoded by generating trees
The goal of this section is to prove the central limit theorem stated in Theorem 4.1.15 page 81.
First, in Section 4.5.1 we collect all the results on conditioned random walks that we need for the
proof of Theorem 4.1.15. Then, in Section 4.5.2 we give the proof of this theorem.

8The specific result that we need is a generalization of the mapping theorem for random measures: Let (µn)n∈Z>0 be
a sequence of random measures on a space E that converges in distribution to a random measure µ on E. Let F be a
function from E to a second space H such that the set DF of discontinuity points of F has measure µ(DF) = 0 a.s.. Then
the sequence of pushforward random measures (µn ◦ F−1)n∈Z>0 converges in distribution to the pushforward random
measure µ ◦ F−1.
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4.5.1 | Results on conditioned random walks

We recall that (X
←−c
i )i∈Z>0 = (Xci−1

i )i∈Z>0 denotes the random colored walk defined in Eq. (4.4).
We assume that the distribution of its increments (αy)y∈Z≤1 is centered with finite variance and
that X1 = −1 (i.e. β = 0 in Eq. (4.4)). We also recall that we denote the colored increments of
(Xci−1

i )i∈Z>0 by Yci
i in such a way that Yi = Xi+1 − Xi, for all i ∈ Z>0.

For simplicity we also assume that the period9 of the distribution (αy)y∈Z≤1 is 1, omitting the
minor (and standard) modifications in the general case. For instance, if the period is h, when
using local limits results (as in Eq. (4.26)), one has to replace the expression

P (Xn = `) =
1√

2πσ2n

(
e−

`2

2nσ2 + o(1)

)
, for all ` ∈ Z,

with

P (Xn = `) =
h√

2πσ2n

(
e−

`2

2nσ2 + o(1)

)
, for all ` ∈ hZ− 1.

We state our first result on conditioned random walks, which will be helpful in the proof of
Theorem 4.1.15 in connection with Assumption 4.1.14.

Proposition 4.5.1. Let c > 0 be a constant. Let (an)n∈Z≥0 be a sequence of integers such that an < n/2
for all n ∈ Z≥0 and an → ∞. Then, as n tends to infinity,

P
(

Xi > c for all i ∈ [an, n− an]
∣∣∣(Xj)j∈[2,n] ≥ 0, Xn+1 = 0

)
→ 1.

Proof. Note that, using a union bound, we have

P
(

Xi > c for all i ∈ [an, n− an]
∣∣∣(Xj)j∈[2,n] ≥ 0, Xn+1 = 0

)
≥ 1− ∑

i∈[an ,n−an ]

P
(

Xi ≤ c
∣∣∣(Xj)j∈[2,n] ≥ 0, Xn+1 = 0

)
. (4.24)

Fix now i ∈ [an, bn/2c]. Denoting with X̂ the time-reversed walk of X starting at 0 at time 1, we
have that

P
(

Xi ≤ c
∣∣∣(Xj)j∈[2,n] ≥ 0, Xn+1 = 0

)
=

c

∑
y=0

P
(

Xi = y, Xn+1 = 0, (Xj)j∈[2,n] ≥ 0
)

P
(

Xn+1 = 0, (Xj)j∈[2,n] ≥ 0
)

=
c

∑
y=0

P
(

Xi = y, (Xj)j∈[2,i] ≥ 0
)

P
(

X̂n+1−i = y, (X̂j)j∈[n+1−i] ≥ 0
)

P
(

Xn+1 = 0, (Xj)j∈[2,n] ≥ 0
) .

9Setting y′ = max{y ∈ Z≤1 : αy > 0}, the period of (αy)y∈Z≤1 is the greatest common divisor of the set {y′ − y : y ∈
Z<y′ , αy > 0}.
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Using a local limit theorem for random walks conditioned to stay positive (see [VW09, Theorem
3]) we have that for constants C1(y), C2(y), and C3,

P
(

Xi = y, (Xj)j∈[2,i] ≥ 0
)
∼ C1(y) · i−3/2,

P
(

X̂n+1−i = y, (X̂j)j∈[n+1−i] ≥ 0
)
∼ C2(y) · (n− i)−3/2,

P
(

Xn+1 = 0, (Xj)j∈[2,n] ≥ 0
)
∼ C3 · n−3/2.

Since i ∈ [an, bn/2c], an → ∞, and y ∈ [0, c] ∩Z, we obtain that

P
(

Xi ≤ c
∣∣∣(Xj)j∈[2,n] ≥ 0, Xn+1 = 0

)
= O(i−3/2),

uniformly for all i ∈ [an, bn/2c]. This bound together with Eq. (4.24) leads to

P
(

Xi > c for all i ∈ [an, bn/2c]
∣∣∣(Xj)j∈[2,n] ≥ 0, Xn+1 = 0

)
≥ 1−O((an)

−1/2).

Using the same techniques, we get the same bound for i ∈ [bn/2c, n− an], ending the proof.

We now prove the following CLT for occurrences of patterns of consecutive colored incre-
ments in random walks conditioned to stay positive.

Proposition 4.5.2. Fix h ∈ Z>0. Let A be a (possibly infinite) family of sequences of h colored incre-
ments for the walk (X

←−c
i )i≥1. Then∑j∈[1,n−h+1] 1
{
(Y

ci
i )i∈[j,j+h−1]∈A

} − n · µA
√

n

∣∣∣∣∣(Xi)i∈[2,n] ≥ 0, Xn+1 = 0

 d−→ N (0, γ2
A),

where µA = P
(
(Yc1

1 , . . . , Ych
h ) ∈ A

)
and γ2

A = κ2 − ρ2

σ2 with

σ2 = Var(Y1),

ρ = E

[
1{

(Y
ci
i )i∈[h]∈A

} · (Xh+1 + 1)
]

,

κ2 = 2ν + µA − (2h− 1)µ2
A, for

ν =
h

∑
s=2

∑
(yc

i )i∈[h] ,(`
d
i )i∈[h]∈A s.t.

(yc
s ,...,yc

h)=(`d
1 ,...,`d

h−s+1)

P
(
(Yc

i )i∈[h+s−1] = (yc
1, . . . , yc

h, `d
h−s+2, . . . , `d

h)
)

.

The proof of the result above is inspired by the proof of [Jan16, Lemma 7.1] which is, in turn,
based on a method introduced by Le Cam [LC58] and Holst [Hol81]. Since our conditions are
different, we include a complete proof of our result.

In the proof we denote by O(1) an unspecified sequence of random variables (εn)n∈Z>0 that
are bounded by a constant (i.e. there exists a constant C > 0 such that εn ≤ C a.s. for all n ∈ Z>0).
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Proof of Proposition 4.5.2. Recall that X̂ denotes the time-reversed walk of X starting at 0 at time
1. Denote by Â the family obtained from A by reversing the time and changing the sign of each
sequence, i.e. if (yci

i )i∈[h] ∈ A then (−ych−i+1
h−i+1)i∈[h] ∈ Â. Note that the increments (Ŷi)i≥1 of the

walk X̂ are supported on Z≥−1 and so using the cycle lemma (see for instance [Pit06, Lemma
6.1]) we can cyclically shift the increments of the walk in order to ensure that (X̂i)i∈[n] ≥ 0. We
therefore obtain that ∑

j∈[1,n−h+1]
1{

(Ŷ
ci
i )i∈[j,j+h−1]∈Â

}
∣∣∣∣∣(X̂i)i∈[n] ≥ 0, X̂n+1 = −1


d
=

 ∑
j∈[1,n−h+1]

1{
(Ŷ

ci
i )i∈[j,j+h−1]∈Â

}
∣∣∣∣∣X̂n+1 = −1

+ O(1),

where the error term is due to the fact that the cyclic shift can only affect O(1) of the consecutive
occurrences (because of possible boundary problems). More precisely, the O(1) term above is
a.s. at most 2h. As a consequence,

 ∑
j∈[1,n−h+1]

1{
(Y

ci
i )i∈[j,j+h−1]∈A

}
∣∣∣∣∣(Xi)i∈[2,n] ≥ 0, Xn+1 = 0


d
=

 ∑
j∈[1,n−h+1]

1{
(Y

ci
i )i∈[j,j+h−1]∈A

}
∣∣∣∣∣Xn+1 = 0

+ O(1).

In words, the above equality implies that we can forget the conditional event {(Xi)i∈[2,n] ≥ 0}
in our analysis. We set

g(Yc
j , . . . , Yc

j+h−1) := 1{
(Yc

j+i)i∈[0,h−1]∈A
}.

Define the centered sum

Sn :=
n

∑
j=1

(
g(Yc

j , . . . , Yc
j+h−1)− µA

)
,

with the convention that g(Yc
j , . . . , Yc

j+h−1) = 0 if j > n− h + 1.

We fix α with 0 < α < 1 and a sequence n′ = n′(n) with n′
n → α, for instance n′ = bαnc. By

the central limit theorem for h-dependent variables (see [HR48, Dia54]), applied to the random
vectors (

g(Yc
j , . . . , Yc

j+h−1)− µA, Yj

)
,

we have the following unconditioned result

(
Sn′√

n
,

Xn′√
n

)
d−→ N

(
0, α

(
κ2 ρ

ρ σ2

))
, (4.25)
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where

σ2 = Var(Y1),

κ2 = Var (g(Yc
1 , . . . , Yc

h )) + 2
h

∑
s=2

Cov
(

g(Yc
1 , . . . , Yc

h ), g(Yc
s , . . . , Yc

s+h−1)
)

,

ρ =
h

∑
s=1

Cov (g(Yc
1 , . . . , Yc

h ), Ys) = Cov (g(Yc
1 , . . . , Yc

h ), Xh+1 + 1) .

We first compute κ2. Note that

Var (g(Yc
1 , . . . , Yc

h )) = E

[(
1{(Yc

i )i∈[h]∈A}
)2
]
− µ2

A = µA − µ2
A.

Now fix 2 ≤ s ≤ h,

Cov
(

g(Yc
1 , . . . , Yc

h ), g(Yc
s , . . . , Yc

s+h−1)
)
= E

[(
1{(Yc

i )i∈[h]∈A}
) (

1{(Yc
s+i−1)i∈[h]∈A}

)]
− µ2

A.

Noting that, for (yci
i )i∈[h], (`

di
i )i∈[h] ∈ A, then 1{(Yc

i )i∈[h]=(yc
i )i∈[h] ,(Y

c
s+i−1)i∈[h]=(`d

i )i∈[h]} 6= 0 only if

(yc
s, . . . , yc

h) = (`d
1, . . . , `d

h−s+1), we have

Cov
(

g(Yc
1 , . . . , Yc

h ), g(Yc
s , . . . , Yc

s+h−1)
)

= E

 ∑
(yc

i )i∈[h] ,(`
d
i )i∈[h]∈A s.t.

(yc
s ,...,yc

h)=(`d
1 ,...,`d

h−s+1)

1{(Yc
i )i∈[h+s−1]=(yc

1,...,yc
h ,`d

h−s+2,...,`d
h)}

− µ2
A,

and we obtain that κ2 = 2ν + µA − (2h − 1)µ2
A, where ν is defined in the statement of the

theorem.
We finally compute ρ. Note that since E[Xh+1 + 1] = 0 (see Eq. (4.4) and recall that β = 0)

then
Cov (g(Yc

1 , . . . , Yc
h ), Xh+1 + 1) = E

[
1{(Yc

i )i∈[h]∈A} · (Xh+1 + 1)
]

,

which corresponds to the expression in the statement of the proposition.
We now define for convenience

S̄n := Sn −
ρ

σ2 Xn.

Since we know from Eq. (4.25) that(
Sn′√

n
,

Xn′√
n

)
d−→ N

(
0, α

(
κ2 ρ

ρ σ2

))
,

then with some basic computations we obtain that(
S̄n′√

n
,

Xn′√
n

)
d−→ N

(
0, α

(
κ2 − ρ2

σ2 0
0 σ2

))
.
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In other words, S̄n′√
n and Xn′√

n are jointly asymptotically normal with independent limits W =

N
(
0, α · γ2

A
)
, where γ2

A = κ2 − ρ2

σ2 , and R = N (0, α · σ2).

Next, let f be any bounded continuous function on R. Then, using a local limit theorem for
random walks (see for instance [Pet75, Theorem VII.1]) we have that, uniformly for all ` ∈ Z,

P (Xn = `) =
1√

2πσ2n

(
e−

`2

2nσ2 + o(1)

)
, (4.26)

and so

E

[
f
(

S̄n′√
n

)∣∣∣∣Xn+1 = 0
]

=
E
[
∑j f

(
S̄n′√

n

)
1{Xn′=j}1{Xn+1−Xn′=−j}

]
P (Xn+1 = 0)

=
∑j E

[
f
(

S̄n′√
n

)
1{Xn′=j}

]
P (Xn−n′+1 = −j)

P (Xn+1 = 0)

= ∑
j

E

[
f
(

S̄n′√
n

)
1{Xn′=j}

]√
n + 1

n− n′ + 1

e
− j2

2(n−n′)σ2
+ o(1)


=

√
n + 1

n− n′ + 1
·E

 f
(

S̄n′√
n

)
e
−

X2
n′

2(n−n′)σ2

+ o(1)

→ (1− α)−1/2 ·E
[

f (W)e
− R2

2(1−α)σ2

]
= E[ f (W)](1− α)−1/2E

[
e
− R2

2(1−α)σ2

]
,

(4.27)

where we used that n′
n → α, S̄n′√

n
d−→W , Xn′√

n
d−→ R, and that W and R are independent. Note that

(1− α)−1/2 ·E
[

e
− R2

2(1−α)σ2

]
= 1,

this easily follows taking f = 1 in Eq. (4.27) (or from standard computations with Gaussian
variables). The last two equations prove that(

S̄n′√
n

∣∣∣∣Xn+1 = 0
)

d−→W = N
(

0, α · γ2
A

)
. (4.28)

We now look at

Sn − S̄n′ =
n

∑
j=n′+1

(
g(Yc

j , . . . , Yc
j+h−1)− µA

)
+

ρ

σ2 Xn′ .

Recalling that X̂ denotes the time-reversed walk of X starting at 0 at time 1 (and Ŷc
j the corre-
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sponding reversed steps), we have from the above equation that(
Sn − S̄n′

∣∣∣Xn+1 = 0
)

d
=

(
n−n′

∑
j=1

(
g(Ŷc

j , . . . , Ŷc
j+h−1)− µA

)
+

ρ

σ2 X̂n−n′+1

∣∣∣∣∣X̂n+1 = −1

)
, (4.29)

where
g(Ŷc

j , . . . , Ŷc
j+h−1) := 1{

(Ŷc
j+i)i∈[0,h−1]∈Â

}.

Note that, using Eq. (4.29) and similar arguments to the ones used for proving Eq. (4.28), we
obtain that (

Sn − S̄n′√
n

∣∣∣∣Xn+1 = 0
)

d−→ N
(

0, (1− α)γ2
Â

)
, (4.30)

for some constant γ2
Â.

Letting α→ 1, we obtain that

N
(

0, α · γ2
A

)
d−→ N

(
0, γ2
A

)
,

N
(

0, (1− α)γ2
Â

)
P−→ 0.

Therefore from Eqs. (4.28) and (4.30) and using [Bil99, Theorem 3.1] we obtain that(
Sn√

n

∣∣∣∣Xn+1 = 0
)

d−→ N
(

0, γ2
A

)
,

concluding the proof.

4.5.2 | A central limit theorem for consecutive patterns

We can now prove our main result.

Proof of Theorem 4.1.15. We fix h ∈ Z>0 and a pattern π ∈ Sh. Let σn be a uniform permutation
of size n in C. From Assumption 4.1.8 (w.l.o.g. we can assume β = 0) and Assumption 4.1.14 we
have that, conditioning on {(Xi) > c(h) for all i ∈ [j + 1, j + h]},

pat[j+1,j+h](σn) = Pat
(
(Yc

i )i∈[j,j+h−1]
∣∣(Xi)i∈[2,n] ≥ 0, Xn+1 = 0

)
.

Therefore, for any sequence of integers (an)n∈Z>0 , conditioning on

{(Xi) > c(h) for all i ∈ [an, n− an]} ,

we can rewrite c-occ(π, σn) as ∑
j∈[1,n−h+1]

1{(Yc
i )i∈[j,j+h−1]∈Pat−1(π)}

∣∣∣∣∣(Xi)i∈[2,n] ≥ 0, Xn+1 = 0

+ O(an).
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Now, using Proposition 4.5.2, we have that(
∑j∈[1,n−h+1] 1{(Yc

i )i∈[j,j+h−1]∈Pat−1(π)} − n · µπ
√

n

∣∣∣∣∣(Xi)i∈[2,n] ≥ 0, Xn+1 = 0

)
d−→ N (0, γ2

π),

where the expressions of µπ and γ2
π given in the statement of Theorem 4.1.15 follow from the

statement of Proposition 4.5.2. Since thanks to Proposition 4.5.1, we can choose an = o(
√

n) and
such that

P
(

Xi > c for all i ∈ [an, n− an]
∣∣∣(Xj)j∈[2,n] ≥ 0, Xn+1 = 0

)
→ 1,

then we can conclude that

c-occ(π, σn)− n · µπ√
n

d−→ N (0, γ2
π).

This ends the proof.

4.6 | Baxter permutations and related objects
The goal of this section is to prove Theorem 4.1.19 page 83, a joint quenched local convergence
result for the four families of objects put in correspondence by the mappings in the commutative
diagram in Eq. (3.7) page 65, that is, Baxter permutations (P), bipolar orientations (O), tandem
walks (W), and coalescent-walk processes (C).

As in the previous section, the consecutive patterns of a Baxter permutation are encoded by
the local increments of the corresponding walk. Nevertheless, studying these local increments is
much more difficult. Indeed, in this section, we must deal with two-dimensional random walks
in cones instead of a one-dimensional random walks conditioned to stay positive.

We start with some extra properties on the Kenyon-Miller-Sheffield-Wilson bijection.

4.6.1 | The Kenyon-Miller-Sheffield-Wilson bijection

Recall that the definition of the mapping OW : O → W was given in Definition 3.5.1 page 63.
Recall also that the set of tandem walks W is defined as the set of two-dimensional walks in
the non-negative quadrant, starting at (0, h) and ending at (k, 0) for some h ≥ 0, k ≥ 0, with
increments in

A = {(+1,−1)} ∪ {(−i, j), i ∈ Z≥0, j ∈ Z≥0}. (4.31)

An equivalent way of understanding OW is as follows.

Remark 4.6.1. Let m ∈ O and OW(m) = ((Xt, Yt))1≤t≤n. The walk (0, X1 + 1, . . . , X|m| + 1) is
the height process10 of the tree T(m). The walk (0, Y|m| + 1, Y|m|−1 + 1, . . . Y1 + 1) is the height
process of the tree T(m∗∗).

10We recall that the height process of a tree T is the sequence of integers obtained by recording for each visited vertex
(following the exploration of T) its distance to the root.
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We explain some properties of the bijection OW. Let m ∈ O and OW(m) = ((Xt, Yt))1≤t≤n.
Suppose that the left outer face of m has h + 1 edges and the right outer face of m has k + 1
edges, for some h, k ≥ 0. Then the walk (Xt, Yt)t∈[|m|] starts at (0, h), ends at (k, 0), and stays by
definition in the non-negative quadrant Z2

≥0.
We give an interpretation to the increments of the walk, i.e. the values of (Xt+1, Yt+1) −

(Xt, Yt). We say that two edges of a tree are consecutive if one is the parent of the other. The
interface path of the map m, defined above Definition 3.5.1 page 63, has two different behaviors:

� either it is following two edges et and et+1 that are consecutive, both in T(m) and T(m∗∗),
in which case the increment is (+1,−1);

� or it is first following et, then it is traversing a face of m, and finally is following et+1, in
which case the increment is (−i,+j) with i, j ∈ Z≥0, and the traversed face has left degree
i + 1 and right degree j + 1.

Example 4.6.2. Consider the map m in Fig. 4.9. The corresponding walk OW(m) plotted on the
right-hand side of Fig. 4.9 is:

W1 = (0, 2), W2 = (0, 3), W3 = (0, 3), W4 = (1, 2), W5 = (2, 1),

W6 = (0, 3), W7 = (1, 2), W8 = (2, 1), W9 = (3, 0), W10 = (2, 0).

Note, for instance, that W6 −W5 = (−2, 2), indeed between the edges 5 and 6 the interface path
is traversing a face with 3 edges on the left boundary and 3 edges on the right boundary. On the
other hand W9 −W8 = W8 −W7 = W7 −W6 = (+1,−1). Indeed, in these cases, the interface
path is following consecutive edges.

T (m)

OW(m)

s

s′

1 2 3

4

6

7

8

9
10

5

1

2

3

45

6

7

8

9

Figure 4.9. The bipolar ori-
entation m and the corre-
sponding two-dimensional
walk OW(m) already con-
sidered in Fig. 3.18.

We finish this section by describing the inverse bijection OW−1. We actually construct a
mapping Θ on a larger space of walks, whose restriction toW is the inverse of OW.

Let I be an interval (finite or infinite) of Z. Let W(I) be the set of two-dimensional walks
with time space I considered up to an additive constant. More precisely W(I) is the quotient
(Z2)I/ ∼, where w ∼ w′ if and only if there exists x ∈ Z2 such that w(i) = w′(i) + x for all i ∈ I.
We usually take an explicit representative of elements of W(I), chosen according to the context.
For instance, if 0 ∈ I, we often take the representative that verifies w(0) = (0, 0), called "pinned
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at zero". Let WA(I) ⊂ W(I) be the restriction to two-dimensional walks with increments in
A (see Eq. (4.31)). For every n ≥ 1, Wn is naturally embedded in WA([n]), with an explicit
representative.

Let I = [j, k] be a finite integer interval. We shall define Θ on every walk in WA(I) by
induction on the size of I, and denote by m(I) the image of WA(I) by Θ. An element m ∈ m(I)
is a bipolar orientation, together with a subset of edges labeled by j, . . . , k (which identifies a
subinterval of the interface path started on the left boundary and ended on the right boundary
of m). The edges labeled j, . . . , k are called explored edges, and the edge labeled k is called active.
The other edges, called unexplored, are either below j on the left boundary, or above k on the
right boundary. Bipolar orientations of size n ≥ 1 are the elements of m([n]) with no unexplored
edges. The elements of m(I) are called marked bipolar orientations in [BMFR20].

The base case for our induction is I = {j}. In this case, an element W of WA({j}) is mapped
to a single edge with label j. If W ∈ WA([j, k + 1]) with k ≥ j, then denote by m′ = Θ(W|[j,k])
and

1. if Wk −Wk−1 = (1,−1), then Θ(W) is obtained from m′, by giving label k + 1 to the edge
immediately above the edge of label k. If no such edge exists, a new edge is added on top
of the sink with label k + 1.

2. If Wk −Wk−1 = (−i, j), then Θ(W) is obtained from m′ by adding a face of left-degree i + 1
and right-degree j + 1. Its left boundary is glued to the right boundary of m′, starting with
identifying the top-left edge of the new face with ek, and continuing with edges below. The
bottom-right edge of the new face is given label k + 1, hence is now active. All other edges
that were not present in m′ are unexplored.

An example of this construction (inductively building Θ(W) with W ∈ W) is given in
Fig. 4.10. For an example of application of the mapping Θ to a walk that is not a tandem walk
see Fig. 4.11. In this case, the final map still has unexplored edges.

Proposition 4.6.3 (Theorem 1 of [KMSW19]). For every finite interval I, the mapping Θ : WA(I)→
m(I) is a bijection. Moreover, for every n ≥ 1, Θ(Wn) = On and OW−1 : Wn → On coincides with
Θ. Finally, if W ∈ WA(I) and [j, k] ⊂ I, then the map Θ(W|[j,k]) is the submap obtained from Θ(W)

by keeping

1. edges with label j, . . . , k (explored edges);

2. faces that have explored edges on both their left and right boundary (explored faces);

3. other edges incident to explored faces (unexplored edges).

4.6.2 | Mappings of the commutative diagram in the infinite-volume

Let I be a (finite or infinite) interval of Z. Recall that WA(I) is the subset of two-dimensional
walks with time space I and with increments in A. Recall also that C(I) is the set of coalescent-
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(0, 2) (0, 3) (0, 3) (1, 2) (2, 1) (0, 3)

(1, 2) (2, 1) (3, 0) (2, 0)

m1 m2 m3 m4

m5 m6

m7 m8 m9 m10

Figure 4.10. The sequence of bipolar orientations mk = Θ(W|[1,k]) determined by the walk W
considered in Example 4.6.2. Note that m10 is exactly the map m in Fig. 4.9. For each map mk,
we indicate on top of it (in green) the value Wk. Between two maps mk and mk+1, we report
(in purple) the corresponding increment Wk+1 −Wk. For every map mk, we draw the explored
edges with full lines, the unexplored edges with dotted lines, and we additionally highlight the
active edge ek in bold.

(−2, 0) (1,−1) (−2, 1)

j

j + 1

j + 2

j + 3

j

j + 1

j

j + 1

j

j + 2

(0, 0) (−2, 0) (−1,−1) (−3, 0)

m1

m2 m3

m4

Figure 4.11. The sequence of bipolar orientations mk = Θ(W|[j,j+k−1]) determined by the walk
Wj = (0, 0), Wj+1 = (−2, 0), Wj+2 = (−1,−1), Wj+3 = (−3, 0), that is an element of the set
WA([j, j + 3]). This walk is not a tandem walk. We used the same notation as in Fig. 4.10.
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walk processes on I, and that the mapping WC : WA(I)→ C(I) sends walks to coalescent-walk
processes, both in the finite and infinite-volume case.

In this section we extend the mappings CP and Θ, defined earlier, to infinite-volume objects.

We start with the mapping CP. We denote by S(I) the set of total orders on I, which we call
permutations on I. This terminology makes sense because for n ≥ 1, the set Sn of permutations
of size n is readily identified with S([n]), by the mapping σ 7→4σ, where

i 4σ j if and only if σ(i) ≤ σ(j) .

Then we can extend CP : C(I)→ S(I) to the case when I is infinite. For Z = {Z(t)}t∈I ∈ C(I),
we set CP(Z) to be the total order ≤Z on I defined, as in Section 3.5.2.2, by

i ≤Z i,

i ≤Z j, if i < j and Z(i)
j < 0,

j ≤Z i, if i < j and Z(i)
j ≥ 0.

This is consistent, through the stated identification, with our previous definition of CP when
I = [n].

Finally, we also extend Θ to the infinite-volume case. We need first to clarify what is our
definition of infinite planar maps. From now on, we use the following equivalent definition of
(finite) planar map: a planar map is a finite collection of finite polygons (the inner faces), glued
along some pairs of edges, so that the resulting surface has the topology of the disc, i.e. is simply
connected and has one boundary.

Definition 4.6.4. An infinite oriented quasi-map is an infinite collection of finite polygons with
oriented edges, glued along some of their edges in such a way that the orientation is preserved.
In the case the graph corresponding to an infinite oriented quasi-map is locally finite (i.e. every
vertex has finite degree) then we say that it is an infinite oriented map.

We call boundary of an infinite oriented map, the collection of edges of the finite polygons
that are not glued with any other edge. An infinite oriented map m is

� simply connected if for every finite submap f ⊂ m there exists a finite submap f ′ ⊂ m which
is a planar map (i.e. is simply connected) with f ⊂ f ′ ⊂ m;

� boundaryless if the boundary of m is empty.

When these two conditions are verified, we say that m is an infinite map of the plane11.

11We point out that when the map is locally finite, it is well-defined as a topological manifold, and the combinato-
rial notions of simple connectivity and boundarylessness defined above are equivalent to the topological ones. By the
classification of two-dimensional surfaces, m is an infinite map of the plane if and only if it is homeomorphic to the
plane.
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Let I be an infinite interval and w ∈ WA(I). Using the definition above, we can view a
finite bipolar orientation as a finite collection of finite inner faces, together with an adjacency
relation on the oriented edges of these faces. This allows us to construct Θ(w) as a projective
limit, as follows: from Proposition 4.6.3, if J and J′ are finite intervals and J′ ⊂ J ⊂ I then
Θ(w|J′) is a submap of Θ(w|J) defined in a unique way. This means that the face set of Θ(w|J′)
is included in that of Θ(w|J), and that two faces of Θ(w|J′) are adjacent if and only if they are
adjacent through the same edge in Θ(w|J). Then, taking Jn a growing sequence of finite intervals
such that I = ∪n Jn, we set Θ(w) := ↑⋃n≥0 Θ(w|Jn) to be an infinite collection of finite polygons,
together with a gluing relation between the edges of these faces, i.e. Θ(w) is an infinite oriented
quasi-map.

4.6.3 | Random infinite limiting objects

We define here what will turn out to be our local limiting objects. Recall that ν denotes the
following probability distribution on A (defined in Eq. (3.6) page 63):

ν =
1
2

δ(+1,−1) + ∑
i,j≥0

2−i−j−3δ(−i,j), where δ denotes the Dirac measure,

and recall that W = (X, Y) = (W t)t∈Z is a bi-directional random two-dimensional walk with
step distribution ν, having value (0, 0) at time zero. The interest of introducing the probability
measure ν resides in the following way of obtaining uniform elements of Wn as conditioned
random walks. For all n ≥ 1, let Wn

A,exc ⊂ WA([0, n− 1]) be the set of two-dimensional walks
W = (Wt)0≤t≤n−1 in the non-negative quadrant, starting and ending at (0, 0), with increments
in A. Notice that for n ≥ 1, the mapping Wn+2

A,exc → Wn removing the first and the last step, i.e.
W 7→ (Wt)1≤t≤n, is a bijection. A simple calculation then gives the following (obtained also in
[KMSW19, Remark 2]):

Proposition 4.6.5. Conditioning on {(W t)0≤t≤n+1 ∈Wn+2
A,exc}, the law of (W t)0≤t≤n+1 is the uniform

distribution on Wn+2
A,exc, and the law of (W t)1≤t≤n is the uniform distribution onWn.

Let us now consider m = Θ(W) and describe some of its properties. Recall that it is an
infinite quasi-map, i.e. a countable union of finite polygons, glued along edges.

Proposition 4.6.6 ([BM20, Proposition 3.5]). Almost surely, m is an infinite map of the plane. In
particular, it is locally finite.

The proposition above was proved using the following remarkable property of the trajecto-
ries of the coalescent-walk process Z = WC(W). This property will be also of great help when
we will look at the scaling limit of Z in Section 6.3.1.2.

Proposition 4.6.7 ([BM20, Proposition 3.3]). For every t ∈ Z, Z(t) has the distribution of a random
walk with the same step distribution as Y (which is the same as that of −X).
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Remark 4.6.8. Recall that the increments of a walk of a coalescent-walk process are not always
equal to the increments of the corresponding walk (see the last case considered in Definition 3.5.8).
The statement of Proposition 4.6.7 is a sort of "miracle" of the geometric distribution.

4.6.4 | Local topologies

The following constructions and definitions are reminiscent of the ones given in Section 2.2,
where we introduced the local topology for permutations.

We define a (finite or infinite) rooted walk (resp. rooted coalescent-walk process) as a walk (resp.
coalescent-walk process) on a (finite or infinite) interval of Z containing 0. More formally, we
define the following sets (with the corresponding notions of size):

W̃• :=
⊔
I30

W(I), where |W| := |I| if W ∈W(I),

C̃• :=
⊔
I30

C(I), where |Z| := |I| if Z ∈ C(I).

Of course, 0 has to be understood as the root of any object in one of these classes. For n ∈
Z>0 ∪ {∞}, Wn

• is the subset of objects in W̃• of size n, i.e. Wn
• =

⋃
I30,|I|=n W(I), and W•

denotes the set of finite-size objects. We also define analogs for C̃•.
We justify the terminology. A rooted object of size n can be also understood as an unrooted

object of size n together with an index in [n] which identifies the root through the following
identifications12:

Wn × [n] −→Wn
• , (W, i) 7−→ (Wi+t)t∈[−i+1,n−i] ∈W([−i + 1, n− i]),

Cn × [n] −→ Cn
• , ((Z(s)

t )s,t∈[n], i) 7−→ (Z(i+s)
i+t )s,t∈[−i+1,n−i] ∈ C([−i + 1, n− i]).

We may now define restriction functions: for h ≥ 1, I an interval of Z containing 0, and
� ∈W(I) or C(I), we define

rh(�) = �|I∩[−h,h].

So, for all h ≥ 1, rh is a well-defined function W̃• → W•, C̃• → C•. Finally local distances on
either W̃• and C̃• are defined by a common formula:

d
(
�1,�2

)
= 2− sup

{
h≥1 : rh(�1)=rh(�2)

}
,

with the conventions that sup ∅ = 0, sup Z>0 = +∞ and 2−∞ = 0.
For the case of planar maps, the theory is slightly different. For a finite interval I, we denote

by m(I) the set of planar oriented maps with edges labeled by the integers in the interval I. We
point out that we do not put any restriction on the possible choices for the labeling. We also
define the set of finite rooted maps m• =

⊔
I30,|I|<∞ m(I), where the edge labeled by 0 is called

root.
12Note that the natural identification for walks would be (W, i) 7−→ (Wi+t −Wi)t∈[−i+1,n−i], but since we are consid-

ering walks up to an additive constant then the identification (W, i) 7−→ (Wi+t)t∈[−i+1,n−i] is equivalent.
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A finite rooted map is obtained by rooting (i.e. distinguishing an edge) a finite unrooted
map, by the identification m([n])× [n]→ mn

• which sends (m, i) to the map obtained from m by
shifting all labels by −i. We also define a distance. Let Bh(m) be the ball of radius h in m, that
is the submap of m consisting of the faces of m that contain a vertex at distance less than h from

the tail of the root-edge. We set d(m, m′) = 2− sup
{

h≥1 : Bh(m)=Bh(m′)
}

, with the same conventions
as before. We do not describe the set of possible limits, but simply take m̃• to be the completion
of the metric space (m•, d). In particular, it is easily seen that m̃• contains all the infinite rooted
planar maps.

Proposition 4.6.9. The mappings WC : W̃• → C̃• and CP : C̃• → S̃• are 1-Lipschitz.

Proof. This is immediate since by definition, rh(WC(W)) = WC(rh(W)) and rh(CP(Z)) =

CP(rh(Z)).

Proposition 4.6.10. The mapping Θ : W̃• → m̃• is almost surely continuous at W .

Proof. Assume we have a realization W of W such that m = Θ(W) is a rooted infinite oriented
planar map, in particular is locally finite (this holds for almost all realizations thanks to Proposi-
tion 4.6.6). Let h > 0. The ball Bh(m) is a finite subset of m. Since m =

⋃
n Θ(W|[−n,n]), there must

be n such that Θ(W|[−n,n]) ⊃ Bh(m). As a result, for all W ′ ∈ W̃• such that d(W ′, W) < 2−n,
then Bh(Θ(W ′)) = Bh(Θ(W)). This shows a.s. continuity.

4.6.5 | Local convergence for tandem walks, coalescent-walk processes, Baxter
permutations and bipolar orientations

We turn to the proof of Theorem 4.1.19 page 83. We will prove local convergence for walks and
then transfer to the other objects by continuity of the mappings WC, CP, Θ. Let us recall that
thanks to Proposition 4.6.5, Wn is distributed like W |[n] under a suitable conditioning. This will
allow us to prove the following lemmas.

Lemma 4.6.11. Fix h ∈ Z>0 and W ∈W([−h, h]) ⊂W2h+1
• . Fix 0 < ε < 1. Then, uniformly for all

i such that bnεc+ h < i < b(1− ε)nc − h,

P (rh(Wn, i) = W)→ P
(
rh(W) = W

)
.

Lemma 4.6.12. Fix h ∈ Z>0 and W ∈W([−h, h]) ⊂W2h+1
• . Fix 0 < ε < 1. Then, uniformly for all

i, j such that bnεc+ h < i, j < b(1− ε)nc − h and |i− j| > 2h,

P (rh(Wn, i) = rh(Wn, j) = W)→ P
(
rh(W) = W

)2 . (4.32)

We just prove the second lemma, the proof of the first one is similar and simpler. The proof
of Lemma 4.6.12 contains the key idea for establishing local convergence for tandem walks,
that is to use some absolute continuity results between a conditioned walk away of its starting
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and ending points and an unconditioned one. These results were established in [DW15, DW20,
BMFR20] and they are collected in Appendix A since they will be also used later in Section 6.3.

For the proof of Lemma 4.6.12 we need the following observation. In what follows, if W =

(X, Y) is a two-dimensional walk, then inf W = (inf X, inf Y).

Observation 4.6.13. Let x = (xi)i∈[0,n] = (∑i
j=1 yj)i∈[n] be a one-dimensional deterministic walk

starting at zero of size n, i.e. yj ∈ Z for all j ∈ [n]. Let h be much smaller than n and consider
a second deterministic one-dimensional walk x′ = (x′i)i∈[0,h] = (∑i

j=1 y′j)i∈[0,h]. Fix also k, ` such
that 0 ≤ k < ` ≤ n and consider the walk x′′ = (x′′i )i∈[0,n+2h] obtained by inserting two copies
of the walk x′ in the walk x at time k and `. That is, for all i ∈ [0, n + 2h],

x′′i =
k

∑
j=1

yj · 1j≤i +
h

∑
j=1

y′j · 1j+k≤i +
`

∑
j=k+1

yj · 1j+h≤i +
h

∑
j=1

y′j · 1j+`+h≤i +
n

∑
j=`+1

yj · 1j+2h≤i.

Then

inf
i∈[0,n+2h]

{x′′i } = inf
i∈[0,n]

{xi}+ ∆,

where ∆ = ∆(x, k, `, x′) ∈ R2 and it is bounded by twice the total variation of x′.

Proof of Lemma 4.6.12. Set E :=
{

rh(W |[n], i) = rh(W |[n], j) = W
}

. By Proposition 4.6.5, the left-

hand side of Eq. (4.32) can be rewritten as P
(

E
∣∣∣(W t)0≤t≤n+1 ∈Wn+2

A,exc

)
. Using Lemma A.0.2,

we have that

P
(

E
∣∣∣(W t)0≤t≤n+1 ∈Wn+2

A,exc

)
= E

[
1Ẽ · α

0,0
n+2,bnεc

(
inf

0≤k≤n+2−2bnεc
W k , Wn+2−2bnεc

)]
, (4.33)

where α0,0
n+2,bnεc(a, b) is a function defined in Eq. (A.1) page 182 and

Ẽ :=
{

rh(W |[n], i− bnεc) = rh(W |[n], j− bnεc) = W
}

.

From Observation 4.6.13, conditioning on Ẽ, we have that(
inf

0≤k≤n+2−2bnεc
W k , Wn+2−2bnεc

)
=

(
inf

0≤k≤n+2−2bnεc−2(2h+1)
Sk + ∆ , Sn+2−2bnεc−2(2h+1) + 2δ

)
, (4.34)

where S = (St)t∈Z is the walk obtained from (W t)t∈Z removing the 2h+ 1 steps around i−bnεc
and j− bnεc , δ = Wh −W−h and ∆ is a deterministic function of (St)t∈Z, i, j and W, bounded
by twice the total variation of W. Using the relation in Eq. (4.34) we can rewrite the right-hand
side of Eq. (4.33) as

P(Ẽ) ·E
[

α0,0
n+2,bnεc

(
inf

0≤k≤n−2bnεc−2(2h+1)
Sk + ∆ , Sn−2bnεc−2(2h+1) + 2δ

)]
,
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where we used the independence between Ẽ and the right-hand side of Eq. (4.34). Note that
P(Ẽ) = P

(
rh(W) = W

)2 since |i− j| > 2h by assumption. We now show that the second factor
of the equation above converges to 1 uniformly for all i,j. Set for simplicity of notation

f (S) =
(

inf
0≤k≤n−2bnεc−2(2h+1)

Sk + ∆ , Sn−2bnεc−2(2h+1) + 2δ

)
.

By Lemma A.0.3 we have

sup
i,j

∣∣∣∣∣E [α0,0
n+2,bnεc

(
f (S)

)]
−E

[
αε

(
g(S)

)] ∣∣∣∣∣→ 0,

where αε(·) is defined in Eq. (A.2) and

g(S) =
(

1√
n

(
inf

0≤k≤n−2bnεc−2(2h+1)
Sk

)
+

∆√
n

,
1√
n

Sn−2bnεc−2(2h+1) +
2δ√

n

)
.

Therefore, in order to conclude, it is enough to show that E
[
αε

(
g(S)

)]
→ 1.

We have that E
[
αε

(
g(S)

)]
→ E [αε (g(W))], where W = (X,Y) is a standard two-dimensional

Brownian motion of correlation −1/2. This follows from the fact that ∆ is bounded, that αε is a
continuous and bounded function (see Lemma A.0.3), and that(

1√
n

Sbntc

)
t∈[0,1]

d−→ (Wt)t∈[0,1] .

The latter claim is a consequence of Donsker’s theorem and the basic computation Var(ν) =(
2 −1
−1 2

)
. In addition, we have that E [αε (g(W))] = 1 by Proposition A.0.4 (used with h = 1),

and so we can conclude the proof.

We can now prove the main result of this section, i.e. the joint quenched local limit result
presented in the introduction.

Proof of Theorem 4.1.19. We start by proving that

Law
(
(Wn, in)

∣∣∣Wn

)
P−→ Law

(
W
)

. (4.35)

For that it is enough (recall Theorem 2.2.22 and Corollary 2.2.26 for a similar argument in the case
of permutations) to show that, for any h ≥ 1 and fixed finite rooted walk W ∈W([−h, h]) ⊂W•,

P (rh(Wn, in) = W |Wn)
P−→ P(rh(W) = W). (4.36)

Note that

P (rh(Wn, in) = W |Wn) =
# {j ∈ [n] : rh(Wn, j) = W)}

n
=

1
n ∑

j∈[n]
1{rh(Wn ,j)=W)}.
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We use the second moment method to prove that this sum converges in probability to P(rh(W) =

W). We first compute the first moment:

E

 1
n ∑

j∈[n]
1{rh(Wn ,j)=W)}

 =
1
n ∑

j∈[n]
P (rh(Wn, j) = W)→ P

(
rh(W) = W

)
,

where for the limit we used Lemma 4.6.11. We now compute the second moment:

E


 1

n ∑
j∈[n]

1{rh((W t)t∈[n] ,j)=W)}

2


=
1
n2 ∑

i,j∈[n],|i−j|>2h
P (rh(Wn, i) = rh(Wn, j) = W) + O(1/n).

This converges to P(rh(W) = W)2 by Lemma 4.6.12. The computations of the first and sec-
ond moment, together with Chebyshev’s inequality lead to the proof of Eq. (4.36) and so to the
quenched convergence of walks.

Now to extend the result to other objects, we will use continuity of the mappings WC, CP, Θ
(see Proposition 4.6.9 and Proposition 4.6.10). Using a combination of the results stated in [Kal17,
Theorem 4.11, Lemma 4.12], see also Footnote 8 page 105, we have that Eq. (4.35) implies the
following convergence

Law
((

(Wn, in), (WC(Wn), in), (CP(Wn), in), (Θ(Wn), in)
)∣∣∣Bn

)
P−→ Law

(
W , Z, σ, m

)
,

where we recall that Bn := σ(Wn) = σ(Zn) = σ(σn) = σ(mn). This ends the proof.

4.7 | Open problems
� We have seen concentration phenomena for consecutive patterns in many pattern-avoiding

permutations and we have also seen that this is not the case for square permutations. A
natural open question is the following one: Under what conditions a random pattern-
avoiding permutation shows a concentration phenomenon for the proportion of consecu-
tive patterns?

Recall also that Janson [Jan20b, Remark 1.1] raised a similar question for classical patterns.

� We proved that uniform 321-avoiding permutations converge in the quenched B–S sense
(see Theorem 4.1.2 and Corollary 4.3.1). Recently, Hoffman, Rizzolo and Slivken [HRS19b]
showed that uniform permutations avoiding any monotone pattern converge (after a proper
rescaling) to the traceless Dyson Brownian bridge. Building on this new result, we believe
that it is possible to generalize the proof of Theorem 4.1.2 for all uniform ρ-avoiding per-
mutation when ρ is an increasing or decreasing permutation of size greater than three.
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� The central limit theorem for consecutive patterns of permutations encoded by generating
trees should hold under weaker conditions. In particular, we believe that Assumption 4.1.6
in Theorem 4.1.15, i.e. that the generating tree has one-dimensional labels, can be relaxed.
Our assumptions reduce the problem on permutations to the study of one-dimensional
random walks conditioned to be positive. Relaxing Assumption 4.1.6 to multi-dimensional
labels, leads to the study of multi-dimensional random walks conditioned to stay in a cone. We
believe that the work of Denisov and Wachtel [DW15] furnishes some useful results to
investigate this problem, specifically to prove an analogue of the results proved in Sec-
tion 4.5.1 for random walks in cones. Recall also that in Section 4.6.5 we proved a law of
large numbers for consecutive increments of tandem walks. The goal would be to estab-
lish a central limit theorem for consecutive increments of a larger class of random walks in
cones.

A motivation for studying this more general framework is given by that fact that several
families of permutations have been enumerated using multi-dimensional generating trees,
for instance Baxter permutations (see [BM03]). In Section 4.6, we used as a key tool to study
consecutive patterns in Baxter permutations the Kenyon-Miller-Sheffield-Wilson bijection
between Baxter permutations and tandem walks, since the latter walks are easier to study
than the walks given by the generating tree approach. Nevertheless, the generating tree
approach would give a more standard tool to encode permutations with walks in cones
that can be used in different models, such as strong-Baxter and semi-Baxter permutations
(see [BGRR18]). We will discuss this point with more details in Section 6.4.2.

� Another open problem related with the central limit theorem for consecutive patterns of
permutations encoded by generating trees is the following one: It is not evident to us
that the expressions of the variances γ2

π in Theorem 4.1.15 satisfy γ2
π > 0. It would be

interesting to investigate this problem. Moreover, given a specific family of permutation
C, it would be interesting to explicitly compute the expressions for µπ , for all π ∈ C, as
done in Theorems 4.1.1 and 4.1.2 for instance for the families Av(123) and Av(132).
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5

Phase transition for square and almost
square permutations, fluctuations, &

generalizations to other models

In which we investigate the occurrence of a phase transition on the limiting permuton
for square and almost square permutations when the number of internal points in-
creases. For square permutations the limiting shape is a random rectangle: we further
study the fluctuations of the dots of the diagram around the four edges of the rect-
angle. Finally, we extend our techniques to study 321-avoiding permutations with a
fixed number of internal points.

Figure 5.1. Left: Two large uniform square permutations. Right: Two large uniform almost
square permutations; the first one has half of the points that are external, the second one a fifth.
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5.1 | Overview of the main results

5.1.1 | The phase transition

We first investigate the limiting permutons for uniform square or almost square permutations.
In order to state our result we first need some definitions.

Definition 5.1.1. For z ∈ (0, 1), let µz denote the (deterministic) permuton given by the Lebesgue
measure of total mass 1 supported on a rectangle in [0, 1]2 with corners at (z, 0), (0, z), (1− z, 1)
and (1, 1− z).

For two examples see the left-hand side of Fig. 5.2. Fix now k ∈ Z≥0. Let z(k) denote a
random variable supported on (0, 1) with density

fz(k)(t) = (2k + 1)
(

2k
k

)
(t(1− t))k,

that is, z(k) is a Beta random variable with parameters (k + 1, k + 1). Note that for k = 0, z(0) is a
uniform random variable in (0, 1). We will consider the random permutons µz(k) for all k ∈ Z≥0.

We introduce a second family of permutons. For convenience, we suggest to look at the first
picture in the right-hand side of Fig. 5.2 despite the definition covers also the cases of the other
two pictures.

Definition 5.1.2. Given α ∈ R>0, we denote by να the permuton corresponding to the red shape
in the first picture in the right-hand side of Fig. 5.2 where:

� The bottom-left curve (the one from (0, 1/2) to (1/2, 0)) of the boundary of the red shape
is parametrized by

Γ(t) :=
(

γt − 1
2(γ− 1)

,
γ1−t − 1
2(γ− 1)

)
, t ∈ [0, 1],

where γ = γ(α) solves 1
1+α = 1

γ−1 log(γ). The remaining three curves of the boundary of
the red shape are determined by trivial symmetries.

� There is Lebesgue measure of total mass α
α+1 in the interior of the red shape.

� There is the unique measure ρ supported on Γ of total mass 1
4(α+1) satisfying

ρ(Γ([0, logγ(2s(γ− 1) + 1])) =
s
2
− α

(α + 1)
As, for all s ∈ [0, 1/2],

where As denotes the area of the points (x, y) above the curve Γ and satisfying x ≤ t, y ≤
1/2. The remaining three boundary measures are again determined by trivial symmetries.

Recall that ASq(n, k) denotes the set of almost square permutations of size n + k with exactly
n external points and k internal points.
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Figure 5.2. Left: The permuton µz defined in Definition 5.1.1 for z = 3/8 and z = 7/8. Right:
The permuton να defined in Definition 5.1.2 for three values of α (increasing from left to right).
Note that the color of the permuton is darker to recall that the internal total mass is larger.

Theorem 5.1.3. Let σk
n be a uniform permutation in ASq(n, k).

(a) Let k = 0, i.e. σ0
n is a uniform square permutation. Then as n→ ∞, µσ0

n

d−→ µz(0) .

(b) Let k ∈ Z>0 be fixed (i.e. independent of n). Then as n→ ∞, µσk
n

d−→ µz(k) .

(c) Let k = k(n) and n both tend to infinity with k/n→ 0. Then as n→ ∞, µσk
n

d−→ µ1/2.

Conjecture 5.1.4. Let σk
n be a uniform permutation in ASq(n, k).

(d) Let k and n both tend to infinity with k/n→ α, for α ∈ R>0. Then as n→ ∞, µσk
n

d−→ να.

(e) Let k = k(n) and n both tend to infinity with k/n→ ∞. Then as n→ ∞, µσk
n

d−→ Leb[0,1]2 .

Remark 5.1.5. Item (a) in Theorem 5.1.3 could be included in Item (b), but we prefer to keep
it separate for two main reasons: the case of square permutations is particularly relevant; and
splitting the two items will help the following discussions.

Remark 5.1.6. In simple words, Theorem 5.1.3 says that:

"Square permutations are typically rectangular, and almost square permutations are typically square"

This rephrasing inspired also the title of the works [BS20, BDS19].

Note that Theorem 5.1.3 together with Conjecture 5.1.4 describe a phase transition in the
limiting shape of (almost) square permutations that interpolates between the random rectangle
µz(0) and the deterministic two-dimensional Lebesgue measure on the unit square.

In the rest of this section we present some other results, more precisely:

� In Section 5.1.2 we present (without giving a proof) some fluctuation results for the dots of
the diagram of a uniform square permutation established in [BS20].

� In Section 5.1.3 we discuss the asymptotic enumeration of almost square permutations
established in [BDS19]. This is a fundamental step in the proof of Items (b) and (c) of
Theorem 5.1.3.
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� In Section 5.1.4 we discuss how one can apply the techniques developed for (almost)
square permutations in order to establish the asymptotic enumeration for permutations
avoiding the pattern 321 with k additional internal points and to investigate some addi-
tional fluctuation results.

The proof of Theorem 5.1.3, that is the heart of the works [BS20, BDS19], and some explana-
tions about Conjecture 5.1.4 are then given in Section 5.2. Lastly, Section 5.3 gives the proof of
the results on 321-avoiding permutations with internal points.

5.1.2 | Fluctuations for square permutations

We saw in Item (a) of Theorem 5.1.3 that the permuton limit of a sequence of uniform square
permutations is a random rectangle. Here we investigate the fluctuations of the dots of the
diagram of a uniform square permutation around the four edges of this rectangle.

Let σn ∈ Sq(n) and let z0 = z0(n) = σ−1
n (1). For convenience, we assume that z0 > n

2 + 10n.6.
We focus on the following three families of points of σn:

� DR = DR(n) = RLmin(σn), in green in Fig. 5.3;

� DL = DL(n) = {(i, σn(i)) ∈ LRmin(σn) : σn(i) ≤ n− z0 + 1}, in red in Fig. 5.3;

� UR = UR(n) = {(i, σn(i)) ∈ RLmax(σn) : i ≥ z0}, in blue in Fig. 5.3.

Note that (z0, 1) ∈ DR ∩ DL and (n, σn(n)) ∈ DR ∩UR. For each set of points, we perform a
particular rotation so that each of the following lines become the new x-axis:

� rDR : y = x + (1− z0), in green in Fig. 5.3;

� rDL : y = −x + (z0 + 1), in red in Fig. 5.3;

� rUR : y = −x + (2n− z0 + 1), in blue in Fig. 5.3.

More precisely, as shown in Fig. 5.3, we apply a clockwise rotation of 45 degrees to the first
family of points, a clockwise rotation of 135 degrees to the second family, and counter-clockwise
rotation of 45 degrees to the third family. Note that the first two sequences of points (obtained
form DR and DL) starts at height zero. In order to have the same for the third sequence, we
translate the y-coordinate of all the points in the third family by the distance of the first point
from the line rUR. We denote the three new families of points as PDR, PDL and PUR.

Given a family of points P = {(xi, yi)}m
i=0, with x0 ≤ x1 ≤ x2 ≤ · · · ≤ xm, we denote by

FP (t), for t ∈ [0, 1], the linear interpolation among the points {( xi
xm

, yi√
m )}m

i=0. Let C([0, 1], R)

denote the space of continuous functions from [0, 1] to R endowed with the uniform distance.
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Figure 5.3. A square permutation σ with
the three families DR, DL, UR highlighted.
The dots of DR, DL, UR are colored in the
diagram of σ in green, red and blue respec-
tively. Similarly we paint the lines rDR,
rDL and rUR in green, red and blue. On
the right, we draw the diagrams of the
points in PUR, PDR and PDL obtained ro-
tating the families of points UR, DR and
DL by the indicated angle (with the addi-
tional translation for the points in PUR).

Theorem 5.1.7. Let σn be a uniform random square permutation of size n, and let B1(t), B2(t), B3(t),
and B4(t) be four independent standard Brownian motions on the interval [0, 1]. Fix a sequence of integers
(tn)n such that n

2 + 10n.6 < tn ≤ n− n.9. Conditioning on z0 = tn, we have the following convergence
in distribution in the space C([0, 1], R)3:(

FP
DR(n)

(t), FP
DL(n)

(t), FP
UR(n)

(t)
)

t∈[0,1]
d−→
(

B1(t) + B2(t), B3(t) + B1(t), B4(t) + B2(t)
)

t∈[0,1].

The (rather technical) proof of Theorem 5.1.7 can be found in [BS20, Section 5] and is not
included in this manuscript.

Remark 5.1.8. Note that Theorem 5.1.7 not only describes the scaling limit of the families of points
PDR, PDL and PUR, but also describes the dependency relations among them. Indeed, the limit
limn→∞ FP

DL(n)
(t) = B3(t) + B1(t) is independent of the limit limn→∞ FP

UR(n)
(t) = B4(t) +

B2(t). On the other hand, the limit limn→∞ FP
DR(n)

(t) = B1(t) + B2(t) is correlated with both
the limits limn→∞ FP

DL(n)
(t) = B3(t) + B1(t) and limn→∞ FP

UR(n)
(t) = B4(t) + B2(t). Moreover,

this dependency is completely explicit.

Remark 5.1.9. We chose to study only the family of points DL, DR and UR in order to simplify as
much as we can the notation. Nevertheless, the result stated in Theorem 5.1.7 can be generalized
to every possible choice of "a vertical and horizontal strip" in the diagram. In particular, in our
case, the vertical strip is the one between indexes z0 and n and the horizontal strip is the one
between values 1 and n− z0 + 1.

5.1.3 | Asymptotic enumeration of almost square permutations

A fundamental step in order to study permuton limit of almost square permutations is the fact
that we are able to obtain an asymptotic enumeration of these families. Almost square permu-
tations were studied from an enumerative point of view in [DDRS11]. It was shown that, for
fixed k > 0, the generating function with respect to the size for ASq(n, k) is algebraic of degree
2, and this generating function was explicitly computed for k = 1, 2, 3. However, computations
become intractable for k > 3.
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Using our probabilistic results on square permutations, in particular the fact that the limiting
shape is a random rectangle (see below for further explanations), we were able in [BDS19] to
give the asymptotic enumeration of almost square permutations.

Theorem 5.1.10 ([BDS19, Theorem 1.1]). For k = o(
√

n), as n→ ∞,

|ASq(n, k)| ∼ k!2k+1n2k+14n−3

(2k + 1)!
∼ k!2kn2k

(2k + 1)!
|Sq(n)|.

When k grows at least as fast as
√

n the above result fails. Nevertheless, when k = o(n), we
can still obtain the following weaker asymptotic expansion that determines the behavior of the
exponential growth.

Theorem 5.1.11 ([BDS19, Theorem 1.2]). For k = o(n), as n→ ∞,

log (|ASq(n, k)|) = log
(

k!
(2k + 1)!

2k+1n2k+14n−3
)
+ o(k).

We now explain how we obtained the results above. For σ ∈ Sq(n), let ASq(σ, k) denote
the set of permutations in ASq(n, k) with external points having the same relative position as
σ. For a collection of permutations Q ∈ Sq(n), let ASq(Q, k) =

⋃
σ∈Q ASq(σ, k), i.e. the set of

permutations in ASq(n, k) whose exterior lies in Q. Obviously,

|ASq(n, k)| = |ASq(Sq(n), k)| = |ASq(ρ(Ωn), k)|+ |ASq(Sq(n) \ ρ(Ωn), k)|,

where the set Ωn was defined in Section 3.3.2 and the map ρ in Section 3.3.3. It is enough to in-
vestigate |ASq(ρ(Ωn), k)|, indeed it is simple to show that |ASq(Sq(n) \ ρ(Ωn), k)| is negligible
(see Lemma 5.1.13 below). In order to determine the asymptotic enumerations of ASq(ρ(Ωn), k),
we used the understanding of the geometric structure of a typical square permutation in ρ(Ωn)

explained in Lemma 3.3.7 page 56. Specifically, thanks to the precise description of the typical
shape of a large square permutation, we were able to find precise bounds on the different pos-
sible ways of adding internal points – heuristically, these possible ways are proportional to the
area of the limiting rectangle (for further details see Lemma 5.1.12 and the explanations given
below).

In order to formalize these ideas we need some more notation. Given a permutation σ ∈
Sq(n), we say that σ has regular projections if the Petrov conditions (see Definition 3.3.3 page 53)
hold for the corresponding pair of sequences X and Y. For each z0 ∈ [n], let R(z0) denote the
subset of Sq(n) consisting of permutations anchored at z0 and having regular projections.

In what follows, given a sequence k = kn = o(n) (resp. k = kn = o(
√

n)), we fix now some
sequence δn = δn(k) such that

δn = o(n), δn ≥ n.9, and k = o(δn) (resp. k = o(
√

δn)).

This is always possible taking for instance δn = max{
√

nk, n.9} (resp. δn = max{
√

nk, n.9}).
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We finally denote by Rirr the permutations of Sq(n) that either do not have regular projec-
tions or such that the anchor z0 belongs to [n]\(δn, n− δn). Note that

Sq(n) = Rirr ∪ ρ(Ωn) and ρ(Ωn) =
⋃

z0∈(δn ,n−δn)

R(z0). (5.1)

Lemma 5.1.12 ([BDS19, Corollary 5.5]). For k = o(
√

n) and s ∈ (0, 1),

∑
z0∈(δn ,ns)

|ASq(R(z0), k)| ∼ 1
k!

2k+1n2k+14n−3
∫ s

0
(t(1− t))kdt.

We give an informal explanation of the various factors appearing in the right-hand side of
the expression above:

� 2 · 4n−3 is the asymptotic cardinality ofR(z0).

� 2kn2k(t(1− t))k comes from the following fact: The typical area of the rectangle approxi-
mating a permutation σ inR(z0) is equal to 2 · z0 · (n− z0). This area "counts" the possible
ways for inserting an internal point in σ. Therefore the possible ways for inserting k inter-
nal points in σ is approximately (2 · z0(n − z0))

k. Substituting z0 = nt we get the factor
2kn2k(t(1− t))k.

� k! counts the possible orders in which it is possible to insert k internal points in a square
permutation.

� The remaining factor n comes from the sum-integral approximation.

Lemma 5.1.13 ([BDS19, Eq. (13)]). For k = kn = o(n) or k = kn = o(
√

n) and the corresponding
sequence δn, it holds that

|ASq(Rirr, k)| ≤ 1
k!

2δn4n22kn2k.

These results led to the desired asymptotic enumeration, and will also give the description
of the typical shape of a large almost square permutation, as we will see in Section 5.2.2.

5.1.4 | 321-avoiding permutations with internal points

The approach used to study (almost) square permutations has a wide range of possible ap-
plications. For example, in Section 5.3, we apply our techniques to establish the asymptotic
enumeration for permutations avoiding the pattern 321 with k additional internal points and to
investigate some additional fluctuation results. We recall that the points of a 321-avoiding per-
mutation can be partitioned into two increasing subsequences, one weakly above the diagonal
and one strictly below the diagonal (see Section 3.1.2). Therefore 321-avoiding permutations are
particular instances of square permutations.

Let ASq(Avn(321), k) denote the set of permutations avoiding the pattern 321 with n external
points and k additional internal points or, equivalently, the subset of permutations σ in ASq(n, k)
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where the pattern induced by the external points of σ is in Avn(321). For fixed k, we showed in
[BDS19, Theorem 2.2] that the generating function of these permutations is algebraic of degree
2, and more precisely rational in the Catalan generating series. Explicit expressions are derived
for k = 1, 2, 3. For k > 3, the computations to determine the generating function become in-
tractable. Nevertheless, using our new probabilistic approach, we are able to compute the first
order approximation of the enumeration.

Let cn denote the n-th Catalan number, cn = 1
n+1 (

2n
n ), so that |Avn(321)| = cn.

Theorem 5.1.14. Fix k > 0. Then as n→ ∞,

|ASq(Avn(321), k)| ∼ (2n)3k/2

k!
· cn ·E

[(∫ 1

0
etdt

)k
]

,

where et denotes the standard Brownian excursion on the interval [0, 1].

The proof of Theorem 5.1.14 is given in Section 5.3.1. The evaluation on the right-hand side
of the k-th moment of the Brownian excursion area is derived in Section 2 of [Jan07] where the
author shows that

E

[(∫ 1

0
etdt

)k
]
= (36

√
2)−k 2

√
π

Γ((3k− 1)/2)
ξk,

where ξk satisfies the recurrence

ξr =
12r

6r− 1
Γ(3r + 1/2)
Γ(r + 1/2)

−
r−1

∑
j=1

(
r
j

)
Γ(3j + 1/2)
Γ(j + 1/2)

ξr−j, r ≥ 1.

The final result of this chapter is a generalization of Theorem 1.2 in [HRS17a] where the
authors proved that the points of a uniform random 321-avoiding permutation concentrate on
the diagonal and the fluctuations of these points converge in distribution to a Brownian excur-
sion. We are able to extend this result to uniform random permutations in ASq(Avn(321), k) for
any fixed k ∈ Z>0. We define for a permutation τk

n ∈ ASq(Avn(321), k) (with the convention
τk

n(0) = 0) and t ∈ [0, 1],

Fτk
n
(t) :=

1√
2(n + k)

∣∣τk
n(s(t))− s(t)

∣∣,
where s(t) = max

{
m ≤ b(n + k)tc|τk

n(m) is an external point
}

. In words, the function Fτk
n
(t) is

interpolating only the external points of τk
n (once reflected above the diagonal), forgetting the

internal ones. We also introduce the following notion of biased Brownian excursion.

Definition 5.1.15. Let k ∈ Z>0. The k-biased Brownian excursion (ek
t )t∈[0,1] is a random variable

in the space of continuous functions C([0, 1], R) with the following law: for every continuous
bounded functional G : C([0, 1], R)→ R,

E
[

G
(

ek
t

)]
= E

[(∫ 1

0
etdt

)k
]−1

E

[
G(et) ·

(∫ 1

0
etdt

)k
]

,

where et is the standard Brownian excursion on [0,1].
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Theorem 5.1.16. Fix k > 0. Let τk
n be a uniform random permutation in ASq(Avn(321), k). Then(

Fτk
n
(t)
)

t∈[0,1]

d−→
(

ek
t

)
t∈[0,1]

,

where the convergence holds in the space of right-continuous functions D([0, 1], R).

The proof of Theorem 5.1.16 can be found in Section 5.3.2.

5.2 | Permuton convergence

5.2.1 | Square permutations

In this section we consider random square permutations proving Item (a) of Theorem 5.1.3.
There are a few main steps in establishing convergence in distribution in the permuton topology
for uniform elements of Sq(n). We already showed in Lemma 3.3.9 page 56 that it suffices to
consider only permutations σn in ρ(Ωn) (see the definition in Section 3.3.2). Then we show in
Lemma 5.2.1 a uniform bound for the distance between the permuton µσn and µzn with zn =

σ−1
n (1)/n. Finally we prove the main result.

First we clarify some aspects of our candidate limiting permuton µz(0) . Let z be a point
in [0, 1]. Let L1 and L4 denote the line segments with slope −1 connecting (0, z) to (z, 0) and
(1− z, 1) to (1, 1− z), respectively. Similarly let L2 and L3 denote the line segments with slope 1
connecting (0, z) to (1− z, 1) and (z, 0) to (1, 1− z), respectively. The union of L1, L2, L3 and L4

forms a rectangle in [0, 1]2.
For each of the line segments Li (i = 1, 2, 3, or 4) we will denote by µz

i a particular rescaled
one dimensional Lebesgue measure: Let ν be the Lebesgue measure on [0, 1]. Let S be a Borel
measurable set on [0, 1]2. For each i, let Si = S ∩ Li. Finally let πx(Si) be the projection of
Si onto the x-axis and πy(Si) the projection onto the y-axis. As each line has slope 1 or −1,
the measures of the projections satisfy ν(πx(Si)) = ν(πy(Si)). For each i = 1, 2, 3, 4, define
µz

i (S) := 1
2 ν(πx(Si)) =

1
2 ν(πy(Si)). Note that µz = µz

1 + µz
2 + µz

3 + µz
4.

Lemma 5.2.1. For every σn ∈ ρ(Ωn), let zn = σ−1
n (1)/n. Then for n large enough

sup
σn∈ρ(Ωn)

d�(µσn , µzn) < 400n−.4,

where d� denotes the distance on the set of permutons defined in Eq. (2.1) page 18.

Proof. Fix σn ∈ ρ(Ωn) and R = (a, b) × (c, d) ⊂ [0, 1]2. The permutation σn consists of four
disjoint sets of points Λi for i = 1, 2, 3, and 4 (see the discussion before Lemma 3.3.7 page 56).
For each of these sets of points we define the measure λi on [0, 1]2 as

λi :=
1
n ∑

(i,j)∈Λi

Leb ([(i− 1)/n, i/n)× [(j− 1)/n, j/n)) .
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Noting that µσn = λ1 + λ2 + λ3 + λ4 we have the bound |µσn(R)− µzn(R)| ≤ ∑4
i=1 |λi(R)−

µzn
i (R)|. We will show explicitly that |λ1(R)− µzn

1 (R)| < 100n−.4. Similar arguments show the
same bound for i = 2, 3, 4.

Recall that L1 is the line connecting (0, zn) and (zn, 0). Let ` denote the line segment given
by R ∩ L1 (that we assume non-empty) with end points at (x1, y1) and (x2, y2) where x1 ≤ x2

and y1 ≥ y2. These endpoints satisfy x1 + y1 = x2 + y2 = zn. By this construction we have
µzn

1 (R) = 1
2 (x2 − x1).

Let (s1, t1) be the leftmost point in Λ1 ∩ nR and (s2, t2) the rightmost point. The total number
of points in Λ1 ∩ nR is given by ctD(s2)− ctD(s1) + 1. Therefore λ1(R) = 1

n (ctD(s2)− ctD(s1) +

1)± ε
n , with ε ≤ 2 (the error term comes form the first and last area measures) and so

|λ1(R)− µzn
1 (R)| <

∣∣∣∣ 1n (ctD(s1)− 1)− 1
2

x1

∣∣∣∣+ ∣∣∣∣ 1n ctD(s2)−
1
2

x2

∣∣∣∣+ ε

n
.

By Lemma 3.3.7 page 56, the points of Λ1 must lie between the lines nL−1 and nL+
1 given by the

equations x + y = nzn ± 20n.6 (cf. Fig. 5.4).
Suppose L1 exits (a, b)× (c, d) from the top so that y1 = d. Then points in Λ1 with first coor-

dinate in the interval [nx1 − 40n.6, nx1 − 20n.6] must lie above the line y = nd. Similarly points
in Λ1 in the interval [nx1 + 20n.6, nx1 + 40n.6] must lie below the line y = nd. By Lemma 3.3.4
page 53 there is at least one point in Λ1 with x-coordinate in each of these intervals. Thus the
leftmost point (s1, t1) must have s1 in the interval [nx1− 40n.6, nx1 + 40n.6]. This combined with
the Petrov conditions shows that∣∣∣∣ctD(s1)−

1
2

nx1

∣∣∣∣ < ∣∣∣∣ctD(s1)−
1
2

s1

∣∣∣∣+ ∣∣∣∣12 (s1 − nx1)

∣∣∣∣ < n.6 + 40n.6

and thus
∣∣∣ 1

n (ctD(s1)− 1)− 1
2 x1

∣∣∣ < 50n−.4.

na nb

nc

nd

nx1

x+ y = nzn

nzn

x+ y = nzn + 20n.6

x+ y = nzn − 20n.6

Figure 5.4. A diagram for the proof of
Lemma 5.2.1.

If L1 exits nR on the left so that x1 = a, then a similar argument leads to the same conclusion.
Likewise we can show that

∣∣∣ 1
n (ctD(s2))− 1

2 x2

∣∣∣ < 50n−.4 and thus
∣∣λ1(R)− µzn

1 (R)
∣∣ < 100n−.4.

Similarly, for each i = 2, 3, 4, |λi(R)− µzn
i (R)| < 100n−.4 and thus |µσn(R)− µzn(R)| < 400n−.4.

This bound is uniform over all σn ∈ ρ(Ωn) and R ∈ [0, 1]2 and so concludes the proof.

We now prove that a uniform square permutation σn converges to the permuton µz, for
z = z(0) uniformly random on (0, 1), that is Item (a) in Theorem 5.1.3.
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Proof of Item (a) in Theorem 5.1.3. By Lemma 3.3.9 page 56 it suffices to only consider permuta-
tions chosen uniformly from ρ(Ωn) when showing the distributional limit of µσn .

Let zn = σ−1
n (1)/n. Since σn is uniform in ρ(Ωn) then zn is uniform in (n−.1, 1− n−.1) and

so converges in distribution to z. The map z → µz is continuous as a function from (0, 1) toM,
and thus µzn converges in distribution to µz. By Lemma 5.2.1, we also have that d�(µσn , µzn)

converges almost surely to zero. Therefore, combining these results, we can conclude that µσn

converges in distribution to µz.

5.2.2 | Almost square permutations with few internal points

We turn to the proof of Item (b) in Theorem 5.1.3. Before doing that we need two technical
lemmas. The first one follows using arguments similar to the ones used for Lemma 5.2.1.

Lemma 5.2.2 ([BDS19, Lemma 6.2]). Let σ be a permutation of size n and σ′ be a permutation obtained
from σ by adding a point (not necessarily internal) to the diagram of σ. Then d�(µσ, µσ′) ≤ 6

n .

In Lemma 5.2.1 we showed that for σn ∈ ρ(Ωn)
(5.1)
= Sq(n) \ Rirr the permutons µσn and

µzn with zn = σ−1
n (1)/n have distance d�(µσn , µzn) that tends to zero as n tends to infinity,

uniformly over all choices of σn. We prove here that the same result holds for permutations in
ASq(Sq(n) \ Rirr, k) whenever k = o(n).

Lemma 5.2.3. Let k = o(n). For every σn ∈ ASq(Sq(n) \ Rirr, k), let zn = σ−1
n (1)/n. The following

limit holds

sup
σn∈ASq(Sq(n)\Rirr ,k)

d�(µσn , µzn)→ 0,

where d� denotes the distance on the set of permutons defined in Eq. (2.1) page 18.

Proof. We denote by ext(σn) the permutation obtained from σn removing all its internal points.
We have the following bound for every σn ∈ ASq(Sq(n) \ Rirr, k)

d�(µσn , µzn) ≤ d�(µσn , µext(σn)) + d�(µext(σn), µzn)

that translates into

sup
σn∈ASq(Sq(n)\Rirr ,k)

d�(µσn , µzn) ≤ sup
σn∈ASq(Sq(n)\Rirr ,k)

d�(µσn , µext(σn)) + sup
σn∈Sq(n)\Rirr

d�(µσn , µzn).

The second term in the right-hand side of the above equation tends to zero thanks to the afore-
mentioned Lemma 5.2.1. The first term tends to zero because the addition of k = o(n) internal
points cannot modify the permuton limit of a sequence of permutations (see Lemma 5.2.2).

We can now prove the main result of this section, that is, if k > 0 is fixed and σn is uniform

in ASq(n, k), then µσn
d−→ µz(k) as n→ ∞.
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Proof of Item (b) in Theorem 5.1.3. With the asymptotic formula for the cardinality of ASq(n, k)
(obtained in Theorem 5.1.10) and Lemma 5.1.12 we can determine the distribution of the value
of σ−1

n (1), for a uniform permutation σn in ASq(n, k) when k is fixed. Specifically,

P(σ−1
n (1) ≤ ns) =

#{σ ∈ ASq(n, k) : σ−1(1) ≤ ns}
|ASq(n, k)|

∼
1
k! 2

k+1n2k+14n−3
∫ s

0 (t(1− t))kdt
k!

(2k+1)! 2
k+1n2k+14n−3

= (2k + 1)
(

2k
k

) ∫ s

0
(t(1− t))kdt,

where we used the fact that the contribution to the numerator of permutations in Rirr is negli-

gible w.r.t. the cardinality of ASq(n, k) (see Lemma 5.1.13). Therefore zn = σ−1
n (1)

n
d−→ z(k).

The map z → µz is continuous as a function from (0, 1) to M, and thus µzn converges in
distribution to µz(k) . By Lemma 5.2.3, and again the fact that |Rirr| is negligible w.r.t. |ASq(n, k)|,
we also have that d�(µσn , µzn) converges almost surely to zero. Therefore, combining these
results, we can conclude that µσn converges in distribution to µz(k) .

The proof of Item (c) in Theorem 5.1.3 follows – in the same manner as Item (b) – from the
following result, that is a consequence of Theorem 5.1.11.

Lemma 5.2.4 ([BDS19, Lemma 6.4]). Let k = o(n) and assume that k → ∞. Then for σn uniform in
ASq(n, k) it holds

σ−1
n (1)

n
d−→ 1/2.

5.2.3 | Almost square permutations with many internal points

We now give an informal and partial explanation on why Conjecture 5.1.4 should be true. The
strategy illustrated in this section was found after some discussions with A. Sportiello and E.
Slivken.

Instead of studying almost square permutations, we restrict our analysis to permutations
with a fixed proportion of left-to-right minima (and we think at points that are not left-to-right
minima as internal points).

Let σk
n be a uniform permutation of size m = n + k, with exactly n left-to right minima (and

k internal points). We explain here why the permuton limit of σk
n should be the following.

Definition 5.2.5. Given α ∈ R>0, we denote by να
∗ the permuton corresponding to the red shape

in Fig. 5.5 where:

� The bottom-left boundary of the red shape is parametrized by the curve

Γ(t) =
(

γt − 1
γ− 1

,
γ1−t − 1

γ− 1

)
, t ∈ [0, 1],

where γ = γ(α) solves 1
1+α = 1

γ−1 log(γ).
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� There is Lebesgue measure of total mass α
α+1 in the interior of the red shape.

� There is the unique measure ρ supported on Γ of total mass 1
α+1 satisfying

ρ(Γ([0, logγ(t(γ− 1) + 1)])) = t− α

α + 1
At, for all t ∈ [0, 1],

where At denotes the area of the points (x, y) above the curve Γ and with x ≤ t.

Figure 5.5. A schema for Definition 5.2.5.

Note that the permuton να
∗ is equal to the the bottom-left corner of the permuton να defined

in Definition 5.1.2. Conjecture 5.1.4 is motivated by the following simplified version.

Conjecture 5.2.6. Let σk
n be a uniform permutation of size m = n + k, with exactly n left-to-right

minima, and assume that k and n both tend to infinity with k/n → α, for some α ∈ R>0. Then as
n→ ∞,

µσk
n

d−→ να
∗ .

We set ph
n,k(x, y) := P(The h-th left-to-right minimum of σk

n is at position (x, y)).

Lemma 5.2.7. It holds that

ph
n,k(x, y) =

Sx−1,h−1Sy−1,n−h

Sm,n

(
m− x

m− x− y + 1

)(
m− y

m− x− y + 1

)
(m− x− y + 1)! , (5.2)

where Sp,q denotes the Stirling numbers of the first kind.

Proof. Recall that the Stirling numbers of the first kind Sp,q counts the number of permutations of
size p with exactly q left-to-right minima. In order to prove Eq. (5.2), it is enough to decompose
the diagram of σk

n into four boxes w.r.t. the h-th left-to-right minimum (see Fig. 5.6) and note
that:

� Sx−1,h−1 counts the possible configurations in the top-left box;

� Sy−1,n−h counts the possible configurations in the bottom-right box;

� ( m−x
m−x−y+1)(

m−y
m−x−y+1) counts the possible choices of rows and columns with a point in the

top-right box;
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� (m− x− y + 1)! counts the possible permutations in the top-right box.

This is enough to conclude the proof.

x− 1 columns with
h− 1 LRmin

y − 1 rows with
k − h LRmin

y

x

Figure 5.6. A schema for the proof of
Lemma 5.2.7. The n = 6 left-to right
minima are highlighted in red. In this
example k = 4, h = 4, x = 5, and y = 3.

From [Tem93], we have that when n/m→ ` and a, b = O(1) then as m→ ∞,

Sm+a,m+b

Sm,n
∼ ma−b (1 + Z)a

Zb , (5.3)

where Z = Z(`) is a fixed parameter that satisfies ` = Z log(1 + 1/Z).
Heuristically, we expect that the distribution ph

n,k(x, y) is log-concave and that it concentrates
around it maximum. The latter should coincide with the minimum of − log(ph

n,k(x, y)), i.e. it
should be at (x, y) satisfying∇ log(ph

n,k(x, y)) = 0. Writing down the discrete partial derivatives
we want to solve for (x, y) the following system of equations:log(ph

n,k(x + 1, y))− log(ph
n,k(x, y)) = 0

log(ph
n,k(x, y + 1))− log(ph

n,k(x, y)) = 0
. (5.4)

Setting β := 1
1+α , we now want to solve the system above for

n ≈ βm and h ≈ θm, for some θ ∈ (0, 1).

We expect that the solutions are of order

x ≈ ζm and y ≈ ηm, for some ζ, η ∈ (0, 1).

Note that from Lemma 5.2.7 we have that

ph
n,k(x, y + 1)

ph
n,k(x, y)

=
Sy,n−h

Sy−1,n−h

(m− y− 1)!(y− 1)!(m− x− y + 1)!
(m− y)!y!(m− x− y)!

(5.3)
≈ 1− η − ζ

1− η

(
1 + Z(

β− θ

η
)

)
,

and similarly
ph

n,k(x + 1, y)

ph
n,k(x, y)

≈ 1− η − ζ

1− ζ

(
1 + Z(

θ

ζ
)

)
.
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Therefore Eq. (5.4) rewrites as 
1−η−ζ

1−ζ

(
1 + Z( θ

ζ )
)
= 1

1−η−ζ
1−η

(
1 + Z( β−θ

η )
)
= 1

,

and so Z( θ
ζ ) =

η
1−η−ζ

Z( β−θ
η ) = ζ

1−η−ζ

.

Recalling that Z = Z(`) solves ` = Z log(1 + 1/Z), we obtain that
θ
ζ = η

1−η−ζ log
(

1−ζ
η

)
β−θ

η = ζ
1−η−ζ log

(
1−η

ζ

) .

Hence

β =
ηζ

1− η − ζ
log
(
(1− η)(1− ζ)

ηζ

)
=

ηζ

(1− η)(1− ζ)− ηζ
log
(
(1− η)(1− ζ)

ηζ

)
.

Setting X := ζ
1−ζ and Y := η

1−η , we get β = 1
XY−1 log(XY) = 1

γ−1 log(γ) for γ := XY. Summa-
rizing we have that

(1− η)(1− ζ) = γηζ, where γ solves β =
1

γ− 1
log(γ).

Finally, setting t := θ
β = log

(
1−ζ

η

)
1

log(γ) , we have that

t =
log
(

1−ζ
η

)
log(γ)

(1− η)(1− ζ) = γηζ
,

and we can conclude thatζ(t) = γt−1
γ−1

η(t) = γ1−t−1
γ−1

, where γ solves β =
1

γ− 1
log(γ) and t =

θ

β
.

In simple words, the h ≈ θm-th record "concentrates" at position (ζ(t), η(t)) where t = θ
β . Re-

calling that β = 1
1+α we have that the curve (ζ(t), η(t)) coincides with the curve described in

Definition 5.2.5, giving an informal proof of Conjecture 5.2.6. With similar computations one
can also show that the distribution of the internal points of σk

n is asymptotically uniform. Fi-
nally the expression for the boundary measure ρ can be obtained using that a permuton has
uniform marginals.
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5.3 | 321-avoiding permutations with internal points

5.3.1 | Asymptotic enumeration

Permutations in Avn(321) are in bijection with Dyck paths of size 2n. A Dyck path of size 2n is a
path with two types of steps: (1, 1) or (1,−1), that is conditioned to start at (0, 0), end at (2n, 0),
and remain non-negative in between. There are many possible bijections to choose from between
321-avoiding permutations and Dyck paths. One particular bijection comes from [BJS93], which
we refer to as the Billey–Jockusch–Stanley (or BJS) bijection. For a Dyck path, γn, of size 2n, we
let τn = τγn denote the corresponding permutation in Avn(321) under the BJS-bijection. In the
other direction, for a permutation τn ∈ Avn(321) we let γn = γτn denote the corresponding Dyck
path under the inverse bijection. This bijection is used in [HRS17a] to show that the points of a
321-avoiding permutation converge to the Brownian excursion when properly scaled.

Specifically, extending the definition of the permutation τn so that τn(0) = 0 and for t ∈ [0, 1],
let

Fτn(t) :=
1√
2n

∣∣τn(bntc)− bntc
∣∣.

Theorem 5.3.1 (Theorem 1.2 in [HRS17a]). Let τn be a uniform random permutation in Avn(321).
Then

(Fτn(t))t∈[0,1]
d−→ (et)t∈[0,1] ,

where et is the Brownian excursion on [0, 1] and the convergence holds in the space of right-continuous
functions D([0, 1], R).

The main step in the proof of Theorem 5.3.1 is to show that the function Fτn(t) is often close
to the corresponding scaled Dyck path γτn , which converges in distribution to the Brownian ex-
cursion [Kai76]. The proof uses an alternative version of the Petrov conditions stated in terms of
Dyck paths. We denote the Petrov conditions for Dyck paths with PC′ and the Petrov conditions
for permutations used in this manuscript with PC (see Definition 3.3.3). We say τn ∈ Avn(321)
satisfies PC′ if, using the BJS bijection, the corresponding Dyck path, γn, satisfies PC′ (we remark
that this translation of PC′ on permutations gives a slightly modified version of PC.).

In what follow we say that τn ∈ Avn(321) satisfies the Petrov conditions if it satisfies both PC
and PC′ (and we do the same for Dyck paths). The exact version of PC′ is not important for our
results, though we point out that a uniform random permutation in Avn(321) has exponentially
small probability to fail either PC or PC′. This, together with Corollary 5.5 and Proposition 5.6
and 5.7 of [HRS17a], implies that there exist positive constants C and δ such that the probability
that the Petrov conditions are not satisfied for a uniform random permutation τn in Avn(321) is
bounded above by Ce−nδ

.
In order to prove Theorem 5.1.14, we need the following technical result.

Lemma 5.3.2 (Lemma 2.7 in [HRS17a]). Let γn be a Dyck path of size 2n that satisfies the Petrov con-
ditions, and let τn be the corresponding permutation in Avn(321). If (j, τn(j)) is a left-to-right maximum,
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then

|τn(j)− j− γn(2j)| ≤ 10n.4,

and if (j, τn(j)) is a right-to-left minimum, then

|τn(j)− j + γn(2j)| ≤ 10n.4.

Therefore for all j ≤ n,

γn(2j)− 10n.4 ≤ |τn(j)− j| ≤ γn(2j) + 10n.4.

Let M(γn) = max1≤j≤n γn(2j) be the maximum of γn at even positions and

D(τn) = max
1≤j≤n

|τn(j)− j|

be the maximum absolute displacement.

Corollary 5.3.3. Let τn be a permutation in Avn(321) and let γn = γτn be the corresponding Dyck path
of size 2n. If τn (and thus γn) satisfies the Petrov conditions, then D(τn) ≤ M(γn) + 10n.4.

We also need the following estimate, obtained in [BDS19] after a careful analysis of the pos-
sible different ways to insert an internal point in a permutation avoiding the pattern 321.

Lemma 5.3.4 ([BDS19, Lemma 7.6]). Fix k > 0. Let τn ∈ Avn(321) satisfy the Petrov conditions.
Then

k!
(2n)3k/2 |ASq(τn, k)| =

(∫ 1

0
Fτn(t)dt

)k

+ O(n−.1).

Now we can give the proof of Theorem 5.1.14, that states that

|ASq(Avn(321), k)| ∼ (2n)3k/2

k!
· cn ·E

[(∫ 1

0
etdt

)k
]

.

Proof of Theorem 5.1.14. Partition Avn(321) into two sets An and Bn, where permutations in An

satisfy the Petrov conditions and permutations in Bn do not. Let cn denote the n-th Catalan
number 1

n+1 (
2n
n ) ∼

4n
√

2πn3 . Let an and bn denote the size of An and Bn respectively. For a uniform

permutation in Avn(321), the Petrov conditions fail with probability at most Ce−nδ
for some

C, δ > 0, thus we have that bn ≤ Ce−nδ
cn.

For any τn ∈ Avn(321) we always have the trivial upper bound ASq(τn, k) ≤ (n + k)2k.
Thus the contribution to |ASq(Avn(321), k)| from permutations with external points in Bn, i.e.
permutations in ASq(Bn, k), is at most cn(n+ k)2kCe−nδ ≤ cn(2n)2kCe−nδ

= o(cn). Using Lemma
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5.3.4, we obtain

|ASq(Avn(321), k)| = ∑
τn∈Avn(321)

|ASq(τn, k)| (5.5)

= ∑
τn∈An

|ASq(τn, k)|+ ∑
τn∈Bn

|ASq(τn, k)|

= cn ·E
[
|ASq(τn, k)|1{τn∈An}

]
+ o

(
cnn3k/2−.1

)
=

(2n)3k/2cn

k!
E

[(∫ 1

0
Fτn(t)dt

)k
∣∣∣∣∣τn ∈ An

]
P(τn ∈ An) + o

(
cnn3k/2−.1

)
.

Using that P(τn ∈ Bn) ≤ Ce−nδ
and Fτn(t) ≤ n1/2, we have

E

[(∫ 1

0
Fτn(t)dt

)k
∣∣∣∣∣τn ∈ Bn

]
P(τn ∈ Bn) ≤ Cnk/2e−nδ

. (5.6)

Rewriting the expectation E

[(∫ 1
0 Fτn(t)dt

)k
]

as

E

[(∫ 1

0
Fτn(t)dt

)k
∣∣∣∣∣τn ∈ An

]
P(τn ∈ An) + E

[(∫ 1

0
Fτn(t)dt

)k
∣∣∣∣∣τn ∈ Bn

]
P(τn ∈ Bn) (5.7)

we have that convergence of the k-th moment of (
∫ 1

0 Fτn(t)dt
∣∣τn ∈ An) is equivalent to the

convergence of the k-th moment of
∫ 1

0 Fτn(t)dt. Moreover, if the limits exist, they must agree.
Suppose this is the case, then Eq. (5.5) becomes

|ASq(Avn(321), k)| = (2n)3k/2cn

k!
E

[(∫ 1

0
Fτn(t)dt

)k
]
+ o

(
cnn3k/2−.1

)
. (5.8)

It remains to show the existence of the limit of the k-th moment of the area
∫ 1

0 Fτn(t)dt. We
have the simple upper bound∫ 1

0
Fτn(t)dt ≤ sup

t∈[0,1]
Fτn(t) =

1√
2n

D(τn).

For each k > 0 and for n large enough, from Corollary 5.3.3

E

[(∫ 1

0
Fτn(t)dt

)k
∣∣∣∣∣τn ∈ An

]
≤ E

[(
1√
2n

D(τn)

)k
∣∣∣∣∣τn ∈ An

]

≤ E

[(
1√
2n

(M(γn) + 10n.4)

)k
∣∣∣∣∣τn ∈ An

]

≤ E

[(
1√
2n

M(γn)

)k
]
(1 + O(n−.1))

P(τn ∈ An)

≤ 2
P(τn ∈ An)

E

[(
1√
2n

M(γn)

)k
]

.
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Therefore, from Eq. (5.6) and Eq. (5.7) we obtain the following bound

E

[(∫ 1

0
Fτn(t)dt

)k
]
≤ 2 ·E

[(
1√
2n

M(γn)

)k
]
+ Cnk/2e−nδ

.

By [KM09, Theorem 1] the exponential moment of (2n)−1/2M(γn) is uniformly bounded in n,
thus for any k > 0, the k-th moment of

∫ 1
0 Fτn(t)dt is uniformly bounded in n. This along with the

convergence in distribution of
∫ 1

0 Fτn(t)dt to
∫ 1

0 etdt implies convergence of the k-th moments:

E

[(∫ 1

0
Fτn(t)dt

)k
]
−→ E

[(∫ 1

0
etdt

)k
]

(5.9)

(see [Chu01, Theorem 4.5.2], for instance). Dividing both sides of Eq. (5.8) by (2n)3k/2cn/k! gives

|ASq(Avn(321), k)|
(2n)3k/2cn/k!

= E

[(∫ 1

0
Fτn(t)dt

)k
]
+ o(1),

and letting n tend to infinity finishes the proof.

5.3.2 | Fluctuations

We conclude this chapter proving Theorem 5.1.16. We recall that for a permutation τn ∈ Avn(321)
(with the convention that τn(0) = 0) we defined

Fτn(t) :=
1√
2n

∣∣τn(bntc)− bntc
∣∣, t ∈ [0, 1]. (5.10)

We also generalized this definition, by setting, for a permutation τk
n ∈ ASq(Avn(321), k) (with

the convention that τk
n(0) = 0),

Fτk
n
(t) :=

1√
2(n + k)

∣∣τk
n(s(t))− s(t)

∣∣, t ∈ [0, 1], (5.11)

where s(t) = max
{

m ≤ b(n + k)tc|τk
n(m) is an external point

}
. Note that, for permutations in

Avn(321), the definition given in Eq. (5.11) coincides with the definition given in Eq. (5.10). We
need the following technical result.

Lemma 5.3.5 ([BDS19, Lemma 7.7]). Let Regk
n be the set of permutations in ASq(Avn(321), k) such

that the exterior satisfies the Petrov conditions. As n→ ∞,

sup
τk

n∈Regk
n

‖Fτk
n
(t)− Fext(τk

n)
(t)‖∞ → 0,

where, for a function f : [0, 1]→ R, we denote ‖ f ‖∞ = supt∈[0,1] | f (t)|.

We can finally prove Theorem 5.1.16, namely, that for a uniform random permutation τk
n in

ASq(Avn(321), k), the following convergence in distribution holds(
Fτk

n
(t)
)

t∈[0,1]

d−→
(

ek
t

)
t∈[0,1]

,

where we recall that ek
t denotes the k-biased Brownian excursion on [0, 1] (see Definition 5.1.15).
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Proof of Theorem 5.1.16. It is enough to show that for every bounded continuous functional
G : D([0, 1], R)→ R,

E
[

G
(

Fτk
n
(t)
)]
→ E

[
G
(

ek
t

)]
.

Note that∣∣∣E [G (Fτk
n
(t)
)]
−E

[
G
(

ek
t

)]∣∣∣
≤ E

[∣∣∣G (Fτk
n
(t)
)
− G

(
Fext(τk

n)
(t)
)∣∣∣]+ ∣∣∣E [G (Fext(τk

n)
(t)
)]
−E

[
G
(

ek
t

)]∣∣∣ .

We first show that
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We have that
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The continuity of G and Lemma 5.3.5 show that the contribution to the sum vanishes as n → ∞
for τk

n ∈ Regk
n. Since G is bounded and P(τk

n /∈ Regk
n)→ 0, we can conclude that the contribution

to the sum for τk
n /∈ Regk

n also vanishes as n→ ∞, and thus (5.12) holds.
It remains to prove that ∣∣∣E [G (Fext(τk
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Note that
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From the asymptotic enumeration of ASq(Avn(321), k) obtained in Theorem 5.1.14 we have that,
uniformly for every τk

n ∈ ASq(Avn(321), k),
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and so, setting Ark = E
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, we obtain
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From Lemma 5.3.4, for every σn ∈ Avn(321) that satisfies the Petrov conditions, it holds that

|ASq(σn, k)| = (2n)3k/2

k!

((∫ 1

0
Fσn(t)dt

)k

+ O(n−.1)

)
.
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Therefore, using the asymptotic result above and recalling that the number of 321-avoiding per-
mutations of size n that do not satisfy the Petrov conditions is bounded by Ce−nδ

cn, we obtain

E
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]

,

where σn is a uniform permutation in Avn(321). Using Theorem 5.3.1 and similar arguments to
the ones used for proving the result in (5.9), we have that

E

[
G (Fσn(t)) ·

(∫ 1

0
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[
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.

Finally, recalling the definition of k-biased excursion given in Definition 5.1.15, we can conclude
that (5.13) holds, finishing the proof.

5.4 | Open problems
� The main open problem of this section is undoubtedly to give a formal proof of Conjec-

ture 5.1.4. We believe that the strategy outlined in Section 5.2.3 can be formalized without
big problems. Nevertheless, in order to prove the full statement of Conjecture 5.1.4 it will
be also needed a concentration result for the four boundary points of the diagram and
a sort of independence of the points in the four parts of the diagram (recall that we just
discussed the limit shape of the bottom-left part of the diagram).

� In Section 5.3 we investigate 321-avoiding permutations with k additional internal points
for k fixed. What about the case when k → ∞? We believe that in this regime the fluctu-
ations of the points for a uniform permutation are not of order

√
n any more, drastically

changing the behavior of the limiting shape of the permutation.

� The k-th moment of the Brownian excursion area appearing in Theorem 5.1.14 is known
to be the continuous limit of the normalized k-th moment of the area under large Dyck
paths. It would be interesting to establish a bijection between ASq(Avn(321), k) and some
specific set of Dyck paths covering k marked points. This would also probably help in the
resolution of the problem mentioned in the previous item.

� The approach of assigning labels to the points of a permutation and then projecting these
labels both horizontally and vertically seems to be quite generalizable. The following are
some ideas for future work.

– Monotone grid classes (introduced in [HV06] and then studied in many others works
[AAB+13, Atk99, VW11, Wat07]) seem to be a family of models where our approach
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fits well. We point out that some initial results on the shape of such permutations
were given by Bevan in his Ph.D. thesis [Bev15]. Our approach suggests a way to
give a description of the fluctuations and local limits of monotone grid classes.

– We also believe that our technique can give an alternative approach to the proba-
bilistic study of X-permutations first considered in [Wat07, Eli11] and recently in
[BBF+19]. In particular our technique could give nice additional results about the
fluctuations similar to the ones explored in this chapter. We finally recall that X-
permutations are a particular instance of geometric grid classes (see [AAB+13] for a
nice introduction), and so also these families might be investigated in future projects.
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6

Permuton limits: A path towards a
new universality class

In which we introduce the biased Brownian separable permuton (left picture) and the
Baxter permuton (middle picture). We show that the first one is the universal limit –
in the permuton sense – of uniform random permutations in many substitution-closed
classes and the second one is the permuton limit of uniform Baxter permutations. We
also prove joint convergence of the four trees characterizing a uniform bipolar orien-
tation and its dual to a coupling of four Brownian CRTs. We conclude by describing
a new (conjectural) universal limiting object for random permutations, called skew
Brownian permuton (right picture). The latter should include both the biased Brown-
ian separable permuton and the Baxter permuton as particular cases.

Figure 6.1. Left: The biased Brownian separable permuton. Middle: The Baxter permuton.
Right: The skew Brownian permuton.
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6.1 | Overview of the main results
In this chapter we deal with permuton limits, using the theory introduced in Section 2.1. We
focus on uniform random permutations in substitution-closed classes (Section 6.1.1) and on
uniform Baxter permutations (Section 6.1.2), highlighting another instance of a universal phe-
nomenon for random constrained permutations. Finally, we also investigate the scaling limit (in
a sense made precise later) of uniform bipolar orientations. Both the proofs of the results for
Baxter permutations and bipolar orientations builds on the existence of a scaling limit for the
corresponding coalescent-walk processes, introduced in Section 3.5.1.

At the end of the chapter (Section 6.4), we finally discuss the definition of a new universal
limiting permuton, called the skew Brownian permuton, that is deeply related with the two per-
mutons mentioned above. We will present several conjectures about this new random limiting
object that we would like to investigate in depth in future research projects.

6.1.1 | Substitution-closed classes

The biased Brownian separable permuton µ(p) of parameter p ∈ [0, 1] is a random permuton (see
Fig. 6.2) constructed from a Brownian excursion and independent signs associated with its local
minima. In Section 6.2.2.1 we will give more background on this Brownian object, discussing
some of its fundamental properties.

The Brownian separable permuton µ(1/2) was first discovered in [BBF+18] studying the per-
muton limit of separable permutations. Then it was proved in [BBF+20] that the biased Brown-
ian separable permuton µ(p) is a universal limiting object for substitution-closed classes, in the
sense that uniform random permutations in many substitution-closed classes C converge to µ(p),
for some p = p(C) ∈ [0, 1].

Here, we give a new (more probabilistic1) proof of this theorem building on an extension of
Aldous’ skeleton decomposition [Ald93].

Figure 6.2. Two simulations
of the biased Brownian sep-
arable permuton µ(p) for
p = 1/2 (left) and p = 0.6
(right).

1The proof in [BBF+20] mainly uses analytic combinatorics techniques.
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Recall the notation from Section 3.2.3.3 page 50 and Proposition 3.2.24.

Theorem 6.1.1. Let σn be a uniform permutation of size n from a proper substitution-closed class of
permutations C, whose set of simple permutations is S. Let ξ be the offspring distribution of the Galton–
Watson tree model associated with C. Suppose that E[ξ] = 1 and V[ξ] < ∞. That is, either

S ′(ρS ) >
2

(1 + ρS )2 − 1, (6.1)

or

S ′(ρS ) =
2

(1 + ρS )2 − 1 and S ′′(ρS ) < ∞. (6.2)

Then

µσn
d−→ µ(p),

with µ(p) denoting the biased Brownian separable permuton with parameter

p =
2
σ2

(
κ(1 + κ)3 Occ12(κ) + κ

)
, (6.3)

where κ and σ2 = V[ξ] are defined in Proposition 3.2.24 and Occ12(z) = ∑α∈S occ(12, α)z|α|−2.
This includes the case when C is the class of separable permutations, for which S = ∅ and p = 1/2.

Specifically, the result [BBF+18, Thm. 1.2] corresponds to the special case where S = ∅,
and [BBF+20, Thm. 1.10] corresponds to the special case where Eq. (6.1) is satisfied. The re-
sult [BBF+20, Thm. 7.8] corresponds to the case where Eq. (6.2) is satisfied with the additional
assumption (removed in Theorem 6.1.1) that S(z) is amendable to singularity analysis.

6.1.2 | Baxter permutations and bipolar orientations

In this section we present a joint scaling limit result for Baxter permutations (see Fig. 6.3) and the
tandem walks describing the four trees characterizing bipolar orientations and their dual maps.

This result will lead us to the discovery of the Baxter permuton, which is a new limiting
random permuton not included in the family of biased Brownian separable permutons.

Figure 6.3. Two large uni-
form Baxter permutations.
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Recall the notation from Section 3.5, see in particular Theorem 3.5.6 page 65. For n ≥ 1, let
σn be a uniform Baxter permutation of size n and mn = OP−1(σn) the corresponding uniform
bipolar orientation with n edges. Let Wn = OW(mn) and W∗

n = OW(m∗n) be the tandem walks
associated with mn and its dual m∗n. Let Wn and W∗

n be the two continuous functions from [0, 1]
to R2

≥0 that linearly interpolate the points Wθ
n

(
k
n

)
= 1√

2n
W θ

n (k) for 1 ≤ k ≤ n and θ ∈ {∅, ∗}.
Let W = (X(t),Y(t))t≥0 be a standard two-dimensional Brownian motion of correlation -1/2, that

is a continuous two-dimensional Gaussian process such that the components X and Y are stan-
dard one-dimensional Brownian motions, and Cov(X(t),Y(s)) = −1/2 ·min{t, s}. Let We be a
two-dimensional Brownian excursion of correlation -1/2 in the non-negative quadrant, that is the pro-
cess (W(t))0≤t≤1 conditioned on W(1) = (0, 0) and on staying in the non-negative quadrant
R2
≥0. A rigorous definition is given in Appendix A.

Consider the time-reversal and coordinate-swapping mapping s : C([0, 1], R2)→ C([0, 1], R2)

defined by s( f , g) = (g(1− ·), f (1− ·)). Consider also the mapping R : M→M that rotates a
permuton by an angle −π/2.

Theorem 6.1.2. There exist two measurable mappings

r : C([0, 1], R2
≥0)→ C([0, 1], R2

≥0) and φ : C([0, 1], R2
≥0)→M

such that the following convergence in distribution holds

(Wn,W∗
n, µσn)

d−→ (We,W∗
e , µB), (6.4)

where W∗
e = r(We), and µB = φ(We). In particular, we have r(We)

d
= We. Moreover, we have the

following equalities that hold at PWe -almost every point of C([0, 1], R2
≥0),

r2 = s, r4 = Id, φ ◦ r = R ◦ φ.

We give a few remarks on this result:

� The convergence of the first marginal was obtained in [KMSW19] as an immediate appli-
cation of the results of [DW20] on walks in cones.

� Our strategy of proof is based on coalescent-walk processes, which describe the relation
between Wn, W∗

n and σn in a way that allows itself to take limits. In the remainder of
this section we explain what is the scaling limit of coalescent-walk processes, providing
the reader with some insights on how the coupling of the right-hand side of Eq. (6.4) is
constructed. Precise statements, including explicit constructions of the mappings r and φ,
are given in Section 6.3.2 (see in particular Theorems 6.3.15 and 6.3.16).

� The limiting permuton µB, called the Baxter permuton, is a new random measure on the
unit square (see Definition 6.3.13 for a precise definition and below for an informal one).

� Recall that each coordinate of Wn or W∗
n records the height function of a tree which can

be drawn on mn or its dual (see in particular Remark 4.6.1). So this statement can be
interpreted as joint convergence of four trees to a coupling of four Brownian CRTs.
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� For a discussion on the relation of our results and the Liouville quantum gravity literature
(in particular with Conjecture 4.4 of [KMSW19], the main result of [GHS16], and other
related works) we refer the reader to [BM20, Section 1.6].

As mentioned above, the proof of Theorem 6.1.2 is based on a scaling limit result for the
coalescent-walk processes Zn = WC(Wn) , which appears to be of independent interest. We
give here some brief explanations and we refer the reader to Section 6.3.1 for more precise results.
The definition of the coalescent-walk processes Z = WC(W) associated with a two-dimensional
tandem walk W (recall Definition 3.5.8) is a sort of "discretized" version of the following family of
stochastic differential equations (SDEs) driven by the same two-dimensional process W = (X,Y)
and defined for u ∈ R bydZ(u)(t) = 1{Z(u)(t)>0} dY(t)− 1{Z(u)(t)≤0} dX(t), t ≥ u,

Z(u)(t) = 0, t ≤ u.
(6.5)

We emphasize that we have a different equation for every u ∈ R, but all depend on the same
process W = (X,Y). For a fixed u ∈ R, this equation, that goes under the name of perturbed
Tanaka’s SDE, has already been studied in the literature [Pro13, cHK18] in the case where W is a
two-dimensional Brownian motion of correlation ρ with ρ ∈ (−1, 1), and more generally when
the correlation coefficient varies with time. In particular, pathwise uniqueness and existence of a
strong solution are known. Since the scaling limit of Wn (that is conditioned to start on the x-axis
and end on the y-axis) is a two-dimensional Brownian excursion We of correlation−1/2, one can
expect that the scaling limit for the coalescent-walk process Zn = WC(Wn) is a sort of flow of
solutions {Z(u)

e (t)}u∈[0,1] of the SDEs in Eq. (6.5) driven by We (instead of W). This intuition is
made precise in Theorem 6.3.10 and it is the key-step for proving Theorem 6.1.2.

The study of flows of solutions driven by the same noise is the subject of the theory of coa-
lescing flows of Le Jan and Raimond, specifically that of flows of mappings. See [LJR04, LJR20]
and the references therein. We point out that we do not need to make use of this theory. Indeed,
in our proof of Theorem 6.1.2 we consider solutions of Eq. (6.5) for only a countable number
of distinct u at a time for a specific equation which admits strong solutions. In particular, The-
orem 6.3.10 gives convergence of a countable number of trajectories in the product topology.
Stronger convergence results, such as the ones obtained for the Brownian web (see [SSS17] for a
comprehensive survey) would be desirable, but are not a purpose of this thesis.

We conclude this section by briefly describing the Baxter permuton µB. The collection of
solutions {Z(u)

e }u∈[0,1] of the SDEs (6.5) driven by We (which cannot be defined for all pairs
(ω, u) simultaneously, see Remark 6.3.2) determines a random total order ≤Ze on (a subset of
measure 1 of) [0, 1], defined for every 0 ≤ t < s ≤ 1 by: t ≤Ze s if and only if Z(t)

e (s) < 0. This
random total order ≤Ze identifies (see Eq. (6.11)) a Lebesgue measurable map ϕZe(t) : [0, 1] →
[0, 1] satisfying ϕZe(t) ≤ ϕZe(s) if and only if t ≤Ze s. The permuton µB is, in some sense made
precise in Definition 6.3.13, the graph of this function ϕZe .
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6.2 | Substitution-closed classes
In this section we show that the biased Brownian separable permuton is a universal limiting
permuton, proving Theorem 6.1.1.

6.2.1 | Semi-local convergence of the skeleton decomposition

Section 3.2.3.3 page 50 establishes a connection between uniform permutations in substitution-
closed classes and conditioned Galton-Watson trees. In this section, we provide a convergence
result for skeletons induced by marked vertices in such trees. The application to permutations
will be discussed in further sections.

Aldous [Ald93, Eq. (49)] showed that the subtree spanned by a fixed number of random
marked vertices in a large critical Galton–Watson tree admits a limit distribution. Here, we
extend this skeleton decomposition so that it additionally describes the asymptotic local structure in
o(
√

n)-neighborhoods around the marked vertices and their pairwise closest common ancestors.
Note also that Aldous works with Galton–Watson trees conditioned on having n vertices, while
we more generally consider Galton–Watson trees conditioned on having n vertices with out-
degree in a given set Ω (see [Kor12, Riz15] for scaling limit results under such conditioning).
Indeed, for our applications to the study of substitution-closed classes, we need to study Galton–
Watson trees conditioned on having n leaves.

6.2.1.1 | Extracting the skeleton with a local structure

Let k ∈ Z>0 denote a fixed integer and T a rooted plane tree. Fix Ω ⊆ Z≥0. We choose an
ordered sequence ~v = (v1, . . . , vk) of vertices in T (possibly with repetitions) with out-degree
in Ω that we call marked vertices. The goal of this section is to associate to this data an object
recording:

� the genealogy between the marked vertices;

� the local structure around the essential vertices of T, which we define as the root of T, the
marked vertices v1, . . . , vk and their pairwise closest common ancestors;

� the distances in the original tree between these vertices.

The reader can look at Fig. 6.4 to see the different steps of the following construction.

� The first step is to consider the subtree R(T,~v) consisting of the vertices ~v and all their
ancestors. For each 1 ≤ j ≤ k the vertex vj in R(T,~v) receives the label j. Note that the
tree T may be constructed from the skeleton R(T,~v) by attaching an ordered sequence of
branches (rooted plane trees) at each corner of R(T,~v). Here we have to consider the corner
below the root-vertex twice, since branches at this corner may either be added to the left
or to the right of R(T,~v).
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� The second step is to remove the vertices of T which lie outside of the skeleton R(T,~v)
and are "far" from the essential vertices. For convenience, we call distance of any branch
B (grafted on R(T,~v)) from a vertex w ∈ R(T,~v) the distance in R(T,~v) from w to the
corner where B is attached. For any integer t ≥ 0, we let R[t](T,~v) denote the subtree of
T that contains R(T,~v) and all branches grafted on R(T,~v) that have distance at most t
from at least one essential vertex. In particular, R[t](T,~v) contains all vertices of T that lie
at distance at most t from the essential vertices.

� The final step of the construction is to shrink the paths of R[t](T,~v) consisting of the vertices
whose attached branches have been removed in step 2. Indeed, we are interested in a
scenario where the distance between any two essential vertices is much larger than 2t.
Consider two essential points x 6= y that are connected by a path not containing other
essential vertices. Assume that x lies on the path from the root to y. If the distance between
x and y is larger than 2t, then the path joining x and y consists of a starting segment of
length t that starts at x, a middle segment of positive length, and an end segment of length
t that ends at y. By construction, the branches attached to inner vertices of the middle
segment of R(T,~v) do not appear in R[t](T,~v). For any real number s > 0, we let s.R[t](T,~v)
denote the result of contracting each middle segment to a single edge that receives a label
given by the product of s and the number of deleted vertices in this segment.

v1

v2

1

2

1

2

2s

Figure 6.4. A tree T with two marked vertices v1 and v2. In the left-most picture, the subtree
R(T,~v) is represented in bold, while branches attached to its corner are drawn with thinner lines.
The middle picture represent R[1](T,~v): the essential vertices are in blue, and only two vertices
of R(T,~v) are at distance more than 1 from the closest essential vertex. The branches attached
to these vertices do not belong to R[1](T,~v). The right-most picture represent s.R[1](T,~v). In
particular, observe that the three middle edges of the path between the root and the branching
vertex have been contracted into a single edge with label 2s.
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6.2.1.2 | The space of skeletons with a local structure

In the following, we need to be more precise about the space in which s.R[t](T,~v) lives and the
topology we consider on it. In the construction above, s.R[t](T,~v) is a tree with k distinguished
vertices with out-degree in Ω, where at most 2k − 1 edges have a (length-)label. Moreover,
the distances between successive essential vertices are at most 2t + 1 (we say that two essential
vertices are successive if the path going from one to the other does not contain any other essential
vertex). The set of trees (without edge-labels) with k marked distinguished vertices with out-
degree in Ω such that the above distance condition holds is denoted T [t]

k,Ω. Moreover, we say that

G in T [t]
k,Ω is generic if:

� there are 2k distinct essential vertices (the root, the k distinguished vertices and k− 1 dis-
tinct closest common ancestors of pairs of distinguished vertices);

� the distances between successive essential vertices are exactly 2t + 1.

We note that the edges with (length-)label are the middle edges of the paths of length 2t + 1
between essential vertices, and hence depend only on the shape of the tree. We can therefore
encode these labels as a vector in R2k−1

≥0 , that has entries equal to 0 whenever the corresponding
essential vertices are at distance 2t or less. Finally, s.R[t](T,~v) can be seen as an element of

T [t]
k,Ω ×R2k−1

≥0 .

Using the discrete topology on T [t]
k,Ω and the usual one on R2k−1

≥0 , this gives a topology on

T [t]
k,Ω × R2k−1

≥0 , and then it makes sense to speak of convergence in distribution in this space.
We can also speak of density, taking as reference measure the product of the counting measure
on T [t]

k,Ω and the Lebesgue measure on R2k−1
≥0 . Finally we denote by Sh and Lab the natural

projections from T [t]
k,Ω ×R2k−1

≥0 to T [t]
k,Ω and R2k−1

≥0 , respectively. In words Sh erases the labels and
outputs the shape of the tree, while Lab outputs the vector of labels.

6.2.1.3 | The limit tree

Throughout this and the following sections we let T denote a (non-degenerate) critical Galton–
Watson tree having an aperiodic offspring distribution ξ. We also assume that ξ has finite vari-
ance σ2. We fix a subset Ω ⊆ Z≥0 satisfying

P(ξ ∈ Ω) > 0.

Given a rooted plane tree T, we let |T|Ω denote the number of vertices v ∈ T that have out-
degree d+T (v) ∈ Ω. For any value n ∈ Z>0 such that P(|T |Ω = n) > 0, we let TΩ

n denote the
result of conditioning the tree T on |T |Ω = n. The goal is to describe the limit of R[t](TΩ

n ,~v),
where ~v = (v1, . . . , vk) are independently and uniformly chosen vertices of TΩ

n , conditioned to
have out-degree in Ω.
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We first recall the definition of simply and doubly size-biased versions of ξ, namely the ran-
dom variables ξ̂ and ξ∗ with distributions

P(ξ̂ = i) = i ·P(ξ = i), (6.6)

P(ξ∗ = i) = i(i− 1)P(ξ = i)/σ2.

Furthermore, for any fixed integer k ∈ Z>0 we say that a proper k-tree is a rooted plane tree
that has precisely k leaves, labeled from 1 to k, such that the root has out-degree 1 and all other
internal vertices have out-degree 2. Note that each such tree has 2k− 1 edges and that there are
k!Catk−1 = 2k−1 ∏k−1

i=1 (2i− 1) such trees. Indeed, up to the single edge attached to the root, these
trees are complete binary trees with k leaves and a labeling of these leaves. In the following, we
order the edges of proper k-tree in some canonical order (e.g. depth first search order), so that
we can speak of the i-th edge of the tree; the chosen order is not relevant though.

2 12 1

Step 1

Step 2

Steps 3 and 4

Figure 6.5. The construction of the
limit tree Tk,t

Ω for k = 2 and t =
1. The essential vertices are colored
blue, and the middle edges are col-
ored red. Each occurrence of ξ̂ or ξ∗

at the side of a vertex represents that
this vertex receives offspring accord-
ing to an independent copy of the
corresponding random variable (step
3). Each black triangle represents
an independent copy of the Galton–
Watson tree T (step 4). The green tri-
angles represent independent copies
of T conditioned on having root de-
gree in Ω (step 4).

For each integer t ≥ 1 we can now construct a random rooted plane tree Tk,t
Ω with k distin-

guished vertices labeled from 1 to k having out-degree in Ω, and 2k− 1 edges carrying length-
labels. We will prove later that this tree is the limit of R[t](TΩ

n ,~v). A special case of this construc-
tion is illustrated in Fig. 6.5. The general procedure goes as follows:

� (Pick a skeleton) Draw a proper k-tree uniformly at random. Its leaves will correspond to
the distinguished labeled vertices of Tk,t

Ω . Each possible outcome of this step is attained
with probability

1
2k−1 ∏k−1

i=1 (2i− 1)
.

� (Stretch it) Select a vector~s = (si)i ∈ R2k−1
>0 at random with density

(3 · 5 · · · (2k− 3)) (∑i si) exp
(
− (∑i si)

2

2

)
.
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It is simple to check that this defines a probability distribution, using classical expressions
for absolute moments of the Gaussian distribution. For each 1 ≤ i ≤ 2k − 1, we replace
the i-th edge of the k-tree by a path of length 2t + 1 and assign label si to the central edge
of this path.

� (Thicken it) Each internal vertex receives additional offspring, independently from the rest.
Here vertices with out-degree 1 receive additional offspring according to an independent
copy of ξ̂ − 1, while vertices with out-degree 2 receive additional offspring according to an
independent copy of ξ∗ − 2. An ordering of the total offspring that respects the ordering
of the pre-existing offspring is chosen uniformly at random.

� (Graft branches) Each distinguished vertex (i.e. each leaf of the original k-tree) becomes the
root of an independent copy of T conditioned on having root-degree in Ω. Other leaves
of the tree resulting from step 3 become the roots of independent copies of Galton–Watson
trees T , without conditioning.

The distribution of the random tree Tk,t
Ω , seen as an element of T [t]

k,Ω ×R2k−1
≥0 , was determined

in [BBFS20, Lemma 4.1]. This was a key step in the proof of the Lemma 6.2.1 below. Neverthe-
less, since we opt for skipping the technical details of the proof of Lemma 6.2.1, we also avoid to
show the quite complicated expression of this distribution.

6.2.1.4 | Convergence

The following lemma extends Aldous’ skeleton decomposition [Ald93, Eq. (49)] by keeping track
of o(
√

n)-neighborhoods near the essential vertices of the skeleton. The o(
√

n)-threshold is sharp
(for the applications in this manuscript, the convergence of tn-neighborhoods for any sequence
tn tending to infinity would suffice). We note that o(

√
n)-neighborhoods of the root have been

previously considered in the literature, e.g. by Aldous [Ald91b, Ald91c] and Kersting [Ker11]; see
also [Stu20b, Theorem 5.2] for a result on the o(

√
n)-neighborhood of a uniform random vertex

in the tree. Besides, Lemma 6.2.1 is also related to scaling limits obtained by Kortchemski [Kor12]
and Rizzolo [Riz15], that imply convergence of R(TΩ

n ,~v).

We recall that we see trees of the form s.R[t](T,~u) and Tk,t
Ω as elements of T [t]

k,Ω ×R2k−1
≥0 as

explained in Section 6.2.1.2.

Lemma 6.2.1 ([BBFS20, Lemma 4.2]). Suppose that the offspring distribution ξ is critical, aperiodic,
and has finite variance σ2. Let~v be a vector of k ≥ 1 independently and uniformly selected vertices with
out-degree in Ω of the conditioned tree TΩ

n . Then for each positive integer t it holds that

cΩσn−1/2.R[t](TΩ
n ,~v) d−→ Tk,t

Ω ,

with cΩ =
√

P(ξ ∈ Ω). Even stronger, for each sequence tn = o(
√

n) of positive integers it holds that

sup
A,B

∣∣∣P[cΩσn−1/2.R[tn ](TΩ
n ,~v) ∈ A× B

]
−P

[
Tk,tn

Ω ∈ A× B
]∣∣∣→ 0,
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with A ranging over all subsets of T [tn ]
k,Ω , and B over open intervals of R2k−1

≥0 .

We skip in this manuscript the (slightly technical and quite long) proof of this lemma. The
following statement will be useful (with Ω = {0}, i.e. marking leaves) in the special case of
separable permutations. It was deduced from some arguments used in the proof of Lemma 6.2.1.

Lemma 6.2.2 ([BBFS20, Corollary 4.4]). Let the offspring distribution ξ be critical, aperiodic, and have
a finite variance. Let~v be a vector of k ≥ 1 independently and uniformly selected vertices with out-degree
in Ω of the conditioned tree TΩ

n . Then, for any fixed t, asymptotically as n→ ∞, the parities of the heights
of the essential vertices induced by ~v (except the root of TΩ

n ) converge to Bernoulli random variables of
parameter 1/2, independent among themselves, and from the tree Sh(1.R[t](TΩ

n ,~v)).

6.2.2 | Universality of the biased Brownian separable permuton

We start by exploring some properties of the biased Brownian separable permuton.

6.2.2.1 | Background on the biased Brownian separable permuton

Recall (see Theorem 2.1.6 page 20) that if σn has size n, then these assertions are equivalent:

� There exists a permuton µ such that µσn
d−→ µ.

� For any integer k ≥ 1 the pattern patIn,k
(σn) induced by a uniform random k-element

subset In,k ⊆ [n] admits a distributional limit ρk.

In this case, the limiting family (ρk)k is consistent (recall Definition 2.1.9, page 21) and uniquely
determine the distribution of the permuton µ. Indeed, µ is the permuton limit of the sequence
of permutations (ρk)k (recall Proposition 2.1.10, page 21).

We can now define the biased Brownian separable permuton. Recall the bijection CT−1, de-
fined at page 43: it sends every canonical tree (see Definition 3.2.7, page 44) to the corresponding
permutation in C. The following permutons were introduced in [BBF+18, BBF+20] where they
were proved to be the limit of some substitution-closed classes:

� The Brownian separable permuton corresponds to the case where ρk is the image by CT−1 of
a uniform binary plane tree with k leaves with uniform independent decorations from
{⊕,	} on its internal vertices (recall from Remark 3.2.9 that CT−1 can be applied to
{⊕,	}-decorated trees, where neighbors may have the same sign).

� Let p ∈ [0, 1] be fixed. The biased Brownian separable permuton of parameter p is constructed
in the same way, but instead of assigning the {⊕,	}-decorations via fair coin flips, we toss
a biased coin that shows ⊕ with probability p.

Remark 6.2.3. Maazoun [Maa20] gave a construction of the biased Brownian separable permu-
tons in terms of decorated Brownian excursions. We do not present this point of view in this
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thesis, but we will discuss a (conjectural) equivalent construction of these permutons from Brow-
nian excursions in Section 6.4 (see Conjecture 6.4.3, page 172).

We also mention that Maazoun [Maa20, Theorem 1.5] showed that, almost surely, the sup-
port of µ(p) is totally disconnected, and its Hausdorff dimension is 1 (with one-dimensional
Hausdorff measure bounded above by

√
2). In addition, he showed that µ(p) inherits the self-

similarity properties of the associated Brownian excursion, that is, µ(p) contains a lot of rescaled
distributional copies of itself (see [Maa20, Theorem 1.6] for a precise statement). Finally, in
[Maa20, Theorem 1.7], he was able to calculate an expression for the intensity measure E[µ(p)].

Putting together the pattern characterization of permuton convergence (recalled above), the
description of ρk, and the connection between patterns and subtrees (explained in Section 3.2.2),
we get a sufficient condition for convergence to a biased Brownian separable permuton.

To state it, we recall that, if~̀ is an ordered sequence of marked leaves in a tree T, then R(T,~̀ )
denotes the subtree consisting of these marked leaves and all their ancestors. In addition, we
denote by R?(T,~̀ ) the tree obtained from R(T,~̀ ) by successively removing all non-root vertices
of out-degree 1, merging their two adjacent edges.

Lemma 6.2.4 ([BBFS20, Lemma 5.1]). Let p be fixed in [0, 1] and, for each n ≥ 1, σn be a random
permutation of size n. For each fixed k ≥ 1, we take a uniform random sequence ~̀ = (`1, . . . , `k) of k
leaves in the canonical tree Tn of σn. We make the following assumptions.

� The tree R?(Tn,~̀ ) converges in distribution to a proper k-tree.

� For each non-root internal vertex u of R?(Tn,~̀ ), we choose arbitrarily two leaves from~̀ , say `iu and
`ju , whose common ancestor is u. We then assume that `iu and `ju form a non-inversion asymptot-
ically with probability p, and that, when u runs over non-root internal vertices of R?(Tn,~̀ ), these
events are asymptotically independent from each other and from the shape R?(Tn,~̀ ).

Then σn converges to the biased Brownian separable permuton of parameter p.

The arbitrary choices made in the second item above are irrelevant. Indeed, when u has out-
degree 2 in R?(Tn,~̀ ) (which is the case with high probability under the first assumption), the
fact that `iu and `ju form an inversion or not does not depend on the choice of `iu and `ju (this a
simple consequence of the discussion from Section 3.2.2).

6.2.2.2 | Permuton convergence of random permutations in substitution-closed classes

We now prove our main theorem, Theorem 6.1.1.

Proof of Theorem 6.1.1. By Proposition 3.2.21 page 49, it suffices to show that the uniform n-sized
permutation σn from Cnot⊕ satisfies

µσn
d−→ µ(p).

We first consider the separable case S = ∅. Let Tn be the canonical tree of σn. Here a
vertex of Tn is decorated with 	 if and only if it has even height. Without its decorations, Tn
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has the law of a critical Galton-Watson tree with finite variance conditioned on having n leaves
(see Section 3.2.3; for the separable case, packed trees and canonical trees only differ by their
decorations).

Let k ≥ 1 be given and ~̀ = (`1, . . . , `k) be a uniform random sequence of leaves in Tn. It fol-
lows from Lemma 6.2.1 that R?(Tn,~̀ ) is asymptotically a uniform random proper k-tree. Corol-
lary 6.2.2 yields the additional information that the parities of the lengths of the 2k− 1 paths in
Tn corresponding to the edges of R?(Tn,~̀ ) converge jointly to 2k− 1 independent fair coin flips,
independently of the shape R?(Tn,~̀ ). Hence in the limit as n→ ∞ each non-root internal vertex
of R?(Tn,~̀ ) receives a sign ⊕ or 	 with probability 1/2 (meaning that the corresponding leaves
form an inversion with probability 1/2, in the sense of the second item of Lemma 6.2.4). More-
over, these events are asymptotically independent from each other and from the shape R?(Tn,~̀ ).
As this holds for all k ≥ 1, thanks to Lemma 6.2.4, it follows that σn converges in distribution to
the Brownian separable permuton µ(1/2).

Let us now consider the case S 6= ∅. In this case, it is more convenient to work with packed
trees rather than canonical trees (note however that both trees have the same set of leaves). In
particular, the random packed tree Pn = (Tn, λTn) associated with the uniform permutation σn

in Cnot⊕ is a Galton-Watson tree with a specific offspring distribution ξ (defined in Eq. (3.2) page
50) conditioned on having n leaves, with independent random decorations on each vertex (see
Section 3.2.3). As before, we fix k ≥ 1 and consider a uniformly selected k-tuple of distinct leaves
~̀ = (`1, . . . , `k) in Tn.

By Lemma 6.2.1, we know that R?(Tn,~̀ ) converges in distribution to a uniform proper k-tree
(recall that ξ is always aperiodic and that it has expectation 1 and finite variance by assumption,
as needed to apply Lemma 6.2.1). In particular, the tree R?(Tn,~̀ ) is a proper k-tree (with a root
of out-degree 1 and other internal vertices of out-degree 2) with high probability, as n → ∞.
When this is the case, since the packing construction only merges internal vertices, R?(Tn,~̀ )
coincide with R?(T̃n,~̀ ), where T̃n is the canonical tree associated with σn. Therefore, although
Lemma 6.2.4 is stated with the canonical tree T̃n, we can use it here with the packed tree Tn

instead.

Using the notation of Lemma 6.2.4, it remains to analyse whether `iu and `ju form an inver-
sion or not (for non-root internal vertices u of R?(Tn,~̀ )).

We recall (see Section 3.2.2) that if u is decorated with an S-gadget, then whether `iu and `ju

form an inversion or not is determined by the decoration of u and by which branches attached
to u contain `iu and `ju . This information is contained in Sh(s.R[0](Tn,~̀ )) for any s > 0.

On the other hand, if u is decorated with ~, then in order to determine whether `iu and `ju

form an inversion or not, we have to recover the parity of the distance of u to its first ancestor
decorated with an S-gadget (if it exists, otherwise to the root of Tn).

Take tn tending to infinity with tn = o(
√

n). By Lemma 6.2.1, u has asymptotically tn ances-
tors with out-degrees ξ̂1, ξ̂2, . . . , ξ̂tn being independent copies of ξ̂ defined in Eq. (6.6). Moreover
the vertex u and each of its ancestors receive a decoration that gets drawn independently and
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uniformly at random among all Ĝ(S)-decorations with size equal to the out-degree of the vertex.
In this setting, with high probability, one of the tn ancestors will receive an S-gadget as decora-
tion. Therefore, with high probability, whether `iu and `ju form an inversion is determined by
Sh(s.R[tn ](Tn,~̀ )) for any s > 0.

We say that two families (indexed by Z>0) of probability distributions are close when their
total variation distance tends to 0 as n tends to infinity. By Lemma 6.2.1, the distributions of the
random trees Sh(sn.R[tn ](Tn,~̀ )) and Sh(Tk,tn

{0} ) are close, for a well-chosen sequence sn. From the

above discussion, this implies that the joint distributions of R?(Tn,~̀ ) and(
1{`iu and `ju form an inversion in (Tn ,~̀ )}

)
u

are close to the distributions of the same variables in the limiting tree Tk,tn
{0} . When n tends to

infinity, these tend a.s. (with the obvious coupling between the Tk,tn
{0} ) to the same variables in

Tk,t∗
{0} , where t∗ denotes the minimal radius such that each internal ~-decorated essential vertex

(different from the root) has an ancestor decorated by an S-gadget.

In the limiting tree Tk,t∗
{0} , the neighborhoods of the essential vertices u are independent from

each other and all have the same distribution (which does not depend on k, nor on the shape
R?(Tk,t∗

{0} ,~̀ ), the latter being the proper k-tree taken at step 1 of the construction). Therefore the
probability that `iu and `ju form a non-inversion tend to some parameter p in [0, 1], which de-
pends only on the permutation class C we are working with. Moreover these events are asymp-
totically independent from each other and from the shape R?(Tn,~̀ ). From Lemma 6.2.4, this

implies that µσn
d−→ µ(p).

It remains to calculate the explicit expression for the limiting probability p given in Eq. (6.3).
For this we refer to the final part of the proof of [BBFS20, Theorem 5.2].

6.3 | Baxter permutations and related objects
In the previous section we saw that the biased Brownian separable permuton is a universal
limiting object. Nevertheless, here we show that there exists a model of constrained random
permutations that does not converge to the biased Brownian separable permuton but that exhibit
a new interesting random limiting permuton. In particular, this section is devoted to the proof
of (more precise versions of) Theorem 6.1.2. As explained before, this proof is based on some
results on scaling limits of coalescent-walk processes.

6.3.1 | Scaling limits of coalescent-walk processes

Here we deal with scaling limits of discrete coalescent-walk processes both in the finite and
infinite-volume case. The results culminate in Theorem 6.3.10, upon which the proofs of the two
main theorems for Baxter permutations and bipolar orientations rely, namely Theorem 6.3.15
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and Theorem 6.3.16. Nevertheless, we believe that our intermediate results, Theorem 6.3.5 and
Proposition 6.3.8, are of independent interest and might be useful also for some future projects.

All the spaces of continuous functions considered in this section are implicitly endowed with
the topology of uniform convergence on every compact set.

6.3.1.1 | The continuous coalescent-walk process

We start by defining the candidate continuous limiting object for discrete coalescent-walk pro-
cess: it is formed by the solutions of the following family of stochastic differential equations
(SDEs) indexed by u ∈ R and driven by a two-dimensional process W = (X,Y):dZ(u)(t) = 1{Z(u)(t)>0} dY(t)− 1{Z(u)(t)≤0} dX(t), t ≥ u,

Z(u)(t) = 0, t ≤ u.
(6.7)

Existence and uniqueness of a solution of the SDE above (for u ∈ R fixed) were already studied
in the literature in the case where the driving process W is a Brownian motion, in particular with
the following result.

Theorem 6.3.1 (Theorem 2 of [Pro13], Proposition 2.2 of [cHK18]). Fix ρ ∈ (−1, 1). Let T ∈ (0, ∞]

and let W = (X,Y) be a standard two-dimensional Brownian motion of correlation ρ and time-interval
[0, T). We have pathwise uniqueness and existence of a strong solution for the SDE:dZ(t) = 1{Z(t)>0} dY(t)− 1{Z(t)≤0} dX(t), 0 ≤ t < T,

Z(0) = 0.
(6.8)

Namely, letting (Ω,F , (Ft)0≤t<T , P) be a filtered probability space satisfying the usual conditions, and
assuming that W is an (Ft)t-Brownian motion, then:

� If Z, Z̃ are two (Ft)t-adapted continuous processes that verify Eq. (6.8) almost surely, then Z = Z̃

almost surely.

� There exists an (Ft)t-adapted continuous processes Z which verifies Eq. (6.8) almost surely.

In particular, there exists for every t ∈ (0, T] a measurable mapping Ft : C([0, t))→ C([0, t)), called the
solution mapping, such that:

� Setting Z = Ft(W|[0,t)), then Z verifies Eq. (6.8) almost surely on the interval [0, t).

� For every 0 ≤ s ≤ t ≤ T, then Ft(W|[0,t))|[0,s) = Fs(W|[0,s)) almost surely.

Assume from now on that W = (X,Y) is a standard two-dimensional Brownian motion of
correlation −1/2 and time-interval R. Let (Ft)t∈R be the canonical filtration of W. For every
u ∈ R we define

Z(u)(t) =

F∞

(
(W(u + s)−W(u))0≤s<∞

)
(t− u), t ≥ u,

0, t < u.
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It is clear that Z(u) is (Ft)t-adapted. Because Eq. (6.7) is invariant by addition of a constant
to W, and because W(u + s)−W(u) is a Brownian motion with time-interval R≥0, we see that
for every fixed u ∈ R, Z(u) verifies Eq. (6.7) almost surely.

Our construction makes the mapping (ω, u) 7→ Z(u) jointly measurable. Hence by Tonelli’s
theorem, for almost every ω, Z(u) is a solution for almost every u.

Remark 6.3.2. Given ω (even restricted to a set of probability one), we cannot say that {Z(u)}u∈R

forms a whole field of solutions to Eq. (6.7) driven by W. Indeed, we cannot guarantee that
the SDE holds for all u ∈ R simultaneously. In fact, we expect thanks to intuition coming from
Liouville Quantum Gravity, that there exist exceptional times u ∈ R where uniqueness fails,
with two or three distinct solutions. This phenomenon is also observed in another coalescing
flow of an SDE [BK04] and in the Brownian web [SSS17].

Remark 6.3.3. By Lévy’s characterization theorem [RY99, Theorem 3.6], for every fixed u ∈ R,
the process Z(u) is a standard one-dimensional Brownian motion on [u, ∞) with Z(u)(u) = 0.
Note however that the coupling of Z(u) for different values of u ∈ R is highly nontrivial.

Definition 6.3.4. We call continuous coalescent-walk process (driven by W) the collection of stochas-
tic processes

{
Z(u)

}
u∈R

.

Since for all u ∈ R, (Z(u)(t))t≥u is a Brownian motion, one can define almost surely its local
time process at zero L(u) (see [RY99, Chapter VI]): namely for t ≥ u, L(u)(t) is the limit in
probability of

1
2ε

Leb
({

s ∈ [u, t] : |Z(u)(s)| < ε
})

.

By convention we set L(u)(t) = 0 for t < u so that L(u) is a continuous process on R.
In the next section we show that the continuous coalescent-walk process is the scaling limit of

the discrete infinite-volume coalescent-walk processes defined in Section 3.5.2.1.

6.3.1.2 | The unconditioned scaling limit result

Let W = (X, Y) = (Xk, Yk)k∈Z be the random two-dimensional walk (with step distribution ν)
defined below Eq. (4.5) page 83, and let Z = WC(W) be the corresponding discrete coalescent-
walk process. Let also (L(i)

(j))−∞<i≤j<∞ = LZ be the local time process of Z as defined in
Eq. (3.9) page 70. By convention, from now on we extend trajectories of Z and L to the whole
Z by setting Z(j)

(i) = L(j)
(i) = 0 for i, j ∈ Z, i < j. We define rescaled versions: for all

n ≥ 1, u ∈ R, let Wn : R → R2, Z(u)
n : R → R and L

(u)
n : R → R be the continuous functions

defined by linearly interpolating the following points:

Wn

(
k
n

)
=

1√
2n

W k, Z
(u)
n

(
k
n

)
=

1√
2n

Z(dnue)
k , L

(u)
n

(
k
n

)
=

1√
2n

L(dnue)
(k), k ∈ Z.

Our first scaling limit result for infinite-volume coalescent-walk processes is the following result
that deals with a single trajectory.
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Theorem 6.3.5. Fix u ∈ R. We have the following joint convergence in C(R, R)4:(
Wn,Z(u)

n ,L(u)
n

)
d−−−→

n→∞

(
W,Z(u),L(u)

)
. (6.9)

Proof. The proof is spitted in two main parts.

Convergence of Wn and of (Z(u)
n ,L(u)

n ). The first step in the proof is to establish component-
wise convergence in Eq. (6.9). By Donsker’s theorem, upon computing Var(ν) =

(
2 −1
−1 2

)
, we

get that the rescaled random walk Wn = (Xn,Yn) converges to W = (X,Y) in distribution.
Using Proposition 4.6.7, we know that a single trajectory of the discrete coalescent-walk pro-
cess has the distribution of a random walk, and applying again an invariance principle such as
[Bor84, Theorem 1.1], we get that (Z(u)

n (u + t),L(u)
n (u + t))t≥0 converges to a one-dimensional

Brownian motion and its local time, which is indeed distributed like (Z(u),L(u)) thanks to Re-
mark 6.3.3.

Joint convergence. The second step in the proof is to establish joint convergence in distribu-
tion. By Prokhorov’s theorem, both Wn and (Z

(u)
n ,L(u)

n ) are tight sequences of random variables.
Since the product of two compact sets is compact, then the left-hand side of Eq. (6.9) forms a tight
sequence. Therefore, again by Prokhorov’s theorem, it is enough to identify the distribution of
all joint subsequential limits in order to show the convergence in Eq. (6.9). Assume that along a
subsequence, we have (

Wn,Z(u)
n ,L(u)

n

)
d−−−→

n→∞

(
W, Z̃, L̃

)
, (6.10)

where Z̃ is a Brownian motion started at time u, and L̃ is its local time process at zero. The joint
distribution of the right-hand side is unknown for now, but we will show that Z̃ = Z(u) almost
surely, which will complete the proof. Using Skorokhod’s theorem, we may define all involved
variables on the same probability space and assume that the convergence in Eq. (6.10) is in fact
almost sure.

Let (Gt)t be the smallest complete filtration to which W and Z̃ are adapted, i.e. Gt is the
completion of σ(W(s), Z̃(s), s ≤ t) by the negligible events of P. We shall show that W is a
(Gt)t-Brownian motion, that is for t ∈ R, s ∈ R≥0,

(W(t + s)−W(t)) ⊥⊥ Gt.

For fixed n, by definition of random walk,
(
Wn(t + s)−Wn(t)

)
⊥⊥ σ

(
W k, k ≤ bntc

)
. Therefore,

(
Wn(t + s)−Wn(t)

)
⊥⊥

(
Wn(r),Z

(u)
n (r)

)
r≤n−1bntc

.

By convergence, we obtain that (W(t + s)−W(t)) is independent of
(
W(r), Z̃(r)

)
r≤t

, complet-

ing the claim that W is a (Gt)t-Brownian motion.
Now fix a rational ε > 0 and an open interval with rational endpoints (a, b) on which Z̃(t) >

ε. Note that the interval (a, b) depends on Z̃(t). By almost sure convergence, there is N0 such
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that for n ≥ N0, Z(u)
n > ε/2 on (a, b). On the interval (a + 1/n, b), the process Z

(u)
n − Yn is

constant by construction of the coalescent-walk process (see Section 3.5.2.1). Hence the limit
Z̃−Y is constant too on (a, b) almost surely. We have shown that almost surely Z̃−Y is locally
constant on {t > u : Z̃(t) > ε}. This translates into the following almost sure equality:∫ t

u
1{Z̃(r)>ε} dZ̃(r) =

∫ t

u
1{Z̃(r)>ε} dY(r), t ≥ u.

The stochastic integrals are well-defined: on the left-hand side by considering the canonical
filtration of Z̃, on the right-hand side by considering (Gt)t. The same can be done for negative
values, leading to∫ t

u
1{|Z̃(r)|>ε} dZ̃(r) =

∫ t

u
1{Z̃(r)>ε} dY(r)−

∫ t

u
1{Z̃(r)<−ε} dX(r).

By stochastic dominated convergence theorem, one can take the limit as ε → 0, [RY99, Thm.
IV.2.12], and obtain∫ t

u
1{Z̃(r) 6=0} dZ̃(r) =

∫ t

u
1{Z̃(r)>0} dY(r)−

∫ t

u
1{Z̃(r)<0} dX(r).

Thanks to the fact that Z̃ is a Brownian motion,
∫ t

u 1{Z̃(r)=0} dZ̃(r) = 0, so that the left-hand side

of the equation above equals Z̃(t). As a result Z̃ verifies Eq. (6.8) almost surely and we can apply
pathwise uniqueness (Theorem 6.3.1, item 1) to complete the proof that Z̃ = Z(u) almost surely.

6.3.1.3 | The conditioned scaling limit result

In the previous section we saw a scaling limit result for infinite-volume coalescent-walk pro-
cesses. We now deal with the finite-volume case, the one that we need for our results.

For all n ≥ 1, let Wn be a uniform element of the space of tandem walks Wn and Zn =

WC(Wn) be the corresponding uniform coalescent-walk process. Let also Ln = (L(i)
n (j))1≤i≤j≤n =

LZn be the local time process of Zn as defined in Eq. (3.9) page 70. For all n ≥ 1, u ∈ (0, 1), let
Wn : [0, 1]→ R2, Z(u)

n : [0, 1]→ R and L
(u)
n : [0, 1]→ R be the continuous functions defined by

linearly interpolating the following points defined for all k ∈ [n],

Wn

(
k
n

)
=

1√
2n

Wn(k), Z
(u)
n

(
k
n

)
=

1√
2n

Z(dnue)
n (k), L

(u)
n

(
k
n

)
=

1√
2n

L(dnue)
n (k).

Our goal is to obtain a scaling limit result for these processes in the fashion of Theorem 6.3.5.
Let We denote a two-dimensional Brownian excursion of correlation−1/2 in the non-negative

quadrant and denote by (Ω,F , (Ft)0≤t≤1, Pexc) the completed canonical probability space of
We. From now on we work in this space. The law of the process We is characterized (for in-
stance) by Proposition A.0.4 in Appendix A. Using Proposition 4.6.5 and Proposition A.0.1, we
have that We is the scaling limit of Wn. Then, the scaling limit of Zn should be the continuous
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coalescent-walk process driven by We, i.e. the collection (indexed by u ∈ [0, 1]) of solutions of
Eq. (6.7) driven by We.

Let us remark that since Brownian excursions are semimartingales [RY99, Exercise 3.11], it
makes sense to consider stochastic integrals against such processes, so the SDE in Eq. (6.7) driven
by We is well-defined. We can also transport existence and uniqueness of strong solutions from
Theorem 6.3.1 using absolute continuity arguments, obtaining the result in Theorem 6.3.6, whose
proof is omitted in this manuscript.

Denote by F (u)
t the sigma-algebra generated by We(s)−We(u) for u ≤ s ≤ t and completed

by negligible events of Pexc.

Theorem 6.3.6 ([BM20, Theorem 4.6]). For every u ∈ (0, 1), there exists a continuous F (u)
t -adapted

stochastic process Z(u)
e on [u, 1), such that

1. the mapping (ω, u) 7→ Z
(u)
e is jointly measurable.

2. For every 0 < u < r < 1, Z(u)
e verifies Eq. (6.7) with driving motion We, restricted to the interval

[u, r], almost surely.

3. If 0 < u < r < 1 and Z̃ is an F (u)
t -adapted stochastic process that verifies Eq. (6.7) with driving

motion We on interval [u, r], then Z̃ = Z
(u)
e on [u, r] almost surely.

Now for u ∈ (0, 1) denote by Z
(u)
e the strong solution of Eq. (6.7) driven by We provided by

the previous theorem. Note that the process Z
(u)
e is a continuous process on the interval [u, 1).

Since Z
(u)
e (u) = 0, we extend continuously Z

(u)
e on [0, 1) by setting Z

(u)
e (t) = 0 for 0 ≤ t ≤ u. It

will turn out (see Proposition 6.3.8) that Z(u)
e can also be extended continuously at time 1.

A remark similar to Remark 6.3.2 holds for the family {Z(u)
e }u∈(0,1), that is, we can only

guarantee that for almost every ω, Z(u)
e is a solution of Eq. (6.7) for almost every u ∈ (0, 1).

Denote by (L
(u)
e )u≤t<1 the local time process at zero of the semimartingale Z

(u)
e on [u, 1). By

convention, set L(u)
e (t) = 0 for 0 ≤ t < u.

Definition 6.3.7. We call continuous coalescent-walk process (driven by We) the collection of stochas-
tic processes

{
Z
(u)
e

}
u∈(0,1)

.

We can now state a scaling limit result for finite-volume coalescent-walk processes. We first
deal with the case of a single trajectory Z

(u)
n . Then we consider a more general case in Theo-

rem 6.3.10. The key tools for the proof (here omitted) of the following result are the absolute
continuity results in Appendix A used together with Theorem 6.3.5.

Proposition 6.3.8 ([BM20, Proposition 4.8]). Fix u ∈ (0, 1). The stochastic process Z
(u)
e can be

extended to a continuous function on [0, 1] by setting Z
(u)
e (1) = 0, and we have the following joint

convergence in the product space of continuous functions C([0, 1], R2)× C([0, 1], R)× C([0, 1), R):(
Wn,Z(u)

n ,L(u)
n

)
d−−−→

n→∞

(
We,Z

(u)
e ,L(u)

e

)
.
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Remark 6.3.9. Note that the convergence of local times does not go up to time 1. This will be
corrected later in Lemma 6.3.19 for a uniformly random starting point.

We finish by stating a simple generalization of the previous result, where we consider several
uniform starting points. This is the foundation upon which the next section is built.

Theorem 6.3.10 ([BM20, Theorem 4.10]). Let (ui)i∈Z>0 be a sequence of i.i.d. uniform random vari-
ables on [0, 1], independent of all other variables. We have the following joint convergence in the product
space of continuous functions C([0, 1], R2)× (C([0, 1], R)× C([0, 1), R))Z>0 :(

Wn,
(
Z
(ui)
n ,L(ui)

n

)
i∈Z>0

)
d−−−→

n→∞

(
We,

(
Z
(ui)
e ,L(ui)

e

)
i∈Z>0

)
.

6.3.2 | Scaling limits of Baxter permutations and bipolar orientations

This section is split in two parts: in the first one, we construct the Baxter permuton (see Def-
inition 6.3.13) from the continuous coalescent-walk process Ze = {Z(u)

e }u∈[0,1] introduced in
Definition 6.3.7, and we show that it is the limit of uniform Baxter permutations (see Theo-
rem 6.3.15). We also show that this convergence holds jointly with the one for the coalescent-
walk process (proved in Theorem 6.3.10). Building on these results, in the second part, we prove
a joint scaling limit convergence result for all the objects considered in the commutative diagram
in Theorem 3.5.6, i.e. tandem walks, Baxter permutations, bipolar orientations and coalescent-
walk processes (see Theorem 6.3.16). In both cases, a key ingredient is the convergence of the
discrete coalescent-walk process to its continuous counterpart (Theorem 6.3.10).

6.3.2.1 | The permuton limit of Baxter permutations

We now introduce the candidate limiting permuton for Baxter permutations. Its definition is
rather straightforward by analogy with the discrete case (see Section 3.5.2.2). We consider the
continuous coalescent-walk process Ze = {Z(t)

e }t∈[0,1]. Actually Z
(t)
e was not defined for t ∈

{0, 1} (see Definition 6.3.7). As what happens on a negligible subset of [0, 1] is irrelevant to the
arguments to come, this causes no problems.

We first define a random binary relation ≤Ze on [0, 1]2 as follows (this is an analogue of the
definition given in Eq. (3.8) page 67 in the discrete case):

t ≤Ze t for every t ∈ [0, 1],

t ≤Ze s for every 0 ≤ t < s ≤ 1 such that Z
(t)
e (s) < 0,

s ≤Ze t, for every 0 ≤ t < s ≤ 1 such that Z
(t)
e (s) ≥ 0.

Note that the map (ω, t, s) 7→ 1t≤Ze s is measurable.

Proposition 6.3.11 ([BM20, Proposition 5.1]). The relation≤Ze is antisymmetric and reflexive. More-
over, there exists a random set A ⊂ [0, 1]2 of a.s. zero Lebesgue measure, i.e. P(Leb(A) = 0) = 1, such
that the restriction of ≤Ze to [0, 1]2 \ A is transitive almost surely.
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We now define a random function that encodes the total order ≤Ze :

ϕZe(t) := Leb
({

x ∈ [0, 1]|x ≤Ze t
})

= Leb
({

x ∈ [0, t)|Z(x)
e (t) < 0

}
∪
{

x ∈ [t, 1]|Z(t)
e (x) ≥ 0

})
, (6.11)

where here Leb(·) denotes the one-dimensional Lebesgue measure. Note that since the mapping
(ω, t, s) 7→ 1t≤Ze s is measurable, the mapping (ω, t) 7→ ϕZe(t) is measurable too.

Observation 6.3.12. Note that the function defined in Eq. (6.11) is inspired by the following: if
σ is the Baxter permutation associated with a coalescent-walk process Z = {Z(t)}t∈[n] ∈ C, then
σ(i) = #{j ∈ [n]|j ≤Z i}.

Definition 6.3.13. The Baxter permuton µB is the push-forward of the Lebesgue measure on [0, 1]
via the mapping (Id, ϕZe), that is

µB(·) := (Id, ϕZe)∗ Leb(·) = Leb ({t ∈ [0, 1]|(t, ϕZe(t)) ∈ · }) .

The Baxter permuton µB is a random measure on the unit square [0, 1]2 and the terminology
is justified by the following lemma, that also states some results useful for the proof of Theo-
rem 6.3.15.

Lemma 6.3.14 ([BM20, Lemma 5.5]). The following claims hold:

1. The random measure µB is a.s. a permuton.

2. Almost surely, for almost every t < s ∈ [0, 1], either Z
(t)
e (s) > 0 and ϕZe(s) < ϕZe(t), or

Z
(t)
e (s) < 0 and ϕZe(s) > ϕZe(t).

We can now prove that Baxter permutations converge in distribution to the Baxter permuton.
Since it will be useful in the next section, we also show that this convergence is joint with the
convergence of the corresponding tandem walk and the corresponding coalescent-walk process.

We reuse the notation of Section 6.3.1.3. In particular, Wn is a uniform element of the space
of tandem walks Wn, Zn = WC(Wn) is the associated uniform coalescent-walk process, and
σn = CP(Zn) is the associated uniform Baxter permutation.

Theorem 6.3.15. Jointly with the convergences in Theorem 6.3.10, we have that µσn
d−→ µB.

Proof. Assume there is a subsequence along which µσn converges in distribution to some random
permuton µ̃ jointly with the convergences in Theorem 6.3.10. We shall show that µ̃ has the same
distribution as µB. By virtue of Prokhorov’s theorem and compactness of the space of permutons
M, this is enough to prove the joint convergence claim. To simplify things, we assume that
the subsequential convergence is almost sure using Skorokhod’s theorem. In particular, almost
surely as n → ∞, µσn → µ̃ in the space of permutons, and for every i ≥ 1, Z(ui)

n → Z
(ui)
e

uniformly on [0, 1], where (ui)i≥1 are i.i.d. uniform random variables on [0, 1].
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Fix k ∈ Z>0. We denote by ρk
n the pattern induced by σn on the indices dnu1e, . . . , dnuke (ρk

n

is undefined if two indices are equal). From the uniform convergence above, and recalling that
Z
(u)
n

(
k
n

)
= 1√

2n
Z(dnue)

n (k), we have for all 1 ≤ i < j ≤ k that

sgn
(

Z
(dnuie∧dnuje)
n (dnuie ∨ dnuje)

)
−−−→
n→∞

sgn(Z
(ui∧uj)
e (uj ∨ ui)) a.s., (6.12)

where we used the conventions x ∧ y = min{x, y} and x ∨ y = max{x, y}. Note that the
function sgn is not continuous, but by the second claim of Lemma 6.3.14, the random variable

Z
(ui∧uj)
e (uj ∨ ui) is almost surely nonzero, hence a continuity point of sgn.

By Proposition 3.5.12 page 67,

Z
(dnuie∧dnuje)
n (dnuie ∨ dnuje) ≥ 0 ⇐⇒ ρk

n(Mi,j) < ρk
n(mi,j), (6.13)

where Mi,j (resp. mi,j) denotes the ranking of dnuie ∨ dnuje (resp. dnuie ∧ dnuje) in the sequence
(dnu1e, . . . , dnuke). Using the second claim of Lemma 6.3.14, Eqs. (6.12) and (6.13) mean that

ρk
n −−−→n→∞

ρk,

where ρk denotes the permutation Permk(µB) induced by (ui, ϕZe(ui))i∈[k]. From Lemma 2.1.4,
we have for k large enough that

P
[
d�(µρk

n
, µσn) > 16k−1/4

]
≤ 1

2
e−
√

k + O(n−1),

where the error term O(n−1) comes from the fact that ρk
n might be undefined. Since ρk

n −−−→n→∞
ρk

and µσn → µ̃, then taking the limit as n→ ∞, we obtain that

P
[
d�(µρk , µ̃) > 16k−1/4

]
≤ 1

2
e−
√

k,

and so µρk
P−−−→

k→∞
µ̃. Another application of Lemma 2.1.4 gives that µρk

P−−−→
k→∞

µB. The last two

limits yield µ̃ = µB almost surely. This concludes the proof.

6.3.2.2 | Joint convergence of the four trees of bipolar orientations

Fix n ≥ 1. Let mn be a uniform bipolar orientation of size n, and consider its iterates m∗n, m∗∗n , m∗∗∗n

by the dual operation. DenoteF = {∅, ∗, ∗∗, ∗∗∗} the group of dual operations, that is isomor-
phic to Z/4Z. For θ ∈ F, let W θ

n = (Xθ
n, Yθ

n ), Zθ
n and σθ

n be the uniform objects corresponding
to mθ

n via the commutative diagram in Eq. (3.7) page 65. We also denote by Lθ
n the discrete local

time process of Zθ
n (see Eq. (3.9) page 70 for a definition). We define rescaled versions as usual:

for u ∈ [0, 1], let Wθ
n : [0, 1] → R2, Zθ,(u)

n : [0, 1] → R and L
θ,(u)
n : [0, 1] → R be the continu-

ous functions obtained by linearly interpolating the following families of points defined for all
k ∈ [n]:

Wθ
n

(
k
n

)
=

1√
2n

W θ
n (k), Z

θ,(u)
n

(
k
n

)
=

1√
2n

Zθ,(dnue)
n (k), L

θ,(u)
n

(
k
n

)
=

1√
2n

Lθ,(dnue)
n (k).
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Finally, for each n ∈ Z>0, let ((un,i, u∗n,i))i≥1 be an i.i.d. sequence of distribution µσn condition-
ally on mn. Let also u∗∗n,i = 1− un,i and u∗∗∗n,i = 1− u∗n,i for n, i ∈ Z>0. The first and second
marginals of a permuton are uniform irregardless of the permuton, which implies that for all
n ∈ Z>0 and θ ∈ F, (uθ

n,i)i≥1 is an i.i.d. sequence of uniform random variables on [0, 1] inde-

pendent of mθ
n (but for every fixed n ∈ Z>0, the joint distribution of

(
(uθ

n,i)i≥1

)
θ∈F

depends on

(mθ
n)θ∈F).

We can now state the main theorem of this section which is in some sense a joint scaling
limit convergence result for all these objects. Recall the time-reversal and coordinates-swapping
mapping s : C([0, 1], R2)→ C([0, 1], R2) defined by s( f , g) = (g(1− ·), f (1− ·)).

Theorem 6.3.16. Let We be a two-dimensional Brownian excursion of correlation −1/2 in the non-
negative quadrant. Let Ze be the associated continuous coalescent-walk process and Le be its local-time
process. Let u denote a uniform random variable in [0, 1] independent of We. Then

1. almost surely, L(u)
e ∈ C([0, 1), R) has a limit at 1, and we still denote by L

(u)
e ∈ C([0, 1], R) its

extension.

2. There exists a measurable mapping r : C([0, 1], R2) → C([0, 1], R2) such that almost surely,
denoting (X̃, Ỹ) = r(We),

X̃(ϕZe(u)) = L
(u)
e (1) and r(s(We)) = s(r(We)). (6.14)

These properties uniquely determine the mapping r PWe -almost everywhere. Moreover,

r(We)
d
= We, r2 = s and r4 = Id, PWe − a.e. (6.15)

3. Let (ui)i≥1 be an auxiliary i.i.d. sequence of uniform random variables on [0, 1], independent of
We. For each θ ∈ {∅, ∗, ∗∗}, let Wθ∗

e = r(Wθ
e ) and uθ∗

i = ϕZe(u
θ
i ) for i ≥ 1. Let also Zθ

e

be the associated continuous coalescent-walk process, Lθ
e be its local-time process and µ

Zθ
e

be the
associated Baxter permuton. Then we have the joint convergence in distribution(

Wθ
n,
(

uθ
n,i,Z

θ,(uθ
n,i)

n ,L
θ,(uθ

n,i)
n

)
i∈Z>0

, µσθ
n

)
θ∈F

d−−−→
n→∞

(
Wθ

e ,
(

uθ
i ,Z

θ,(uθ
i )

e ,L
θ,(uθ

i )
e

)
i∈Z>0

, µ
Zθ

e

)
θ∈F

(6.16)

in the space (
C([0, 1], R2)× ([0, 1]× C([0, 1], R)× C([0, 1], R))Z>0 ×M

)4
.

4. In this coupling, we almost surely have, for θ ∈F,

ϕ
Zθ∗

e
◦ ϕ

Zθ
e
= 1− Id, PWe − a.e.
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Remark 6.3.17. As in the discrete case, we point out that even though the joint distribution of(
(uθ

i )i≥1
)

θ∈F depends on (Wθ
e )θ∈F, we have that (uθ

i )i≥1 is independent of Wθ
e for every fixed

θ ∈F.

Remark 6.3.18. We highlight that the results presented in the theorem above (in particular in
Eqs. (6.14) and (6.15)) are continuous analogs of the results obtained in Section 3.5.4 for discrete
objects. The specific connections between the results for continuous and discrete objects are
made clear in the proof of the theorem.

Proof of Theorem 6.3.16. We start by showing that the left-hand side of Eq. (6.16) is tight. Theo-
rem 6.3.10 and Theorem 6.3.15 give us tightness of all involved random variables, with the caveat

that (L
θ,(uθ

i )
n )n is a priori only tight in the space C([0, 1), R). Tightness in C([0, 1], R) follows from

the following admitted result2, which proves in passing item 1.

Lemma 6.3.19 ([BM20, Lemma 5.11]). Let u be a uniform random variable on [0, 1], independent of
Wn. The sequence (L(u)

n (1))n is tight, and for every ε, δ > 0, there exists x ∈ (0, 1) and n0 ≥ 1 such
that

P
(
L

(u)
n (1)−L

(u)
n (1− x) ≥ δ

)
≤ ε, for all n ≥ n0.

Therefore (L(u)
n )n is tight in the space C([0, 1], R).

We now consider a subsequence of(
Wθ

n,
(

uθ
i ,Z

θ,(uθ
n,i)

n ,L
θ,(uθ

n,1)
n

)
i≥1

, µσθ
n

)
θ∈F

converging in distribution. For fixed θ ∈ F, we know the distribution of the limit thanks to

Theorem 6.3.10 and Theorem 6.3.15 (the limit of L
θ,(uθ

i )
n , being a random continuous function on

[0, 1], is determined by its restriction to [0, 1)). Henceforth, it is legitimate to denote by(
Wθ

e ,
(

uθ
i ,Z

θ,(uθ
i )

e ,L
θ,(uθ

i )
e

)
i≥1

, µ
Zθ

e

)
θ∈F

(6.17)

the limit, keeping in mind that the coupling for varying θ is undetermined at the moment. We
shall determine it to complete the proof of items 2 and 3. We start by proving the following
identities (we use the convention **** = ∅):

W∗∗
e = s(We), W∗∗∗

e = s(W∗
e ), (6.18)

uθ∗
i = ϕZe(u

θ
i ), i ≥ 1, θ ∈F, (6.19)

Xθ∗
e (uθ∗

i ) = L
θ,(uθ

i )
e (1), i ≥ 1, θ ∈F. (6.20)

2We remark that the proof of Lemma 6.3.19 is highly technical and builds on several combinatorial constructions
and asymptotic estimates.
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The claim in Eq. (6.18) is the easiest. Thanks to Proposition 3.5.21 page 71, we have that
W∗∗

n = s(Wn) and W∗∗∗
n = s(W∗

n), for every n ∈ Z>0. Since s is continuous on C([0, 1], R2), the
same result holds in the limit, proving Eq. (6.18).

To prove Eq. (6.19), we use the following lemma, whose proof is skipped. It follows rather
directly from the definition of weak convergence of measures.

Lemma 6.3.20. Suppose that for n ∈ Z>0 ∪ {∞}, µn is a random measure on a Polish space and
(Xn

i )i≥1 an i.i.d. sequence of elements with distribution µn conditionally on µn. Assume that µn → µ∞

in distribution for the weak topology. Then we have the joint convergence in distribution

(µn, (Xn
i )i≥1)

d−−−→
n→∞

(µ∞, (X∞
i )i≥1) .

In view of the construction of
(

µσθ
n
, (uθ

n,i, uθ∗
n,i)i≥1

)
, it implies that the joint distribution of(

µ
Zθ

e
, (uθ

i , uθ∗
i )i≥1

)
is that of µ

Zθ
e

together with an i.i.d. sequence of elements with distribution

µ
Zθ

e
conditionally on µ

Zθ
e
. In particular, we must have uθ∗

i = ϕ
Zθ

e
(uθ

i ) almost surely. This proves
Eq. (6.19).

Finally, thanks to Corollary 3.5.19 page 70, we have the discrete identity

Xθ∗
n (n−1dnuθ∗

i e) = L
θ,(uθ

i )
n (1)− 1√

2n
, for every n ≥ 1.

By convergence in distribution, we obtain Eq. (6.20).

The continuous stochastic process Xθ∗
e is almost surely determined by its values on the dense

sequence (uθ∗
i )i≥i0 . By Eq. (6.20) and 0-1 law, we have that Xθ∗

e ∈ σ(Wθ
e ). This together with

Eq. (6.18) implies that

σ(Yθ∗
e ) = σ(Xθ∗∗∗

e ) ⊂ σ(Wθ∗∗
e ) = σ(Wθ

e ).

As a result Wθ∗
e ∈ σ(Wθ

e ) and so there exists a measurable map r : C([0, 1], R2) → C([0, 1], R2)

such that

r(Wθ
e ) = Wθ∗

e . (6.21)

Then the claims in Eqs. (6.14) and (6.15) are an immediate consequence of Eqs. (6.18) and (6.20).
The fact that Eq. (6.14) uniquely determines r PWe -almost everywhere also results from the
fact that a continuous function is uniquely determined by its values on a set of full Lebesgue
measure. This completes the proof of item 2.

Additionally, Eqs. (6.19) and (6.21) show that the coupling in Eq. (6.17) is the one announced
in the statement of item 3, and in particular is independent of the subsequence. Together with
tightness, this proves item 3.

For item 4, we observe that uθ
n,1 = 1− uθ∗∗

n,1 + 1/n, so that taking the limit, uθ∗∗
1 = 1− uθ

1.
Then item 4 follows from Eq. (6.19).
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6.4 | Better than open problems: The skew Brownian permuton
Note. In this section we present some possible future projects and several conjectures. There are no
rigorous mathematical results here.

We believe that a generalized version of the Baxter permuton, called the skew Brownian per-
muton, describes the limit of various models of random permutations, identifying a new univer-
sality class for random permutations. We now introduce this new limiting permuton and then
we comment on why it should be a universal object and on how it should be also related to the
biased Brownian separable permuton.

6.4.1 | Definition

The definition of the skew Brownian permuton follows the same lines as the definition of the
Baxter permuton. Let (Eρ(t))t∈[0,1] denote a two-dimensional Brownian excursion of correla-
tion3 ρ ∈ [−1, 1] in the non-negative quadrant and let q ∈ [0, 1] be a further parameter. Consider
the solutions (see below for a discussion on existence and uniqueness) of the following family
of stochastic differential equations (SDEs) indexed by u ∈ [0, 1] and driven by Eρ = (Xρ,Yρ):dZ(u)

ρ,q (t) = 1
{Z(u)

ρ,q (t)>0}
dYρ(t)− 1{Z(u)

ρ,q (t)≤0}
dXρ(t) + (2q− 1) · dLZ

(u)
ρ,q (t), t ≥ u,

Z
(u)
ρ,q (t) = 0, t ≤ u,

(6.22)

where LZ
(u)
ρ,q (t) is the local-time process at zero of Z(u)

ρ,q . Like before, we call continuous coalescent-

walk process driven by (Eρ, q) the collection of stochastic processes
{
Z
(u)
ρ,q

}
u∈[0,1]

and we consider

the following random mapping:

ϕZρ,q(t) := Leb
({

x ∈ [0, t)|Z(x)
ρ,q (t) < 0

}
∪
{

x ∈ [t, 1]|Z(t)
ρ,q(x) ≥ 0

})
, t ∈ [0, 1]. (6.23)

Remark 6.4.1. We point out that a single trajectory Z
(u)
ρ,q , for a fixed u ∈ [0, 1], is a skew Brownian

motion (for an introduction to skew Brownian motions we refer to [Lej06]). This fact inspired
our terminology in the following definition.

Definition 6.4.2. Fix ρ ∈ [−1, 1] and q ∈ [0, 1]. The skew Brownian permuton with parameters ρ, q,
denoted µρ,q, is the push-forward of the Lebesgue measure on [0, 1] via the mapping (Id, ϕZρ,q).

Note that the Baxter permuton coincides with the skew Brownian permuton with parameters
ρ = −1/2 and q = 1/2. We also conjecture4 that the biased separable permuton µ(p) introduced
in Section 6.1.1 is a sort of extremal case of the skew Brownian permuton.

Conjecture 6.4.3. For all p ∈ [0, 1], the biased Brownian separable permuton µ(p) has the same distri-
bution as the skew Brownian permuton µ1,1−p.

3Note that E−1/2 coincides with We from the previous section. We adopt this change of notation here for typograph-
ical convenience.

4In Appendix A & B of [BM20] we carefully explain why we strongly believe in this conjecture.
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Note that when ρ = 1, Xρ(t) = Yρ(t) = e(t), where (e(t))t∈[0,1] is a one-dimensional Brown-
ian excursion on [0, 1]. When in addition q = 1− p, the SDEs in Eq. (6.22) rewrite asdZ(u)

1,1−p(t) = sgn(Z(u)
1,1−p(t))de(t) + (1− 2p) · dLZ

(u)
1,1−p(t), t ≥ u,

Z
(u)
1,1−p(t) = 0, t ≤ u.

(6.24)

When p = 1/2, this is the coalescing flow of the well-known Tanaka SDE, driven by an
excursion instead of a Brownian motion. The characteristic feature of the Tanaka equation is the
absence of pathwise uniqueness: solutions are not measurable functions of the driving process e,
but rather incorporate additional randomness, which takes in this instance (see [LJR04, Section
4.4.3]) the form of independent uniform signs s(`) ∈ {⊕,	} for every ` ∈ (0, 1) that is a local
minimum5 of e. The solutions are then constructed explicitly as follows.

For 0 ≤ u ≤ t ≤ 1, set m(u, t) := inf[u,t] e, and µ(u, t) = inf{s ≥ t : e(s) = m(u, t)}. Then

Z
(u)
1,1/2(t) := (e(t)−m(u, t))s(µ(u, t)).

By analogy, we believe in the following.

Conjecture 6.4.4. For ρ = 1 and for all p ∈ [0, 1], the solutions Z(u)
1,1−p of Eq. (6.24) can be constructed

as above by taking independent biased signs s(`) ∈ {⊕,	} in such a way that P(s(`) = ⊕) = p.

The other extremal case ρ = −1 gives the following SDEs defined for all u ∈ [0, 1],dZ(u)
−1,q(t) = de(t) + (2q− 1) · dLZ

(u)
−1,q(t), t ≥ u,

Z
(u)
−1,q(t) = 0, t ≤ u.

This equation (when e is replaced by a Brownian motion) is Harrison and Shepp’s equation
([HS81]) defining the skew Brownian motion, whose solutions are pathwise unique [Lej06], and
whose coalescing flow was studied by Burdzy and Kaspi (see [BK04] and the references therein).

All the discussions above make us conjecture the following.

Conjecture 6.4.5. Existence and pathwise uniqueness for the solutions of the SDEs in Eq. (6.22) holds
for all ρ ∈ [−1, 1) and q ∈ [0, 1].

Note that a corollary of Conjectures 6.4.4 and 6.4.5 is the following.

Conjecture 6.4.6. The skew Brownian permuton µρ,q is well-defined for all (ρ, q) ∈ [−1, 1]× [0, 1].

Simulations of the skew Brownian permuton for various values of ρ and q can be found
in Fig. 6.6 or in this link. Once this new random permuton has been defined, many natural
questions arise. We mention a few of them.

Problem 6.4.7. What is the Hausdorff dimension of the support of the skew Brownian permuton µρ,q?
What is its intensity measure E[µρ,q]?

5For the technicalities involved in indexing an i.i.d. sequence by this random countable set, see [Maa20].
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ρ =
−0.995

q ≈ 0.1 q ≈ 0.4 q = 0.5 q ≈ 0.6 q ≈ 0.9 Eρ = (Xρ,Yρ)

ρ =
−0.5

ρ = 0

ρ =
0.5

ρ =
0.995

ρ = 1

Figure 6.6. Simulations of the skew Brownian permuton. In each row, five samplings of the
skew Brownian permuton and the corresponding two-dimensional Brownian excursions in the
non-negative quadrant of correlation ρ (the specific value of ρ is indicated at the beginng of each
row). Every column corresponds to different values of the parameter q (the specific value of q
is indicated at the top of each column). We remark that the five permutons in the same row are
driven by the same Brownian excursion plotted at the end of the row. Note that when ρ = 1 the
corresponding two-dimensional Brownian excursion is actually a one-dimensional Brownian
excursion.
The Baxter permuton (corresponding to the parameters ρ = −1/2 and q = 1/2) is highlighted
with a blue thicker boundary. The permutons in the bottom row (corresponding to the parameter
ρ = 1) should be skew Brownian permutons as stated in Conjecture 6.4.3.
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We recall (see Remark 6.2.3 page 157) that Maazoun [Maa20] provided some answers to sim-
ilar questions for the biased Brownian separable permuton (which should correspond, thanks to
Conjecture 6.4.3, to the case ρ = 1).

Another interesting question is related with the already mentioned (see Section 2.4 page 33)
recent work of Bassino, Bouvel, Drmota, Féray, Gerin, Maazoun, and Pierrot [BBD+21]: They
showed that the length of the longest increasing subsequence in permutations converging to the
Brownian separable permuton has sublinear size (building on self-similarity properties of the
Brownian separable permuton).

Problem 6.4.8. Let σn be a sequence of random permutations converging to the skew Brownian permuton
with parameters ρ, q. What is the the length of the longest increasing subsequence in σn? We expect,
under some regularity conditions on the sequence σn, a formula that only depends on ρ, q.

We conclude this section with an additional discussion on the solutions of Eq. (6.22): in the
same spirit of Remark 6.3.2, given ω (even restricted to a set of probability one), we cannot say
that {Z(u)

ρ,q (ω)}u∈[0,1] forms a whole field of solutions to Eq. (6.22). Also here, we expect that there
exist exceptional times u ∈ [0, 1] where uniqueness fails, with two or three distinct solutions.

Problem 6.4.9. What are the properties of the stochastic flow determined by Eq. (6.22)? In particular,
is it possible to describe the coalescence points and/or non-uniqueness points? What is the interaction
between the stochastic flow and its backwards version?

We believe that answers to these questions will be fundamental in order to deepen the study
of the geometric properties of the skew Brownian permuton µρ,q.

6.4.2 | Universality

We believe that many models of uniform constrained permutations converge to the skew Brow-
nian permuton with various values of the two parameters.

In Theorem 6.1.1 we showed that the biased Brownian separable permuton has a universal
property: it is the permuton limit of uniform random permutations in proper substitution-closed
classes. Assuming that Conjecture 6.4.3 holds, about which we are very confident as explained
before, Theorem 6.1.1 is a first evidence of the universality of the skew Brownian permuton. A
second evidence is Theorem 6.3.15 about Baxter permutations. The unsatisfactory feature of all
these results is that either ρ = 1 or q = 1/2, and in both cases the SDEs in Eq. (6.22) take a
simplified form: either the driving process is a one-dimensional Brownian excursion or the local
time term cancels. The goal of a future project is the following.

Problem 6.4.10. Exhibit a natural model of random permutations converging to the skew Brownian
permuton with parameters |ρ| < 1 and q 6= 1/2.

Recall that a key point in the proof of Theorem 6.3.15 is the possibility to encode a Bax-
ter permutation with a specific two-dimensional walk and then to construct from it a discrete
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coalescent-walk process. A good candidate for solving Problem 6.4.10 are the families of semi-
Baxter and strong-Baxter permutations (a superset and a subset of Baxter permutations, respec-
tively). These families are encoded by two-dimensional labeled generating trees (see [BGRR18]):
using the machinery developed in Section 3.4.2 we can easily sample a uniform semi-Baxter or
strong-Baxter permutation as a two-dimensional random walk conditioned to stay in a cone.
Moreover, from these walks it is possible to define discrete coalescent-walk processes for uni-
form semi-Baxter or strong-Baxter permutations.

Conjecture 6.4.11. The permuton limit of uniform semi-Baxter or strong-Baxter permutations (see
Fig. 6.7) is the skew Brownian permuton. In particular, in the case of strong-Baxter permutations, the
limiting skew Brownian permuton has parameters |ρ| < 1 and q 6= 1/2.

Figure 6.7. A large uni-
form semi-Baxter permuta-
tion (left) and a large uni-
form strong-Baxter permu-
tation (right).

There are various reasons to believe in this conjecture. First of all, it is easy to predict that
|ρ| < 1 simply computing the correlation between the coordinates of the two-dimensional ran-
dom walk that describes a uniform random semi-Baxter or strong-Baxter permutation.

In addition, we have done both numerical simulations and informal computations to esti-
mate the parameter q in both cases, obtaining that q 6= 1/2 for strong-Baxter permutations,
while q = 1/2 for semi-Baxter permutations. It is somehow surprising that the parameter q for
semi-Baxter permutations is exactly 1/2. Indeed, we can show that in both cases the trajectories
of the corresponding discrete coalescent-walk processes are not martingales, and so we would
expect a local time term appearing in the corresponding SDEs in both cases. This is another
aspect that deserves a more accurate investigation in future projects.

Semi-Baxter and strong-Baxter permutations are just two possible suitable models of random
permutations for solving Problem 6.4.10. Thanks to the machinery developed in Section 3.4.2, we
could investigate many other families of permutations encoded by a two-dimensional labeled
generating tree (for instance see [BM03, Eli07, BG14, BGRR18]).
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6.4.3 | Connections with the LQG

In this final section we focus on the connection between the skew Brownian permuton and the
Liouville quantum gravity (LQG), with a particular focus on the work of Gwynne, Holden and
Sun [GHS16]. This connection was already mentioned in this manuscript6: indeed bipolar orien-
tations7 converge (in the Peano-sphere topology) jointly with its dual to a

√
4/3-LQG decorated

with two orthogonal SLE12 (in the imaginary geometry sense).

We believe that the SDEs in Eq. (6.22) defining the skew Brownian permuton also encode
some quantities related to the LQG. We now explain this point more precisely.

The first trajectory of the discrete coalescent-walk process associated with a bipolar orienta-
tion (in the terminology of [BM20]) corresponds to the process Zn defined8 in [GHS16, Equation
(2.1)]. The latter describes ([GHS16, Lemma 2.1]) the points of intersection between two discrete
curves in the bipolar orientation and its dual (i.e. the interface paths defined in Section 3.5.1). In
[GHS16, Proposition 4.1] it was shown that Zn converges to a limiting process Z which describes
(see [GHS16, Proposition 3.2]) the points of intersection between the two already mentioned or-
thogonal SLE12 (these are the limits of the two interface paths in the bipolar orientation and its
dual).

The limiting process Z above is constructed in [GHS16] in a much more general framework:
Let κ′ ∈ (4, ∞) and θ ∈ [0, 2π). Let µ be a

√
16/κ′-LQG quantum plane, h be a Gaussian free field

independent of µ, and η be the space-filling SLEκ′ curve of angle zero generated (in the sense of
imaginary geometry) by h. It is possible to associate with these objects a process (Bx

κ′ ,B
y
κ′ ,Zκ′ ,θ)

defined as follows:

� The process (Bx
κ′ ,B

y
κ′) is a two-dimensional Brownian motion with ρ = − cos(4π/κ′).

This Brownian motion is given by the mating-of-tree encoding of (µ, η) (see [GHS19]).

� The process Zκ′ ,θ tracks, in some sense, the interaction between η and another SLE16/κ′

curve of angle θ also generated by h.

Gwynne, Holden and Sun prove that there exists a constant9 p = p(κ′, θ), with p(κ′, π/2) ≡ 1/2,
such that Zκ′ ,θ is a skew Brownian motion with parameter p. They also note that Zκ′ ,θ is a
measurable functional of (µ, h), which turns out to be completely determined by (Bx

κ′ ,B
y
κ′).

Nevertheless, they do not explicitly describe the measurable mapping (Bx
κ′ ,B

y
κ′) 7→ Zκ′ ,θ .

In the case κ′ = 12 and θ = π/2, our approach in [BM20] provides the explicit mapping
(Bx

12,By
12) 7→ Z12,π/2: it is enough to solve the SDE in Eq. (6.7) driven by (Bx

12,By
12) for u = 0.

For general κ′ ∈ (4, ∞) and θ ∈ [0, 2π), we conjecture the following.

6For more details see also [BM20, Section 1.6 and Appendix B.2].
7This is a corollary of our Theorem 6.3.16 that generalizes the results of [KMSW19, GHS16].
8In [GHS16] the process Zn is denoted by Xn.
9The explicit expression of p(κ′, θ) is not known.
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Conjecture 6.4.12. The process Zκ′ ,θ is explicitly described in terms of (Bx
κ′ ,B

y
κ′) by the SDEdZκ′ ,θ(t) = 1{Zκ′ ,θ(t)>0} dBy

κ′(t)− 1{Zκ′ ,θ(t)≤0} dBx
κ′(t) + (2p− 1)dLZκ′ ,θ (t), t > 0,

Zκ′ ,θ(t) = 0, t = 0,
(6.25)

where p = p(κ′, θ) is a constant to be determined, and LZκ′ ,θ (t) is the local time process at zero of Zκ′ ,θ

accumulated during the time interval [0, t].

Let us briefly discuss the relations between the parameters (ρ, q) defining the skew Brownian
permuton and the parameters (κ′, θ) above. It is natural to expect that ρ = − cos(4π/κ′) and
q = p(κ′, θ), where p(κ′, θ) is the unknown constant mentioned above. We point out that at
the moment we do not have an interpretation of the parameter θ in terms of permutations.
Conjecture 6.4.12 makes us believe that the skew Brownian permuton can be directly constructed
from the LQG (on a bounded domain10).

Conjecture 6.4.13. Let κ′ ∈ (4, ∞) and θ ∈ [0, 2π). Consider a
√

16/κ′-LQG (on a bounded domain)
decorated with two SLEs curves (η(t), η′(t))t∈[0,1] with parameters κ′ and 16/κ′ respectively, and of
angle θ. Consider the function ψκ′ ,θ(t) defined for all t ∈ [0, 1] by η(t) = η′(ψκ′ ,θ(t)). Then ψκ′ ,θ(t) =
ϕZκ′ ,θ

(t) a.s., where ϕZκ′ ,θ
(t) is defined as in Eq. (6.23) for {Z(u)

κ′ ,θ}u∈[0,1] solving Eq. (6.25) in the finite-
volume case and for different starting times u ∈ [0, 1].

6.4.4 | Connections with families of planar maps

We conclude with a quick discussion on some possible connections between families of permu-
tations and families of (decorated) planar maps. We saw that Baxter permutations and bipolar
orientations are in bijection (and this bijection played a fundamental role in guessing many of
the connections described above between the skew Brownian permuton and the LQG). This is
not the only instance of a bijection between families of (decorated) planar maps and families of
permutations: separable permutations are in bijection with rooted series-parallel non-separable
maps11 (see [BBMF11, Proposition 6]). Moreover, Baxter permutations avoiding the pattern 2413
– which form a subset of Baxter permutations, and a superset of separable permutations – are in
bijection with rooted non-separable planar maps (see [BBMF11, Proposition 5]). Other interest-
ing maps are Schnyder woods (studied in [LSW17]). The corresponding model of permutations
is a weighted model of Baxter permutations. It would be also interesting to study the general-
izations of Schnyder woods described in [BF12].

Problem 6.4.14. Can the bijections above (or additional ones) between families of permutations and
families of planar maps help in investigating the connections between the skew Brownian permuton and
the LQG?

10We prefer to not specify the precise notion of finite-volume LQG needed, since, at the moment, we are not sure
what is the correct one.

11Rooted series-parallel non-separable maps are rooted non-separable maps that do not contain the complete graph
K4.
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We believe that, as it was in the case of Baxter permutations and bipolar orientations, these
additional bijections will be helpful in improving our understanding of several connections be-
tween the skew Brownian permuton and the LQG, leading to the solutions of some of the prob-
lems/conjectures mentioned above.
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A

Two-dimensional walks in the
non-negative quadrant

Let W = (Wk)k∈Z≥0 be a two-dimensional random walk with step distribution ν (defined in
Eq. (4.5) page 83), started at a point x ∈ Z2. We denote this measure by Px. Let W = (X,Y) be a
standard two-dimensional Brownian motion of correlation −1/2. After the simple computation
Var(ν) =

(
2 −1
−1 2

)
, the classical Donsker’s theorem implies that the process

(
1√
2n

Wbntc

)
t∈[0,1]

converges in distribution to the process (Wt)t∈[0,1]. In this section we are interested in the be-
havior of W under the conditioning of starting and ending close to the origin, and staying in the
non-negative quadrant Q = Z2

≥0. This has been treated in much wider generality in [DW15] and
[DW20], and specialized in [BMFR20] to families of walks with steps in A (defined in Eq. (3.6)
page 63). The following convergence in distribution can be found in [KMSW19], as an immedi-
ate consequence of [DW20, Theorem 4].

Proposition A.0.1. Let x, y ∈ Q. Then

Px

((
1√
2n

Wbntc

)
0≤t≤1

∈ ·
∣∣∣∣ W[0,n] ⊂ Q, Wn = y

)
−−−→
n→∞

P(We ∈ ·),

where We is some process that we call the two-dimensional Brownian excursion of correlation −1/2 in
the non-negative quadrant.

We will now go through the initial steps of a slightly different proof of this result, one that
highlights an absolute continuity phenomenon between a conditioned walk away of its starting
and ending points and an unconditioned one. The two lemmas that we prove here (absolute con-
tinuity of the walk and local limit estimate of the density factor) are needed in this manuscript
to show convergence of a coalescent-walk process driven by a conditioned random walk.

In what follows, if W = (X, Y) is a two-dimensional walk, then inf W = (inf X, inf Y). We
also use the hat to denote reversal of coordinates, so that (̂i, j) = (j, i).
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Appendix A. Two-dimensional walks in the non-negative quadrant

Lemma A.0.2. Let h : Z2 → R be a bounded measurable function. Let x, y ∈ Q and 1 ≤ m < n/2.
Then

Ex[h((Wi+m −Wm)0≤i≤n−2m) |W[0,n] ⊂ Q, Wn = y]

= E0

[
h(Wi)0≤i≤n−2m · α

x,y
n,m

(
inf

0≤i≤n−2m
Wi , Wn−2m

)]
,

where

α
x,y
n,m(a, b) = ∑

z∈Q : z+a∈Q

Px(Wm = z, W[0,m] ⊂ Q)Pŷ(Wm = ẑ + b̂, W[0,m] ⊂ Q)

Px(Wn = y, W[0,n] ⊂ Q)
. (A.1)

Lemma A.0.3. Fix x, y ∈ Q. For all 1/2 > ε > 0,

lim
n→∞

sup
a≥0,b∈Z

∣∣∣αx,y
n,bnεc(a, b)− αε

(
a√
2n

, b√
2n

)∣∣∣ = 0,

where αε is a bounded continuous function on (R+)2 ×R2 defined by

αε(a, b) =
√

3
8ε5

∫
x:x+a∈R2

+

g(x)g(x + b)dx (A.2)

and
g(x1, x2) =

1√
3π

x1x2(x1 + x2) exp
(
−1

3

(
x2

1 + x2
2 + x1x2

))
.

A byproduct of this approach is a different characterization of the law of We, which is imme-
diate from Proposition A.0.1 and Lemmas A.0.2 and A.0.3.

Proposition A.0.4. For every ε > 0, the distribution of (We(ε + t) −We(ε))0≤t≤1−2ε is absolutely
continuous with regards to the distribution of W|[0,1−2ε]. The density function is the map

C([0, 1− 2ε], R2)→ R, f 7→ αε

(
inf

[0,1−2ε]
f , f (1− 2ε)

)
.

In particular, for every ε > 0 and for every integrable function h : C([0, 1− 2ε], R2)→ R,

E
[

h
(
(We(ε + t)−We(ε))0≤t≤1−2ε

)]
= E

[
h
(
W|[0,1−2ε]

)
αε

(
inf

[0,1−2ε]
W , W(1− 2ε)

)]
.

The proofs of the lemmas above can be found in [BM20, Appendix A].
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Notation

σ(1)σ(2) . . . σ(n) One-line notation for permutations. 14
|σ| The size of a permutation σ. 14
Sn The set of permutations of [n] = {1, 2, . . . , n}. 14
S The set of permutations of finite size. 14
std(x1 . . . xn) The unique permutation that is in the same relative order as x1 . . . xn. 14
patI(σ) The permutation induced by (σ(i))i∈I . 14
Avn(B) The set of B-avoiding permutations of size n. 14
Av(B) The set of B-avoiding permutations of finite size. 15
occ(π, σ) The number of occurrences of a pattern π in a permutation σ. 15
õcc(π, σ) The proportion of occurrences of a pattern π in a permutation σ. 15
c-occ(π, σ) The number of consecutive occurrences of a pattern π in a permutation σ. 15
c̃-occ(π, σ) The proportion of consecutive occurrences of a pattern π in a permutation σ. 15

⊕ The direct sum operation for permutations. 15
	 The skew sum operation for permutations. 15
LRmax(σ) The set of left-to-right maxima of a permutation σ (the other records are de-

noted LRmin(σ), RLmax(σ), and RLmin(σ)). 16
S•n The set of rooted permutations of size n. 21
S• The set of rooted permutations of finite size. 21
S•∞ The set of rooted permutations of infinite size. 22
S̃• The set of rooted permutations of finite and infinite size. 22
d The local distance on S̃•. 23
aBS−−→ Convergence in the annealed Benjamini–Schramm sense. 26
qBS−−→ Convergence in the quenched Benjamini–Schramm sense. 28
Permk(µ) The random permutation of size k induced by a permuton µ. 19
M The set of permutons. 18
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Notation Notation

d� The permuton distance onM. 18
indmax(σ) The index of the maximal value |σ| of a permutation σ. 37
σL and σR The left and right subsequences of σ, before and after the maximal value. 37
Tv

L and Tv
R The left and the right fringe subtrees of a binary tree T hanging below the

vertex v. 37
Tb The set of binary trees. 37
Tn The set of rooted plane trees with n vertices. 35
T The set of finite rooted plane trees. 35
θ[ν(1), . . . , ν(d)] The substitution of ν(1), . . . , ν(d) in θ. 41
Sall The set of all simple permutations. 42
CT(ν) The canonical tree associated with a permutation ν. 43
Mon The set of all monotone (increasing or decreasing) permutations. 43
Ŝall := Sall ∪Mon The set of all monotone and simple permutations. 43
T The of canonical trees with decorations in Ŝ. 44
Tnot⊕ The set of canonical trees with a root that is not labelled ⊕. 44
S The set of simple permutations of a given substitution-closed class. 44
G(S) The set of all S-gadgets. 45

Ĝ(S) The set of all S-gadgets and decorations {~k, k ≥ 2}. 45
P The set of Baxter permutations. 61
W The set of tandem walks. 63
C The set of coalescent-walk processes. 65
C(I) The set of coalescent-walk processes on some interval I. 66
W(I) The set of two-dimensional walks with time space I (considered up to an

additive constant). 113
T• The set of (possibly infinite) pointed plane trees. 99
T•,luf The set of locally and upwards finite pointed trees. 99
T•,luf
D The set of D-decorated locally and upwards finite pointed trees. 99

dt The local distance on the set T•,luf
D . 99
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